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To the Reader

This issue went to press when the CPSU Centr6l Committee pub-
lished the draft "The Main Directions in the Economic Development
of the USSR for 1976-1980" for the 25th Congress of the CPSU. The
draft notes that "the main task of the Tenth Five-Year Plan is the
consistent implementation of the policy of the Communist Party
aimed at improving the people's material and cultural standards of
life, based on the dynamic and proportional progreSs of social pro-
duction and enhancing its effectiveness, on the acceleration of scien-
tific and technological progress, on labour productivity growth and a
great improvement of work quality throughout the national eco-
nomy."

A great deal of attention is paid to the role of science in the pro-
gressive movement of society. The draft emphasises that the principal
task for Soviet scientists is to expand and deepen their research into
the laws gf nature and social life, to increase their contribution to
solving urgent problems in building up the material and technical
foundation of communism, speeding up scientific and technological
progress and the effectiveness of production, to improve the people's
culture and well-being, and to develop working people's communist
outlook.

The Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union stresses the need to ensure further development in fundamen-
tal and applied research in the social, natural and technical sciences;
to concentrate the attention of scientists on major problems connec-
ted with scientific, technological and social progress, on the solution
of which largely depends the successful development of economy,
cultural and scientific progress; to envisage the further research
which opens new ways and possibilities for transforming the coun-
try's production forces, for developing the machinery and technology
of the future; to strenglhen the relationship between the social, natu-
ral and technical sciences.

The draft defines the following major directions of research deve-
lopment in the social sciences:

to carry on with the scientific generalisation of the world historic
experience of the CPSU;.to examine the theoretical problems of dg-
veloped socialism,.the law-governed trends of its development into
communism and the mechanism of their operation and utilisation;
to con-tinue-to.develop the theory of building-up the material and tech-
nical foundation of communism, improving social relations, moul-
ding the new man, and developing the socialist mode of life; to pro-
mott research on the problems of the scientific and technological
revolution, of raising the effectiveness and intensification of social
production, of improving minagemerit and economic planning, and
also of forecasting social and economic processes; to extend research
on the development of the socialist economic integration of the USSR
and the CMEA countries, on economic relations with other states,
and of contemporarV wo;ld development. 
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our journal will systematig"lly acquaint its readers with soviet
ro.iif-r"iiniirtr' *ort in this field. Thii year it will carry. a s.eries of
ilitTd ffiii,;;d6;","ant of management and economic planning'
on the moulding of the new man, etc.

Science and Socialism
The 25fth anniversary of the ussR Academy of sciences has be-

"orn"- 
u nr"nd national occasion, an internatibnal demonstration of

;#;hi"""^;;"ir UV Soui"t scientists. "socialism and science are in-

[ii iiiUtili ;'rliia- ioiniA n r. zhnev at the c elebration meeting de voted
t" i"t.-uhninirsarv. in ttri. issue you will find Leonid Brezhnev's
;;;;i, frffill;;,;a;ui noilti"" wifl teu vou more about the cblebra-

tion meeting.*'wi-iip-f;irt 
from the journat-Kommunist a lqq4r-$ article which

,eriC*s-tiiJ progress ;i1ff ioiiat sciences in the USSR and des-cribes

ih;'d;tr;;a;A i"r-""rif, Uv Soviet scholars. The journal oi the CC

CISU frichly assesses the coitribution made,by the social sciences to
the-econ6my and culture of the ussR, to the mouldrng ot the new

man.

Economics. Management
An objective law of mattre so-cialism is the enhancement-of th6

'f lh;:,,*i.T",*ir*f :r;:*:#fu il";Tl."i'Jff 'ilF,i3q.li:
;ffi:ffiili i;rth;r-il;;oJiiu ir,"-uctiviti6s of democratic- institu-

fiffi:ilJ;, fi;;i6"ifiin pi6au"ti"n and of evolving new forms of

ecolomic democracY.

GeographY
in Julv-Aucust 196 Moscow'will be the venue of the 23rd

Ird;""tilffi'H&;hi"J-Cons"ri. We offer our reader several

articles by represeniili*.-of-thi geog.aohical sciences in this

connection. Onty recen*it y- i".gripfiv --*ai 
c6nsidered j ust ? Feneral

"iiitliiilir-"r- 
oiJJiprini, i?i.Eiii,iiri."id cognitive science mainlv' Not

;;;:-ioa"v'g*'ilp[v-his firmlv tlken its place among the

iinili.int"r i"i"n-c"tl t ii-icquired the significance of an-experimen-

i;i;a'i;;rf*,"i"s ili*t;.'one of its.main functions has become

;;;;;-"ffi;l'" i"fiiJii"iii^ i,i-lJsotnine- a problem crucial for
ffi;iilil;t"iri, tiiJ'i"ti"rh utititutio' 6f naiural resources while

ffi.}i;ilis;aiilfirfu the quality of the natural environment on

Earth."*,i'ii" main trends in Soviet geographical sciences, described by its

r"p*iiriiilrJq- ;. 
-':c- i-itfi 

" 

-g"bg,aphv" are :' development of
theorv and elaborati;;i-;;i""iitiJ pi6gtini.es for. the-remaking. of
;H#i,;;"tili"iff iiili;;rl;;d"ia ior itre most rational distribution

lki,lii:tf; f ?i";li*":,'*,3;'*#,?li'ff ":,",i::'l;ifi 
i.T;!*;i

J,il,irie'iii;'il;? i;;;il"b1' living conditions for people' rhese
trends make the tti'diiio'',a oiil6' -of 

geoeraphv into phvsical'

6

economic and population antiquated. Characteristic of contemporary
geography in the USSR as well as in other countries are, on the one

. hand, processes of differentiation and the formation of a whole
system of disciplines and, on the other, their integration for tackling
many problems in complex, the expansion of eooperation between
geographers and representatives of other sciences, both natural and
social.

The growing interest of scientists in geography is only natural for,
as one of the authors on the subject writes, the integration processes
in science are particularly clearly evident today prticisely in geogra-
phy which has become a kind of "proving ground" for the mutual
fertilisation of the social and natural sciences.

History
J. Kahk, Corresponding Member of the Estonian Academy of

Sciences, and I. Kovalchenko, Corresponding Member of the USSR
Academy of Sciences, in their article examine some specific and
general problems that arise when machine methods are applied in
historical research, and substantiate the determinative role of the
qualitative (general theoretical) approach in these studies.- With the invasion of Bessarabia in 1918 the forces of international
imperialism launched their offensive against the' young Land of
Soviets. V. Vinogradov shows, on the basis of documentary material,
the struggle of the working people of Bessarabia against its seizure by
the Ruftanian oligarchy which it carried out with the participation
of two opposing imperialist groups, and with the support of the local
and Russian counter-revolution.

On the basis of a collation of a wide'range of archaeological data
L. Vasllyev makes an attempt to assess the role the ancient cultures of
Western Eurasia played in accelerating the evolution of Chinese
civilisation.

Philo sophy. Psychology
The scientific trend connected with the creation of an "artificial

intellect" is leading to the formation of new interdisciplinary ties
which await analysis. O. Tikhomirov essays such an analysis,
beginning with an examination of the relations between the said trend
and psychology.

For many years now much has been done in the Soviet Union to
evolve educational aids for blind-deaf.mutes. In this issue we
familiarise the reader wifh the results of a unique experiment carried
out by Soviet scholars, which.besides being of general psychotogical
significance has wide philosophictrl implications, an experiment which
enabled a gxoup of four blind-deaf-mute students to receive a higher
education.-We print the texts of their reports made at the Academic
Council of the Department of Psychology of the Moscow State
University.

The Editors



Pride of Our Country's Science

LEONID BREZHNEV

Dear comrades,
Dear foreign guests,

Our Academy of Sciences is 250 years old' All S-oviet people are

"U""*ino-tfi" 
ai,niu"isa.V as an imirortant cultural occasion, as a

""t-ion*iie 
review of Soviet scientific achievements'*'w;;; 
th" anni""rr"rv i} it 

" 
ec"oer,ny of sciences as an event of

natio"-wiae importance, iiisAy, because-i''ou_r country enlightenment
lifi"'riji*"6--iiaiiiioniattv 6njoy profound respect. and esteem.

sJlor?ri.- ri""-i"ri r,iir,iito-iti6n"L has .never,- under any social
iJiti,"'.iht;;a-r*6;ru;utaiai, a decisive status in economic and

.6"i"i'i*litiip."rt uiit does under socialism-and especiSlly 1es'

;,#;;;;ffi;i i; b;iltuuitt. to us -science todav is a life-giving
ffi,g;;f 6;-firi!4, 

""on-o.iJu"d 
social progress,a iource of growth

i;;ih; 
"rtauii 

or ihe people and of theii well-bei.ns' 
-^* iil;r;fd, iii. *itf, a ieeling 9f greal satisfactioh that I fulfil the

ir.tiri-ii6"i or ir,i Ciiiirat C"ni"iltje of our Party, tLe Presidium of
i:#'$;;" -s"ui"1 of the ussB and the Soviet Government to
ttliifiiiA.i."iiitv congratulate the hero of the day.-the Academv
6i SIi6r,*i of tt e USSR-, its members, and all Soviet scientists.* 

lrii-e"uadt ,is;iL"""i c"n review these two and a half

""niriri". 
of itJ t iit6,rv *iiti piiA". It has traversed a difficult, but trulv

;i;;'i;;-.;"d. rne hil;l#i Aaademv of Sciences was born and

ffiile #;i;; diilicrr;;aitions of i despotic tsarist regime, in a
country backward for many 9.e-lturies'. and where the rulrng classes

for the most part weii inOitferent to science and culture^. The

A;"d;;i;[o*dr"r, iJtiio utt tfiat was best, all that the scientific and

SpeechbyL'BREZHNEV,GeneralSg^cretary'o!the.CPSUCentralCommit.
tee, at a cit4bration meeting on-thi occits-ion of the 21qth,anni-
irisiry-oi tie Academy ol Sciences, in Moscow, on October 7,

195.

8

cultural life of the.country could offer at the time, and learned from
the experience of pro_gressive Western scientists. Already in the 18th
century its work was elevated to a new level by the titanic effort of
Mikhail Vasilyevich Lomonosov, scientist and encyclopaedist, a man
of genius who rose from the lower classes.

The great scientists N. Lobachevsky and D. Mendeleyev, A.
Popov and I. Mechnikov, N. Pirogov and I. Sechenov, N. Zhukovsky
and K. Tsiolkovsky, i. Pavlov and K. Timiryazev, V. Vernadsky and
A. Bogomolets, I. Kurchatov and S. Korolyov have forever-br-o.pghf-
tame lii their country's and wgrld science. This honourable list of
outstanding men whose immortal deeds have enriched civilisation,
could be c6ntinued. By its work, the Academy of Sciences made an
invaluable contrifiutiori to the development of science, culture and the
enliEhtenment of all the peoples in our great country.

The powerful upsurge of the humanities, of progressive social
thougtrt in Russia largely took place outside the official framework of
the pre-revolutionari Academy, but in close conjunction with the
maiilstream of deveiopment in science and culture. A. Radishchev
and N. Novikov, V. B-elinsky and A. Herzen, N. Chernyshevsky and
N. Dobrolyubov, and G. Plekhanov, the pioneer of Marxian thought
in Russia-all of them helped in the intellectual awakening of Russia,
in moulding the peoples' revolutionary consciousness in our country.
In the final-analysis, their work helped to prepare the ground for the
great feat achi-eved by Lenin's genius, for th9 creation of a
ievolutionary workers' and peasants' party, for the victory of the
Great October Revolution.

Karl Marx, Frederick Engels and Vladimir Ilyich Lenin, the
greatest revolutionaries and the greatest of scholars, having effected a
ievolution in social science, made science serve the revolution. As
they had foreseen, the victory of the Socialist revolution radically
chairged the position and role of science in society. Freed from-tsarist
opprEssion ind capitalist enslavement, science became what its
fin^est, most talented representatives had for centuries dreamt it might
one day be-a poweiful force for improving-people's- lives, for
increasing their miterial and intellectual *ealth. That is why many of
the leading scientists in our country, who were subjectively remote
from the -Marxist ideology, heartily welcomed the victory of the
Octoler R?volution and supported thq Soviet Government headed by
Lenin. Under the guidanCe of the Communist Party, workers and
scientists set out logether on the unexplored road of building
socialism.

Socl sm and science are indivisible. This isone reason for the
victory of sociaiism. For it was socialism that made it possible to use
the gains of science for the people, to unfetter the creative potential,
the talents that are so abundant in every nation. And only by drawing
on all the latest developments in the sciences that deal with nature and
society is it possible to successfully build socialism and communism.

'So it wai only natural that the young Soviet state and Lenin, its
founder, showed special concern for scientists, for the conditions

9



under which they lived and worked. Lenin took a personal interest in
a"fi"i"g itii-maiir trends of work of the Academy of _Sciences,and the

ior-i-6f ii. farticipation in_ th_e- fuFil*ent of .the -Party'g 
plan.s for

airiitpi* fur[iou.itii. Cradually,-the Revolution changed the social

"rp"ii, 
ifi" ih.. composition of the Ac-ad.emy' Talented. young

w6rt eis and peasants,-people of many of the country's different

""tiir"iiti"i, 
6ame to'iti research institutes and laboratories. This

l"i.tit"iJa i valuable source of the Academy's replenishment.'"'ilirtii"g uu"f or". the past decades, comrades, we-h-ave good

r"u.-oir-io-."uy itiut Soviet sci^entists have justified the confidenqe and

h;;;i1il'CJmmunist ParlY, the Spviet-state and the Soviet people''--Td; ioot " verv active parf iS drawing up the -GOELROpfun-if," ii.it truty-i"iintific lbneFrdnge plan of nati.opal economic
[l,""roririri.-ttiv t"ot an acfive part in working out and

i*;i;ffi;ti1s thJ first five-year.plans of our socialist construction.
S;illiii; ;d-"iCJ was particularlv valuable at that time because the
;;iffi $r[t state wad setting orit on untrodden paths, with no other
6ipit"i"*" i; d|x* ot , t o chince even of learning from the mistakes
of others.-^ $;64 scientists helped to set qp the basic branches of modern
industrv in the country. Ttt"V helpe<iio carry out the Leninist cultural
revolution, to build up a new educational system for the people - gen-

Liii-rCtjiits, woit<eis' faculties, specialised secondary- and higher
;;[*is;6 ireate *iitten languig6s for a number of thp formerlv
backward peoples.-*66."45., itittr"." are components of _the remarkable contribution
maA-e-U-v oui sCiintists, above ilt Uy ttre USSR Academy of Sciences,
ill urldilg;;;i;litt;ocietv. Neither the Partv nor our people will
ever forget it.-' 

ifih-tht-iasks and opportunities 0f our science expanded and

tfr"-riiibt"- oiianisation 6f scientific work in th9 counqy gr-eatly

ii*rJrid. ftrE ecaUemy oisciences did much to h.e!p to found and
&,iii"p it 

" 
tli"AirC specialised scientific centres, which were set up in

il-;;-d{ty-ti aliition of the Partv-the Academv.of l\{edical
5"i"""".1ii,e-Academy of Pedago-gicil Sciences. the Academy of
Asricultural Sciences'inOiti-Ai-uO1-y of Arts of the USSR''--irr"-""tir"-;-o'k- 

under the leadersliip of the USSR Acaderny of
ScienciJfo develop science in the Union Republics wala concrete

"ipiiiiion "t 
our iarty's Leninist nationalities policy. Bryrnches of

th6 Academy g.ew into republican academies of sciences. 'l'oday.one

;;;;t.#k-of the aihievernents of Soviet scientists without

-"-iiiiriiig lf,"- o"iii"nding disc,veries made by these splendid
national detachments of our Soviet science.--- it " Dostwar veari liave seen h further development of this

"ro"i.ititri Sfurian branch of the USSR Academy of Sciences was

Siiirp 
"ra 

ir no* tir-tv established invorld science. The Academy's
;ilU c6tdi in itre Urals and the Far East were fotmed and are

doing good work.---iir|re 
is one matter on which I wish to dwell speciilly-th9 Party

spirit of our science. Whatever the field.in which Soviet scientists are

r0

working, they are always distinguis[red by one characteristic-com-
munist consciousness and Soviet patriotism.

The truly Soviet scientist proceeds in his entire research work
from the scibntific ideology of Marxism-Leninism, is an active fighter
for the cause of communism, against all forces of reaction and
obscurantism. Our scientists subordinate all their practical work to
the task of implementing the noble ideals of communism.

The Soviet scientist is always confident that his discoveries will
serve lofty humane objectives. Our scientists made a tremendous
contribution to the Soviet people's victory over nazi Germany. It was
a contribution to the victory of reason, justice and peace over the
forces of barbarity and aggression.

The development by Soviet scientists of a powerful modern
weapon in answer to the warmongers' designs, ended the imperialists'
nuclear monopoly and rendered our country's defences impregnable.
This also helped strengthen the positions of peace forces all over the
world and greatly multiplied the opportunities of our peaceful
construction.

The great feat of Soviet science in developing space rocketry and
in space exploration will live on for centuries. The enhancement of its
economic and defence potential has enabled the Soviet Union to
launch an active and successful peace "offensive" in the international
arena.

Today, Soviet scientists are actively helping in many ways to solve
the historic task of building a communist society in the Soviet Union,
and helping in our common stru8€le to consolidate world peace.

The Communist Party, the Soviet state, all our people highly
appreciate and, as you know, honour the work of the outstanding
scientists who are now working under the aegis of the USSR
Academy of Sciences and are the pride of modern Soviet science.

Comrades, we face tremendous tasks: to further develop every
aspect of life of Soviet society-the economy, social relations and
the people's consciousness-in the direction called for by our
communist ideals, and on the basis of the latest achievements in
sciencb and techirology. The Party has set a task of enormous
importance, that of blending the achievements of the scientific and
technological revolution and the advantages of socialism.

\\e 24th Congress of the CPSU and the subsequent Central
Committee plenary meetings defined the main aspects of economic
policy at the present stage and formulated new E)proaches to
management and planning dictated by life. Modern-tiends in the
Partyts agrarian policy have been worked out carefully on a scientific
basis and are being put into practlce consistently.

A study of the present alignment of forces in the world arena has
made it p-ossible tb formulate and successfully implement a com-
prehensive foreign policy programme, the Peace hogramme.- 

Scientists and specialists in different branches of natural science,
technology and in the social sciences have helPed and are helping the
Party extinsively in coping with all these tasks, in drawing up and
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carryingoutplans,forwhichthePartyrendersheartfeltthanksto
them.

,J;',*.lf :$""#1,:'$",.?3x}[i'l?'d'i#I"ffi:;"',.",1':'i:ti',311
;ilr-;;;;-t,iuui""t., 

-oi[6* t" go uuout theml'that is a matter for
if" lJi'.,i,tfriJiffiil;i;;. gut trii frrin directions in science,rhe main

ildJri, iirit 
":i" 

sii uv iit" iiJiit, these we shall decide together.

As the Party prepares for its. 25th Con-gress' it exn99!s of

."i"#.t.- in"ti"Jirritv deep and d-3,ring researgh into n€w- processes

and phenomena, an ;&;; &iitiit'iii-t'i't ;:i:{flc and-technical
progress, u p"n"t."tirij'.*",rqt;. "f the problems that arise and

resnonsibte ,""o-."n?""ti;;bi the best wiys of solving them in the

ii"J,i'Jii"# dfttdfi ri;a;t t'; s.lr-gnetli, of improvins the life of

the people and in the interests of building commurusm'

;"tth"i:n:"smn:i$xi"x"#'J"9","i[:Ji?i]iiipt,li
must formutate a r,ii-il]i-r, 

'Jt'"rtiiiv for iiientitic and technical

nrocress. Building "oin'.tinii*,-*iit"a 
io have as clear an idea as

*::'ilt"'"i' ;f,;;1d;;ffi;'nuihi',"'v or .a rutu'e societv'- Naturally, it is fiiii;i,il'6oi-Lnvttri"e in..this Jield^without

fundamental .".""r"ri]^sJiuntilis iluJ iiiuafise the machines of the

i"iiit", u"A work to Produce them'

Atthesametime,Iwouldlike.Iomention'asahighlygratifying
r""iinJiriilils ai,Ai*riiIt 6;*i"ir-iii"nce and practical life' the

dailv contacts betwe"en-"r:;;a'il.1itution. and 
-industry' often

[Ji-;h'ffiiii"tlJ"i ;& ;;;r on mq* teihnical problems directlv

ilviilaJiJ'if iu"io'i".-unJ"onit'u"t*'.','l"ii,:f bf ',i:ip*3lk'li'lffi.*-h;;;-tretp ttrem to raise the technic
productivity of labour.^ 

Scientists atso treip'to raise the level of qualifications of engineers'

technicians 
"na 

u"ni{*"o.[lr-.;I;;;.i"ge them to help in solvins

scientific Problems'
Comra-des, all these are

ments that are of immense
fiilinical progress and in

fundamentally important new develop-
-.iorriticurrce -botli in speeding- up- -our
solving the social tasks of bulldlng

communism.
Science should also serve. more actively the development'of the

main oroductive force"oi r'."igiy-tt" O"uttopmentof 
-man 

himself,
'ilii^li"i"t'iiitiii; ;a-;pttidJJ, in'"t"uiine-.un'S usefulness to societv'

3t"i"-n-,IJ,I'f i,;urA-si#;il;';il;;-i,A;li;:'ll*1,'.r"rl:'iil,tltli

**xl'}.}Jr#:fi*;T,uH:ll;+'f*;;*i'tl';1,,:i1k"#**j
ilIil;e-r;ti;-noim. of cbmmun"-T . .

Thev must nefp n" pJv to find the best possible ways of

m:*'{:,'.t*.tlil**'.'t'.;$-xl:fl t';i.txllffi :'l3ni',**
societv. further O"rJiJri,i"ni- oi- tfr,! quttvts Leninisi nationalities

ili,&1';o ;;."li,i#"# ii"'"iiti Jt itre Soviet people'
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lnawQrd,comrades,asyousee,theSo{etscientist'sresponsibil-
itv to society tu. -gr'oiuri-im-mcaiurauly in our time. As the
'dJr"[d;;TA'6;"i;i;';;i;;; s'"w iir size and complexitv' the

role of the consctoo. "f".Inil" 
to"i-"ty' the role of the Party' as the

cuidinc force in 
"o.rriu-niti "oriitruitio", 

grows as.well, as also does

fffi;i?;T;Ji"""i,-*iii"r, ,,u.t *u}".a creative-study of the problems

;ii;t;il;i tr," F"ttv, the state and the people'

Today Soviet science enjoy.s gr-eat international prestige', The

a".,lt-.,-rrrient of interiation'at"J6ie"iitic and technical relations is an

[t[{}Hi"T*tilli*iffi*t:trH#}HJ#,ffiirl;f, fr"iT
lruj;ff lirsiltiliiffi fi ffi :"""1#E"Ji:iii?'ni:'3Hli,:T
deserves sP-ecial mention.---Uu,uai, 

advantageous scientific and technical relations with

-"nu-'"-iit Li tt ut'-[u""-? aitterent social . sysleJr.r are also

l'i1tt..Iirjv".iJ""rii,'ii,e'ii'ti"1ti-"t" of- internatiorial d6tente' This

cooperation covers ii""riv iiias : 
- 
agricutture, transport, medicine.

environmenta proteci'ion, uto,oi" e'ietgy' space research and many

other branches. . L, L- --r al^:-i^
From the bottom of my heart I wish our scientists and their foreign

"orr"u6i".'ir;i 
;rc;;;"fi-af ihese endeavours that are of gtreat

importance to PeoPles.
Comrades,ourcountryhasnowa-powerfulscientificpotential.

rraoi""iir'inliiinion pltiiid1y|.* il nuti6us fields of science' Thisis a

;;JJ ffi;"; una-it$ ,;i, important to use it properlv'

Todav when the part science nlays has growl tremendglsly and

*n"'"H&"l;'ft il;d. *" utioi"tia ior s-cience' it is more important

il; ";; i;"i;&;;ih; ;i;;;it{*'e o1 ttrg v9$ done at scientific

i,tiluiiii-mJniC ana to eliminate the shortcomrngs'

Thereisnoneedtohidethefactthatourscientistshave^notaSyet

"u"i,il.iir,i;;i "d;;;;i;i'lti.";;il 
Jverv main area of research.

ffit,ui; IiI.;iffi;;i;6b; iiiii i" everv.thing * qnge'Yet this onlv

increases the importa"J"?'fr"ri-rii a.riltv *[ell elaborated research

strategy, ot 
"o"""nifiiiig"o"i-.iii-ngtt, 

ana resources in the decisive

directi-6ns of research*""frJ'i,uiiUiiot t"."-"t, institutes and other scientific establish-

ments in our 
"ountty-i'.'Ioi"6;ttty 

sil*il'g' rhis is' apparently' quite

natura[. But it is n"'.l"iJi't-t u't if,efi i"cii effect is far from equal in

;ill'ii;iitr. Aii,neiia""'Jii;ffii ;;.F!ri- i""m' that our countrv is

oroud of , there 
"r" 

;th;;ii;il;;-.i,"pitmarking time, devoling their

ilil,iii.ii tli;;6a#;;ii;;;;d ;fio'se persoinel are pretty weak.
" "d;iy' ;t"" rii"rtilt'. iniir-i Jt*-i urO 

-uUbn 

" 
all the Ac-ade my, with

its rich experience,"c;?;;ia; tt" u".t and quickcst ways of dealing

with these shortcomffi:il;-';e;.;iil i;ia"tts on yiru to do tliis.

the PartY expects this of You.'
There is no doubTtf,ut"cilnti.tg a1d scientific.organisations can

una^Jiriiri, frg"it "i'tiiiii 
oitii-iioti in our social oisanism, plav a
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vgry pig p-art in such an important task as speeding up the application
of scientific achievements in production. -

- 
Briefly, comrades,- I would put it like this: the more the party

values our scientists'_work arid the part they play in buildin!
communism, the more [t expects of them, the greater iis demands on
them. I do not think you will take offense af this. Because it only
means that scientific knorlvledge, the intellectual potential of society is
bec_omi1g an increasingly valuable social asset in our country.

Ha$ a century ago, during the Civil War, in the grim period of
general chaos and famine, Lenin said with firm cohviction: "No
forces of darkness qan withstand an alliance of the scientists, the
proletariat-and the te-chnologists." Today we can see how thls great
prophecy is coming true.

All the forces of darkness of our century are retreating in the face
of the alliance of science and production, tire unbreakablE ailiance of
the _working class, the colleCtive-farm peasantry .and the working
intelligentsia. This is leading to the real triuniph of human reason and
the ideals of humanism.

Ivlay I express the confidence that the Academy of Sciences of the
USSR, our research institutions and all Soviet scientists will continue
to devote all their energies to the fight for the victory of the great
cause of communism

And now I have a pleasant mission: to present a well-earned
award, the Order of Lenin, to the USSR Acaclemy of Sciences.

- (Comggde L. I, Brezhnev reads out thgUkaz ol the l+esidiut* of the
Suprqme Soviet ol the USSR awarding the Order of Lenin to the USSR
Acad-emy of S.cienc_es, attaches the Order of Lenii to the Banner of the
A9alemy aryd, tg the prolonged applause, hands over to the presidium
of the meeting the text of the greatings of the CPSU Centrdl Commi-
ttee,-the hesidium of the Supreme Soviet and the Council of Ministers
to.the Academy of Sciences, scientists and all workeri of Soviet
science.)

The Lofty Mission
of the Science of Society

An article l.ro1n_ Kommunrs( No. 13,
1975, the series- 'tcience and the'Con-
struction of a New Society" devoted to

E":#3i! liil:"[i6g*:r 
the Academ, or

The social sciences have made an important contribution to the
economy and culture of the USSR and to the development of the
working people's Marxist-Leninist world outlook.

ft is common knowledge that immediately following the establish-
ment of Soviet power in the USSR great efforts were directed towards
consolidation and development of the social sciences on the
foundations and principles of Marxism-Leninism, and to inculcation
of the materialist proletarian world outlook and the dialectical method
of cognising social phenomena and refashioning social relations. On
the organisational plane, those efforts found expression in the setting
up, on June 25, 1918, the Socialist Academy (renamed the Communist
Academy in 1924) with the aim of "studying and teaching both social
knowledge from the viewpoint oJ scientific socialism and commun-
ismandIhesciencescontiguous-tosuchknowiedge!'

From the outset the Communist Academy (which became part of
the USSR Academy of Sciences in 1936) was the country's leading
centre for studying social processes from Marxist positions and
training Marxist research personnel, who were urgenfly needed, and
for propagating Marxist-Leninist theory. The organisation of studies
in the humanities, this on a Marxist basis, was fostered by the
establishment, in the 1920s, of the Marx-Engels Institute, the Red
Professorate Institute, and the Lenin Institute.

Of particular importaflce to the development of the social sciences
grounded in dialectical materialism was the fact that the process was
given guidance by Lenin himself. His analysis of a wide range of
theoretical and practical questions of the socialist reconstruction of
society provided outstanding instances of the Marxist approach to the
solution of problems in the social sciences. The methods used by
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Lenin in his analysis of social processes 
-in_ 

the emerging socialist
soCietv became air essential coniponent of the social sciences, not
onlv iir content but form as well.-'-'Th; i.iiiration of the social sciences in the Soviet land and their
turtiii Olviiop-"nt have been based on the creative and allround
iiiU"iutio" of 'ttre Marxist-Leninist teaching given in Party_materials,
iltti;-a;;i.ions of congresses and confeiences of the Communist
fuit, ildh tti" writingiof its leaders..The CPSU has made a major
i.riiiU"il"n to revealiig the main problems in the world revolutio-
nary mouement and in tht construction of socialism. Foremost among

"ucir 
oroblems are: the decisirre significance of the proletarian

Ai"t"tdritip; tlie alliance between the working class-and the working
;;;;;ffi il ihe proletarian revolution and in socialist construction;
it 

" 
?,iilii"i.otJ 5t the Party in accomplishing the ta.sks of socialist

inAu-.trirtiiution, the develof,ment of cobperatlvgs i! the countryside,
l-fi 

",narifi 
rlvolution, and-the fundamental refashioning of society;

iiii pr.riUiiiiy of both peaceful and non-peaceful establishment of the
aictitorship 6t tt 

" 
proi"tari"t; the implementation of the principles of

;;;;iri "[e*i"iet 
i" of states with differing social systems, and so

on.
In dealing with questions raised by the praglige of socialist

tranJoimalio-ns, the 'Communist Party has invariably employed a
ili;""4 ind a[round theoretical analysis of social processes. In
'"..ino-i"Oic"lly ne* problems or priniiples in its documents, the
F*iV-n". n*a!s orienled the socialscien-ces.towards research in the

-oJi i.p"itanl fields, in keeping with the trends in social develop-
.iri. Ai'i"av during the pre*ar-f ive-year-plan -periods, the develop-
;;;i .ath"sCsciencEJwai marked bvmai6r acfiievements and made

u-iuirriunii4 contribution to the acc6mplishment of the tasks of the
iaAicat socio-economic and cultural reshaping of society-.^:-tt 

" 
piir"ipi". of the philosophy of dialecti-cal materialism in their

"on;;d;ppiication 
in tfre varidus sciences of society have provided

a cinuinetvicientific foundation for a study of the complex processes

of"tfr" gr",iuai gro*tn and strengthening ofthe elements of socialism,
;d;;riA;d anei io the discolerv oflhe o-bjective laws and trends
ii-ttr'" t i.ioiical, e6onomic and cultural development of society in the
direction of the full victory of socialism.-- il;;;;Ch conducted 5y the philosophersof the USSR Acade-mv
of S;fi;;Ouring tt 

" 
cons[ructi6n of socialism, ipe-qal attention has

G;;;iAa" ptouTems of the stu{v o! the theoretiial herit?ge of Karl
I\i;i';A itrlairict< Engels, the ieninist stage in the development of
Mrriist ohilosophy. and ttri links between the science of dialectics
;ith thi;piiliisbit disciplines in natural_history- .and the social
scli"cis. 1i ttre area of social development, Soviet philosophers have
i;;.;aiftii attintiol on'problems oi the dialectics of theproductive
i;;J and production relations in the conditions of socialism, on the
;6d;;i-diil recularities of the historical process' and on the
ehb6ration of the theory of culture and the cultural revolution.--Ma"vit"Oiei hare d;alt with problems of the- g$ty 9f dialectical
a"d hisibrical materialism, and the significance of historical material-

t6

ism for the cognition of the phenomena and processes of social life
and the international revolutionary struggle. Considerable attention
has been devoted to questions of icientifii atheism and its linki witli
Marxist-Leninist philosophy and progress in the naturar ano social
sciences, with greater -stress on- the propaganda of athiiJm. An
important part in evolving the Marxist-Leiriiist theory of iiientific
atheism and its propaganda was played by Academician E. yaros_
lavsky.

Attemlts to revise the principles- of Marxist-Leninist philosophy
and to distort them in a mechanistic and idearistic ipirii-*"r"
r-egistered and subjected to criticism in the course of the disiu;ion on
the-basic problems of world outlook, which was held in the second
half of the 1920s and the early 1930s. soviet philosophers gave
decisive bac*ing to the Party's general line and'to ttrJionsis-tent
implementation of the Party spirit in philosophy. The decision taken
-by -tt" penlral Committde of the^ Alt-Uirion Com-"niri ffiiy
(Bolsheviks) iq Jal.l3ry 1931, regarding the results of the discussion,
oriented-Marxrst philosophers towards the elaboration of problems of
the Leninist stage of tht development of dialecticar and hisioricai
materialism and enjoined them tb establish closer ties betwein the
philosophical heritage and the practice of socialist construction and
the international revolutionary movement. Their creative achieve-
ments and their contribution to socialist construction were baiid on
the conversion of the social sciences into the science of soiiety as
based on Marxist-Leninist principles and methodology.

In the area of economic scienc1, attention was focd-sid on research
into. the peculiarities of industrialisation in the ussR ano lii iaaica
distinction from industrialisation under capitalism, ana tnC spicific
sources and methods of implementation of soviet industrialisalion in
conditions of the capitalist-encirclement and the economii utocmae
of.the country. A tangible influence on the development of economic
science was exerted by the broad discussions helt in ttre tatl-igzos,
during- which Lenin's ideas on industrialisation and coop-ration iri
agriculture were creatively developed.
. .In waging.a struggle !9r tlre tfrumph of the Leninist programme of
industrialisation and collectivisation and for the enhanceinent of a
genuinely creative approach to "oilioil;ili; pliffi;;;;; Soviet
economists -produced a number -o_t major wgrki on the ioliticaleconomy of capitalism and socialism,. 

-on 
pioblems of pianning,

commodity turnovor, cost accountifig, financ6s and price frirmaiiofi,
statistics and demography, technical progress and'the efficicv of
capital investments, the competitio! between two world systems, as
well as on.the.history of the national economy and economicttlouitri.
Alrcady in -those y,eafs, the first attempts were made to use
mathematical methods -in the economy. Thi: development of soviet
economic science in those years was closely conirected *ittr tt e
names of Academicians E. Varga, V. Nemchiirov, S. Strumilin, andK. Ostrovityanov.

The development of economic science at the country's academic
centres was directed on the whole towards ascertaining ihe objective



foundations and the content of the ecortomic-policy conducted by the

ffiil;;h,;'S.;i-"i :ffi;. ; !F9, ;f itre ouiectii'e laws that policv

was based on, and ,"il"ii. iirOiiU ways to improve the planning

mechanism in the 
""o""ornrc 

acilritG. of socialist society.

Socialist "on.,rrr"i'ion';di;;';i;a 
hi si i ri c al s c ien c e- with maj or

oroblems, in dealing'w]i'h ;ir'i;h'ii- icoiia considerable success. In
.their 

writings, Soviet"iiii;;i;;;'.nJ*Lo th" mu.re. as the main

motive force in social Progress'
From the very outset, ma-ny bourgeois historians did all they

could. and still 
"orilnu" 

'to -dJ 
to, to- present the Great October

llliiiiri itr.i"ti* "rJirri-"o*t*iti"n 
ot socialism in the USSR as

a kind of historical ;il;;qlv;;;^"!3-il;"i' "Russian phenomenon"'

The aim of such fd#i;;ti.ils ot tiistory iiobvious: if is designed to

J,ix'a!'i' ir,1 ir;L;;l #;fr"'il;; ;-;f historical dev elop me nt, isolate

the most progr".rtJ""';d';;;;-h'tt"n*Y fot""t' and weaken the

inftuence exerted "" 
ifrJii.lrrJ .it !.iitO'nisiot, 6V the successes of

:Hilil;#.iir"tLii, ir1;; ussR. 50"iit histoiians have shown that

the socialist revoluti'on i.ioiu-ioit,ritous or limited process but a

iliitii,rioiv ift;;ti;;;l ptJ,i*"'o";.it is the law-governed conse-,:;l{#:ii'##n!:J#i.;;**Hiilg+i';13itri}",1i{r:}ffi

histo-ricql conditions
of the 20th centurY.

The history of the Bolshe{k Party and of the Great October

S""iii.t iiii.ir"ti"n;'it""i."t"6iiJi,."-"tof the Revolutiori's interna-

tional character aiits;il:i;;;;;:--itl-tirto.ical process of the

HffirJffi;T-io"ii-""6iornic syitems; the class itrugEe of the

oroletariat and the p;;;ilrl-the iticisivb role of the working masses

it all stages ot.o"i"t-i'l-A"J"iofment, and ihe blending of the strusgle

for the proletarian'i"iJf:uii.li'*itt 
'ttut ior the de-velopment and

completi-on of protouiatlin-o"r"ti" 
-transf 

ormations - all these have

been focal prour"ril*ii'$;il'ii;t6iiiui- iii"*e. Academicians

M. Pokrovskv, B."Erei;";, N"'=|ilti'' E rarle' M' Tikhomirov'

A. Pankratova, and Vl?ti'lslii" did-mich valuable work in the area

i'r ir,t'iliJtJrv bt-it" uSsR and world. historv'
The awaren"r. iI ;;ii#;;g *r,i"n a n"* life wasteine built

was bound up wittr ihe'il"iv-q{it6ptocltt"Jof the development of

the numero,r. p"opiJt-i't'luiti'ig tt'" ussn' the blending of the

irational ana int"rruliil'r,i 
^ffih; 

d"" ;"fopnr"nt of the Sov iet pe opl e s'

the eeneralisation #ffi1fi";i;r.; ;f ilaialist reconstruction in the

devdloped ana r"ss"a1;;id;id ut""t.-of the countrv'' and the

L".L!-1'*itu*ii"nui,t#i'.i;;i-"h"rg"inthesocio-economicstructure
;i'.th;"Gi;il;6"bti;; *d regions. of the ussR'

The new .ocia !;"'a,ffi.;;.g;;a op unpr""edented opportunities

and prospects for 
-iiiiiii'itihies, so'trJditional within the frame-

work of the ecadlm-v';i S;ili"9'.The studv of the East now

oroceeded wittr ttre ieJf"t:"A "iil lfiiving erery possible assistance to

ihe socialist .""oriii&i;*J' il,i..iu;3 
-r"si"in 

areas,.-and to the

revolutionarv .t*egi;-f-oi-lib"iution ggn$ucte.d uv tt': tgllilg.masses

i! {he eastern ,t;r; ';b;;4.- Ar- airtir"t from pre-revolutionarv

1t

oriental studies, Soviet scholars now focused their main attention on a
study of the history and culture of the Eastern peoples both within the
Soviet Union and beyond its bor$ers, and on the conversion of their
historical and cultural achievep$nts into a powerful means of
arousing their self-awareness an{ Sarling the construction of a new
life and the movement for emanclpdioh. A considerdble contribution
to Soviet oriental studies was made by Academicians I. Krachkovsky,
V. Struve, I. Orbeli and N. Konrad.

The fundamental economic and sogial changes in the life of the
peoples of the USSR have led to'c'olrsiderable advances in their
language and cultural developmen! and called for an extensive
linguistic work. The creation of alphabets and systems of writing for
over forty nationalities that were bdckward prior to the revolution,
and the development of their la4guages have been a major
contribution made by linguisticsto the construction of socialism. The
achievements of theoretical and practical linguistics in the 1930s and
1940s was closely linked with the work of Academicians I.
Meshchaninov and V. Vinogradov.

By liberating the working people from all and any exploitation,
socialism has given them equal rights, and shown them the way
towards resolving the contradictions between the individual and
society. The necessity arose of coping in a scientifically grounded
way with the numerous problems in the construction of socialist
statehood, genuinely popular democra-cy, and to inCulcate a correct
understanding of the freedom of the individual, socialist democracy
and discipline, and the new attitude towards labour and socialist
property. All these problems were elaborated and generalised by the
Maixist-Leninist sclence of law and the state.

Of decisive importance for the development of the science of law
were not only Lenin's writings but his practical activities in creating
the Soviet state machinery and the new revolutionary law, and the
experience gained by the Bolshevik Party in setting up governmental
bodies. Lenin closely followed the development of Soviet legislation,
drew up and edited drafts of the major decrees promulgated by the
Soviets, and guided all legislative activities in the young socialist
state. The Soviet science of law developed on the basis of the dialectic
and materialist understanding of questions of law and the state.

The foundations of Soviet legislation in all areas of social life, a
system built on new principles, were laid down and developed in the
years of socialist construction on the basis of research conducted by
jurists working in the Academy of Sciences of the USSR and with
their active participation.

Built up and consoliaut"o in ,ir" ]o"r." of socialist construction,
the Marxiit-Leninist social sciences have now entered a phase of
development that is new in principle and linked with the peculiarities
of thr!-present stage of communist construction in the USSR, and the
world revolutionary movement.
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Asiscommonknowledge,theconstructionofanewsocietyinthe
US'SR t"d";;A;d bt ii;;ry rxo.- *iitr socialism's complete lrlrd fi-
;iildil. Thi t".iiiii"tt*il"i in.the.colntrv permitted the CP- SU to
'#"rJ i, ii,fi;6ii#.;;ti;A ani fgtiljcat io'nclusion regarding the

lir?iUfi.iiri,-iii- ot r 
-OLvLtopeA 

so-cialist . so-ci.etv in the countrY'

ii;ffi;';;;t'Ji.m i"mii[;a 5t; tiieh tevet of the economv' socialist

#i;i;"ldidi,-"rA tfr" cuuuie ano cons-cicitisness of the masses' It
iX:$;;;i it t ii,iii,i;;;.d;;rltural and spiritual preconditions

fi."il;;;;;;J"iiiiition of a communist societv'
^"'a''.ii,ii"- r6"iai,-.,i-Ji,ii"iv i"tiit. *o.t full.v t'hose-principles of

socialism that expresr"it.-n?,t*". A. .ho*n i'n the REport of the

c"isatb;ilJ-i-o.,iiiii"-6th;_2{th concress of the Partv, it is at

l*t#:x,*l,it?:*tl'ffi iif i?",*littn:-;:*xi'l:'iliJ,E'li

ild:llrt,Ji''""9;T#.HIf, *lliq*,H*+utrtli3*n",#
3:l*H.':1",**i'till*;:*"'::11?:H's't;-:'ill'21#??lt:
Efi ;%:li-"ii*"It"1f ti*;Htrilf'fl'*""Tifl'J:'L1:#li:;
;;6ffi.;i ifri conJtruction of a communist societv' . .*"5;"i; ;;fi ;;ffiii.6uiJtfi"ii ictivities on thl elaboration of

tn"-irii6i"ti"a pio6iimi of prgg-qfdav social devg'lopment as

iliiriiili i,ir'ih" t Ai""ri,tr-"iini CpSU atid the Soviet Government'

The Programme ot iii" Cisu-, tt'9 rulty documents devoted to the

igii, ;;fr;ilv ot tii" Oiiat-OctoUer Sociatist Revolution^, the cente-

#;;illd;trrtfr ;f f ile;" una *," 50th anniversary. gf the forma-

lffi,;i;i,; iisS{i ti,!-ir""iiio"Jof -thp 23rd and the 24th Partv con-

ffi; Jnaifl" pi"#y ;;;ifis ot irie,.central committee that fol-
f&:df;it"fil.Jiir" a comprehenstve tnterpretation of the rich ex-

ffi [h:iiTi;,"ii-fr lif .i',iSill*x."t1,'HfJili'4:i{1."",:l!3
oractice of the *otiA"ii"oiuii.*-V frocess and the {najgr specific

ffi;#;; ;i ;fi; ;;;id'; ;;;6-totiti"qt and economic development'

The attention oi-5o"]ii-r'o"i"t itought is concentrated on the

,ro6[i"J oi'iii"tipi. 6;-ririi;r*a.a ui the practice of communist

il,i".iiiii,ii"iriiitr,iUstil?ri!*"io-poiilicaa'naeconomicdevelo-p-
#;?^;ii# *'oifa iffiir'ii.ily;i". ind the further advance of the

world revolutionarY movement'""iii-titiotv ;r k;;;;;iiil"dialectics as an integral' profound and

all-embracing tt"ori'-"i--ite--dinetopment of natural and social

;ffiffi;;;"und i#i' ;;-iii;! b. v mii is-a triet'lv important 99{n-ptex
;iiffi;di;;,G;.6i;;f,oiE Ctuuo'ation is ca-iled upon to provide an

;;;;"ll 
.;;h.aoroei"ur 

io""a"tio1 1gr thg natural and social_sciences.

k#iirl*e?i'#.?*,f ;lr$#tut:i;$iffi f-f;{iq
Hixsriuil*;iTiJ*:;sfi h"*f iiii:l[i:333i#;iJ1it"$H-'xt:
m

by bourgeois philosophers and revisionists, have come in for criti-
cism. An important aspect of the theory of dialectics-Lenin's theory
of reflection-was given furthe4 development in a collective work
written by Soviet and Bulgarian philosophers and outstanding natural
scientists entitled Lenin's Theory of Reflection and Present-Day
Science (Sofia, 1973) and prepared for the 15th World Congress of
Philosophers, this work sums up research carried out in the area of
epistemology, creatively poses and deals with a number of new and
piessing problems, and reveals the untenability of bourgeois and
ievisionist concepts directed against the theory of reflection as the
cornerstone of materialist philosophy.

A number of problems bearing upon the Marxist understanding of
social practice and the nature of cognition (the unity of the
historico-materialist and epistemological aspects of practice; the
relations befween the principle of reflection and that of practice in
Marxist-Leninist philosophy; the scientific and technological revolu-
tion as a specific form of the manifestation of the unity of practice and
knowledge and the like) come in for consideration in a collective work
Practice and Cognition (l/13) which provides a blend of the
theoretical elaboration of problems of world outlook and methodolo-
gy, and a critique of bourgeois and revisionist concepts.

Questions of historical materialism as an overall sociological
theory of social development, and'of the methodology of concrete
sciences of society were considered in detail in the following works:
The hinciple of Histoism in the Cognition of Social Phenomena,and
Histoical Materialism as a Theory of Social Cognition and Activity
(1912); The Dialectics of Social Development, Lenin's Legacy and
Present-day Philosophical Science, and Leninism and Theoretical
Problems. of Present-day Social Development (1974). Soviet
philosophers have prepared a number of writings dealing with the
study and theoretical understanding of the practice of present-day
communist construction, and the world revolutionary process. They
include researches into. the law-governed patterns in the new
socio-econoinic system, the features of the establishment and
functioning of a developed socialist society, the problems of the
scientific governing of society, the blending of the achievements of
the scientific and technological revolution with the advantages of the
socialist system of the economy, and improvements of the Soviet way
of life.

In the area of scientific communism, intensive research is being
conducted on fundamental theoretical problems of mature socialism
and the way in which it is developing into a communist society. Also
under study are such important aspects of the theme as the change in
the socio-class structure of Soviet society and cohtrol of social
proiesses, the relation between gbjective conditions and the subjec-
iive factor in the construction of comrytunism, the greater creativity of
the masses and the further developrrrent of socialist democrac$,
advance in irational relationships, the efflorescence and rapprochd-
ment of nations, the moulding'of personality possessing allround
development, the formation of communist morality, the increaded
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suidins role of the working class and the decisive signi{icance of lSttl
EuiOunZ" in the establishmlnt of a new society. The following wltrngs
e;;i;ith ;;riil"t irt. ihe various aspects of socio-politic4.develop.-
rn*t i. ttJUSSn on ihJroad of communist construction: The Creati-

ii'Aiiiiiii ifti, Uottes and the Developme.yt of.Socialist D,em_ocra'

,n 6n\iiii"i"** iii tni Naitonat Question in the conditions of.

7 "f,;; i ihll;' d i' ii' i i t i ii ii a *t on oi e m e n t (tez 2) : L e n in i's m an d

iiiUiiiit' ilt ii'rj i"t pii.rt* (J nder 5o c lati -s 4 ; rle $ c leLtific G ui-

;; "; ;' ;i i;i i, t i d s y i i, ii e n ar v sis2& oth tez 3) ;,s o c i at,l!'t: 
-'. ? 

p hv

iii-ini'Ciioici of 'society (1975)i The.Partv and Sociatist Cutture.

7i* iii n- i ii iii,- i rliri- 6 i i i ;; a F io b r e m i o f t h e s p i r i t.u at. C u t t u re

;i s;;ifui';;':ii; dpiiiu-ol woia of the-sovidt worker (b-oth 1e72),

ini" iiiiii i' ;;;- s; ;;;;-- of Ethic s 
" (.te7.3) ; Fre s ent -D.av Pro gre s siv e

iii ti it i i- ino usht ;'pii ii ri s o f A e sthe t^ic s (197 4). Malor. work s have

;#';;;;;; 6viuii.1. o. pt,iut"-. of the development of socialist
a"rnliiriu anO fhi p"*"iii- of the administration of the state: The

;;;i;;-6;;;;;;;f n;i;;icv and Legatitv and-Its significance for
Ori ii*"t; The Siate and Democracy ln t!'Period of the Construc'
lii" ii iiiirtoiea Sociittsm (both t9i4); Problems o! Effic.acy in the

W;,t' i i;;{;it iitiii s iaig i; 4egar'fuobtem s in the G uidanc e and

M;:;;;i;r"t'ifi Eio"in if inauitrv in the USSR (both.le73) and

i;;-L;;;t'- sti.ti, oi eei-r"dustriat Enterprises and Associa-
tions (1974\.""'ioi16t'tiii with positive research into piotlems. of scientific
comm[nism, much has been done in the area of critictsm ot varlous
6;;;i;ii-comrnunism, ievisionism and reformism' A number of
nir-iti"gifruu" Uien prepardA which contain reasoned exposures of the
ft;a;fr"";iJpr,no.6pifi ca and socio-polilical bourgeois. concepts of
i[" iuiur" of human iociety, the viewi of Right-wing rev-isionism, the

;;;i"t;!1i;"t- ana tri itorico-irhilosophical f oundations of Maoi sm, and

it" p"ii?i""i fo.tutat"r of tfue lattei. Su.bjected to special research and

"iiti"i.. 
are' also p."r"rt-duy bourgeois-concepts- ih que stions. of war

;i-ffi;; ;;-I;t-;i.t'-'66ctrinei" and racialist and nationalist
theories."'-in 

tfr-eir studies of the economic aspects of current prgblgm-s gf
communist construitiii, oui scientis'ts have concentrated their

;if;;;-d unufyrii ot the specific features of the economy of a
d;;;1|o;a io"i"ri.i io"i"tv, of the svstem of economic laws and

;t';;i'il ;i-;;ttism-ii'ttreir inteiaction, on the proh.lems of
oerfictins the economic machinery, the intqrconnection between

i'Ji!i|til"a# t";h;;6i;af pi.iiisiind the cieation of the material
;;1;;iff; b;;ia ;f-6;;uiism, on tlp wavs of enhancing the

;ii'i"ili,;f '.;iut 
p;;dr"ti-on. [voqks by Soviet economists are also

"i"i"n-l,irtfrer 
theo'retiiJ ai".jtoprtrent to questions of improving

;rodiction relations. The elabor-ation of a system. ot economrc

iljn5rfi designed to raise the efficiency of material.production ts

;;; of ;hernuln tir". of fundanenlal research' In thii con-nection'
i"rrJ"rii ri"i"s .ouelii toiaise the;scientific level and exte{rd the range

I',frpr"ir-"ird,=1iinfir"- i[i- orguni.ational structure of economic

management, rncreasJ 
""ono-i-c 

incentives to the development of
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production, and the ever greater involvement of thc working masses
in running the economY.

A nuriber of writings have appeared in recent years in the area of

"conb*ii 
problems: -An Encyilopaedia -of _Ec-onomics. Political

Eii-ioiy, in four volumes; n-oblems of the Optimal Functioning of
tie Sociaitst Economy; Scientilic and Tichnological Progress and the
ittiiici"v of Social'.Produciion (1972); Automatised Systems of
-rtiiise;,""i According to Branches of Industry: The Mecharylsrys of
Econdmic Incentives Onder Socialism (1973); Scientific and Techno-
logical Progress and the Economy of Developed-Socialism. Essays on
p1titicat E"conomy; Scientitic F6undations and \ac1ic.9 of^Cost Ac-
iiiitiie; Ursent hoblems-of Economic Theory; Socialist Accumula-
ii"i. Oirbstidns of Theorv dnd Planiins; Economic Problems of tle
Opii*iiitli" of ine Expioitation ol N-ature; Basic Features of -the
E;;;;;; ;i iieviloped'socialism ;'Prosno stic.ation of the. Growth.of
ttrc Soi{atiit Econ)my 0973); Compiehensive Economic Planning
Tiotiip of the Problem, and the Approach to lts Solution);.
Siiii-h"ihomic probtemi of Labour in ihe Conditions ol Develop.ed

Soiiit6.,2; 
-iionomic 

Prolilems ol Socialist Emulation; Foreign
Economi6 Relations of the Socialist Countries Qn4\.

Analysis of urgeniproblEms of Marxist-Leninist economic theory
and of the fundamental problems of the economy of developed
socialism; the evolution of improved methods of management of-that
economy and the introduction therein-of the achievements of the
scientifii and technological revolution-all these are conducte4 by
the scientific personnel of the USSR Academy of Scien-ces in close
cbntact with ictivities designed to expose bourgeois and fevisionist
economic theories. In this Connection, mention might be made of the
following works: The Political Economy of PresentDal ![ono29ly
Caoital{sm. in two volumes (1971); Present'Dav Capitalism: New
Phinomena and Contradicttons; Against Bourgeois and Petty-
bourpeois Theories of Socialism (1972); State Property and the
enti-"Mo,nopoly Strug[le in the Countries - of Developed. -Capitalisrn
(1973); tdeblo'sical iid political Trends of Imperialism (1975).

Important work is being conducted -by Soviet sociologists on
reseaih into theoretical and practical problems in connection with the
scientific and technological ievolutioi. Prominent--among these is the
book'Man-science-lTechnology (1973) compiled by a group of
Soviet and Czechoslovak philosophers for the 15th World Congress
on Philosophy (discussed at a speCial colloquium at-the.Conqels) and
given a poiitive reception; Thi Scientific and Technological Revolu-
Tion and Socialism[mr; Ideglogical-Problems of the Scientific and
Technological Revolution (l% 4); Questions ol 1lt9-\heqA and Practice
of Manaiement and Oreanisatioiol Scienci (195). A wide range of
r6search-is contemplated for a series of monograph! ol the ttreme
"Developed SocialiSm and the, Scientific and- Technological R-evolu-
tion", srich research being coliducted by various institutions dealing
witfr tne social sciences ih the USSR and other socialist countries.
ftriiC puUtications will give a critique of bourgeois theories on the
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basis of the Marxist_I,eninist analysis of processes in the scientificand technological revolution.
- In their examination of the scientific and technorogical revolutionin the conditions of a communiit society, s;;ffi"r'oJi;'lcientists
show, on the one hand,- how it ii-c"rititio"ea uv-itE ilj"ctirr"regu-larities of the development of mJctaniseo-lrd'-uiL*ut"aproduction, and, on the othei. haqd,- how itratiJroruti.r-i,I"'[ilpi"g
with public sociarist orrnership of ttri meanr ;i d;diili.ir. ti"""u."of the socio-industriar aud'poiiii"a-i"orromij-aii"i.i:iiuiion ofprocess€s that go to make irp the scientific "*i-iiliir"iGiJlilflt'i,'li;["1:1:,,*'Ho']##r"",f lff;,1",**,*r,*:ir;ti;
- .Recent years have witnessed comprehensi;" .il;;';;l ru-u",gl i.pgttult problems i" ttJarea ol-ii;i;; itir'*iit 

""il,iJirrioei ideorocla-;;aiffiiJii*ir"ri oi:.u"r, studies, 
"r,r,*""fiiili{between works on history and the pr""ti"" ot-;ffi#;""1-nrt*"_

tion, the tasks of the curr6nt ioeotoglcar it*csL;;Aqu'iiiiJi's ot ttremoulding of the new lnan. Theie trave"Seen-"ai,"rii-r'ln thecomprehensive nature of worri on -"jo, probremi wiii'creativecontacts becominc stronger, not only-ailong scholars working at theAcademy's.instituieJini[9il;;"T;iJ;;b-.i"ffi 6"il;iii?,n"n0representatives of other fierds ot tt J-r6"iJ;"rH;;;;"ont.i.t.,philosophers, sociologists una pfiif o'f-oii.i.
Historical science has made consilerable. strides in the study ofthe experience of the Great oitouiiflevit,iii.i* ^ ii ri'*!i-". li.. 

"avinTBf ,$"1,?!f ,y*.',i:xT3::i.?ilf ;h.limtl*"-#$*revolution and i ts c,in iummatitr-i, irilli 5 sf, . u;a;; .i.iai t*"" u""nv.ari911s aspecJs in the activitiiJ;i]fr" *oriiingiLs's,'ina trre

tri.fr*fl:i,:i,,# bT#.i Hff lB,r#ffi "ffi ffi :"*"3f H:sociatist transformations efiectJa:artei ilre eitariiiir,iiJ,ii oi bovietpower' The rote of the al.ihas arso b;";;";iil;a;J.iiii". r,"r"been made of the nation, -;;;;;; oirirg the october Revolution.
Another indubitabrf achievement has been the preparatioi or tn"

Iglgyip fundamental. ana comfii!"^i"9.*od, : 
-A. fi i;;;' of theussR.from Ancient.Times to our Davsi; rhe iii;ioryi1"tii'drona

Ygrld.war (1939-1945).in lhe t2 uoirni". (crraiimdn 6f i[""'cti"rEditorial Commission A. _G-rJch[oj. e'i*o:u"f"rn" ifirrrry of the

;f :tr"r':::1ffJ,{,:i:'d,:Hr'-".".#t',*",liil$*:#i1ifl *Hp_rogress on the final stages oi the publicaiion;-;'-uitirotu."

litl+;',"11*fiffi lftr*:ijki*?f#tri,a,{;,xn:r.i'rr:
rhe wortd workins-cta', uoiiiri.- A;;;ii;;"if itrliil o"aHistory (Chief Edit6r acaaemiCian 

--B. )ffi;iiv6'rl.'iii'tr,"."
generalising works take account of recent monograihJ und 

"rebased on vast documentary material. 
---

It was with enthusiasm that Soviet historians worked on
preparations for jubilee editions for.the centenary of the birth of V. I.
Lenin. Historical literature on Lenin was enriched with major
research which, on the basis of the rich theoretical legacy -of ihe
leader of the working people, showed his role in the establlishment of
the Communist Party, the victory of history's first socialist revolu-
tion, the construction of a new society in the USSR, and the
development of the world revolutionary and national liberation
movements. The immense significance of the ideas and the organisa-
tional leadership given by V. I. Lenin for the victorious proletarian
revolution in Russia is shown in group writings on the establishment
of Soviet rule in the Ukraine, Byelorussia, Central Asia and
K3?akhstan, in Transcaucasia and the Baltic Republics. Also dealing
with the same subjects is a three-volume monogrraph by Academician
I. Mints, The History of the Great October(awarded a Lenin Pizef.or
1974) and other writings. Considerable siiccesses have also been
achieved in the study of the history of antiquity (works by
Academicians U. nyUakov, A. Okiadni(ov and B. Pioirovsky).

Also published have been a number of generalised studies on
literature. Here are some of the major studies in this field: A History
ol Soviet Multinational Literature (7 books); Lenin's Heritaee and
Present-Day Literature; Problems of Artistic' Form in Socialist
Realism (2 volumes). Work has,been completed on a collective
plblication, Socialist Realism at the Present Stage of Its Development.
Work is under way on such an important range of problems as the
interaction between the literatures of the peoples of the Soviet Union,
and the formation of the artistic culture of developed socialism.
Academician M. Khrapchenko's The Witer's Creatiie Individuality
and the Development ol Literature was awarded a Lenin prize for
1974.

The results of research conducted in recent years in various
branches of the science of society have provided excellent material
for the writing of a number of new textbooks and manuals that meet
the heightened demands presented by the inculcation in the working
people of a communist world outlook based on a firm fpundation oI
scientific theory, and by the education of the masses in the ideas of
Marxism-Leninism. Soviet higher schools and other links in the
system of education of the working people have now been provided
with textbooks on all the branches of Marxist-Leninist theory-. Among
such publications are: The Fundamentals of Manism-Leninism(by a
group of autlory lg{ py Acade-mician O. Kuusinen); Fundamentali of
Marxist-Leninist Philosopfty (by a group of authors under Academi-
cian if. Konstantinov) and Sciintific Communism (Chief of authors'
cgllective ,Academician P. Fedoseyev); Political Econonly. ThA,
Capitalist Mode of Production andPolitical Economy. Sociatiim: Thi
First Phase ol the Communist llode of ProduZtion (edited by
Academician A. Rumyantsev). New textbooks and special courses
have also been brouglit out for other departments of 'the scienci oi
society, with due account of present.dayadvances in the practice of
communist construction and scientific thought.
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The development of studic! in the humrnltlar-tv{tlT#t fi ryrtrm of
tn" u5sn e"fiL.i ot Sciences is now Proo.fdht; h q!q. €onlect
ii,iiri.-"r,.riiJ-*6iiii"i- i" ini-iame fieldr ln thr lrr6rnrl roclnlist
i'J,iirtiidl.-nit"niiu" frint *ort ii prgc.egdinr on.th. ;lrbo6tlon of
;G;i';"i.-itono.i", 

- 
p"-liit"."t .a'na iaeoto-gicd propllmr .of the

;;rki iocialist system.^ Particular attention is .boln8 9-Y?! to
fiiiiil"t"iifi6ipJiu-t-i*'belween the academies of rclc-ncol ln thc

;;fi#;r;t 6ti, i6; -iu of tt" natural and social sclo-ncor, with
il;';;ic;amln" 

-oi 
u""a"Inic i;searctr on a multilateral loundation

":'*,if :'1,:*r-"r*lS,:*'#:i!''*It,:':'f,'",Tri'T,i:',Si:i!
social scrences, we'ltruti-rn"ntion ile followiTg:..researchcs into
iiJ.irt:iu-.iiudituri.,,i-iri" iaiotogical struggle in the c.onditions of
iriJ" "'i,"iiJt";6;i-&o 

*oito iystems; Improved- planning and

-.""-n".ini of tt" iJoro-i". of the CM6A member states; the

ffiffi?i# .;i t[" li"i"t iii"ii"r" of socialist society; the economies

;;';;'ii;6oiih; ild"p"rdenicountries of Africa; the history of the

Greit October Socialist Revolution.

TheDecisionissuedbytheCentral-CommitteeoftheCPSUon
augu.t i]; 1-9ts 

'.,b;M""3"iii for the Further ?evelopment of the
'soiiui-S"ilni". 

una't-t i-Bnt -C"rn"nt of Their Role. in Communist
COnstruction" was i firO.iif in ttre e*pansion and strengthening of
in"" ii"tiliii".J*ct i" it'J-t'ut"unities' Eight v-ears have elapsed since

ii;'ir-ffi;iuni p*tv aocument was adopted, a -period marked by
. i;ililf;;irir in trieliti -oi the Soviet_siate andof all progiessive

iii"iiiiioi il-le6r; iiiJ iorniiriiteuratea the 5fth anniversarv.of the

effii'tt;t&;; R";;lriidl-ig70 *u. the centen-arv.gl the birth' of
iffi.;"rg7T ."* ir,J ziit c-o"-er"99^of the CPSU; 192 marked 50

*-ir.'oi- t[e- iounaatfn ot-tfre USSR, wbilg-!9]3 .wap the 70th

iifi""t"t*/;f ;t," s";6d congress of the RsDLP' As is common

ffio*i;if"i Af ifris" JuintJo,Jtt"a a tremendous influence on the

til-"tir" iiii"iiiir bitt d iiii*Ct centres engqge-$ in.the humanities at

;h;tiSiJR A"uOin1v 6i-S"iini"i; is wetl as6t-u11 scholars engaged in

the Soviet social sciences.*-Td 
ta_sG-aft-so"iii ieople are engaged in copin-g with' in the

Drocess of construciil;f Communisri in tt"- complex.conditions
5i:il"ft;;i-.i;y *"ha-a*"npment. call for ever deeper and

irori-""ii"" iiaUorition Jtlt i scieriific-pioblems of the revolutionary
ilHhi[fiilS "f-.o"idtr 

e sCieniitic -undlrstandingand 
generalisingof

'"iriti6"i-ifpiii"n"i'una a A JiaiieO analy sis of F..bj 
ect-ive contradic-

IiJ..'i"a-ii'";A; ililiA progress enable the CPSU to foresee the
ffi;;-"f;ii"f prb"i..J. ffitt \ilithin and outside the country,
;;;ir; a correct pbiiii"A it atigy ang concrete methods for solving
tigmv complex .b6ilJEo-di"iii, ano pap out a progra.mme of the

;;?iA a1d iconomli,-tr-"-r,.foirn"tion of sbciety- in- keeping with the

;;t""1 ;hfi;;;;;4ffi-S;"6i people, wilh due'account of the

ui

interests of the development of the entire wgrld socialist system, and
on tt e basis of the objective regularities of the natural historic?l
process. That is why the CPSU lllac-hes prime importance to
questions of the periecting, consolidation and concretisation of
iauriiit-l"riniJr ttieory and'the further advance of studies in the
humanities at institutiofi-s under the USSR Academy of Sciences.
L. I. Brezhnev, General Secretary of the CPSU Central Committee,
said in his repoit on the 50th Anniversary of the USSR: "As in indust-
ry and agricilture not a single advance can now be made without the
aid of thE latest achievements of science, so in the life of our society
the development of science is the indispensable basis for the adoption
of decisiois and for day-to-day practite. The Party continues, as it
has always done, to support th-e innovative, I,eninist-approach.to the
study of 6omplei social ihenomena and the efforts of our theorists to
develop sociil theory and creatively analyse r€ality."3 - ,

The Party, which is confirming and developing Marxism-Leninism
as the theoietical foundation of its revolutionary and transforming
activities, provides models, in its documents, of how, on thebasis of
Lenin's iieas and the Leninist methods, urgent problerirs bf
cdmmunist construction should be creatively posed and dealt with.

NOTES

I Derree, of the Soviet Govemment, Moscow, 1959; Vol. II, p.468 (in Russian).
2 24th Congress o! the CPSU. 1971, Moscow, 191, p. 51'
3 L. L Brezhnev, The Fiftieth Anniversary ol the lJnion of Soviet Socialist Republics,

Moscow, 1972, p. 82.
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Socialist Democracy and Production

FELTX RUDICH

The problem of improving the country's economic management
r,r. "ti#."6;; ;ithir'irre fiEta ot visionbf the Communist Party.of
iffi s;;iJiu;6;.'16 ild;"y is due to the rasks df further dev.eloping

$;fi';"diy-;;a to- t# objective necessitv to. combine the

;tifid;;6'of itre r"ie"iin" arid technological-revolution with the

"ir".tiili oi the socialist system of ecoqomy, with the enhancement
of the eionomic and social efficiency of productron't* 

ffi;il'i-6;-fibterrs pertainini to'the.improvement o_f the

""oronii"".ii-frail..lti* 
6ni that Joncerns the growing role of the

;-;.iil; ;;.pt; in th; manase me.nt of s oc ial i sr.p. .toqu"ti9l pre se nts

ib,iiii}iUii'intorest.- AJ polnted out at the 24th Congress- of the

c-f5it-fu- nnn , diielipient of socialist democ.racv, broader
JrrliJibution'ot worfing people in ru-nning production, is an important
#.eiffi -f;r--rui.ing ifii-itiectirenesf 

-of the organisation and

management of the e'conomy".2
Tlie oresent Ae"eiopmini of socialist production in the USSR is

u"ird'&[iJiJd; tit;Lffi; -or 
tpe policy rilqw-1-uq bv the March and

ffii"d#iixsj pr"nutv rraeetingi of the CPSU eentral Committee'
;;fiffi;e;i-i,iftiriiJduoi"tia 5v the 23rd and 24th co-ngresses of
;h;i,'fi;,*iinrr*iing-tt " 

quatitv <it our work," General- Secretary of
the cPsu central cohmittee L. I. Brezhnev has sald, "has become a

tir-r*ur"ti }or *e-iir"iop,,"nt of our national economy' This

;;id;."i[; ql,iititv .t 
""i!t-an., 

that is, hoy well substantiated and

il;;;id;;.'This colncer's Jhe quality of man?gerial activi-
i :i;;-i[L ptim*v-linlil oi the pioduition administration to
;Lntra";;.;;il"'ii*ti"i.-;'so it is ai important and urgent task to
;;k;i;a i.pr6iil,-,ii n"* .u"ugerial principles which are based

on the creative dbvelopment of the Party theory, and whlch ensure

F. Rudich, Cand. Sc. @hilos.), Kieu.
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a high efficiency of production and presupposes broad participation
of working people in resolving the key problems of management.

The process of perfecting the mechanism of economic'manage-
ment in the USSR is proceeding on the basis of the Leninist principle
of democratic centralism, which has been and remains the organisa-
tional foundation in all spheres of activity of the Communist Party and
the Soviet State. Lenin emphasised in every possible way the
significance of this principle for the rational organisation of economic
and managerial activity. He pointed out that "large-scale machine
industry-which is precisely the material source, the productive
source, the foundation of socialism-calls for absolute and strict
unity of pill, which directs the joint labours of hundreds, thousands
and tens of thousands of people. The technical, economic and
historical necessity of this is obvious, and all those who have thought
about socialism have always regarded it as one of the conditions of
socialism".a

At the same time, Lenin firmly denounced any metaphysical
opposition of centralism to democracy, of centralised leadership to
the independent initiative of the masses. "eentralism, understood in a
truly democratic sense, presupposes the possibility... of a full and
unhampered development not only of specific local features, but also
of local inventiveness, local initiative, of diverse ways, methods and
means of progtress to the common goal."5 The combifiation of
elements of centralism and democracy in economic management was
regarded by Lenin as one of the prerequisites for the successful
solution of the tasks of socialist and communist construction.

The main guideline for deepening the democratic principleg in
production under mature socialism consists primarily in the qualita-
tive improvement of the activity of the already existing and
established forms of working people's participation in management.
This, of course, does not rule out the emergence of new democratic
institutionq of administration.

While defining the ways and means of developing the,democratic
principles in production, we must not race ahead and artificially push
forward the social processes; or should we exaggerate the role of the
agencies of public self-administration and oppose them to the state
bodies, whose activity is determinative at the present stagq. On the
other hand, it would be wrong to restrict the development of the
working people's creative initiative, awakened in the context of the
construction and functioning of developed socialism.

The CPSU abides firmly by the policy of correcfly combining the
directive assignments of the central agencies with the initiative of
enterprises, with the broadening of their rights and powers. That is
why in the development of the system of economic management in the
USSR two dialectically connected tendencies may be distinguished:
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the tendency towards enhancemcnt of thc prlnqlpbt Of Cmtrlhation
in manasement, towards the dcvclopmoni rnd lnpqvrmrnl ol the

svstem oJ economic guidance and thc tendGncy tOWU6.l I Drotdcnlng
;i iilafi;";;ti" pri-"iiptes of managemcnt, t6wsdr.dl vltop mc n t of
the initiative and independent activity of thc locll oconomrc
iirJ"n":"irri-., to*"rd. extlnsive involvem-ent of worklg Pooplo in the

manaqement of Production.'*Mts;;;r;;, 
in'dealing with this problem we must not thlnk that the

irr"iu-"i,-"ri U;d;kirg people id the- malqsement .of production is

;;i6i;';; ine teret oi=e'nterprises only. "The people's-participation
il";;;;i;--un"gl.""t is nbt confined to resolving economic_tasks

il ilJilidfi piodiction collective-s," the-24th congtress 9f the cPsu
;;h;.il;d- de uroaoli approach has to be adopted to this, in view of
the role which our Party and the Soviet state play_ln economrc

^"nun"h"ni.i,u 
The teiAing role of the Communist Party and the

;affiffiiili;;-ooiniirns fiinction of the state in the life of Soviet
;;;i;i;""; oictat?a uv Tt" fact that thev express and reqresent the

basic interests of the working class and all working people'"--t;a;;;iu6s;, the reprEsentative bodies of the.Party as-well as

ttose of the state "*pii.. 
tt" interests o_f th9 working people. This

;i;;fifi;e-firmitt'ea- Lenin to define Soviet pow.?r 
3s.-ryllo^crycv

for the workinp ,ropii _,iin1o"tu"y in the sense that for the first
iil" fi"';;;li.?,it"tilr" political and itate organs began to express the

ili;;;il';,ia nop6'ot1[i wo*ing people at-large..Fiver siqce the first
,"*i of Soviet'power, the Communist Party and_the socialist state

lrave been doinC their utmost to make every.polltlcally^consclous
*r-rii"i ii"nlifi';itrit he is Bot only-the mastei in his own factory but
that he-is also a representative of the cgqltry'"8.'*"U;d;; *ii"tis-, 

"ip""iutty 
when socialist societyhas reached the

staei of maturity, the piincipl-e of representation continues to operate
il-Ail 

-.;jio; .if'.un"g".6nt, inclirding economic management. It
;;"i,idi;h;iurrctio, of-managing social production to be exercised by
ffiffi1ilfi ;6;iett aia-politica-llv educated persons' The

#;il;;;I'"f t-i-dttv ititt"a ipecialisls in the management of
ffifi;t;6-n'ao;; ;i"rt"alimean crbating in socialist-societv a special'

;;I"ift;a"5gaiut gro"p or section. The class and social function of the

il;;'hfi& A"iinonn'i"management cannot accnre directly from the

social status of the managers."--Til iltiiical meaning 5f socialist economic management lies in the

tu"ii'f,uili-in,UoOir tfr'e policy of the Communist.Bqty. And.any
;;;ailtd oiorlu"i.utionil, ary social or managerial function is of
iliiii.,-r.i 

-i',irriri 
; !il;; ihJ Oi: vet-opme nt of soc ialist soc iety tow ard s

SJiiirirrii'ril"tiu"vi-piocieds as a'politicallyorganised process, and it
L-;il; ih" hieheii stage of th6 commuhisisocial formation that
;u;h"iil;l 

-ffid -ilnalerial 
actions ..will lose their - 

political
;iff;ai;iila U" tra"iioimta into the simple administrative functions

"il*tiiiir^ri-o*iih;-i*t 
interests of sbciety"r-the functions of

communist self -administration.--'ffi;5orfA- A*uv.-pi.iiiue in the activity -of the .agencies of
economic Inurr"g"n 6nt ihe realisation of the policy outlined by the
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Communist Party-the political vanguard of the working class, which
expresses its class intertsts and the interepts of 4l working- people
whb are making joint efforts wit[ the woilking class to perform its
great historical mission, namely, the buildin! of a communist society.
ltre party determines the whole course of society's advarrcement,
formulates the tasks of social, political, economic alid cultural
develoDment, and defines the ways and means of fulfilling them. In
the final analysis, all this clearly manifests the leading role of the
working class in tuilding communism.

With the growth of socialist production, its success depends on
personnel to a decisive degree. The new tasks of economic and social
ilevelopment require an ever higher level of professional training f-or
the managers of enterprises and production associations, and of the
agencies administering production. ."Wg greqtly need prolessional
pEople of our own socialist formation," L. I. Brezhnev has said,
e'people who could combine competence and initiative with the Party
spirit, with concern for the interests of all people. The contemporary
e-conomic executive must understand well the essence of the Party's
economic policy and be broad-minded like a statesman, and he must
make full use of the reserves of production.... While improving the
work with personnel, the Party sees not only the tasks that face our
countrv todav. but also those which will confront it tomorrow."to

Th6 task 6f training and retraining managerial personnel becomes
even more urgent because in our time specialised technical knowledge
has to be eniiched every seven-ten years, and the need to retrain
managerial staff arises every five years. It is for this purpose_that the
USSR has set a system of retraining top-level personnel (the Institute
of Economic Management attached to the State Committee of the
USSR Council of Ministers for Science and Technology), medium-
level and local supervisors (at present the country has 50 advanced
professionat training institutes, 93 departments at higher educational
istablishments and 600 refresher courses sponsored by enterprisestt).
This system enables supervisors of productior-r Promptly to refresh
their linowledge and learn new methods and forms of management
(the organisation of the processing of information, and of malagerial
work, the scientific organisation of labour, engineering psychology,
the application of electronic computing machines in management,
production management with the use of automatic control systems,
etc.).

Practice has advanced the basic requirements which the
supervisor of socialist production who exercises undivided authority
mrist be up to. He musf be politically mature, purposeful and devoted
to the common cause. Apart from these qualities, he must have a
talent for organisation, adequate professional and technical training, a
knowledge of ttre science- of olga'nisation and management-, high
competence, considerable culture and general eruditior-r-. Finally, he
mus[ enjoy prestige and wield influence in the work collec-tive under
his supirvisjon, and he "must possbss a high degree of personal
appeali',rz and the skill to create the moral and psychological climate
needed for creative work. 
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The retraining of economic cxccutlvct rlro dlll thllt bvot as

ootiiicA leaders- of production collectlvcr. "Wr lpptolch the
6i"uie*. of economii leadership and itr lmprovrmlhi not. lrom
I*-*tv economic Dositions," L. I. Brczhnov cmphlrlrod ln his
iiport t6 the Decem'6er 1973 Plenary MeetinS- of tho CPSU Contral-C5.-itt"", 

"for us this is a Party-matter whooe t-uqocal dcponds
trrgitv on ihe political atmosphere in-all-sections of our togloty."tr
ttrE i'artv has always proceed6d from the fact that in thc dovolopmcnt
oi--oroariction it is important to secure optimal combination of
iioiomic and political aiproaches, of economic and political factors,
;A 6 take decisions 6ir the basis of not only purely, economic
crii"ri", but also of a wide range of political aspects of economic
development.

on6 of the important and urgent problems whose solution requires
the iconomic as well as the poliiical approaches is, today, the problem
oi- iuoir"ising new fornis of organisation of enterprises and
piod-udtion asiociations. A production association sets a number of-n"* 

oiiunisational-managerial tasks, requires the concentration of
t ictlv s-liilted specialists ii management wrho are competent in diverse
i6ld; ;a ictivity, and raises ihe question of the most efJicient
comUination of one-man and collective management, of thre elabora-
ai." 

-.f 
new forms of working people's participation in socialist

management.-----'f{'" 
practice has given ti!9 to a number of democratic

instituiiois at ihe level of prodiction associations-Councils of
pirictois in the USSR and Hringar-.', Economic Councils in Bulgaria,
puUtic-Courrcils of the Associitioirs of People's Enterprises in the
German Democratic Republic, Collegiums in Poland, Management
Committees in Rumania.-- il--ah" USSn ana other socialist countries, the collective
manacement bodies are vested with considqrable rigfrts and powers,
-uirA 

iflev u"tively promote the implementation gf new principles of
.uoaiiireot, thi pievention of voiuntarist decisions and errors, and
hichei efficibncy'in managing social production. Experience has
i[6*n that their work is more successful when the board of a
pioaultion association promotes objective and prompt adoption of
I"ai"ia".t Oicisions and^ their fulfilnient, efficient functioning of the
Lionomic mechanism in all sections of production, and- greater
iJ.-rib-"iriUititv ioittri state of affairs. Its success also depends on the
lev'el of disiipline in produclion and technology.- Tht colegiums, is a ruleo widelv represent workers.of the
enterpiisii ot-ttre given association, of research institutes and higher
iaucitional institirtions which investigate subiects relating to
economic coniracts, specialisis in other branches, and leaders of Par-
tv and oublic orsanisations. Attention is concentrated on the elabora-
tion of'long-terin plans and on the improvement of the methods of
oroduction management. In view of this rqgommendations are
i"ii"aicattv iuUmittea to the General Director of the association, who
[trin intorms the collbgium of their execution. This procedure
ii"ua"". ih" po*ers and-authority of the democratic institutions and

t2

enables them to wield active influence on the work of the
management. But at the same time the collegium in all cases acts as a
consultative body which has no rieht to rescind the decisions adopted
on issues within the competence of the General Director. Thus, the
supervision of a production association is based on the principle
formulated by Lenin: "There must be individual responsibility-this
and individual management are as necessary as collectivism is
essential in discussing basic questions if there is to be no red tape and
no opportunity to evade responsibility."rl The validity of decisions is
thereby raised, for the decisions adopted individually are based not
only on the experience of the manager, but on the experience of the
whole production collective, which makes il possible vigorously to
develop sooialist democracy, improve the managerial machinery and
resolutely eradicate elements of bureacracy. Practice has confirmed
that in the conditions of today, even if the professional level of the
production board is sufficiently high, the successful fulfilment of
organisational-managerial tasks at the level of associations is no
longtr possible without increasing the number of participants in
collective decision-making, without recruiting representatives of the
related fields of material and cultural production and representatives
of the working peoole.

But even more conspicuous is the process of democratisation of
the managerial system at the level of local economic bodies-a
process effpcted withiq the framework-of their rightb and powers,
which have been considerably broadened as a result of economic
reforms. The mass of the working people in the socialist countries
participate in the management of production through the medium of
representative bodies as well as directty, through various kinds of
democratic institutions which draw the working people into the
management of enterprises.

Returning to Lenin's proposition that every politically conscious
worker must feel that he is a representative of the country, we must
emphasise that in the period of perfection of mature socialist society
and of the creation of the material and technical basis of communism,
it is no less important for the conscientious working man to feel that
he is the master in his factory. Not only must he feel so, but he must
act energetically as an experienced master who strives with maximum
efficiency to utilise for the good of the whole society the share of
social wealth entrusted to him in the process of production.

It is the development of the feeling of being a mastey that forms
the basic content of the education of the working people as they
participate in the management of socialist production. Through the
representative bodies of the sociqlist state, the working people
participate in the administration of the national property, of the whole
national economy. They also have the opportunity to participate
personally in supervising a eertain part of the public wealth. In a
socialist society, the industrial and office workers, the engineers and
technicians are the real masters of their labour, since socialism grants
every member of society the opportunity "to participate not only in
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production but also in the distribution and admlnlrtrrtlon ol cocial
wealth."ts

The cultivation of a socialist attitude towardr publlc plgpcrty
|n""n.- primarily cultiva,ting- in the working p-e,ople an.lnte.llcctual
iiit"riit'in the"most effect-ive organisation olf pioduction in their
;;;-ri.;;-an interest which by-no means denies the importance of
;;dfit l;;"ntives but which in a sense is more prospective, for it is
iiiE 

-oil.ui.or of the communist attitude towards labour. "The
;;;ir;i;i;.canisation of social labour, the first step. towards which
i. Joiiuii.*, r-,ests, and will do so more and more as time goes on' on

if," fr"" and conscious discipline of the working people themsel-
ves,"16 Lenin wrote. Today the prerequisites for the communist atti-
tude towards labour are taking shape.

The direct participation of working people in administering the

"roauCtion 
ptoie.. his a number of cliaracteristics that differentiate

ilil"," the^activity of the representative bodies. We have already
a'.uii*itti direct paiticipation in management (throu-gh participation in
Ji-b"iuii" institutions'of management) and with the combination of
ttJ iu"ctions of the organisei and the working man. A -no less
il;-tila;tiaracteristic 5f ttris activity is that political, production-
oiiunii"tional and social-managerial taiks are resolved on the basis of
..iritu tlirect unification of industrial and office workers and the
iileinl'".ine-technical intelligentsia in the process of work 

- 
of the

Aeilocratii institutions. In -such institutions of administration the
GuOi"g iot" of the working class is manifested. primarily in the fact
iirui ii i*r"asingly improies material production and augments its
Aii""t 

""rtributi6n 
to the creation of the aggregate social product. At

;fi;;;;-tfii, iii" pto"ess of working fegple participating in the
il-irigi-tii"iii-o'f production begms to hanifest concrete forms of
uauir?"-"rt towards social hohogeneity of socialist society.

The rvorking people's participation in the management of-produc-
tionlnables us-td raiie in i new way the question relatingto the social
development of production collectives. The process of this.dev.elop-
,nint pioc""ds in three basic spheres - economic, socio-political, and
spiritual.

In the economic field, the democratic institutions of management
work for allround improvement oT socialist production with. a view to
raisine its efficiency and bringing out inner potentialtttes and reserves'
T[;;;tI; oi neigtrtening ihJqualitative aspect, of -utilising. 

the re-

;;;;;i';;;J;;id;lJuiTne raiied todav to a basicallv new.level in
;h; [SSR;;nie ixt6nsive mlethods o{ development as regards many
i"ai"-rtorr'tiiig;;J;ibititieJ of drawing new-labour resources into'pi"Jriii"., it"?"i.s of growth of capi-tal investments., etc').have in
fiii rnul" Uien exhaustedland so the fask is to intensify production.

"We must rely mainly on enhancing the effectiven-ess of
production," the Report of ihe CPSU Central Committee to the 24th
i'arty Congress empirasised. "Theorux of the protlem is to achieve a

iubslantiaiincreasi of output and of the national incorne per unit of
iabour and material and finincial inputs."rz In tackling this responsible
v

task, socialist emulation is called upon to play an important role.
Lenin made a profound theoretical analysis of socialist emulation and
defined its basic social content. "And it is precisely the Soviet form of
organisation," he pointed out, "by ensuring transition from the formal
democracy of the bourgeois republic to real participation of the mass
of working people in administrati:on, that for the first time puts
competition on a broad basis."t8

The practice of socialist emulation in the USSR has been helping
to secure the highest productivity of labour. Today the movement for
a communist attitude towards labour and the adoptioq of counter-
plans proposed by the workers thernselves have become a key form of
iroUitiiinE the int6rnal resources of production. That is why the CPSU
Central Committee has emphasised that the further development of
socialist emulation and the improvement of its organisation are an
indispensable requisite for the successful implementation of the
programme for the country's economic, social and political develop-
ment.re The importance of the tasks resolved in the course of socialist
emulation has made for its exceptionally wide scope: during the last
year of the Ninth Five-Year Plan period more than 83 million people
took part in it.zo

Socialist emulation promotes the growth of the creative activeness
of the masses and the development of relations of cooperation and
mutual assistance, and gives rise to numerous public bodies where the
working people acquire skills in the management of production.

As is known, in the USSR and other fraternal socialist countries
there is a constantly improving and widely ramified network of public
associations which involve the working people in management. The
experience of the currently operating forms of developing the creative
activeness of employees of socialist enterprises is being generalised,
'and a search for new forms is under way.

At present, commissions for exercising control over economic
activity, trade-union conferences and workers' meetings are impor-
tant forms of working people's participation in the management of
production in the USSR. The country's enterprises and organisations
have 160,000 Standing Production Conferences, to which 6 million
people have been elected,64,per cent of them being ryorkers2r; they
also have 1,226,W People's Control groups and offices uniting over 9
million peopls.zz

Other fraternal socialist countries have set up similar forms of
democratic institutions. In Bulgaria, Foremen's Councils and
Economic Committees are the new forms of participation of workers
and the engineering and technical personnel in the management of the
socialist economy. More than half of the members of these
Committees take a direct part in the production process. In Hungary,
the trade unions sponsor Workers' Meetings, Production Confer-
ences, Technical Conferences and Rallies of Socialist Labour Teams.
In the German Democralic Republic, the legalised forms of working
people's participation in management are Commissions of Factory
Party Organisations for Control over the Activity of the Management,
Conflict Commissions, Production Committees, and Worker-Peasant
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Inspection. In Poland, Conferences for Workorr' Sclt-Admlnlrtrrtion
are^in operation. In Rumania, the public institutionc whlch lnvolve thc
workinf people in the solution of the key economic problcml ffc the
Workin-g^Pe6ple's Councils, Committe6s and Gen6ral Mcotln3s at
different levels. In Czechoslovakia, trade-union mectingt, Tcchnico'
Economic Councils and Conferences, and Production Confcrcnces
are important forms of the working people's participation in
managehent. The activity of the institutions of socialist democracy in
produttion, the improvement of socialist emulation in particular., is
being constantly studied by Party organisationq, ald the generalisa'
tions of advanced know-how are being utilised for further raising the
efficiency of social production.

The ihprovement of the technical equipment of production and
the speeditst and fullest utilisation of the latest scientific and
technological achievements is an equally important form of raising t!t9
efficiency of production (a form that is closely connected with
modernising its organisation). The basic forms of combining science
with produition are scientific-production associations and economic
contractual works executed by r.esearch collectives by order of
enterprises. But in this sphere, too, the independent initiative of the
people plays a definite role in raising the efficiency of production.- 

Anoiher form of mass participation of the working people in the
management of production is the movement of rationalisers and
inventors united 

-in scientific-technical societies. In the Ukrainian
SSR, these societies have a membership of more than 1.5 million. The
participation of the working people in resolving the tasks of
modernising the technical equipment of production is also maintained
through design and technologyoffices operating on a voluntary basis,
through creative groups for the development of rationalisation
proposals and inventions, conferenpes for the excharlge of experi-
ence, technical information bureaus, etc. These democratic institu'
tions play an auxiliary but very significant role in combining the
achievements of the scientific and technological revolution with the
advantages of the socialist system of economy.

The social significance of these forms of working people's
participation in the development of labour collectives engaged in the
iconomic field is due to the fact that the fulfilment of economic tasks
in this context is intertwined with the fulfilment of the tasks of the
social and political development of the collectives - with the work for
improvinglelations inside the collectives and with the development of
tendencies towards the social homogeneity of production collectives.
What gives rise to these tendencies is the close cooperation between
representatives of the working class and those of the engineering and
technical intelligentsia in the process of modernising the techno-
economic aspects of production. The essence of the relationships
betrveen the working class and the intelligentsia, in our view, has been
profoundly analysed by Academician P. Fedoseyev, who stresses that
"the dialectics of underlying the formation of social homogeneity is
such that it is neither the intelligentsia that is integrated with the
working class, nor the working class that is integrated with the
36

intelligentsia, but that the social distinctions between them are
increasingly obliterated, as mental and manual labour are organically
combined in men's productive activity."23 While cartain disiinctioni
between the working class and the intelligentsia are preserved under
socialism, their interaction enriches both sides: the working class
acquires the theoretical knowledge and the qualification bf the
intelligentsia, and the intelligentsia acquires the practical knowledge
and the traits of discipline and high level of brganisation of t6e
working class.

Finally, the spiritual development of produciion collectives
presupposes ideological staunc[ness and conscientiousness, the
formation of communist relationi between members of the colleetive
and their education in the spirit of proletarian internationalism and
Soviet _patriotism, and the raising of their general educational,
theoretical and cultural levels. To further improve the activity of the
democratic institutions of socialist production, it is important to raise
the general educational level and the scientific-technical training of
the working people, above all the working class, since participation in
the management of production requires a combination-of general and
specialisod knowledge. In 1939, for instance, 8.4 per Cent of the
workers in the USSR had a complete or incomflete secondary
education, as against 64 per cent in 1972. We are witnessing an active
social process involving the development of the workei who has
nothing but skilful hands into a worker who can understand blueprints
and technical books. The volume of labour connected with the
servicing of machinery is increasing; the monitoring functions are
expanding.

The economic education of the working people'is an important
factor in inducing them to participate in the management of
production. The Resolution of the CPSU Central Committee "On
Improving the Economic Education of the Working People" (1971)
emphasised that without acquiring the fundamentals of economic
knowledge and understanding the mechanisms of the economic
system, the mass of the working people would not be able to
participate effectively in the management of socialist production.
Today broad sections of industrial and office workeri, and the
engineering-technical personnel are given an economic education. In
the Ukrainian SSR alone, 7,700,000 people received an economic
education in the Ninth Five-Year Plan period.

It is a general law governi;, ;" l"u"roo,,"nt of mature socialist
society that the working people should play a growing role in the
management of production, as the experience of the Soviet Union and
other socialist countries ha-s shown. Observance of this law leads to
the rise, in the practice of socialist management; of new democratic
institutions, on entering which the working people participate in the
management of production.
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I For more details see the special collection of articles entitled "Tho-Scicntific and

T;;d;;i.;gi";i i[rotution 
"'na 

Uanasement of Socialist Economy", Soclal Sclences,

No. l, 193.
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ffiffi#-fi1i5 iii-rJ"i-utiiffi i,Ui'"iu.O in it 

" 
practice of most socialist countries. It is
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Geographical Sciences Today

Regional Aspects of the
Trahsformation of the Environment
in the USSR

!NNOKENTI GERASIMOV,
ALEXEI MINTS

one of soviet society's priority social aims is to create.the best
oo..i6i" ionOitions for tlre ffe and health of the entire population in
;[-;;rt. of iti -ountty, despite substantial natural and economic

""n[[rt.. 
ihi basic tec'hnicalind economic programmes for utilising

natural resources and protecting and improving the environment are

u-ong the means that-must help to achieve this aim.- in?rawing up and giving effect to the-se progra-mmes it is of the
utmost impoitante to atopt-a geographical afproach,.that takes into
;;;r.fiffiiientiat natural dlstiictions betiveen individual parts of
tt"-Si"iii-Union;s vast territory, the historical distinctions in the
i"r"foti"oil;a development iiO ttre distinctions in the territorial
iirUctuie of the economybf different regions. This approach ensures
;h;;;;t".v reeional differentiation in all-Union programmes, in the
technical meanslnd forms of utilising natural resources, the measure

;i;hi"h is iintcea with a cumulativ€ account of three different but

I. Gerasimov, Academician, Ditector, of the Institute-ol .Geography'.-USSR
Aiiir^y ii iit*r:u, Cnairman of the National committee ot.

iiii"i cris*piiii,'member of tfie Academies ol fcie-nces of
Curlgaia, ihe' Ger*on Democrati-c Republic and Hungary'-
eiiiofi,t iiiaiiriiii works. on the geiesis qnd geograph-v of'tiili,- piitiiot g:eography, p aleogeographv and geomotphologv'

A. Mints, (199-iti4i. D.S;.@eo;d, eminent Soviet geographer who headed

the Economi, Orocr"opiry Department, Institute of Geography'
iSSx ecademv of SCiences, from 1964 to 1973' Author of more

tioi zao iiiiri'oi which'Economic Appraisal of Natural
Resources was the last.



inter-related systems and must be based on three groups of
conditions:-- 

niiural, consisting of considerable differences in the structure of
ttre 

"aturat-resource 
-potential, natural conditions of production and

the life of the populaiipn in various regions of the country;
socio-ec on6mic, characterised by historically-shaped differences

in the level of economic and demogiaphic development of the territo-
,". f"U"uirioductivitv and efficienly of social production; the special
iiitor fierd is the natibnal-state systlm of the USSR, which requires
it i uttuin."nt of relative equality in the living standard and quality of
life of the population in all regions;

technical,linked with the expediency of usin-g various technical
,";;;'G;;iiiiial*pti."nts oT laboui, technologies and so forth)
ild;i d'ifferent natural and economic conditions'

The composite geogra_phical approach is similarly important in

"roUGh. 
i"iit"a t"-tfi"tiiiiiation bi natural resourcei on account of

i;;I;i;;:.;6iil, oi inoiriaual comporients of the natural environment
r.ai"t. climate, water, soil, etc). These inter-relations manifest
it.ii.'rLfr"."i" inJtiiit"-ni.i oi riatural spatial complexes-land-
scapes, ge'ocomplexes, ecosystems.

From the aforesaid it follows that it is necessary to bringig^hght'

"nuiri"'"ra 
iiri,ir" u'.;;;iJ ciaii ot problemsi geographical or

ffitffi fi;;b. ;;di"rft--oi-tr,i "nuitonment, 
the use' remoulding

an-d protectioh of the environment'- 
ftris approach takes into accou.nt the reality of two processes:

t"rritoiiuf irltfoirtiuti'J" i, ilr" d;;bpment of nitural resources and

the influences """rliiil- oo tt " riatpral environment; regional

il;g;;ffi';f i""fr"o:""onotni" urO iocio-economic factors in given

llliiri'#il', ; ;-';;it ii-*r,iiiit"i.itoiial-production and other social

cbmplexe6 of a regional type take shape' 
sis offh" 

"o-oosite 
approacir, employed in the USSR on the bat

.,,til'J'oiuli"L"i#"I'i#;;;;;i;-d"ttionandcentraleconomic
;i;fiil;';;k;;'it p..iiuiiii" i".orre problems of environmental pro-

tection in a most 
"o1npiit"n.ive 

manner. This approach.gives scope

;; il;iiil 
-Uu*a 

o" tii" "i" otin.t*ments of regional planning..Be-

;Ii;. i;l.ooJiiUt", i,i'ii*ti"rt"i, tottoor" betwlen two strategies:
"'";)';;;J;il;iiLG' in tt" mo-st denselv populale{ areas'.large

,'bil;ci;;;?d6;'-;;A';;;; ;'"n assoitireirt of the most effi-

"i*ii"Ef;-nicA 
rn"ani of combating pollution and reproducing renew-

able natural resources;-"' ti';l;;; J iiorguni.ation of the exi sting spatial 
^econ_omic 

structu-

re with account of".Eio."t programmEs^for the utilisation of

natural resources unO-ti"-pioftti[n of the environme-nt; in this
'"'i. 

"' 
it ir' 

-p,i.ii6i" 
"iffir 

-i" 
diconcentrate the productive f orce s with

their relativety eren'-iiitriUrii6, in develop^ed and reserve terri-

i;;. 'il;"ai'callv il;;--i*ir}ies that ire most "aggressive"

iJ#;ol't#-;;ilorment to areas situaltea i*t ito,, pti""t i'itt'

""iimaf 
environmeniJ 

"onaitions 
11he latter are regerved for settle-

"i*i';;J'i;"r""ii"iii,' "i 
Lif ectivelj' combine these two approaches'

,10

The totality of 'knowledge about the territorial structure of the
economy, of the properties of natural resources and ecosystems, of
complex improvements of the natural environment, of man's
adaptation to environmental changes, of the links of natural, technical
and economic territorial systems and the health of the population
serves as the scientific basis for the solution of the above-mentioned
problems.

The study of these problems and its results-regional-
differentiated programmes for the rational utilisation of natural
resources and environmental protection-must rest not only on
traditioqal methods of taking an inventory account. and mapping the
present state of the environment, but also on the data provided by a
ramified system of observation posts and centres that permit
obtaining dynamic data and series of maps on the basis of these
data (monitoring).

A scibntific programme for composite monitoring must record
anthropogenous changes in the natural ecosystems and also the
socio-economic factors that exert a mounting influence on the
environment's state and changes in it.

The stations for such composite monitoring must be distributed
unevenly and cover mainly areas where the environment undergoes
the most active changes, for instance, irrigated oases, large man-made
lakes, main industrial cities, industri4l centres and clusters of
such centres. At the same time, it is of the utmost importance to con-
tinue collecting standard data on the environr4ent and also taking into
account the changes taking place in the envir<jnment in the country as
a whole and in its.geographical subdivisions. It must be noted that for
the solution of many problems linked with the rational utilisation of
natural resources and with environmental protection the information
that has been accumulated is still inad6quate and must be sup-
plemented with a study of the regularities governing the development
of the spatial economic structure, of the huhan orsanism's reaciion to
environmental changes, of the stability of nat[ral ecosystems to
technical influences, and so on. It is necessary, above all, to study the
mechanism by which the natural-technical ecosystems function, for
this will make it possible to control the changes (and population
density) of various areas of the environment. A majbr pari of this
problem is the study of the "metabolism" of industrial c-entres.

The solution of composite regional problems of the rational use of
natural resources and the protection and transforming of the environ-
ment are linked with the choice of an optimal correlation between the
short and long-teim economic efficacy of econoinic measures. The
choice must depend on the concrete changes in the geoecosystems
under the influence of production. Moreover, the point of departure
must be not only immediate benefits. This will only accentuate the ne-
gative influence on the environment and ultimatel! lead to greater los-
ses in the future as a result of outlays to eliminaie the consequences
of t-hese changes. put neither should the point of departure be based
on future benefits, for this requires much too large material reserves



A ooint that must be made is that if long-term planning is based on

.oti;riJi,;i il'tt "* ir * abundance of na--tural resources and b) that

iii"' 
"ifu-ti.,e 

-ioi-i .i 
"ipfiiti"g 

ih".e .te.o,rrces are economicallv
Jiii"iiri,' tEe^impfl-ini.iion oi" rucf,_ plans may spark snowballing
;ili;;-b;;";s oi the eJ,"iiii.vitihi. ini transiti6n tb the.caregorv of

;LUffit*hr"f.ili":* *tuti]rrr is inevitable fo-r many existing forms

ii tt" a"*topmeit of territory and the use of natural resources.

:t*{'

The location of the main natural .resources in the USSR is

cf,aracieii-sea- byr un--uniuin ai.ttiUution of individual kinds of
;ffiil;;;;-ai*'t." ptoau"tiuitv levels. of these resources' and

i]ii"ilrii""ii;i"l t-riei*"il cbmbinaqions of individual kinds of
;##;;;;r"q"Ji,iip6iianie of the different pqiolq as regards the

"oi,-"".-tiuiio,i- 
o:t nutuiJ-i".out"" potential and its total magnitude'-* Sil;-ia;; oi itr"-irnerin distribution of natural resource-s in the

Soiifi'Uriio, .uV U" oUtaineA t.o* the first rough comprehensive

L".LrJrriiii.- *"4" Uv-ite Institute of Geography of the USSR

ACademy of Sciences as an attempt-to.determine the natural-resource
Lotintia that mav be developid during the. next 15-20 years'
"e""J.itl"eloif riii'u.JJssments,'thew-esternregions.have,oyelf 0.per

;;;t 
"f 

1h? Soriii u,iion;s iotal natural resourcEs po-tgnIl?l (inglqding

ig';";;;t in ttre souitr of the European part of the USSR and 12 per

;;r"t i"iil u;;i;:v;tc;Gion). uote tha;r 30 per cent of this potential

i.-il;il;;ii..it"ii"i-Si[iiiu ,no tne sovilrpar East and about 25

oer cent in Kazakhstan and Central Asia'
'-',iifi ;ir;-e-t;;t Giober Socialist Revolutior profound changes

*"*-JU."iruUf" in tn" ai.tribution of the_produ.ctiye forces as the

soiialist economy in the USSR developed. In particular, there was an

;;;;l;;;tid orifie-"i*omic development of many areas in the north,
;i],1;affiihga;t i[;i-h;t; iarge nLtural resources. This- process is

i.irii""i"C. Ai pr".Jni nitural iesources 3re b.ein, develoPed on a
i,i.n;]ac in ttri no.ii,6i it" west Siberian plain and the south.of
fiitern Siberia; new industrial complexes and centres are spnnglng

;;;iil6n siueria ;,diha soviet Far East, in western and central
Kazakhstan, and in the deserts and mountains of central Asla.--At-id;;me 

time, the considerable contrasts in the development

ferif of tti-natural-risource potential persist and in some cases are

t-"*ilirt ilii piono"n"ia.'rtris is determin"g bI".-o^:'l.J!euire-
ments, economlc p"i""ti"titi"s and the influence 6f scientific and

il,"iii,.irfi";ail;#;. Foi ttat leason there are no grounds for
i;;;;;iift fat te"it in itri next i5-20 years) the eve-n developgrent of
ilie entire-teiritory and all the natural resources ot the USSK.--U;A;; a;r;bi"d-;;"iaii* ifie diminution of the relative role of
extensiv; factori and the movement 9-f the centre of gravity of
;;ffii; -aJiiiopnii"t--io itre intensified utilisation of existins
caoacities. water reiouices, old-tillage land, forests-and-so on foster

;ff5?;;t'ti*iiai-rluuitising the irain framework of the spatial
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economic structure. For that reason, in its basic outlines the spatial
economic patterns of the Soviet Union's territory will remain
unchanged for the forecast period. In any case, it may be used as the
basis for prognostications.

In the main regions of the USSR the changes in the environment
and the resultant regional-complex problems are taking shape as
follows.

North and central belt of the Euroiean part of the USSR. This
region has a large proportion of'the country's industrial, scientific and
technical centres, scores of large cities and a considerable portion of
the labour resources. The long-standing settlement of this rtgion and
the high concentration level of its productive forces accounl for iis
high development level (chiefly in the south and southwest) and the
substantial modification of its natural landscapes. In the vast territory
of the European North, where the utilisation level of the natural
resources is lower, features of extensive development are still to be
observed in the forms of settlement and economic development.

Taking this region's geographical features into account, the
following problems in making rational tse of natural resources and
improving the environment may be regarded as the most important:

l. Transition to intensive and a more comprehensiv,e utilisation ol
key minerals; utilisation of Pechora coal mainly for coking, th6
northern gas deposits foi the extraction of condensate, the apatites of
the Kola Peninsula for the production of nepheline concentrates, the
iron ore of the Yana-Kovdor deposits for the production of
phosphates, zirconium and rare-metal primary materials, and so on.

2. Transition to the intensive utilisation of huge forest resources
conveniently sited relative to consumers. lt is quite probable that
during the next 15-20 years all the forest resourcei of this region will
be brought into the sphere of intensive foresf economy, and that the
system of forest economy measures, particularly in the south and
west of this region, will be more broadly oriented on the composite
utilisation of forests, taking into account their water-conseiving,
sanitary and recreational functions.

3. Intensified use of farmland. Thanks to the measures that have
been institituted for the further promotion of agriculture in the
non-black-soil zone of the USSR, including the reclamation of
excessively damp land, the wide use of chemical fertilisers and the
enlargbment of arable land, it will be possible to increase the output of
grain to between 25 and 40 centners per hectare and of grass on
cultivated pastures to between 40 and 60 centners per hectare.

4. Improvement of the water economy. In the region there are
areas with surplus water resources adjoining watershed areas with a
short?ge of water. In the period under review it would probably be
expedient to direct part of the run-off of the northein riveri to
water-scarce areas.

5. Creation ol .a regional system ol environmental protection.The
increased "stress" on the natural environment as a result of the
appearance of large-scale industries, huge clusters of urban popula-
tions, intensive agriculture and the need to improve the condiiions of
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life for the people require, the implementatioh in this region of a

;;Lriit piolrari,m" 
-fti- inJ prot'ection. of the environment. In

narticular. such a p.ogi.--" riust provide for the transfer to other
ffiil-,,;i i.J,i.tiiEi fiiitr aggesriie" waste and whose technology
;;"ffi; i""qri1tl"tlu"rv 

- 

"iiiilged 
in the immediate future. The

iii,'iiririit"=of efectril po*ei from the eastern regions..and the

i*iifJi"tiA aerefbpmi.t'of nuclear pqwer engineering.wllt ne]p,!9
;h;ati the developrirent of large thermal power stations rn the regron
(th$ it"tionr ar'e a major po'iluter of the atmosphere and the source

;i'l;" 
-';ih;;;i 

;;ii;tio;" of yatgr svstems)'. Environmental
orotection measures i" ih" Baltic basin throug4 

"19.t" 
cooperation

ffi;;A;it-t" Eatie states are of international significance'

6. Promotion of recreation facilities. The -region's 
high level of

urbaniiation acceniuates the need for zones of everyday,-short-term
una ionC+"rm rest, with the reservation for- this purpose of large tracts
;-ftr; Lant<s, sea shores and lake-and'forest territory. In some

"""i.. ]o, insiance, 
**o""6:iurgb 

urban agglomerations and the

.uUrib- lon"i of the big cities, the recreational use of territory must
;;id;tty iicii"" priorit! and, consequgntly, Pqks.with the proper
amenities and zones fOr summer and winter recreation wlll become
iti-iiii*ipil element of their cultural landscape. Great_imp..ortance
;tt[lr;a ib the multi-purpose use of territory. Suzdal, Kirillov and
;;r;ih"t oio io*".'uii becoming centres bf recreation'

At this point it must be noted that, generally snea!!q,-t|::f:I':i
of soecialiied recreation areas and zones is an extremely pressmg

il.[:ir-;;ii.;;;;;.-v to wort out indicators of the efficacy of the

;;;;;iil ]u"iiiti"r itdt *ourd make it -possible.to compare this

tianch of the economy with the sphere of m.aterial productlox'*-ii;; 
iiritLitiitii;iri eiaUoratine'-ttre scientific.foundations for the

u." [i-niur;ir;;a; 
-;;-anaiiis_6t 

itre pro spective input-output tab-

ffi il ifrii,itiiiriii;? lanb. These raUtes must comprehensively
li,"#'tfili rp"tiif r"qririm"rts of industry, agriculture, town building

ana t"cteation in eich region: .--Th;;;-il--tiie ei"en 
"region 

^ 
prioritv must P: qi::l -to 

the

A"p"foirn""i oI if,J f.-ascaf,e of 
'the friture regulated by natural-

technical svstems *iit -ofiti."t 
environ;nental parameters and

" 
-iiiitrttv'iuJiaineO equiiibrium of ecological .systems of the

Iroiritii+'"ed;uliural, foiest economy and recreation type'

South of th, European part -of the US'SR' This, too' is one of the

.ouiirTr;'.fi;ip"t r"ci"nr in thd level of its economic develo-pment

;e';;#tration "iioJuiuiio". 
Itis a ry?jor producer of foodstuffs

iiia 
-"iii".fl*"t .u*-.'rtoiat.. etong.id6 raw material industries

il]*ffi';;o[To"ut nut*al resources, it has large efficient heavy

"rgini"itini, 
chemical and light industries''eu tni. nu. determined the high'deveJopment level of this region's

t"..itorv und ttre radicaf moOifii-ation of iis natural landscapes, with

ffi ';;Jdiil'li'Iti-*o"ntuinour_ part of the caucasus and small

;;";'ilih; bu.putiri"r, una tte ciimea. The spatial-resources for
;.i;;ri"" a;r"ioi*""i tiuuJ U"", practically exhausted : the develop-

u

me3t o.f new production and non-production functions requires the
redistribution of territory between-industries.

^ taking this into account, the following priority problems are raised
for the south.

l. Intensified use of agricultural resources. The fact that in the
soviet union this region has the most favourable combination of
naturally fertile soil (chiefly black-soil), abundance of warmth,labour
resources and a technical infrastructure makes it the most promising
in the country fro-m the standpoint of agricultural development. Thii
must be taken into account in the -development and siting of
processing industry.centres,.an ind-ustry that wiil continue to groi. Inthis re-gion .irrigation is the principal means of enhanc-ing the
bioproductivity of the _Qp$, In.mqnyjarts of this region, particllarly
in the Middle-Russian-Highland, the Carpathian foothiils, ihe Cri-"r,
the caucasibn foothills and rranscaucasia it would be expedient to
forecast the .completion of systems of anti-erosion ^measures,

including the introduction of special crop-rotations and methods of
soil cultivation. The restructuring of the iegion's agriculture and the
boosting .of it-s_productivity (an increase in graln production to
between 40 and 70 centners per hectare) must be-acconipanied by thi
promotion of all components of the agro-industrial compiex 

-proces-siIB enterprises, livestock fattening farms, refrigeration cap-acities,
efficiency of transport

2. Rationalisation of the work of axtractive industies. The
existence in this region of large resources of fuel and primarv minerals
(coal, iron and manganese ore, titanium primary mat-erial, oil, natural
gas, salts, sulphur, etc.) makes it possible and expedient to continue
their extraction on a {arge scale.-However, in drder to avoid largi
losses of fertile land, it is necessary in some cases to ascertain aid
*9igh the -possibility.of replacing 6pen-cui mini"g Uv ,nAligrou"O
mining with the employment of a qualitatively ne* tichnologv.

3. Solution of the water problem.The contradiction betw66n the
growing demand for water and the limited water resources is
becoming extrem-ely acule in the region. Today, this region, which has
only 4 per cent of the USSR's total river drainage, accounts f.or 27 per
cent of its water intake and 26 per cent of its irretrievable water
consumption. For that reason in the south of the European oart of the
IJSSR the reple-nishment of the water balance's intakeis an'extremely
important problem. that- requires scientific and technological studi.
This_proble-m q?y b9 solved by using the discharge of the banube arid
the Volga, by directing part of the drainage from Western to Eastern
Transcarrcasia, an4 also of the northern rivers into, among other
areas, the basin of the Dnieper.

- 4. -Crealign of a regional system of environmental protection. The
fact that. this region has a high population density and the most
tavourable natural conditions of life in the USSR makes environmen-
tal proteqtion an extremely vital problem. The concentraiion of
population and active envirbnment polluting industries in ttri-targe
agglomerates and industrial centres mlake their priority environmini-al
protection objectives. The moisture deficit, the sparse nCtwork
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ofriversandthedrawn.outperiod.ofheatincreasethevalueofthe
available water reserv;i;;;A;;quit" ."u.utes for the protection of

;il;;;;;;"ilii'. on ;;;;rrt oi t1r" scarcitv of forests it is necessarv

to olant forest U"ftl--ii,ind- iE -iafu -city 
centres, mainlv on

iI".fiLii,,i #o-*"rip.",t];;""gtl eioZed areas and otherland that

is hardtv suitable f.r';;;i;hlfiiJ.-Spiii"t concern must be shown for

l"r,Jifii,'.,. iii t"h; a;;diilil;;iir; i;mii- and the caucasus. It would

be expedient to or[ii]h;'ird;iui torest economv mainly on

recreation, water-proiiitd; and soil-protection. It is necessary to

il;;;ili" nu*ui, oi mo"ntuin-fores-t reservations a.nd 1o preserve

;;i;;.f';;i;il io;d"a, iorest-steppe and steppe landscapes for

research purposes.'-" {-i+;;ition of the nationally_ qnd. internationally .important
recreation industry. iir"" 

'$.tiJi- tJr-ion'. unique conibination of

natural conditions t"ouJt.-ot-*urm seas, mountainous -and hilly

landscapes. and diverse mineral water resources) require the further

itl,:ffiffifti 
.l;;;;;.;;; 

frd' ;i,irir"1". oriented on recreation

facilities for the porjiri'dJi u;e;p."itli.Ior international tourism in

it""r".iitt J tii" d"rbi"u";*i;i itte ussn' particularlv on thecoast

;1iih; di;;i. S;"-#d ii';e;;iil una in tt'e niountainous areas of the

6#;frffi,-the eii-J"-ir'o'iil-c"qg?sus. For this purpose it is
necessary to ,ere.u",';;;; iiiq-urilo amenities in somt coastal

il"-"ritili,i".a iiio ta.'g,i areas in the m-ountains'
'""1q'i-uigi';;;i-.f ;h" region mus{ be resarded as belonging to

,."guiuiJ6"iuffia-t*#i";i:y;;J "f 
the alricultural. industrial or

recreation tYPe.
The Volga area and the Urals'-Thanks to the abundance and

diversity of its naturi'ii.6ui""t una itJ g"ographical to"-u]l?l91^ll:
i;;;;;; of tti" main economic zones, this vast' heterogeneous regton

',J?Jil*qi.'"*"Jlill"yf,:*':i,"""txnli"'aiil'it#i'fi 'E!
heavv industries A"ii6i,. 

-"'a-no*t"tto.,imetallurgy)' ihe chemical

;#' J" ffi;ti i,-i"""I 
-iiroiriiri i., 

"it 
pioau ction an d he av v e n gi ne e ri ng'

iliiSrri ir.j'i.i-tirniiJt-f ellin! are highlv developed' -^"11;"i;;;;i;" a;;;]fi*ifrt or thi areas around.the largest urban

rfltlffi :+:,u;ra+irfrtE+l:lJ$rJffirtipp" areis of the Middle and ! ower \
However, ttre naturai'ta'iai"up" frut not Uein so st-rongly^modified in

the north of the ."ion una if, 1[e semi-deserts of the caspian area

(Kalmykia).
The close bond of the region's economic complex with the

utilisation of its natirril^."".Ju.'""-tius-giren rise to a number of fairly

ffii;;;tfi;;;l;;ffi;i6i'tion"ti*tion of the use of nature and

l. Intensifyi"s iii'ii*posite utilisation -of mineral resources. The

fl r'.'i:ti#iijt"il:iti;3iiil?,:l:'#l;*f "["]'ffi .lii,?'ii:
Urals and tt" Votg" 

"i"",-uC"intuates 
the'need for intensifying the

6

utilisation of the regien's fuel and mineral resources (the attainment
of a higher rate of oil output at operating oilfields and stepping up
exploration for new oil and gas deposits, the application of advanced
technological patterns for the large-scale development of iron ore
deposits, and so on).

2. Transition to the intensive utilisation of forest resources. This
requires, in particular, the development of all forest resources
(leaf-bearing species, firewood timber, waste), a reduction of the
volume of timber-felling in old timber-felling areas and a more
efficient utilisation of the forests in the Ob basin area and, possibly, in
the Pechora basin. The forests in the settled and developed areas of
the Middle and South Urals and also along the Middle Volga must be
used for water and air protection.

3. Transition to the intensive utilisation of agricultural resources.
The vast areas of arable land in the forest-steppe and steppe region
with their fertile grey forest and black soils, theii satisfactory amount
of heat but unstable precipitation occupy a notable place in the
country's land potential. The large possibilities for increasing the
productivity of these areas may be realised by enhancing the
efficiency of agriculture, by introducing, among other things, the
entire range of anti-erosion measures. The utilisation of the
bioproductivity of the areas of the Lower Volga that are rather hot
and are subject to extreme precipitation fluctuations, frequent
droughts and dry winds requires a switqh to massive irrigation with
the strict observance of scientific and technical norms. It is planned to
increase the area of irrigated land in this region to 6,500,000 hectares,
while the yield on irrigated land is expected to increase as follows:
wheat to 25-30 centners per hectare, corn to 50-55 centners per
hectare and rice tc 35-40 centners per hectare. This will make it
possible to double or treble farm output.

4. Solution of the water problem in the Volga-Caspian area. The
increase of the consumption of the Volga basin's water by large
industrial centres and the use of that water for irrigation in the
Northern Caucasus and Western Kazakhstan will seriously affect the
water balance of the Volga-Caspian basin. The change of the drainage
regime by the cascade of hydroelectric power stations and the
increased water intake in combination with the pollution of water
adversely affect the Caspian's unique fish economy complex. In order
to regulate the regime of the entire basin it may be necessary to divert
into it part of the drainage of the northern rivers, for which purpose
comprehensive scientific and technical preparations will be needed.
However, it would be expedient first to utilise all the possibilities for
regulating the drainage regime of the Volga through the most rational
use of the hydroengineering structures available or under construction
in its basin.

5. Improvement of the water supply of the industrial areas of the
Urals. T\e inadequacy of the water resources in the industrial areas
of the eastern slope of the Middle and Southern Urals and their
further qualitative exhaustion on account of pollution by industrial
waste adversely affect the economic development of some key
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centres and the conditions of life for- their populatio.ns. In this

ii-iii"iti"r-wJ feel it would be effective to impose the strictest
iiilii":tl". o"-tti" inOircirial use of fresh water and, primarily' the

;;;-;f-di"i, tt 
" 

buildine of new c^entralised svstems of water
suonlv and sewerages *itt Cflicient pprification rnstallations' and the

Aii;rJd;;f ;;ii;T the drainase of ifie_largest h.asins.of.the western

.f""i, ?iio- ihe Ufa and otheirivers). It is particularly important to

".riv out a series of measures to prevent the pollutton ol the lsama

**ii';;;;il i"d;;il6i centres having large-scale chemical and

petrochemical industries.
6. Developine coip,rehensive programmes fo\ thg p-rotection of

tne"' eiv-iiifi;;fi. 
-fh; 

conCentra'tiori of petr6chemical,- chemical,
.Jt"ii"i.liiif and pulp-and-papel factories, many of which-had been'fiiit tdE-;6, ura'uGo of giarit thermal power stations in a few of the
i*ioil.-i"f"itrial areas aid centres reQuires massive anti-pollution
mEaiute. in the region' First and foremost., it .iq necessary to
i6iorii*"t iechnolo[y and introduce improved purification systems
;i-;;i;;i; in aiieci'proximitv to denielv populated areas' The

;;diil;;;v u" *it"obr strictiimitations oi bans on anv increase of

"oollutinq" capacities in large centres.'l;-th-e ifi*t a selecti-ve introduction of controlled natural-
te"[;i";i ryii".J - i"Uustrial, agricultural and water economy - will
6;il4ffi";*Ui"ln those parti of the region where the "stiess" on the
;;ilffi;;iE- fuiia;i"ilv sreat and-where the co-nsequerJces of
iliilfi;it;r.ui -inn,r"ncei -are clearlv -negative' It is of^ Sreat
importinEe to expedite the fulfilment of tf,e ProCr?Tqe^-9f. anti-
tiiiifuiio" measurej in the Volga and Ural rivers adoptedin 1972 by the
^CpSU Central Committee and the Soviet Government'-' -Sib;i; ;ia ine Siviiet Far East. This huge region embraces nearly
60 fi; tint of the Soviet Union's territory. Its key natural res.ources

i*["4"-oi1, gas, coal, hydropower, gold, diamo.nds, tin and,some
oiir"inoir-t"r-roris metals, preiious anE rare metals, timber and furs.
iii" .ig-",r- nutionA and international importance .as a source of
Jtt*glvl"d pti.*i materials is steadily gr-owing'.In the south of the
regioli ther6 are iarge industrial,-scientific and technical centres
iNtvosibirsk, Krasniyarsk, Irkutsk and Khabarovsk, to mention a

ii*1.--tti i"gio, ptays in increasingly important role in the
alu6ioom"nt oT resoirrce-oriented industiies anii also s.ome branches
;l iilf,;;;sililirdand;he;icat industrie-s. A high.development
i"r[i-r,ut ri"iii?"tiil"Eo bv agriculture (in the south) and bv the

huntinc. fishing and other industries."*i#;";;-Et"ii"g iontrasts in the level of settlement and the

""o"o*il 
A"r"Iop-iniofttri region's territory. In the southern zone

;Ai;ilirc the Trans-Siberian n-ailway large areas are occupied by
;;;;Trd--ilOu.tiia interprises. There-are vast almost entirely

;ffiii,"J';;;;. ti-b"i_terring is carried on intensively in the taiga

;;;: il the rest oi' ni i"gIon there are only-a few centres of
e;;;id;;i 

-"ni -i""irnoui 
sparsely-populaGd .and extensively

;;;;ffi;ii; uroiueioped expairses -yifh practicallv unchanged or
;irLil;il; Thi; G;ifiCdistincttv differe^ntiated territorv poses its

4t

own problems in the utilisation of natural resources and environmen-
tal protection.

..1. Comprehe-nsive development of the West-Siberian plain. The
enlistment into the economiclurnovei of the corossal resouicii ,t 

"i1,natural ga_s, timber and iron ore of the central and northern farts of
the west-sib-erian pl4in is of national importance. Here the inciease in
the-output g! Irqtural resources.(oil to 50G600 million tons a year, gas
to.300,00G600,000 million cubic metres, and timber to so-zb miition
cubic.-metres) must be accompanied by an intensificationot trrelormi
of utilisation-reduction of losses in the process of extriction, and
the collection and use of waste. The intir-related developmiirt or
various extractive and processing industries (in irri-.out'rr-or tn"
region) will make it -possible to create integi'al netwoi[i or tr,i
infrastructure and help to improve the conditions of iife for the
population in the region's stern climate.

close attention m-u-st -be_ 
given 

, to surmounting the negative
consequences -of marshland. It would be expedient t-o give effict to
local reclamation projects, chiefly in industriar and popiilai"d 

"r""..At the -same_time, it will be necessary to begin larg6-s'cale scientific
and technical-prep-arationp f9r the drainage aid devllopment oi largi
areas of marshland. This include.s changing the natural iun-off regirf,i
in the ob-Irtish basin, particularly in connEction with ttre oiviisidn or
p?It 9f the discharge to the arid regions of the south of *istern
srbena, Kazakhstan and central Asia. The completion of this project
must, evidently, be adjourned to a more remote period.

2. Transition to an intensive utilisation of tni energy and otherp-imgry materials resourtes of the south of 
-the 

regionl'Tne furihei
development -of nationally important enerly-consriming i"diltr6,
the transmission of s.iberian -electric power [o the westein iliions of
the USSR and the solution of a number of composite proutim1in ttre
south of the soviet Far East require a more intensive dtitisation of ttre
large.coal basins (Kuzbas_, Karisk-Achinsk, Irkutsk una ottrlri), ttie
completion of the cascade of hydroelectric power stationi oii the
{ngara, construction of a hydroeiectric powei station in ttri uasinoi
the Amur and the building_ gp of power-generating cap"citi"i-i, ttre
upper a-nd lower Yenisei. -Mgre, there must be a -balairced devitol-
ment of other elements of -ttrg territorial-production compteies-a
further increase of timber-felling in areas with rr.ptu. i6iiG tnJ
building of energy-consuming eiterprises, power tr'ansmission iinis
and transport network, and the development of the settlemeni
systems.

- - The region's shortage of labour resources determines the choice of
labour-unintensive and materials-intensive industriCi, r.o tigtiv
mechanised and automated technological patterns aimed at ttre iulteit
utilisation. of- primary materials and waste. These patiiini a.e
expedient in the production of critical materials and in thi interests of
environmental protection.

.3. ,Further development .of t-he extraction and primary processing
of valuable raw mateials in the north of the re[ion. The'country'i
great demand for many kinds of natural miterials,"of which therJis'an
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abundance in the northern areas of S.iberia and the Soviet Far East'

dictates the need fo. il;:;#il -eiit'qt ;na uuitaing new centres of

the extraction and pr6|'.8il'Ainon-fE ious metal6res, diamonds,

mica. asbestos and .o"iil in'.o.Jii... the cluster location of such
'Jl,1iil"."ii'iiiir"ti.,ri",i'ii,e;;6.;".municationarteriesreqyiresthe
fiii:ii,ic :i";;;il ^ ;il;iii;,y ildGdc'--irrvo'oetectric anir atomic

Dower sta'ons ,.rr,,iJ i""io"i"ii. fto*euii. Oue to the rigid natural

S|iiiii"iii,'"il-*ourii''#;ilili;i- *tre.. oossible. to limit the

numerical strength oiit"-6"r.anent pooulition in the industrial

settlements of the fur'Noiin'*iriti imprdviirg the conditions-of life by

:H;#"il'riiiti"iir';A;il;e- inii'n'i't (proiects ror such

ieiii.mints are being drawn uP)'
The building ot tri"-iiui[ur]ft" Railway' the surmounting of the

o"..roriiiiJii'?."iuiion?'-tf," t-*tt "tn .and'central 
part of .Yakutia

#i i"#' lii i:iip *itft 
-i"t"-ign -inuit ii. will ac celerate the developme nt

of the Aldan iron or",iir!"c'h;ffi;;;.king coal and the vilyui natural

gas deposits'
4. Further entargement of the agricultural base' The mainly p-oor

..n}itioi.'io, 
-il;i"tfi;;' Jir't'it ?r,J YJnisei make the. individual

tracts of relatively *liJl"tiif"-soil extremelv valuable and require an

iil;[;;;;i'"i?r,li'"i"-tiri,.i, oi,iiini tt 
"m. 

rt e most important are

the forest-st"pp. "nO.i"ppt 
if tf'" soith. of Siberia' where it is vital to

il;;;;'&riE[tiuie'dv;'fi ;;i- ottrlr thtnss' draining marshv areas

#f,^ ir;i;?;; ;;ia i;e : h ;;lfti io-ini'e"ie' the proiluctivity of the

Far Eastern centres of agriculture measur"s must be taken to reclaim

land and Prevent floods'
5. Reinforcins tii";otrction of valuable biotosical resources.The

resion's huge taiga and tundra expanses and seas of the pacific Ocean

il?rufi;;;-;i il;:d;;;iG;'id sea animals that ar-e- unique on a

;ffi""i-.;;il-Th.-;"iil;na-ni. 
-ot 

.e.conomicallv effective game

oreservds requrres ;ffiil;A-";sivi uiotogigul lnd ecological pro-g-

ffi;; f";-ih;-;;;io[- oi- ir,..e anirials, the creation. of the

l,i.oii-i.r.' roi- tri.ii'i"iirqi,igqi;;. 
- 
Lontiot of hunting and broader

international cooperation in thls slrnere'
6, comprehr"ttii'"iii;;;;;;t;i protection prosram.mes' The

soecifics of the ,.gionli-developmerit allow im-plementing .in the

iffi#;[' tuiur" fr;trly i;;i;a ;.nal environmental protection

l;[*"if :ti'*iilri"::iti,*::',:'xil';iifl HJIU#i;::*,1
['*e;;"i"iii."f ii,t"'.'i.d;; unii. i'" ihe main industrial areas'

tr[Ti:]l1i*m.*A:tmn,'$]'u,li]L"o'::'oi;',1',:uzbas'
The priority o"u.io-pmint of tnt- po*"i-inO"ttv makes it possible

to 
"G"tiirv- 

u' rurg.'piiipoition of 
'the hieh- and low-temperature

nrocesses. includirig'ih] "ot'n'nal 
services'- which will sharply

H;f;;; ;;k;-6riint of the air basin of cities'

The progra.-.."'piiiil; il1t'e. pioteition of unique natural

preserves, one or 
"lfiiJtiiS 

Lake B.aikal.-There it is necessary to carry

out all the measurer'i,rri.]"g"?1, tt i-above-mentioned decision on the

il;#tt.; ;i fi ;';;;i';;; ni' tt'" experience of implementing the se
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measures, which are unprecedented for their scale, will be used in
planning economic development in optimal interaction with the
environment in other regions of the country.

Thus, in the given region the selective building of controlled
natural-technical systems-industrial, forest economy, agricultur-
al-will be combined with the preservation of extensive forms of
utilising nature and large reserves of undeveloped territory.

Kazakhstan This huge region, which occupies about l2 per cent
of the USSR's territory, is situated mainly south.of the main
latitudinal economically developed axis: it has large natural re-
sources-ores of many non-ferrous, rare and ferrous metals, coal,
phosphorites, oil-and large tracts of arable land and natural
past[res. There are large industrial complexes and centres of national
importance in which the mining and processing of natural materials
predominate. Moreover; this is a major grain and livestock region.

The development of territory and the extent to which the natural
landscape has been changed are extremely uneven in the region:
centres with a high concentration.of mining and processing industries
with towns and townships, zones of continuous or almost continuous
ploughland in the forest-steppe and steppe, areas of intensively
irrigated and partly bogar (well) agriculture in the oases and foothills
of South Kazakhstan combined with sparsely-populated expanses and
vast, extensively used seasonal pastures.

Kazakhstan's economic development is closely linked with the
utilisation of its natural resources and the state of the natural
environment. For that reason the rational use of nature is a pressing,
complex economic problem in this region.

l. Transition to the intensive overall utilisation of mineral
resources. Here, as in other mining areas, it is vital to reduce losses in
mining and concentrating mineral primary materials. The complex
charaCter of many kinds of ore requires the fullest possible extraction
not only of basic but also of accompanying components. However,
the development of processing in this region and the building of
industrial ctntres are limited by the difficult problem of ensuring a
water supply.

2. Transition to the intensive utilisation of the agricultural
resources of the torest-steppe and steppe. The stabilisation of the
developmenl area of former virgin and disused land and of the
economies and population centres built on that land creates the
conditions for intensifying production and the accompanying anti-
erosion measures (agrotechnical, forest-improvement, and so on), the
cultivation of salt-marshes and saline soils, the introduction of
crop-rotation and the exclusion of erosion-prone light soils from
ploughing and the regrassing of these soils. The unstable precipitation
iegime and other unfavourable specifics of the region's continental
climate reduce the economic value of its land. In order to surmount
radically the instability of the crop yield (as a consequence of frequent
drought) and also to provide all the economic units with a normal wa-
ter supply it is necessary to solve the acute water problem, a problem
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thatisonlypartiallysettledbythebuildingofasystemoftrunkpipe.
lines.

3.ImorovinstheuseofirrigatedlandinSouthKazakhstan.|n

"'d;; 
t"'i"";;;;: th;;;rdi of hiit-loving crops-fice' cotton' fruit'

;il;; ;A;t';bG;:it is ,ie"estatv to promote-the effective develop-

,il,lri bfi*ill"t"d ia;h; ir-ltie souttr of the-regign 9v a.fuller
iiillisatii, .i-r"cur *ul"i i"Jout"es (Syr-Darva, Ili.and other ri-vers)'

;;i;, "d;"riia "gt"techr-r,roues 
and.implement land-improvement

ililil". to prevenliliiui-in'utio" and erosion of irrigated land.

4.Transitiontoamoreintensive-useofnatural.pastures.The
..,-ot"liJo. iiiifie im*idiutl trtut", of the eltensive development of
;t'"'[;-til';;u--of p"riur"land through a broad irrigation scheme

;;;;; tti ue"nh"-it" iuii"n"tisafion of. pastureland livestock-

Lrieding and thE further er-llqrggmglt of the centres or a more

intensivi, economy, notably field- fodder production'

5, Solution of water problems. Already today the water shortage is

frofiini""p-"und' ir--fudure may -even inore adversely affect the

f,;;;I"?#rt ot ttre teaaing brariches of Kazakhstan's economy. The

.t 
"itui" 

mav be partiv-ovErcome by a more rational utilisation of all
i;;-?;t;i""i'inCiuaine tn" tipping of subsoil waters' the

i'irtiff"ii.ii.iiuiir" *ut"rs-and so oir. f[-e channelling of.the waters

;i";h;-Iriitt,- rouot, i.r,i-, Ural and 
. 
o-ther rivers 

- 
to.- the region's

ili"Gffid'by heans <it c-arai and pipe-lingq, and the building of.local
l"tii'iit'"t diliiilins ii" *"i"t (Manivshla\) Tuv Pr-ov-e adequate for
if;;iltilJf iiif pi.ulem of watEi for industrial, household and

agil;lt*;i^r*-il f;16d areas. Hoy9ve1, the .switch-to massive

ifinutlo, in the zone of unstable precipitation regime will require the

;i;'*i;id ;i ;;i;i from oth;r regions' This .proiect must be

;;;;;A;a -bv 
"o-pr"h"riive 

scientifi6 and technical preparations,

InitrAing an analyiis of immediate and long-term consequences.

6. Comprehensive environmental protection- programmes' The

cfuJlr-ai.iiibuiil oi iniuitti"s makes' it possible.lo concentrate the

;;i;;;;;;-"rili piotection measures in individual areas' chieflv

ili'ft;ili;iail;id;;;t'"i. ei tn" same time, it mav poss.iblv be

il;;.;ilil;;; i"ditidrai iparsetv-populated areas of Kazakhstan'

;;i"fl;]f," ;epr".sion. in"triut gngioiqo valleys) that have no run-off
;;'i^h; iitli 6t r"*"",i*i"ui- ina".ttie. moied from the denselv-

"i"utatea 
western areas. Of course' these measures must rest on

;;i"fri planning and sanitary considerations'
,t'nus, in Kazakhstan the orientation should be on a selective

Uuild'i'r[' di- i."ti"iiia 
--nui"tut-t"chnical 

systems - industrial and

Inii"i,tfi-ur"i-in confi"ii*-*itt a relativ6ly extensive and better

;;;;-;i."4 utilisation of the bulk of the territorv'

central Asia. This is a fairly hot region with extremely valuable

agril"iiir*r 
- ii.out*. ioi tt "' 

massiv6 p.roduction 
^"1^,h":lloui"g

croDs. Its resourc"i oi natural gas, 6il, rare metal ore.s and

;;"i.;;.;;.';;dl6 dd.t ano moun-tain pastures are of considerable

lliJ.6'.-iii-il;,;rhA. in" large natuial-resource potential, the
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rapidly growing population and the availability of labour resources
cr-eate tfi.e cond-itioris for the region's swift economic advancement in
the future.

Its territory is unevenly settled: the populatior and economic
activity are concentrated in the relatively sqlall- o-?ses in the
intermbuntain hollows and in the foothill plains' The building of new
inigation networks has led to an enlarge_ment oI tllg agricultur-al areas
in ihe Golodnaya Steppe, Central Ferghana, the Vakhsh Valley, the
Karsha Steppe and elsewhere. The main industrial centres are in the
old and nbw oases. As a result, there is an extremely high
concentration of productive forces and this imposes a "stress" on the
natural environment in the oases. Outside the oases there are
relatively small centres of intensive development in individualmining
areas. Most of the region's territory-the deserts of the Turgan
lowland-is devoid of accessible water resources, while the Tien
Shan and Pamir-Alai mountain systems are extensively developed and
almost unpopulated.

The pr6sent state of the region's economy and the prospects for its
development are closely linked with the natural environment, which
gives rise to a number oi specific problems of its rational utilisation.- l. iattonalising the uie o! irrigated land. Central Asia's irrigPted
land is of immense importanie to the economy. There the considera-
ble headway in irrigalion is sometimes accompanied-by negative
consequences-repeated salination, the emergence of marshland,
irrigatibn erosion df soils and deterioration of the quality,of subsoil
and surface waters. In general outline the measures that have been
taken to eradicate these side-effects are well known, but the
considerable heterogeneity of natural conditions requires a differen-
tiated application of these measures.

In vibw of the growing demand for cotton, rice, vine and
vegetables it is necessary to extend irrigation to new expanses of land.
Th! potentially suitable reserves for this are quite large. A very. big
portibn of the-prospective areas has complex melioration conditions
ivitti ttre result ihat iarge outlays must be made for building long trunk
canals, roads and new industries and settlements. The massive
irrigation of large expanses of new land may aggravate the water
shoitage. For that reason the efficacy of irrigation projects must be
economically substantiated.

2. Impr6vement of pasture land. The development of practically
all the deiert and mountain pastures and the steadily increasing stress
on them as a result of trhe growth of the livestock population
necessitate a broad (and quickly repayable) switch to the reconstruc-
tion of pastures-to impioved watering, the formation of insurance
centres 

-of 
small-oasis igriculture, improvement of the system of

routes and livestock roads and an improvement of grass stands.
3. Solution of the water problem. The aridity of the region makes

the problem of 
-water 

supply of decisive significance. Although
inigalion remains the principal element of irretrievable water con-
suription, the rapid dtvelopment of industry and settlements -is
rncriasrng the demand for water. The priority task is to improve the
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organisation of the use of available water resources. This aim is
;;il;A by 

-hvdro-engineering 
installations which, in addition to

ii.Liutini 
"ieciiiiitvltegulatE 

the drainage regime in the mount-ains,

i.;l;ilffi ui"u i"iairig tfe main river basins. The s.y.stem of canals, of
;di"-fr-tt 

" 
tirg.^t is tf,e Kara-Kum Canal (1,400 kilometres), allows

redistributing the water resources among the baslns rn accoroance
*iiiii'ti" t"ia-tion-ot tiri cultivated land. The experiments in regulating
iir;';;ttirc oi-mountain slaciers, which- feed the main rivers, merit
ildiid. iJr" mu.t at.oie made of other sources and methods, in
;;;tfifi, ite diiiiiiuiion of saline subsoil and sea waters with the aid
5i nrt*"t cold and solar and atomic power installations'"' '4. -Iwkiiitition of compreheniiv-e environmental protection
oroiriikii. tirJ tiigt "'stress" on the natural environment in
i'ftil.ir;iy -developed- 

oases and the inadequate .stability of the

i"e6";r nLtural coirplexes result in a "chain reaction" of the negative
;H.d;;aJi oi ti'ct nical influences on nature (violation of the
;;i;;-:;il ;iei-i of the soil and of the subsoil drainage regime., ap{

"Jirtitr-6f-iuUtoit 
waters, soils and the atmosphere by mineral

f"riifiiiir,-"trimilai pesticides, defoliants and othei substanceq). All
;fi-;;a;ili tutttei measures to protect the environment' These

;;;tG;;;e Jt tti more necessarv m vtew of the fact that most of
i-h; r"ci.r;; population is concentrited in areas where natural envi-
ronmeit has-undergone the greatest changes..- ---fnOusiries 

that icCouni tdr ttre greatest-pollution of water ?nd the
air basin must be gradually moved out of densely-popul?]led'areas,
i.p"-"iujjv trom water-hungiy hollows and windless zongs. Re-gulation

;i'15-g-fl'o; oi irrigation ini drainage water permits controlling the
most dynamic factor changing the en-vironment."'-Soil" 

.iountuinour teriitoiies with a moderate climate, pure air
anA foilst 

"egetation 
should be reserved for recreation Purposes. In

tf,ii r".r""t Tne Uasin of the mountain Lake Issyk-Kul. and the
*irrrit"ii-"Aiiis of the Tien Shan near large-cities-merit special
;6i6;. ConslOeraUte benefit will be derived from the creation of
o.eserres and national parks in mountains and deserts'
''-ft" ."f""iive UuitAin:g of networks of controlled natural-technical
sv.ti-r-ugricultural, industrial, recreation-will be necessary. in
ifr"-f,iiur"-ii areas with the hibhest concentratio{r of productive
ioi"ir.-Tt 

" 
iontinuation of relatiiely extensive development must be

;.p;"t"4 h ,noii of the sparsely-p6pulated deserts and mountains.

such are the major constructive regional prob-lems linked with
.uii-Aiiing it" ui" of natural resources-anl protecting- and

il;;;ir" t-he invironment in the USSR. Their solution on the basis

;ffi;;fi'diiti 
"pptoach 

will ensure an account of the totality of
nutor"iin?-iionomic factors, which differ sharply in the country's
;il-;;t;i6rv, una it will hilp socialist-.socie[v to cariv out its
socio-econoriric tasks with the greatest efficiency.
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AIR POLLUTION BY AEROSOLS

The Earth's atmosphere has become greatly- polluted in recent

vears. measurements made in cities and industrial centres showlng a

a;.;a;;;bt";i;;;-tff bv v"ar, in the content of variousgases and

;il*i;. At iirti.i"iuule distances from cities and industrial centres

;il;ffitphJ.";i uetoioi iontent is reduced bv a factor-91,::y"t"l
ffidi;a-;;d "ren 

rorni 
-thousand, but everi there considerable

ouantities of aerosols are present.
'-li;; i.""-tt.rgtiiitit the ever greater amount of dust in the

atmospfiere *a.liiJiiiuit ot tt" -growi-ng 
unsystem?lic ploughing of

hft, [il;i;ning of forests, and the growth of woodless spaces, the
ila.i;} .6pp"e ianAlii[L iipersiof forests, and of desert land at

if,i-Jir"ni" 6f steppes, the development of cities, transport, energy

iiirt"-fi,.IiLrrii, A; 
- ;iffi tive and m dnuf acturing indu strie s, as w ell as

llhe srowing meridional component .in the overall atmospherlc

circu-lation during the last fifty years.t-"-Ail &;r1[d foitd tt eiJfiald appeared a vast number of researsh

or*i. -in- *fii"f, uurioui indirdci methods have revealed the

;;;;d;."ii ot the stilt existing idea that air pollution is to be met

f,.n1, i" iiiiii-anA industrial centies. As a result of the circulation of
tfi"'"iiiro.piriiJ and the turbulent currents in it, air pollution has be-

Ji11ipiunit-*ide in scope, involving almost the entire troposphere.



Vast and irreparable changes in the natural environment are being
caused by air pollution. The dust pollution disturbs the ther-
modynamic state of the atmosphere, and -produces undesirable
changes in climate and other assoCiated natural conditions. ln certarn
measure, the higher dust content in the troposphere can make climate
warmer, this for three main reasons: the direct heating of the air by
dust, which absorbs short-wave radiation;'the retarding of long-wave
radiation (which can be called hothouse effect), and the resulting
greater turbulent mixing in the lower layers of the atmosphere.
eontrariwise, any'increase over a definite concentration of dust in
the atmosphere can lead to a cooling down of climate in consequence
of the screening of solar radiation.z

Dust aerosok that settle on glacier surfaces reduce their reflective
power and destroy them by speeding up the melting of ice
accumulated over the centuries, this by absorbing ever greater
quantities of solar radiation. Air pollution has a negative effect
on vegetation, agricultural productivity, and even industrial
development, especially in such advanced industries as the semicon-
ductor, optical, photochemical and the like.

Pollution of t'he atmosphere is detrimental to human health since
admixtures in it contain many toxic substances, some of which are
carcinogenic. It should be remembered that man consumes a daily
average of about one kilogram of food, two litres of water, and
twenty-five kilograms of air. The choice of food and water depends
on.their quality and taste, but air cannot be chosen. It is to be
regretted that hardly any detailed studies as yet exist into the gradual
an-d systematic influence exerted on man's health by the-overall
content of dust in the atmosphere and its chemical composition; the
few exceptions refer to extreme pathogenic instances
(pneumoconiosis, occupation poisoning by volatile substances, and so
on).---'The 

global pollution of -the atmosphere will probahly gain
momentum within the next dechde unless decisive steps are taken on a
broad scale. It is a question of cleaning the atmosphere of injurious
admixures and restoiing the disturbed natural complex. Despite the
vastness of this task, it can well be accomplished if the hypothesis of
the causes of the present-day pollution of the atmosphere is correct.
The following worild seem the fiecessary measures to be taken: an end
to the irrational felling of forests, reforestation of steppe-land and
mountaiious areas; crEation of field-protective forest stands; recov-
ery of desert land so as to create productive soil protected by
deiensive belts; creation of parks and green spaces in cities and
villages, with rationally selected kinds of vegetition extensively used;
intro=duction of a sysiem of land cultivation that will prevent wind
erosron.

The restoration of destroyed vegetation cover and its further
enrichment will solve another problem characteristic of present-day
civilisation, which may arise in the immediate future, i. e.,
atmospheric oxygen, thousands of millions of tons of which are
consumed annually. We all know that the vegetation cover plays an
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important part in restoring the oxygen in the atmosphere through
photosynthesis. So vast is the oxygen content of the atmosphere that
its ever growing depletion has not yet affected the composition of the
air. Ilowever, the inevitable .?nd ever growing use of oxygen in
coming years may, as we shall now show, create a shortage of it.
Vegetation, which "operates" in a close cycle in the global sistem of
the biosphere, will not add any free oxygen, but may intensify the
physico-geographical process.

__^Meteorological offices in all developed countries, including the
USSR, have in recent years been riaking a detiiled stud! of
air pollution in industrial centres.

- -To counter industrial. pollution of -the atmosphere, high factory
chimneys are being built in a number of countries, this dn advice frorir
scientists. This measure-has p_roved useful because higher chimneys
mean greater wind_ speeds in the lower layers of the atmosphere, and
concomitant turbulent mixing. Besides, iuch structures aie cheaper
than other measures to protelt the atmosphere. In some countries,
calculations have been made of the advantages accruine from
following the advice of meteorological offices refarding the e-rection
o-f .high smok_e stacks: the differtnce in the cost ofhigh factory
chimneys and purification installations is multiplied bi the total
number of industrial enterprises, this revg-aling tr6mendous savings.
In fact, however, this apprbach means self-deception, not a soluti6nof the problem. By removing industrial wasta from a particular
locality, high factory chimneys pollute areas hundreds of kilometres
lwal-. A territory is polluted by industrial waste from adjacent areas.
Fesirl-es, industrial waste products settle on the ground ind then rise
into the air time and again, thus continually incieasing atmospheric
pollutio-n.- Minute admixtures of smoke ahd gases ie condtantly
suspended in the atmosphere; periodical washi-ng of the air bv raiir
m?Feg it relatively clean only for short periodsl which is why the
self-cleaning of the atmosphere should-be understood only'in a
conventional and limited sense, whilst factory chimneys are nothing
but palliatives.

Clean air in urban areas requires a decrease of, and ultimately an
end to_, the ejection into the atmosphere of vast quantities of smoke
and.other products of combustion by industry, transport and domestic
devices.

What is called for in the foreseeable future is the construction of
st?gkless f-actories operating in closed technological cycles, with thefull recycling of all industrial waste. With the prLsent-day and
pros.pective-state of science and technology, higS-grade food and
textiles can be produced from the smoke and'lgiseithit are now being
ejected into the atmosphere and poison it.

. $. y" -ull !.1rg*, living Nature, and in the first place man, has
achieved the highest degree of organisation in the-world. Nature
operates without an-y waste produits. What is rejected by some
organisms provides food for others. The organisatioir of inddstry on
this principle-with the waste products of s-ome branches.f inatistrv



providing raw material for others-means in effect using natural

Drocesses as a mod;, l-oi 
-in- 

tt ". ihe resolution of all arising

bontradictions is the motive force ot progress'

Therefashioningofindustrialpro.cessesthusacquirestremendous
importance at the p;;;il;["'ot- 1turyu" activities' not onlv in
keeoing the atmosph*" i;;";f f,armlul admixtures but in maintaining

i#!;.';ffiitiilA ihe air at a constant level'

OTHER KINDS OF POLLUTION

Thefollowingmayalsobeconventionallvincludedamongfactors
or it,.i'orir,"";i;'"p"lliitff ; th";;*ah6ina of the electromagnetic

and changes in the ;ffiidi;*l iil-tot; thE increase -in the general

backsround ot viurattiii;;:ffiil;i;-"*t1"-" magnitudes in excess of

ffi ;?.;itil;;a;;A:;ih;a"iii"ii-i'ultra-violelradiation(bvabout
fi'';L"i':;ri'-il-ih;' .i'J' 

"iO--u"tt'--"s " consequence of air

#:'J*nli*t*lll'**;:i*"1,i*lwtx':l*11r.'.':::
To all this might be added the-hypodynamia so characteristic of

our times, a* u ,"ruli-of ;iriliffii[nii,trvsicat activitv connected

i,iir,'iii" ii.";f ;i;.;;a"li^tiirrra'ey, dnd also of the high nervous

riili'.J'ir'""t"4 
-ui 

it 
" 

rate bf present-dav life'
Industry today calls for the consumption of vast amounts of

"r""t 
i"'iiv'proao6"o ?i i;r.r;i,.t aroelectric and. nuc.lgar power

;ili";;.' f,nirev i. t;iliit,=,lt -along hich-tension lines, thus

tk*kTilfi.tffiHffi ffi11f;:'$,,ffi *;:u*'41,6166t:
tvpical of modern #?".ffi5fi;'iiii9-tpe tairerouna of 

.the 
elec-

i'.5iil""riir"'iiiiJ' 
" 

ic.e" di^ hi"'iiirit sible stan-dard i n a two-kilo-

;;il;';;; Jbne tti" entire lenlth of such lines'

Another area calling for detailed studv is the use of electric

transport of all kinis-i-n Littt, ana espiiiativ $" replacement of

oetrol-burning 
"uto,iJUiilr 

L-V-it or" runbn batleries. Eiperiments in

fil:i ;i"fi' ;;li"tii,ii iiiffi;a i" un ina.,.t'iallv advanced countries'

the solution of this;;ffi;;i;s;;;;a;i;a 6f ereat siBnificance in

;;#;fi';il;;llfi;;.-Ho*"u-,"t, it mav provl that one kind of

poiiutbnirill yield place to another'.

Thecreationofterritorial-industrialcomDlexesandtheconcomit.
ant concentration oi^pro'Ariltffi-i;;d. to 1?ng9 numbers.of people

Hffi l,+$i?fJfi Es*fflji1r,ffi i#;.i*"t",:**.";j;;q j:::f j
l,xT 

jfi ["tsti'rilr;r"offi :.r,#ti{;":*;r,6i1!!"i8"3".i:i,H:
il;tilff iiiitr 

"r'n,"",'u"a 
ot tt'" afmospheriC pressure that goes

with it. -r ----:^.,^ Li-,
The operation of plants, motors and engines of various kinds' and
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h.i!h speeds of traffic create an excessive background of noise and
vibration. The vibration background may also bl increased in some
measure - by . the microseisms caused by the overall impact of
present-day industrial enterprises on the Earth's crust. This is a
problem that calls for special study: people come into contact with
vibration sources with frequences of tO to tZ cycles per second,
lengthy exposure to which is in excess of permissible siandards.

Noise levels in -streets !n big cities now reach 80 decibels,
sometimes even 110 decibels, which exceeds the hiehest permi-
ssible standards. It should be remembered that l3d deci6ers is
99ryigglr{a.dar.rperous .threshold, beyond which the hearing isormaged. 

-Duriqg the-last decade, the mean noise level in big citieihas
risen by l0to 12 decibels, reaching40to50decibels. Therihavebeen
rorecasts that this level will rise by I decibel yearly unless the
necessary steps are taken.

Data exist showing that normal functioning of the human organism
may b9 igr.ajre{ by lengthy exposure to strd'ng electromaini[it anO
acoustlc.rlelds, by frequent changes in the gravitation fiel-d, and by
strong vibrations.

The cumulative impact of vaiious unfavourable factors of this
kind intensifies anomalbus pro-cesses and leads to various fitnotogi:
cal phenomena-that cause highly dangerous illnesses. This ii not orily
a medical problem but a socio-economic one as well.r

The rising tomperature of the environment is also a factor of
air pollution, especially in big cities, in many of which the mean
temperature of the air has for many years -stood 

between 0.5"C
ql-q l'C l{ghgr than in adjacent localities. In some pities, the
difference is almost 2t. As a rule, this temperature rise in big cifies is
greater- in summer and lower in winter. The formation of Juch heat
"islands" stems from a number of cau-ses, of wtriich ihJtotto*ing are
t-hq most significant: the lower expenditure of heai on Luapoiati-bn in
crtres-although precipitation is higher there, it rapidly firids its wayinto the- sewerlge- system, and plant life. is'insignificant: the
lesser.velocity oI wind as a result of the tall buildings ttr-ere;itrelbwer
effective radiation of the Earth's surface as a coisequence of tlii
absorption of.long-wave radiation by hqqd and liquid'aiiL.ol.; trr"
pcJg,ase ln artf:clally produced energy. There are also other causes,
but these are of Iess significance.

- Therm-al- pollution is of global significance among the indirect
f.actors of the- change in the atmosphere's natural charicteristics. In
thrs respect, the cities of today can provide a model of possible slobalclimatic changes brought aborit by man's actiriti"s. rt eii are crBunosto believe that atmospheric foflution by industrialiv pr?aucea
aerosols a-nd gases will l5ecome itabilised oireauiea wii'rrin-iiJnext
tew- decades as a result of measures taken. At the same time, thiartificial prgduction of energy will grow. At preseni itJ migni:i"iL ror
the wh.ole planet has been estimate-d at 0.0r7o of iri";r;;i;'ilciiuea
trom the sun, but it is showing an annual gowth of abo[f 6Vo, wrth
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DrosDects of a further rise in the foreseeable future, which means that
[tiJ ti-" is not far off when artificially produced energy may prove a
substantial supplement to solar radiation.

THE PROBLEM OF FREE OXYGEN

For a lengthy geological time, the.Earth's atm.osphere rem-ained

"onit.-i 
in rlspict of its gas composition; at least, iq*+t constant

a"ii"e itJ Qua'terrrary peiiod. Ho*ever, its carbon dioxide content
ilr-ilrn o":"r the lait few decades.'-- "-ft" q,iestiorl of the origin -e1 free-oxygen has not..yet been

finallv answired, with most scientists holding that at least its greater

;;;dfi;;;;;.d;;ioi terrestrial and marine vegetation' In this, a
ffi";;i; b"li*6 t 

"r 
Ui"n established in the biosphere: no matter how

;Jffi;;c";ilI;;t"d iilirtv in the proress of photosvnthesis and

;i;;'il;-thl prrotocr,i,iiical decompdsition of water vapour- in the

[oo"iiuvlri ot-tt 
" 

ut11oipt i.") the sime amount is absorbed through
;t'pffi,6n,-p.rtiJt"ition ind by the numerous oxydising processes

i,i,iltiir,ii,iiiy' taking 
-ptu"J 

in [tre environment. A mere O.A$OO7Vo

;;;;;&.t of" fiii- oxvgen isolation over its consumption

"riifa 
t"*-t"a toits total ambirnt beconting.doubled onlyturing the

present, Quaternary Period of the Earth's h.istory',A 0'U)-yo^o-xygen

fecrease i year would have led to its almost complete dtsappearance
during the same Period.

Free oxygen has also been used for artificial combustion since the

ti11i-111"n L-mergea from his natural environment and learned to
;;;a";;iil. tr,i-Jptoii; fia not been made up for bv the release of
['.;;;4ilil;fi;; ;ioductive activities in the same wav as the

;;i,E; 
"oniii"."a 

in l$ture-is- replenished. The additional consump-
iioh-of oxvsen ". 

u ri.ult of the ilevelopment of modern civilisation
;d td;ffii.i gr&|h of all types of 

-industries has reached vast
proportions- it is common knowledge that a fall in the partial press.ure of
atmospheric o*yg", by onj-ttrirA leads to oxygen lack, a decline by
iill-tiliiiii'it iio:tEni.ei"ihul 

"on."q,rences. 
Ii we accept that future

""i.ii*otion of o*vgEn-*itite-ain at the present level, i' e''-that its
ffi;;ii;;1;tio^nGrIi-tanA ut rO,OOO million tons, then.two-thirds of
;h;il"I-fi;iil oif."" oxygen.in the atmosphere and hydrosphere

will be used up in a little over 100,0(X) years'

If the annual increase in the present consumption-of oxygen iq
affowei'iJJiuna ut only 1 per cent, -a 

period of aLout.700-ye-ars will
.iiftil,-. i.i it iJ fiii'to -u-"ritical concentration lev-g-l'- l.. such

i.-riu-pti.r, goes op nv -I per cent a. year' that period will fall to 180

;IJ;;'ila-;b-too v6uti if ionsumption goes up bv 10 per cent'
' 

It may be asked how real the prospect is of an annual increase in

"*ro* "'.rn*mption 
bV an aueragi of-I, 5 or 10 per cent. The reply to

;ffiia!]iffi',{*;;JJ on wortd'fuel productiron, whose course is

showri in the following table:
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Table I
World Fuel Productlon (in round figures)

Kind of fuel Ycars Annual increase during the
periods (per cent):

l9{0 1955 t958 1967- l%G
1969 1958

(1969 for
USSR;
lW f.or
rest of
world)

1958-
t967-
l%9

1955-
1967-
1%9

Pit and brown
coal (million
tons)

Petroleum
(million tons)

Natural gas
(000 million
cubic metres)

1,200 2,430 2,gN

3r0 910

390

1,650

E50

l0

As can be seen from the above figures, the rate of increase in the
extraction of coal as against petroleum and gas shows a deeline,
although coal reserves are enormous. As for petroleum and gas, their
extraction has risen sharply during the last two decades. Even if the
annual growth rate for the extraction of these types of fuel is
stabilised, it still stands at a fairly high level (about 10 per cent). Of
course, the rise in oxygen consumption is the same as for fuel
extraction.

Judging by the above figures, the rise in oxygen consumption by
an average,of l0 per cent for all kinds of fuel seems quite realistic.
Moreovel, we should bear in mind not only the present growth rates
of industry in developed countries, bui alsd the faict that the
developing countries are beginning to follow their way.

Thus, any direct extrapolation of present-day conditions into the
future will lead up to the conclusion that mankind is constantly
modifying its environment. It is common knowledge that each new
geological era was shorter than the one it has succeeded. While the
Archean Era, the most ancient, lasted 900. million years, the
Proterozoic Era that followed it lasted 600 million years, the
Paleozoic-325 million years, the Mesozoic-ll5 million years,
while the Cainozoic Era has been lasting 70 million years. However,
the Cainozoic Era will also come to an end, this process being
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accelerated by Man, that acme of creation, who has appeared during
the last million years.

Though thesi concepts seem indisputable, the above calculations
and any ixtrapolation of present-tlay conditions into the future are not
founded, as the following considerations will show.

The [nown reserves of combustible raw materials are insufficient
for two-thirds of the free oxygen in the air to be consumed.
Prospected coal reserves to a ilepth of 1,800 m-e-tr99-hqye been
estiniated at 14,947 ,400 million tons,a natural gas at 180-200 '-10'2 cubic
metress and 6il at .400,000 million lons.6 In terms of oxyg€n
consumption, all this provides a total of.29,721'800 million tons,.or 0.5
oer cenf in volume. Hbwever, this argument is not very convincing. In
[he first place, estimates of geological reserv-es may-change by several
;;a;ilir-itii iar.age of timE. It hlas been calculatdd that about 6' 10'5

tons of organic caibon lie below the Earth's surface, an aggregate
*t ose coribustion would require ten times as much oxygen as is
contained in the atmosphere 

-and 
the hydrosphere. Secondly, some

new fuel may appear within the next few decades, which -will-call for
more intense oxygen consumption than is required for coal, oil or gas'
'Another and mdrE cogent argument is the power of human intellect,
toi it is hardly possiblE that mankind will permit the further course of
.rliri. t" i"tto* ttre scheme set forth above, and will surely preserve
the stability of the gas composition of the Earth's atmosphere.
However, fhe time his come lor measures to be envisaged-and for
iheir systematic implementation to be launched. That should in no
way b6 taken to me-an that the development of the productive forces
should be slowed down and that man s creative activities should be
restricted. That would be not only impossible but even inadvisable.
Efficacious means should be soug-ht to utilise energy sources that do
not require any consumption of oxyg-en and do not increase the
carbon'dioxide-content of the atmosphere. Though nuclear energy
solves that problem, the wastes frornits production present no less
danger to ii\e biosphere than a change in the atmosphere's gas

composition.
one can consider most promising the utilisation of solar radiation

and its efficient conversion-into various kinds of energy. Other roads
of mankind's energy re-equipment do not eliminate the problem of a
negative effect noi6nly ori the biosphere.but on Nature as a whole. It
hai frequently been p6inted out in icie-ntific lite-rature that, given the
pies"nt-hay rites of increase in the production of artificial energy, the
amount of heat emitted in various industrial processes will, in less
than 100 years, reach a magnitude comParable with the amount of
energy oui planet receives frbm the sun' That cannot but lead up to a
subslintial bverheating of the Earth, with all ensuing consequences.
Glaciers will melt awa! and the level of the world's seas and oceans
*iff go up by 64 meties. The climatic and water-.re-gime of the ter-
restri-al srirfabes will change entirely. However, all these consequen-
tli Cun be avoided if the iecessarymeasures are taken in good time.

Vist importance attaches to the creation of industries in which
material prbduction will absorb carbon dioxide and emit tens and

a

hundreds of milliards of tons of free oxygen in the form of industrial
waste. As pointed out above, the great contradictions arising between
man and the rest of Nature can be resolved through the organisation
of industry in closed yet developing cycles, in the same way as the
substance-energy cycle is progressively effected in Nature.

THE SOCIAL ASPECTS OF THE PROBLEM

The protection of the atmosphere against emerging changes is not
merely a scientific'and technological problem. Human activities tend
towards boundless development, yet though that process should be
encouraged in every possible way, it should be guided along an
optimum direction. The ever growing creation of material values is
accompanied, on the one hand, by the expansion and modernisation
of industry, and, on the other, by the latter's spatial concentration.
Cities are growing apace to form conurbations, which, in their turn,
are showing a trend towards expansion. The spatial concentration of
industry is economically advantageous because it encourages com-
modity production. Suggestions have been made to expel industry
from the cities, something that is unfeasible in many instances.,
Besides, industrial development is unthinkable without a working
class, engineering personnel, schools and universities, research
institutions and theatres, hospitals, governmental and managerial
institutions and without modern transport and other means of
communication, and many other things that go to form the
infrastructure of present-day cities.

The uncontrolled developmert of this process leads to vast
sprawling cities that are inconvenient to work and live in, as is
exemplified by many capitalist countries. Smog and other results of
photochemical interactions are common in such cities as New York,
Los Angeles, Tokyo, and central Rome, where there is a shortage of
oxygen during certain hours of the day in calm weather. The situation
will become general unless the necessary steps are taken, based on an
optimum and long-term social strategy in the development of the
economy. Instead of dispersing industry outside cities, the necessary
conditions should be established within the latter, this calling, in the
first place, for the construction of purification plants at factories and
then going over to closed industrial cycles. The neutralisation of
exhaust gases from automobiles and other transport vehicles is just as
urgent. Important among the measures required t0 clean the air of
injurious admixtures is the extensive planting of greenery in factory
shops and yards, in streets and city squares, and the creation of parks,
gardens and tracts of forest lands both within and around cities.T
USSR hygiene standards demand that there should be no less than
twenty-five square metres of greenery for each urban dweller, plant
species to be selected according to their ability to absorb harmful
admixtures from the atmosphere. In this connection various kinds of



plahts differ greatly, the amount of admixtures they can absorb
varying wittriia veiy wide rangc.8

All-ttris requires.eltra expenditures, which will of course affect the
cost price of iirdustrial goods. That is why the implementation of. such
meaiures is possible only in conditions of state--planning. At dl
events, it mians lower 

-profits, which, in conditions of private
enterpiise, is made up by greater exploitation of the working people,
this iir turn' exacerbatlng class contrdictions in capitalist countries.

In a socialist societv it is the state that assumes the main burden of
expenditures on enviionmental protection. In the Soviet Union,
substantial results in improving the environment have been achieved
in such big cities as MosLow, Leningrad, Kiev and Baku. Installations
for trappiig and cleansing smoke and other e--mitted gasg!,as well as
for the iuri-fication of sewage, have been built at manytig industrial
enterpriies, where effective systems for the re-use and recycling oI
watei have-been set up. The aiea of greenery per inhabitant of Kiev is
25 sq. metres (which is within the sfandard); in Moscow, that area is
45 sq. metres.

TLe adoption of a complex of measures in Moscow, for instpnce,
t u. 

-"o".iOiiaUty 
to*".ed ihe amount of admixtures in the air in the

ffi i;;"*rs: hust has been reduced by 50 to 60 per cent, sulp-hur

il6;id; u'v oo tolo pir cent, carbon monbxide by 70 pe-r cent, and so

on. The Moskva River, which flows tluough the gapi_tal, has become
mrictr iteiner and is now stocked with fish, as is illustrated by the
number of anglers to be seen along,it-s embankments. It has been
generally noted that Moscow is one of those rare cities where a white
Eoilar wi1 remain white throughout the day. Moscow's industries are
diveloping and the number of automobiles of all kinds is constantly
increasing] yet the environment is becoming cleaner and healthier.

The common efforts of scientists working in different fields of
t<no*iiaii, both natural and social, are playing-an gve] greater part in
the solution of environmental problems in the USSR. For instance, 24
iesearctr institutes and highei schools took part in drawing -up thq
ippropriate sections of thJcomplex plan for the economic and social
a'"i"i,5ptn"rt of Leningrad for 1976-1980. Presidium of the Academy
oi Siidni". of the Ukr-ainian Soviet Socialist Republic has approved a
piogramtt e of work on the complex problem of "Science and the
biti6s", in which many institutes uhderihat Acad_emy are taking.part.
it i-pr6giurnme incluiles a corresponding plan of research work and
iis piaitlcat implementation. "It is first and foremost a question of
di"iring uf anit introducing effective scientific recommendations
designet t6 create new or mo-dernise existing technologicalprocesses,
;d-;i reducing levels of noise, - vibration, the influence of
Jiiitro-uCnetic fields and other injurious changes in.man's environ-
;;t,; *riie K. Sytin, Vice--President of the Ukrainian Academy--of
Sciences.e An auiorhatic system for the control of air pollu-
iio" in iities has been devel,oped at institutes under the Ukrainian
Academy. It is to be introduCed in Moscow, Leningf,ad, Kiev and
other industrial centres.

il

{.*{.

The protection of the atmosphere against pollution cannot be
effected within the framework of national programmes alone, for the
atmosphere knows no state boundaries. Polluted in one country, the
atmosphere can cause economic damage in other countries whose
inhabitants have to breathe such contaminated air.

In conditions of developed international trade, approximately
equal charges should be instituted to be spent on environmental
protection. This refers first and foremost to the atmosphere, the
world's seas and oceans, and common expanses of water (internal
seas, lakes and reservoirs and also rivers running through more than
one country). That is why the protection of the atmosphere and other
components of Nature calls for multilateral international agreements
and their strict implementation.

NOTES

I See F. Davitaya, "On the Possible Effect of Dust in the Atmosphere on Reducing
Glaciers and Making Climate Warmer", Transactions of the USSR Academy of
Sciences, Geography Series,1965, No. 2 (in Russian).

2 Ibidem.
3 For more details see G. Tsaregorodtsev, "The 'Technicalised' Environment. and

Human Health", Social Sciences, No. 4(14), 19?3.
a See M. Ravich el al,, Metallurgical Fuel, Moscow, 1965 (in Russian).5 lbid"-.
I See fne World's Petrcleum Industry, Moscow, 1966 (in Russian).7 It should -be noted that the present-day level of atmospheric pollution leads to the

amount of dust in the atmosphere varying considerably i'n differint pirti oi 
" 
uiiiitl.

a cubic centimetre of air in the indusiriali area contains seuerat milrions o]-fr"i-O a,ia
liquid particles wlth radiuses of fracrions of a micron or less. Th;Au;ic;;iena i;
busrness quarters is reduced by a factor of several dozen and in parks by a factor of
several hundred.

8 see s. Durmishidze, D. Ugrekhelidze and A. Djikiya, ..The Assimilation and
Conversion of Toluol by Higher Plants", Priklodnay:a iiokhimiya i mikrobiologiya,
Vol. X, Issue 5, Moscow, 1974.

e lzvestio, tune 77, 1915.
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one of the results of the scientific and technological, revolution is

the revision of the tt;dii6;al concepts concerniig^1!"- pP:^" 
'nd

"iu"irc"iuutue 
of various sciences. Geographv. for instance, nas once

ffiil. ;i#;ild-il;d;-;;6 it' itui" imone the.rundamental

3!t.##.'tnlr'ir=au."i;fi;1t-i; irrd accentuati-on of a series of
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;|f, i#il;[1 ;;il;"i ;;;;;;' ;d -piote 
ct ion of the e nvironment' An

#;;;;;;l;; i. ir,J-tri"tl., o.1 these problems belongs to the

syitem of leograPhical sciences'
. The afore."ntronia- "iiiu.it"n".r 

h-ave greatly increased the

theoretical uno pr""iiJl-';igr;iii*r"e of a number of trends in

ffi;6[ t""f i".""rii,l ilt"uTfi 
-iii"n 

3. : the comprehen siv e 
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studv of

natural resources uili ;T th;"complicated problems concerning the

rational utilisation ";i r;di.irc oi'nature, tire impact of the scientific
lio il,Jr,rii.ii"ur ,"u-oi,l;ilil; tr,e in ironment and, based on this,

;h; i;;;;;ff;i fi;h;;,"h"*"^' in the environmeqt' and the

lTiUjritii" tri-icientiflc" g"ia"tl"ii f or the exploitation of nature and

protection of its resorir;;;. iil teggifi" toi" of geography in the

Ii,ii.ptittrnent of these tasks is self-evident'- - 
Another important trend in .curyg.nt geographical, rese1ry| 

i1
conr,iCtea with the fact that scientific and techntcal progress ls

ilil;ibi; *iiiioui tfre management of science and production. An
iffi#t";;"ffi;;;ilirf 

.11g;A 
ia therefore the territorial organisation

:li:"tff;;;#;ili;6;hiah is embodied in the- svstems of
i"i"iii,i""iiilir'ito.i"r 

-**pi.i". 
of various tvDes, character and

;;;-66;".1. 
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Tir" 6i,pi,iiiiiiiiii-of the socialisi iountries with their

planned economy and public ownership of the means of production
and natural resources place a still greater responsibility on the
geographers of these countries for the work performed.

The horizon of geographical research and its time and space ranges
have been immeasurably broadened thanks to man's breakthrough
into space and the beginning of systematic studies of the Earth from
spaceships. The vast amount of spatial infoimation thus acquired
(which can automatically be put down on the map) differs qualitative-
ly in many aspects from the information we formerly possessed. This
new information gives a better and more correct idea of the complex
character of the combination of various phenomena on the Earth's
surface, of its spatial systems and their territorial structure and
dynamics. But this, in turn, immeasurably increases the demands
made of geography as a fundamental science that investigates large
spatial dynamic systems. It must be able not only to decipher the
complicated combinations of ptocesses of the development of the
given systems and their structures, but also to forecast, on this basis,
their subsequent dynamics.r

These and other closely related circumstances dictate the need to
sharply raise the level of geographical research. One of the most
important prerequisites for achieving this is the development of
theoretical sections and principles of geography. Geographers are
showing a growing interest in theory. This is prompted, in part, by the
introduction of moddrn methods of reseqrch provided by cybernetics,
the theory of information, systems analysis-and other heiv trends in
the development of science which are becoming ever more wide-
spread in geography and which serve as an additional stimulus for the
theoretical understanding of the new situations that arise.2 Particular
importance attaches to the development of one of the most backward
fields of geographical theory-the disclosure and analysis of the most
general problems, concepts and regularities in geography that cover
the whole system of geography as a science.

Theoretical geography is ah important trend of research in thii
field. It is a new branch of learning that is part of the single system of
the geographical sciences. We are witnessing the formation of this
discipline, the purpose of which is, in particular, to establish spatial
laws that bind individual and particular fields of geography into a
single, integral system.

THE SUBJECT OF THEORETICAL GEOGBAPHY

Theoretical geography owes its progress to the new problems
engendered by the STR, to the need for automated processing of a
vast amount of geographical information, the investigation of
complicated geosystems and their multidimensional spaces, to the
new concepts of the space-time correlations in these systems, the
imminent problems concerned with the elaboration of geographical
axiomatics, and the need for revising m4ny of the general concepts in
geography. In this respect we believe that theoretical geography

tl
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theoretical geography in the USSR, where it is closely linked with the
practical requirements of socialist society, is based on the Marxist-
Leninist methodology of science.

THE TASKS OF THEORETICAL GEOGRAPHY
IN THE SYSTEM OF THE GEOGRAPHICAL SCIENCES

To clarify the place of theoretical geography in the system of the
sciences and the tasks confronting it we suggest considering the
following factors. Modern science has been advancing most vigorous-
ly at two poles: the megaworld which is being investigated by
astronomy, astrophysics, and space research; and the microworld
investigated by nuclear physics, chemistry and molecular biology. It
seems that the vast world of medium-size objects, more or less
comparable with man's own dimensions, attracts much less attention.
This world encompasses also objects that constitute the research
campus of geography. Our knowledge of this world, however, is often
incomplete or fragmentary. For instance, we have no general picture
of its spatial structure at the geographical level because its
investigation is divided among many sciences, natural as well as
social. Reference is, of course, to the repeating spatial structures that
are embodied in natural and artificial bodies and groups of different
dimensions and different material substance. In this respect, theoreti-
cal geography can make a substantial contribution.6

As is generally known, two tendencies*differentiation and
integration-are interacting in the single process of the advance oJ
science. At the early stages of the formation of science, when the
productive forces stood at a low level, philosophy and particular
scientific knowledge were fused into one in their prime integrity, This
was predetermined by the low degree of the differentiation of social

and weak specialisation of labour.T The ever quickening
growth r
practrce and weal( specEllsauon ot labour.' 'Ihe ever
growth, of the volume of scientific knowledge coul
necessitate the differentiation of the sciences. This oroct

d not but
necessitate the differentiation of the sciences. This process, natural
and inevitable on the whole, has certain negative aspects. In
oarticular. it hampers mutual understandins between scientists

'l.rvrv,particular, it hampers mutual understanding
ensased even in related fields and leads to oa:engaged even in fields and leads to parallel or even similar
research. Furthermore this process destroys the conception of the
internal integrity of science. It could have brpught about a general
crisis in science if not the intensified integyation and generalisation of
knowledge of late.

The phenomena of the differentiation of sciepce produce the
greatest impact in conditions of capitalism, under which the unity of
scicntific knowledge has been broken while the processes of the
synthesis of knowledge have been unable to occupy their.proper place
because of objective social circumstances. Meanwhile, the evolution
of the productive forces and the transformation of science into a
direct productive force has turned the integration of scientific
knowledge from a tendency into a law of the present progress of
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or reduced to those governing the evolution of nature. It seems to us
that such accusations are founded on pure misunderstanding' No one,
for instance, declares that mathematics is guilty of confusing social
and natural laws just because one and the same mathematical concept
is used in characterising phenomena of entirely different orders,
whether social or natural.

As we see it, far greater importance in principle should be attached
to the fact that in geography, primarily in theoretical geography, we
are dealing with one oI tlie parlicular expressions of the unity of the
universe, and the objective connections between social and natural
phenomena that make up the essence of the unity of all sciences,
natural and social.

Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, as we know, did much to -reveal
the internal unity of the natural and social sciences and of their
various branches. They proved that the nature of human labour leads
inevitably to a close lirilibetween the natural and sooial sciences. This
connecti6n is effected through the instruments of labour, while its
direct exoression is found in the technical sciences which occupy an
intermediate position. According to Engels, the laws of nature and
society, the laws of our environment and the laws of mal:-s corporeal
and sfiritual being constitute in esserlce "two classes of 

'laws which
we can seDarate flom each other at most only in thought but not in
reality".s '

L6nin has creatively developed these ideas and proved that all
arguments to the effe-ct that the sphe-rg -of social. phenomena is
radically opposed to the sphere of natural-historical-phenomena rvere
basically u:nsound. He has revealed the essence-of- the proposition,
formulaied by Marx, that the economic law of the movement of
society is thejaw of nature; he has substantiated the-proposition that
the socio-economic formation is a natural-historical process. Lenin
stressed that "only the reduction of social relations to production
relations and of the latter to the level of the productive forces,
provided a firm basis for the conception that the development of
tormations of society is a process of natural history. And it goes

without saying that without such a view there can be no social
science".e

In the conditions of capitalism, social antagonisms give rise to a
conflict between the natural and socio-humanitarian knowledge and
way of thinking. This tells on geography, too, which is often regarded
theie as a pureily social science with no natural aspect, wtrile at other
times and'plac-es its social aspect (usually, the leading one) is
simply ignored.

When Marx said that "eventually natural science will incorporate
the science of man to the same degree as the science of man will
incorporate natural science-they will constitute an integral sci-
ence'i,to he naturally implied that it would happen only in conditions
of developed socialism and communisrn. In the-USSR-this procFss is
already glaining in momentum. The unity of social, natural and
techniial-kholiledge that is forming engenders new processes of
integration in sciEnce which are particularly clearly evident in

7t
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whole. Without this the further progress of our science is hardly
possible.

We have used chorological examples to examine the generalising
role of theoretical geography in respect to other geographical
sciences. This, however, dobs not imply that theoretical geography
can be identified with geographical chorology. Spatial dimensions and
territoriality as fundamental properties of the objects of
geoenvironment are no more important than the subject essence of
integral geosystems. Of geograpliy as a whole it can be said that it is
territorial (spatial) in form and integxal in content. Both criteria are of
equal status and it is only their combination that produces geography.
The most general task of theoretical geography is, therefore, the
modelling of integral natural and social geosystems possessing a
sfatial structure.

Sometimes objections are raised against the independent existence
of theoretical geography (and metageography) on the grounds that
there is really no need to distinguish between theoretical and
non-theoretical sciences since theory is the obligatory element of any
science. This is true in a sense. Howevcr, we must not forget that th'e
largest of the synthetic sections of geography-regional studies (and,
in a more general sense, the whole regional geography)-is mostly an
idiographic science which studies the unique and individual reality.
The main, continually needed'and the most popular output of regional
studies (and possibly of all geography) is{he scientific description of
the Earth and its regions, big and small, in which the data of various
particular geographical (and sometimes, not only geographical)
sciences are being synthesised.

This task will never lose its urgency since the geosphere itself and
the way it is being exploited by man are swiftly changing. People
need, to use the expression of B. Rodoman, a kind of a technical
passport for the geosphere, a passport that is continually renewed and
made more precise. The principal task of geographical description in
the STR era is the compilation of such passports. Unlike chemistry or
biology, to say nothing of physics, geography today, too, studies
mostly individual and unique objects, usually possessing proper
names (e.g., Europe, New York, the Neva). True, the study and
description of these objects rely to an increasing degree on scientific
methods worked out by the systematic branches of the geographical
sciences in their aggregate, various objective laws and geneialisa-
tions, however, still act as a kind of invisible conductor. If this role is
to be more effective it is necessary to stimulate the nomothetic
branches of geography, a special place among which belongs to
theoretical geograpfry.

SOCIOLOGISATION OF MODERN GEOGRAPHY

The STR has changed the correlation between the various branches
of geography. This is primarily reflected in the tendency towards
sociologisation and humanisation inherent in the entire system of the
geographical sciences, physical geography included. In the latter, the
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resource approach to the subject under study it e+41g^Pl"9,:.li
ffi; etolnlgside purely economic factors, cggqra,pqer_s_ are glvmg

more ana m6re atientidn to social factors, which 
^brings 

them to a
il;;;';ilf ;i'it 

" 
ir-6ilfi oi economic .geofraphv' some researchers

now speak ot econorilil;grilht il tfi'e riarrbi and broad sense of
liiJt!i"ilii,Jr-."iJi", t5 tri'e 6xfansion of socio-economic parallel

ii;iir, idlii,"nii e"ogtupfi! tii[iit'initudes both economic and^ social

B:S}#,?I; " ifmi*rx'"i.3".r n'x"v'.t",iif l:#'il'il*:i
sciences.

With the unfolding of the STR the various.aspects of lgman
u"tiuiiv'una .o"iA-fii""u.-" q;;;nli.qincreasingly interconnected and

interdependent. The ;i;tfi-;Eifificunc" oT'the non-productive
;1il!!"";iloli.ir ri1i ir .ri"ttv i"Jii"iine. rne volume and varietv. of

$?::ttffi[1'""1"'J;l'h:l','ir:oll"m:f5#ifl "l'fl'lf#B:lliifi"u:"d'".rtiof ""4 
i"6iii-"tipn of itris behaviour also grows, for

ffi;-t, d;;;i;;;d ;i'i[;ii.Ci"tvitg personal interests of p-eople do

"i,i "ribrr"ti""ify """-oil*iit 
ioi'ieii;s interests. Thecont{ol of such

Iin,ifi"":t*i--toimutlon. as t1,9 niturpl-social territorial systems

ffi[[:]Jltili,;i?J",i3;!t,lli:"r";Bil'3r::i,Pir:#:.li;
ihEse systems-man ai a social being'

Aswecometocomprehendthefundamentalinseverabilityofthe
,*i;r;-d;;6of rru-"i"li activities, and also the connections between

;il;;;-ili"itiii-*a-il,i-i""iro"m"nt in which they. take place,

#:ni"[iti-i,frTi"**"'""i:ffi 

"i'ff 

:HLi;:'3::'Jgii,"#]f, :s
;J**t*"'[ti*j"'l-t*'ls,"l":"*li:5,::1J.":x-i3'$ilx.11;
;;i&t.,"l ;ilto""t 'iin 

ir,.i 6-ad. t""t") i1 s99pra-r!r1' Peonle in ttris
i"ii iiI 

".ir'iaerea 
ii'tiie celttat elem6nt ot tfie anthropoecologi.cal

#;.fi-;tir;-tt"i, 
"iiiJiion-deierminins 

the annrgagfr to all other

iriJi"iti. ilut ltren 
-in -"OEtion to the cause-and-effect relations

"iiii"-ii",".,f 
V-"iirti"d Uit*eer, spatial .systems of nature, technos-

o[Lil undrociety, ie-must also know the reaction of people to these

I;ilidt and to ihe components of the environment'

The increasingty complicated relationsh-ip between man and the

"rrrri-n."nt 
has 

-rdquired the inclusion in the explanatory apparatus

;i;;dffi; ;;hoj;; a"o or geographv in particular, of categories
;.il;;;ptJ ttut ir,uriiterise-thJreiationslnside the object under

;ffiy"';-id- 
-;G;- 

."bjii1-ouje.9t. relations' The conceptual
iiu"i"*o* of conventio-nal, trlditional science was made up of
;h;i""t;"teeories and concepts. Modern science, ,on the contrary,
tli'"*t"*i;;r-6 "pii"t" 

'tnor" a!d. more. with. concepts and

categories that reflect various types ot tles and relatlons"-

."f,::nJ,tH':?'i*,,?::,:T'$f':{:T:fl '"''"'t::T'"f 31ffi:ffi llff;

closely related to them, are being introduced into geography on a
broader basis, thus determining the formation of new aspects and-
trends in geographical research and linking them ever more closely
with the social sciences.

Since the environment is undergoing radical changes, the question
of the benefits which man derives from it is seen in a new light. The
STR has accelerated the process of the transformation of the natural
environment and the formation on its basis of a complicated urbanised
environment that is becoming the sphere of vital activity of an
increasing number of people and in the most developed countries of
the bulk of the population. The problems, including social problems
(sometimes exceptionally acute ones), that are connected with the
qualitative remodelling of the environment put new tasks before
science. They act as a powerful stimulus for developing geographical
theory, enhancing its social aspect and eipanding its links with other
sclences.

Countries with different social systems feel the need to make a
study of a broad range of problems connected with man's perception
of the environment and his behaviour in it. The planning of territorial
systems, and forecasting of their evolution, location of production
and service enterprises, selection of recreation zones and many other
urgent practical tasks are dependent on an in-depth study of the
socio-psychological aspects of man' s life -and activity. Consequently,
practical needs in combination with the very logic oJ the evolution
of geography imperatively call for sociological methods in geogra-
phiCal research including broad application of the behavioural cri-
terion.

However, the character, direction and the framework for such an
approach are widely different in countries with different social
systems. In bourgeois society, when capitalists are selecting the sites
for their enterprises or organising the latter, they are compelled to
take into account the socio-psychological factor and the character of
people's behaviour, but in principle they are not interested in the final
Soci-al result of their operafions. the socio-psychological factor in the
location model of capitalist enterprises is present so to speak only at
the input and wholly ignored at the output. In the conditions of so-
cialism, the social aspect, consideration of the human factor acts not
only as a requisite condition for controlling the development of the
social territorial systems, but also as its object.

The emergence and evolution of the behavioural criterion in
geography is a manifestation of the sociologisation of the systems of
the geographical sciences we have mentioned earlier. New trends of
research, a.9., sociogeography and geosociology, with various
combinations of elerhents and approaches to the parent sciences,
branch off at the juncture of sociology and geography. Their progress
can become a great contribution not only to geography and sociology,
but to science as a whole.



THEORETICAL GEOGRAPHY AND METHODS OF RESEARCH

Theoretical geography owes its evolution to a grcat extent to the
progre.. of thi gelneiat- theory of systems and systems-structural
inaiyiis anO also io the application of a whole arsenal of mathematical
metliods and means. ilieoretical geography, however, does not
narrow down to mathematical geography, it is much broader, fuller
and versatile.

The present stage of developmenl of the-system of geographical
sciences is charactErised by a 

-broader 
application of mathematical

methods, and mathematical ianguage, particularly for the formulation
of geogriphic generalisations and iaws, for-geographic modelling. As
a rEsul-t, ihe la--nguage of mathematics has become an- important lan-

i*g" of theoreti-calleography. It is generally acknowledged that it is
impossible to investigate the complicated spatial systems -of geos-
ohLre without resortiis to mathematics; without mathematics geog-
iaohv ceases to be a fundamental science that is called upon to make a
siiniiicant contribution to the solution of a whole series of important
problems posed by the STR.' We mdst also tiear in mind that the use of mathematical language,
cencepts and methods without deep-{y uaderstanding the nature of
ofienohena can lead onlv to a supeificial knowledge. This predeter-
'-ines the importance 6f the elaboration of a system of basic
eeoeraohical cbncepts in the framework oJ theoretical geography as

in Essintial basis ior subsequent formalisation. This formalisation
does not nec-essarily entail 

-employment of the mathematical ap-
paratus; it can be of a tectologiCal character.t3' The first steps in the elaboration of general geographical concepts
have already b6en taken, but the main part of thi work is yet to be
done.

The rnost fundamental of the general geographical concepts are
probably the concepts of geosystems- an( geographic. space (geos-
iace). Latelv resear|hers in ttre USSR have been devoting much time
[o tfeir analysis. However, there is still no generally recognised
difinition of lhe geosystem that would meet the requirements of the
Ma.ilst-I-eninist-methodology. To some extent thC same is true of
e"orpu"" (the concrete spaCe of geosystems' as it is sometimes
iAt"i), though there are signs of a general understandi4s of it as a
tvpe of muftidimensional group space,ta which includes as sub-
iiit".. four-dimensional time-sfiac6 and signs-phase space. In terms
oi metageography it would be very important to determine the
correlati6n betwe-en geographical, physical spaces and map spaces,
and also between geographical space and other group spaces,
nrimarilv economic and social.' The ioorly developed conceptual framework leaves its imprint on
all aspeits of theoreti'cal geography (and geogra-phy- as a whole),- it is
on" oi the main reasons why the ioncrete methods of systems analysis
have on the whole made filtle impact on the essence of geographical
research, in spite of the outward popularity and wide lrse of sy-stems
terminol6gy iir ttre latest geographical works. It is only by radically
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improving its theoretical basis (which apparently is irnpossible unless
particular attention is paid to the -cievelopment bf theoretical
geography and metageography and unless stronger ties are established
with the related sciences, social and natural) that geocraphv will
receive the opportunity to utilise fruitfully the basic idlas of syitems
orientatibn and the formalisations developed by the general th6ory of
systems-or, broadly gpelk_ing, the basic principles of tectology.

Another group <rf difficulties that geography runs into in its
attempts to construe mathematical models of such complicated ob-
jects as the geosystems is connected with the inadequaci of the ma-
thematical apparatus employed in respect to a numbei of ieographical
problems. We must not forget that most of the sections of mathema-
tics were elaboratpd to serve the needs of physics and engineering,
and that they do not always correspond to-the requirements of th1
sciences that investigate complicated systems. This-calls for the con-
tinual quest for more a-gpropriate methods among already existing
ones or those that are still being elaborated. In this respect a-pplication
of the apparatus of intransitive mathematics,fuzzy s6ts, et-c., can be
of particular significance. There is a sharp need foi the elaboration of
new sections of mathematics that would coirespond more closely to
the specific requirements of the social sciences and of geography. 

-But

this can be done only provided a special request for this comes from.
the said sciences.

The language. of mathematics possesses certain advantages,
qometimes overwhelming ones, in adstracting a number, but by no
means all, aspects of the real world. We therefore believe that formal
mathematical modelling cannot fully replace substantial and cartog-
laphic. modelling.. For some aspects bf reality mathematical modellin!
is probably unluitable (or only roughly suiiable), particularly at thE
present level of man's knowledge.

The greatest difficulties are involved in -the attempts to develop
mathematical models of the spatial aspect of geosystems (as distinci
from their substantial aspect): locatibn, dimEnsions, Aiiigur;16,
etc., and particularly their combinations which are of utmost
importance in geography. Conseq'rently, the languagg of cartography
is in many cases more adequate than the mathematical formulai in
modelling spatial structures and their dynamics. Hence the need to
elaborate iteration systems of models that would naturally combine
carto_graphic and mathematical models. Such systems are of particular
significance for theoretical geography which deals with th-e general
approaches to the modelling of the spatial aspects of geosystems and
geographic differentiation, including standard models.

The results of the spontaneous evolution of nature in the
environment are inseparably intertwined with thts results of human
activity. This is why we need a science that would unify both
natural and artificial (anthropogenic) objects (or their diiferent
aspects) in general models. Modelling is connected with the
abstraction from particulars, with the transition from the individual to
the typical, from things concrete to things abstract. The level of
abstraction can be different. In theoretical geography it is higherthan



in oarticular eeographical sciences. Theoretical geography-is primarily

"ri"iir"O 
no-t *'itt, ipecif ic tountries, region s and localities, -but with

;h;i; ty;";; i1 maties'models of the real *orld in the form of various
;;;iii ietworks consisting of surfaces. lines and dots'*-,ih";;iii""i"ti""i giogiaphical models are also of great practical
.ion^tiii-airiJ. 

-So-e 
6"fiE"J that the more details are taken into

il;ifit" t# mo.e accurate and useful the model. Actually-,however,
*-t* ifr" *oOif ir oriiUurOened with particulars, even if Aorrowed
iiii.i-.i-Aiiv, it. 

".r"r,iiul 
points disappiar, so to say, in the motley

'"i?':n:1,t0"35T3*f illltiJi#fii3$;arphvsics,geographvstudies
objects that are usually so complicated that a single. phenomenon

;;;;;i 6iii,.pt"i"io ui a single- r.no-del' Its explanation.requires a

,iriiiiraittv;i;i .f m'odels, blth independent ahd in the form of the

consecutive stages of the modelling process.--- 
er Oiiiin"iiio. its obiect, the immediate subiectof theoretical ge-

oeraohv are models, i.e., a certain imaginary worlcl, ln_whlc-h, nowe-
;45; r"" n1inv iu-itiar tt ings since ihe individual bricks that make

"" it i. *iit[ uiJt"t i" iiom r.i-atity. In the final analysis, the object of
tri"ii"iii"t iiogi"p-tiv i. the geogiaphical shell that is-common tothe
;ili.; 5]][fi ,T if,Jt"ograpfiicd s6iences. The models of theoretical
;;;;-";'h;;" 

"rfiJtfiuii"pitndins 
on the degree to which thev reflect

fheffi[J'"iisting in the reilitv t6at is being mo.delled.
When we make a model of the surrounding world, we can

,"oresent it as a multitude of landmarks, surfaces, lines -and dots'
t-t{ii-[&;;"i, i.-itii geometric level of- modelling' The theoretico-
;;il;hi""t l6vel big-ins onlv when all this geis a geographical

inteipritation. In this way the geometric drawing is turned into a map.

{.rt*

Like all other sciences,,geography not only explains the surround'
inc-*oild, 6ut afso-trlipi"to-transiorm it in man's interests. The

iiif"it'il,a' 
"rofuiio" 

of modern geography proceeds- from the

e;;;;;i,r" ot-inoirioua riaitv to fustiait models, and from such

;;i;[ ;;-ir;""aitine, designin! and .reconstructing the e.nvironment.
fi," tt 

"|iiiiio-geogiiptricil 
co-mprehension of the environment, as

;;;; it;i.;ffiffi;i"c" in its c6enition. rn passing from the models

;i,;ffi#ty .iiiJi"cii tl- the projlct-models-, theoietical seosraphy

-iieii *iit, the general streair oi constructive geography.'"-f[; ;iih;i; iu.ii ot theoretical geographv, in our. view' is to
a"riioo. out of reparate and more orlesiparticular modelsl l slobal
Ui"oiJfii6 Conception of the evolution o-f -the 

geosphere and its state

. ;i-.iiii;;irt[d; [inA 9t an alloy of forecasts and--projects with
&;;;;;fiioi-it" tieauacl connecfion, i.e., their influence on the

ili#[;il;ilur ;f plopi"- The fundamental concepts of.our sogre-ty-"oiiE"rriiitfiJ 
meailG of mankind'-s existence, the -criteria of the

;;;fiI,iiii 
"na 

tne ilfu; of social production,-and the paths of
i."i"fpi.gri5 llluri-b'e adequately r6flected and refracted in the

iiri"it'"1-i"tiirni of the spatial stiucture of our world'rs

7E

The logical and historical path of the evolution of geography
stretches from descriptive landscaping to the construction of
cultivated landscapes, and from the simple description of geographi
cal locations to its purposeful formation. We firmly believe that the
elaboration of the principles of theoretical geography is an important
stage in the advance along this path.
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Geographical Sciences TodaY

Ecological Problems
Highlighted
by UrSan Environment Modelling

YURI MEDVEDKOV

The modern world is characterised by a -rapid rate .of.. urban

*o*if,. f[" prUfi" and-eiperts have noied first some individual
ilii;;titr;'it'tt it--et.ii,it, Jhose aspects of the pro.ces.s .in which it
;;;;a;A in acuie-form and demanded immediate decisions (urban

5i;ilffi ii't[iiip"rii" oft"r, land, steps to provide the-exp.anded

Eii$'i"i,ii;6ifi .ii[i;t-";;;"1;;*ia;'.'concernoverthe-rloivof
;;;;" ffi. iura toiatities, the continuous recenstruction of cities,
ih;il"4 ior large-scale housing construction, and so on)'---1r"iior* iirfre ttrise urgenibut, nevertheless, specific problems

or"iJf,uAi*iO-i-ti iciiogicil content of the process of ulbanisation,
;'hii,-hTil"""ii- tt* tit" of all urban dwellers and ultimately all

;;fiili. Th;-"iUrn environment is becoming the t'*!ilut of man,

where the bulk of mankind is moulding a new way ot llte'---ffauing-concentraied 
an unpreced-ented percentage. of all the

o.oO*t-iG forces, the modern'city influenc6s the environment in
'three main directions.""E..-t" hiiiimiitner cities have become the environment of many

mlrioni';i ;6pt". The urban pnvironment is- growing .like an
-uiu-iun"t 

J "ni 
the most general tendency is that the larger the town

t#;;;;-r*ple it attracti. It has been eitimated that within the next
iO-"tui.- fi;; tritaineJ wiil be erected in all the cities of the world
ii"i-;;;;buit-aurinf atl the preceding phases of man's historv'

Second. the town has become a centre actively influencing the
sun-dund-i-n:g irea. The organisation of suburban agriculture, recrea'
iion zones for town dwellers, and the need for wbter supply and waste

Yu. Medvedkov, D. Sc. (Geogr.)., Head of the Human Ecglo3l Labgralorl'- 
intiitut, ol beoiraphv, USSR Academv 9f Sciences' In 190'
1,gZZ worlizd atihe'WHO Secretariat in Geneva'
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disposal are examples of the urban metabolism changing the
appearance of the land within a radius of many tens of kilometres.
The conditions of life are changing just as intensively under the
influence of daily commuting trips necessitatgd by labour and by
cultural and everyday links. The radius of a city's influence over the
surrounding land has grown sharply during the past 50-100 years as a
result of the use of modern mechanical means of transport.

Third, the entire urban network has begun to exercise an
apprec'iable influence on the natural processes of our planet. A
qualitative change is taking place in this area with the growth of urban
networks into agglomerations. The changes m the geometrical forms
of cities, i.e.. the switch from point networks -to 

surface-filling
development, increases the length of the zone of contact between the
tochnogenous environment of the urban and the rural environment,
where natural processes prevail. The countryside intersected by citiEs
and intensive inter-urban communication corridors, is assuming a
patchwork character. Cities are "temperature islands" heating the
paraterrestrial layer of the atmosphere. They are an abundant source
of pollution. A specific city climate is taking shape. Similarly, radical
changes are taking place under the influence of towns in the
vegetation cover and in the soil (where urban waste accumulates), in
the conditions of surface runoff, in the chemistry of reservoirs, and in
the remnants of fauna.

Each of the influences exercised by the city on the conditions of
human life may be given a name in order to accentuate the specifics of
the process. These are processes: l) constructing a qualitatively new
habitation environment; 2) modifying the natural landscape through
the spread of the technogenous zone; 3) bringing about an overall
background change of the biosphere. Available data{ indicate that the
first process, which takes place directly in cities, merits the closest
attention. On the one hand, we deal with the conditions of life for the
bulk of the population and, on the other, with the source giving rise to
the influence of the second and third processes. It must be
remeSnbered that today 56 pef cent of the population of the USSR and
nearly 40 per cent of the population of the world live in cities. It is
expected that by 1980 these figures will have gxown to at least 68 and
46 per cent respectively.

It is our view that the urban environment has three specifics that
are essential to the choice of scientific methods and approaches.

The urban environment of habitation is a system formed by
heterogenous components. There 4re components of a physical
nature, for instance, climate, hydrography and relief; of a biotical
nature, for ifttance, vegetation; technogenous, such as the transport
network of cities; and social, such as the social organisation of the
population.

The urban environment is organised and develops in accordance
with the laws of a complex system; its behaviour is "counterintui-
tive".2 The following description, which has become widespread in
the general theory of systems, may be applied fully to a city: "A
complex system is a set of interacting elements forming an indivisible
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whole, in which it is imposs-ible to trace the cause-and--effect links
iJiliiriiiiiri fi," uituriJ,iiof each subset of elements"'3*"ii;;ffi;t""iiJ" 

iiu" sineled out a tev compoaent-population'
r"faii-e to 

-*t i"t in" a"nel6pment of the 
-entire 

urban environment is

anatvseO. In other words, this concerns not an autonomous system
Ie#fi" Uut of-ne ;'taUlat its user" construction, where the user is

iil'i. i"iirt"tii"-tlii."a ui uno, in its turn, forming the citv'.This
ioi,.i.-,i"tiori-;igrifG. thai it is necessary to turn to human ecology,

also called anthroPoecologY.

Inthegivencontext,theterm..ecolo-gicalapproach''isusedto
a".iinoltJ tf," i;;;il;iiG ;f ;" ,erv i-arge gioup of models' This

#;;?'il;i;;'ffi ila by the ..environmdnt-iti uier" construction and

f"""#d;rth;]il; of rint, ,"nning from the components of the

;;;ft;;;t-io iiie ''use;; (an{ ylcglersa)' But the term d-oes not

ilj;t;;urieu:iionio it c,ie aetiniie laws'to show the details gf the

iiiJJr,li,iii" ;iiir6. ti;re is,ln particular, no nercd to rely absolutelv

;;ffi;; dl |.n bi.GI;"I l-iw-r.' rr," q.re stion of- showin! the details

ilir,?"""di"e:i";f ;;a;ffi*i ulii"iu"ain a.spe.cial way-on the basis

;i;ditit6;A;ilia;;iffii uuoui tt 
" 

possi6ilitv of other,approaches

lriiii *t ict the ecologicdl construction can be combmed'

The wide use of the ecological construction ln biologY Qv no means

"*"fua-"i'it. 
il; il oi-tii.ciEnCes-to reflect their own lalvs' Take,

for examole. ttre verv widJusi of maps in the most diverse sciences'

hlrrli"iii['ifrJ'lriiiJ u." tf .ups in geography, they. began.to be

compiledsuccessfully in botany-, -geology, 
history' .mqtgry sclence'

;;AI;ir;, etc. A co,rimon-toimat fEaturE-of models in this case is the
:;$;;;;g"risation-orientation-scale" construction'

The use of the ecological model of the ..habitat.its, user'' type

o"r.iii adoptine " ;-J;p;toich to the role. plaved bv. citles in
ffiililfr{;;r'"nuiion111ini. What *at considered earlier in the

;h-#;I Drocesses {,i i"a 3 may be studied with the aid of three

Aifi;";i i;-";;;f it" 
"uo""-."ntioned 

model' A variant of the
;iiiiiaiafiii iritoii, lnoo"t corresponds to process 1. Here the

habitat is the tOwns""o:p'", J"a the town dwellers are the *user"- The
;;;;t; il/iail"iiii.f,,hoau is adequate to Frocess 2. This signifies

that without any spe"dia1'a;;itilg, thl entire town plays-the.role of
;uili' of the ecbsyitim, whqr.e tEe habitat is represented by the_ zone

"f-l*d 
id;i i" "it"iiiut 

i"t'JitJto-the town ind by t{re inflow of

;;;il;;"LteJi,--itit*."ii.q and peoole' The'1 urban network

ecoloei'model 
"orr".p-"nJi 

i" itoiiuit. in this case, cities c.ome out

fiT;'ili;;; -;;Ha-iilk-or ttre ecosvstem, as nodal -points
ifu;;;"id?ir;""tth;;uiriut Jnu"tope, which cpmes forward as the

habitat."-"ffii" comparing these three -v?nan!s of_ the ec"oloBical m-odel, it
-"" u. ""iid that tfie question of the advantages of the-development

"t it i svstem for the 
-"user" 

depends ultimately on th€ rnlluences

;;;;r;e;'io"? iiiiairii, or,'the entire-urban population' or on

ih;;;;ki";. in tt i" respect ihe "urban dwellers ecology" variant can

fi;iil-;i6rt-noi ixtraristively) the largest number of answers.

u

COlvlBlNlNG THE ECOLOGICAL APPROACH WITH
GEOGRAPHICAL MODELLING OF ENVIRONMENTAL
CONDITIONS

The interaction between the population and the environment is
one of the cardinal and traditional subjects in geography. Some of
its schools accord first place to this subject (Vidal dE la Biache, Max
$grrq), It has been proposed that as a whole geography should be
identified with the ecology of man (H. H. Barrbwi). -

The ecological construction ('trabitat-its user") has been de-
veloped in geography in two of its basic variants:

a) unilateral influence, under which the environment it rcgarded
as a spectrum of factors influencing people;

b) bilateral influence, under which the active reshaping of the
e-nviron_m-ent by man is regarded as a response to a se-t of stimuli
directed from the environment to the population.

The second variant evidently miriois reality most fully. It is
traditionqlly elaborated within thd framework of [Cographie humaine"
a scientific'school that- sprang up- in France early*in itre'ZOttr century.
In Soviet geography this sort of ecological coirstruction is broadiy
represented in works on population geography, the geography ot
cities and sgttlement.

Needless to say, solely tra4ition, the habit of working with an
ecological construction is- far from enough to enable geo[raphy to
undertake the solution of complex envirbnmental problems 

-in- 
the

world today-. In itsrdf this construction may help to emasculate the
substance of the problems (this is to be observed, for instance, in the
epigjnic works of proponents of gdographie humaine)

Fortunately, modern geography has asufficiently large arsenal of
methods that create the prerequisites for developiirg tlie ecological
construction quickly and with the involvement o1 fwider range of
problems-than can be suggested by many other disciplines. fhese
prerequisites emerged as a result of the development of geograpnical
theory and methods: a) in constructivi: supplernents linked wiin the
participation of geographers in economii-planning, in works on
regional and urban planning; b) in the course of th6 so--called quan-
titative revolution which transformed geography in the, 1960s.-The
role of this revolution merits special emphasis. Amoilg its fruits
mention must be made of three fundamentally new achievements in
Sgography that are making it possible to delve deep into the substance
of present-day ecological problems.
. .-First, _geographers have mastered mathematical model building

skills and begun the modelling of complex geosystems. Second]
geographers have become experts in the computer application for
automated ryapping of areal data and this has provided greater
possibilities for embracing and progessing information on geoslstems
than in the period before the quantitative revolution. Third, geograp-
hy has received and included in its orbit remote sensing, a ne* source
of mass information on geosystems.
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In order to appreciate fully geography's potentials for developing

tf," 
""oiJii"ai 

ci,i,struiiion, ii i-s.nEceisiry io take into account not

;;d l;ffi; methods'ili'A; thi- vast lrody of ideas underlying

!--""u"f t.,i"a'*llllir"J:H,ii",'liJff'?:norphenor-"r-l."gbr",

s"d;;i;;ii "lr* tir. ea'p betweerithe heterogeneous svstems of

?t"tniir"nment (natuial,"iechnical, s-ocial). The interests of many

sciences do not r"ng" 6i,VJiI'-i*'of itiie subsystems; with.rare

lii!'itl.il, ;;-*i*fu. i'""iii"G the need for 'ibuilding bridges"

6;&;;; the-coilp6nents of tf,e spatial complex'

Knowledge about spatial organisation gives geographers extensive

intormation iUout 
"nr|on,,"niat 

i,ste,,,s] ln al6ifion to thenumber
;f;;;;;;nts i, " ;v.;il;ih; airection and intensitv of the links

;i""ilifi ;Iilia" "i'ri.id; 
;;' ti"ii u.- tt* arrangem€nt of components in

;;;#;i;;;h ottrii ana in relation to the points of the compass.

knowledge about space ts a field of potential interactions dmong

m:'r:lli*i,l'*:h""rrl,:;:m':*l"r'l*1x1':'ft :Ti-1i;:p'"'*:,i3f
;il; ;i;.g;ity-or-u"r"Iii.,-ir* iour"ir.of risk, the size of the.activity

$;"",, ih;Uy-ffi;r;.uititv,"a time-budeet of the population)'

Knowledge about synergism in interaction of spatial qatterns
.,".-ii. udJEd reatism-in- atilmpts with environme-nt optimisation:
i#"Tiia-rf.-UA opti.u.r as weli as timeJag masked oplimums com-

;:"# ffiffi";t#i'il-th;t LnJ irarotv findi an opiimally organised

f; :::*:iTx;I,:rrurw;:T#J"#,11"l"'ffi ;,f,:.":TX1;?,f 
'"':',ffi;i;i;rii"d 6;-th" purt, tr,e tiiJirchal character of geosystems and

i'tii-'iri"iiiui-,i 
-I"r6iOdi""po of fortnations that emerses at the

ii,t"f.ll"iid:r- of tt i t i!i"i"t i"i of various systems on a single

territory.--- 
aiongsiAe two new achievements of .the culll'lliY: revolution

(computer cartograp-hy und-i".ot" sensing), irractice.of thematical

ffi;ffiilJtirfi;i';;sffi"i desCriptions f,av6 created the basis for
i'f,J[if,Zu.tiue pa.amit"riiaiion of the- environment. Geography has

;;;;;-il;;t.,.pr,"iii'6f ituiv-such a large number of environmental
;;;;"i; iii"i tt"v -e 

-sutticient for-any. conceivable model in
'*di"hii ;"ol,ogical construction can be realised'

knowledge about the links between processes and forms (-struc-

tur;i;;i;il;ln ni'"o*.c oi it"r".prdcesses_ makes it possible to
i,iiiriint t uriobservable--pioi"sse. by considering spatial forms

i"l3rli,,:,i"" ;fi ilil;;;;;.e'. . rr,ei" i s a' c ertiin e x peiie nie i n handlihg

latent mechanisms in this waY.-'Til-;i;;ii"n"" 6"iii- up in the marhematical modelling of the

"nuffiriifrt-'ipiiii"rtilriy-'the 
urban environment) -has made it

oossible to concentraie oi', tt 
" 

most promising approaches to.integral
'-J.i6"c of this environment. Indicative in this respect ls geog-

;;ilffT"t;;Il F;;itii's system dynamics (a-number of theses

il"1ffi ilSA il;t;i;h ;'urb"n ovnlmics" -is analvsed, the.dispute over

Meadows' planetary model by geographers in Britain)'"
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By and large, geography has a big contingent of researchers and
substantitrl experience in turning the ecological construction into
working models.

THE PREVALENCE OF THE ECOLOGICAL CONSTRUCTION
IN URBAN MODELLING IN GEOGRAPHY

The advance of the frontiers of knowledge in geography may be
portrayed as the filling of "blank spots" an the map. Whereas initially
these spots were uninhabited territories, tooay they' are more
frequently becoming areas with the most dynamic development,
where the renewal of maps hardly keeps up with the innovations
appearing as a result of human activity. In this respect firSt place
belongs to cities.

The elaboration of geographical models of cities is one of the most
pressing and, at the same time, most difficult areas of study. Activity
in this area is developing at a mounting rate. A summary of the
experience of geographical modelling of the urban environment,
pubtshed in 1970 6y Berry and Horton, filled a book of 564 pages.s
Today models of cities are produced in mass lots just as factory
output.

In view of the abundance of experiments in modelling the urban
environment, their syitematics is needed so as not to lose one's
bearings in this mass output. In geography, proposals have been made
on a systematics of models based on the methods used in modelling.
This approach was applied by Chorley, who distinguished three main
branches of models: mathematical, simulation and scale.u Regretfully,
no further taxonomical levels of systematics were suggested by him.
It seems that they would have led to an "open" systematics, in which
new groups of models would always spring up when new methods
were masttred. There is some doubt, however, that it was possible te'
evolve an exhaustive ("closed") systematics in using methods as the
basis of classification.

Neither has Haggett evolved an gxhaustive classification.? As the
basis for his classification he used the concepts arising at different
levels of the generalisation of the geographical specific (movement,
networks, nodes, hierarchies, surfaces), A clear-cut and convincing
systematics emerges from the key concepts proposed by Haggett, but
bbth methods and concepts are sequences unlimited from above and,
consequently, cannot lead to an exhaustive classification of models.

The necessary consummation in the systematics of geographical
models can be achieved if the structure of models is used as the basis
of classification. In a systems-structural analysis use is made of a
graph showing a network of oriented linkages among the many
Eorirponents of a system. This graph reflects a very essential aspect of
the problem. The accent is placqd on the arrangement and mutual-
depCndence of components, and this allows seeing in the phenomenon
under study the features of orgauisation immanent in systems. If a
graph shows the links betweenth€ different components of organisa-
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tion, it is possible to picture, albeit partially, the work of the given
organisati6n.t---itrere 

are strong reasons for regarding the large class-of objecls-
rtuai"J-uv-;;;t#phy-ai- svsteris' rf,e structure of .a model

reDresents the new iil*Ent that a system has in comparison.with
;-il;'j-il;-ot it. components. The-structure of a model and the
.tr"ii.r" oi the original'system are linked by relations of simtlitude,
;f l;;;tptiim. t[is a[6ws us to understand the reasons why the
;;ri;;il 5f a model in the form of a graph makes it possible to give

iio*inettce to very important aspects of geographical systems'
'- - Models used in geography may be divided into Jour grogPs in
u""oiaurii *itt the'stiuciufe of 

-the 
linkages, used in.modelling,

between components of geosystems. If the skeleton of the linkages
ii"r"iirs it e iranv shadei in the strength of these linkages) is portray-
i3 "i "-g*ph, 

tte following definitions are applicable for the fou.r
groups:

A - tree wrtn unilateral (oriented) links relative to the central
comPonent of the system;

g 
- iree'with bilateral links relative to the node marked as the

central element of the system;
C - il;ph- without cycles tha:t does not have the.properties of a- irJi, but has one node that towers over all the ot-hers by

seniority;
o - liiptr 

- 
'ivittr cyctes that does not have a predominatins

seniority node.' 
Since it eri ii" linkage graphs, their entire set may be subdivided

i"to iuu.iii A, B, C indo. Thus, the suggested systematics of
iiiiteii-iJ ixhiusiively complete and coniummate. The further
Iiiuiiirutlon of tt e ab6ve-meirtioned groups is permitted in accor-
d;;;iih ihi approach to the assessment ol linkCge, the character of
;v;-tA and nodbi accepted in the theory of graphs. It must be

i'xptaineA that model groups A, B and C conform to the ecological

"oilii*ttion, 
and grou-p D-lies outside that construction'--- Tii; .rcdJiio ivst6matics of models allowed makins .intere{iqg

oUriiuatiofifl. faperi published iy Geo_grap llic a-l Analy si s (1972-197 3)

and Economic Gbograpfty (191, No. l) showed the- -touowlng
diitriUution of modeli by iroups A, B, C and D (see Table)'

Group of
models

Models of
cities

Models of other
systems
(applicable to
cities as well)

Total

I
u
I
I

A
B
C
D

7
30
6
4

6
6
5
3

Total 27 20 47

The predominance of cities, noted earlier, in model-building
experiments with geographical systems is eloquently borne out by
this Table. More than half of all the models are based on the data of
urban geosystems. As regards the ecological construction, its
prevalence is even more striking. Of the 47 models 43 cgncerned the
-cological construction, with one group (B) occupyiirg a clearly
predominant position, particularly in experimpnts in modelling urban
systems (24 models out of 27).

Group A models are used in working out problems such as th9
appearance of a central places hierarchy in a region, elucidation of the
axioms leading to the formation of a hierarchy of settlements, the
division of the environment into spheres of influence of networks of
centres or the sphere of influence of one centre (exerting different
influences on the environment), and ghanges in human health under
the impact of environmental factors.

Gtoup B models are so numerous that it is necessary to use an
additional systematics of central components. Earlier we noted that
here the city dwellers, the city or a network of cities (population,
dominating Centre, network of centres-in working out the problem
generally) are the "users" of the ecological constructioh. Correspond-
ingly, we shall speak of three groups of problems: B (l) B (2) and B
(3).

The proDlems in Group B (1) include an assessment of the linkages
between the spatia[ structure of urban action space and group
activity spaces, day-to-day movement of the pQpulation depending
on thd properties of ttre action space, the spatial s1p1iflcation of
the polulation depending on vital interests and the world
outlook, the formation of the population density field and the
accompanying development of centres of attraction in the city.

In Group B(2) we shall note the problem of the organisation of
passenger traffic streams ht points of contacts of urban dwellers with
iuburbagr cenlres of attraction and the general analysis of the city's
linkages with the environment.

Group B (3) includes the problem of population migration to
differenf types of cities, the question of the optimal allocation of
service areas relative to differerttly sited centres, and the study of the
parallel differentiation in centres and their hinterlands.

In reviewing the problems that geography is working on with the
help of tho ecologbal approach, the following must be noted:
geographers u,rork with enabling them to make a very general study of
the ecological problems of cities, and consequently: a)there is interest
in models allowing for their very broad application to applied
problems; b) attention is centred not only on ascertaining the spatial
organisation but also on the organisation of the population; c) there
are problerns of a pronounced research character; attention is
attracted by the total absence of a selection of works on the
enviromental pollution of cities, this being a good example of a
subject that rnoves from the sphere of science to the sphere of
instructions anp operational administration.
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on the whole, by their diversity and general orientation -these
oroblems show thai models A, B and C &re propising for a-oioeidiii"al study of the complex urban system. We see that the
;a;frCi"A approaih was used in most of the selected studies and that
it-is o-rganiciily connected with the modelling of geosystems'

THE DEVELOPMENT OF METHODS OF HUMAN ECOLOGY IN

THE GEOGRAPHICAL STUDY OF CITIES

Our knowledge of the ways of resolving the ecological problems
studiJd Ui geoiraphy would be incomplEte if we were to limit
o".iei"es io-me-reli rirentioning the use-bf modelling in-that sty{I'
frliniion mrst also'be made of Ihe specific methods thanks to which
tni Jxpi.iments of geographers--in ecological construction led to the
appea.ance of a spelial-sclentific trend-human ecology.

In Dresent-day works on hulman ecology, the object of study is the

gr"rilii-.i"ilfiv'"onaitior"O adaptati6n of tlre population to a
comolex of svstems d;i;;k; the-i6tv"t felt in the form of a spatial

i":,;'i1[ii#;i d;;;itffi; 
"f 

lif* Here two aspects are similarlv

#ff lf,:*xtHl'#3il';:.Tf 'f';::s'ri*:i};.'#iHffi i,::#:'"i
the arrangement of space.

Human ecology takes part in resolving-the.problems raised-by

"o".iiriiir" ;;;ftpil. ItJ*tbiii are aimJd ultirirately at.controllins
oeosvstems 

"nd ".c"ii"iiriri.fiti*n 
conditions- in.the dynamics of

;!i:fi i;ffi . 
-i{;;#riiai'ciiteria of ootimisation' i'e'' various

views of what must b;,;C';rd;d 
-ur 

gooa- uriO evil-ln the dynamics of
;;;;;J;;.-Tiril it-pi"-ifttv whe-re the specificitv of the target

Euid6[nes of human ecology begins'

The various branches of constructive geogfaphy differently assess

tf," iil"i*" "f 
ru"i".r in co"iiotjing g"oJyst-emi. Success is regarded

ffi;'Aif;;;;;6a; "f uiew, it d'iffereht aspects thal.supplement
i,""fi Jtfiii. Th6re ,;; least'tfree such.viewpoints. It is suggested

;ffi i;;'a".i*Uititi 
-of 

"nv 
change in geosystems- should be

;;id;d l"--iti iiiti.f,- i) ttre -preservation of .the dvnamic
J"iifiUiiu.-i" 111l nutl"iA "o.pi"i 

so as not to destroy the capacity of
ffitlr;iffi;;;i;;;;tf-tie"tition; b) an increase in the volume of
iiffi fu "iffi;itffi , l""ti,oTre ory' PitgtiSl s, 

. 
powcr 

^p1991"-ti,ol 
*d

i;;a; 0 ihe p.e.eruation of -people's ability to adapt themselves to
changes.

Physicalgeography'qcontributioninthislistisrepresentedby
,ropoiui;.u"]p.6p,iJi "b';ior". from economic geography, and pro-
^posal "c" from human ecologY'

Thecriterionsuggestedbyhumanecologyforthecontrolofthe
environment remouelitiaong"i of extremeJin the transformation of
;;il;;-AA- in--trt" co"itruciion of an artificial environment' It
ir"ilit"d..- ag;;;i the imergence of situations prejudicial to the
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labour capacity and creative possibilitiei of people. As a trend in
science, human ecology uses generalised knowledge of the organisa-
tion of the environment. The environment is identified with a system
of stimuli that enlarge the choice of benefits perceived by and
accessible to various groups of the population. It is believed that signs
of the environment's deviations from the group optimum are taken for
stimuli for an improvement of the environment. In this case there
arises a steady feedback in the bi-unial "stimulus for
action:-transformation" crcuit. The feedback is destroyed, in other
words, signals act as stressors discouraging people, when the
deviations from the optimum are too great.

Human ecology, which has a definite object of study and its own
target guideline in quOstions related to environmental regulation, also
displays certain preferences regarding the methods of study. The
following four methods are used most frequently.

l) Expert assessment of environmental quality. In the USSn a
considerable impetus was given to the development of this method for
urban aud regional planning by V. Pokshishevsky's work on
the convenience level of the conditions of life in towis in different
natural zones.e An example of expert assessments of environmental
quality in urban and rural localitiei is the book by E. Lopatina and O.
Nazarevsky.lo

2) Factorial ecology techniques. This-method permits defining the
parameters of the conditions of habitation by reducing a large number
of observable indicators to some fundamental phenomena. This is
usually achieved by the factor analysis. Lazarsfeld's latent structure
andyiis is also apitiea. A negative attitude to factorial ecology as a
trend in science i5 -xpressed in a fundamental work on the theory and
methods of economic geography.rrHowever, in our view, this
assessment cotcerns not the method, which is quite correct and
justifiable in geography, but the use of the method in the works of
some American scholars.

3) Earb warding by indicators of ,f,sk This is a further step in
analysing by objective means the extent to which the environment
infldences peoplb. This method is used when there are sehclive data
on adaptation outlays with which the conditions in various "habiia-
tion" centres are compared. A regression and discriminant analysis is
most frequently used to select the conditions obtaining in places with
a high adaptation outlay. The environmental organisation in citie's.is
usually such that there is a strong correlation- between the set of
conditions registered in the centres of town space. In this case use
must be made of the method of regression analysis that can overcome
the multicollinearity of variables issue. In the study of Hannover, the
group of computer programmes worked out by the author made it
possible to ascertain indicators of places with a high level of risk for
the population. The succtiss was exceedingly high while the predictors
were to indicate places of risk in urban districts outside the sample
used for selecting the predictors (80 per cent for places with a
high level of street accidents)." 
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4) The Deductive approach to modelling the .mechanky -gf
aaaitition reconstructi6ris. An elamp]e_ o!-t5g application of this
.iif,ia i. to Ue iouna in the works 6f I. Matlin, w-here simulation
ffia;itin, is used for assessing the level of our know-ledge oireasons
iiiOr"irg-piople to move fro-m o1e pla99 to another.r3 The most
iii,pr"JiTti io?eign examples are: the rnodel of the dynamics gt.".gity
;;Ut"d bt eort"?"i i" his study of the problems of'Boston, Micliael
b;ti;; "ipiti.intJ 

in modelling systems of cities, and the model of
th;;.;irilil;iut qudity of Caffoinia created under the direction of
K. Watt.

This method includes the elaboration of models that-go-beyond the
f.uni"*oi-[-of i"otogr"al construction (earlier we included them in
e;;; ni:-Th" .oti-uo"quate model for studving a-co*Plex svstem

iiliir*i".fii*i'ii,i-tiailJii the construction sussested by Fo.rres.tsf ana

todiv identified with system dynamics. The group of models.that we

have considered earlier and which geographers use ln realsmg an
;;;l"si;;i;;itrutiion may be regardedas-the preparatorv stage for
the switch to system dYnamics.

The modelling of the environmental -quality of a city. by system
a"rramics 

-miiii6AJ- r"quires the creati6n of so-called scenarios
;j61;-.lli,;irs-ihe- entire'network of existing linkages between the
;;;;;;f. o?itC ivit"m. The behaviour of the model and ita abilitv
i;;;;dGJ the picture qt q gitv's development rlepends on the

"ndv'.it 
of compoirents and linkales. A correct decision has to be

ioriia uru priliminarv study of fragments.of.the.system (i'.e',ty
experim6nts with models of groups A, B and C) or by processing brg

daia matrices rblevant to urban places.

The readiness of system dynamics to suggest models that can

"utf,"nii"uffiiipioAu"i 
ihe futftre of such.c.omplex system a: 1-city

ifi""id:r"t'bi'overestimated. Considerahle work is required to
ffi;;;" td.r mettroal of iystem dynamics and to master the use of
i'#;;;h.d;.-An insiiuc[ive conilusion was drawn bv the working
6onp on-aystem dynamics which at its sitting- in Pari-s ^i! 1972

iiscussed the prospects for the studies- sltgSg!-t-eg^fglthe MAB (Man

"iro 
Iilo.pt "iil i{ogtu-me sponsored br-UNESCo' Th9 workin-g

;;";iril;imj"stv r?iommenied the use of svstem dvnamics models
iln!|i'J-it iJ iirogr"mme's research projects without exception. At the

;".;id;;i[wfi noied that the abience of experience iqPracticdlY
;ll;;iltrff-*aitfii-main dbstacle to the applic-ation of the.new and

"t"-'iiii-ti"-heihod' 
i"-tt'i* respect' geoeiaphy''s erperience of

il;tril;-.;a;G- ih resolving anihropo-ecological. -problems- 
in the

si3t6m-of cities acquires especially great signil-tcance. we are

Iittilitg i" tii" pr"."i"isites fbr major work that is at the pivot of
scientifii quest as a whole.

The anthropological approach in the geograplrical modelling of
*uin ceo;;itiins ii no* riieo on a growing scale' It nlay be e-xpected

ffi;-iriih;;;;66; eiograptrv 
-wi11 bJable-to relv on the solid

iounaatio" of the anthropo-lcological theory of geosystems'
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The anthropol-ogical principle of organising geosystems draws the
attention of scholars to the recombination of ceils of the biosphere
into an arena of human life. Vast possibilities are opening u^p for
optimising -structures,and constructing models that hav6 stredligirt on
the aims of the development of the arena of life.
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Geographical Sciences TodaY

The Geography of PoPulation

VADIM. POKSHISHEVSKY

The current stage in the development of the lYstem of the

e"oiriiniJui-'.ii"ri"Ei iiitifiir to t# ever sreater importance-of
-"L"irdti"n eeoeraphv initrai system. It would be wron-g to regard that

fi.""6ii;'H-t""?;ii;i'G';;;i'*tiict has come to the fbre onlv in the

20th century, or to rrniiit. iri"pii-on 
"itt "r 

with the German school of

ffi't,@a;ilphy;;*iit i[JF 
"n 

h school of sdo.graphiehumaine'

1i";i:"h"*f s'xllru;-1,'rn"x*";:'.""'"?i"#1,1,3:,ffi !3
Ih;il;r"i;iiin._tfti, lni1iuitunt., thi:ir occupations, ethnic fea-

iri"r,^tot.s of settlement, -and- social systems'
How is one to 

"""oo"i 
toittre [ein interest now being display-ed

h, ,.Leranhers in qo".ti"n. of population? Let us take those who

:t',ii#;t%;*;txlTi,'J,'##E;t*ii,:h$i1i#'0"ft:
#:;;iffi;il"ti.:i, n"t ie"ei"teu iiseif. most outstandinglv in the era

;iih;;i.r1iti" "rd 
ti"t ir.i"ii"al rivolution. Ever sreater significan-

;; ilth;.iiii-of r""i"ty-"tt"Zti". to such functions as information,

communications, management, servrces and other tVnesof industrial
ili;ib,,-;[i;1i;;;AiilC- in e,e' greater feedback on material
oroduction DroDer, ;ililh;;ior .o Tong the "classical" object of
Iiuav of ec6noinicgeography. In a number of cases there has been a

iili'.,i^Oiiii,i'i, tf;" .Tgriii6"n.", in this ared, of raw materials, and

i-"'iit"i-ii":ti.fi"]-";i".;;; 
- ai ti,e same time, advanc.es in the

i;;;;;"ifi ot tu* .ut"'i'iali and energv transmission have' as it
;;;:Y:#;;i"ii.Jiiid'ipicE-iisetl thelrlby reducing the signifi-
cance of distance.

V. Pokshishevsky, D. Sc. (Geogr.), senior researcher at the Institute ol
ethnosrapii,'ii-srt A'";i"iy, of Sciences' Author ol ma4t
wirii'oi' tiL' si"eiii "i"cts 

oi ecbnomic geographv' seographv
ol PoPulation, and ethnograPhY'
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At the same time, a perceptible process of "demographisation" is
taking place in the entire complex of socio-geographical sciences. The
utilisation of mass statistics on population now underlies the
introduction ot mathematical quantitative methods. Also taking
place is an overall "sociologisation of geography", the latter's attenti-
on now being focused on criteria linked with the social development
of individuals, population groups, and all mrinkind.

On the other hand the complex of physico-geographical sciences is
revealing gpowing interest in population. In the era of the scientific
and technologicalrevolution, anthropogenic (or, as some prefer to call
them, technogenic) factors are ever more becoming powerful agents
in transforming the environment. We now have good grounds to be-
lieve that man's industrial activities are affecting that environment
with thd force and intensity of geological processes.

The solution of ecological problems calls for fundamental
forecasting of the size and structure of population, both in the world
as a whole and in its various regions. The UN experts have predicted
that in the year 2000 the world's population will be between 5,490
thousand million and 6,990 thousand million, a fourfold increase for
the 20th century.l The most probable figure has been estimated at
6,500 thousand mrlfion. Although the prospect of further stabilisation
of the Earth's population (presumably in the 22nd century) would
seem probable, the range of problems to be studied by population
geography within the next few decades will develop entirely against
ihe backgrourid of an unprecedented population growth.

Thus there has already been a considerable increase in the
responsibility devolving on geographers in the study of population
pro-blems. This, in its turn, calls for ever deeper cognition of the
Iaws of population geography. The further course of the scientific
and technological revolutiori may be expected to enhance the role of
population geography in accomplishing the constructive tasks of
social development.

in this area, can the achievements in the biology of man raise new
problems for population geography? That is hardly the case. Some
Western demographers2 think, for instance, that the possibility of
choosing the sCx of a future baby will lead to a decline in the birth
rate; that, however, could be significant only in countries where there
has been a traditional preference for male offspring, a tradition that
will probably grow much weaker in the future, since, in the final
analysis, it is human nature to want both male and female offspring'
Althoueh the psychological dichotomy between the "sexual want"
and the "reproduction instinct" is becoming a global process, to
mankind as a whole (and the more so to the socialist world), children
will remain an "absolute value", it is only in respect of some bogrgeois
countries of the West that one can agree with the bitter statement that
the divorcement of sexual love-which, has become an end in it-
self -from the functions of continuing the race is the "price which
man in these countries (i.e., bourgeois countries* V. P.) is prepared
today to pay to avoid any belittling of his sense of his ownvalue".3
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There is reason to believe that the present trend towards a decline
i" p^op,ifuii* -go*n (as a consequ6nce of lower birth-rates) will

".rfr'uff, 
.ni"iA-in tti developingicountries. This will take place,

f"".i""Et.i'"..it, under the inliuence of socio-economic factors, the

"u"iiiuti* 
iransfoimatiOn in the colonial structure of the econo4y'-as

;;ll';';;ffi;; it ttuaitions and sense of values' Advances in the

;;;ir;i "i6i.t-.gti"t frocesses (including contraception) will prove
il;;tv ;h;;a;i giring effect'to the operation of such forces'"* ffi tnJ--Uiiaiitfie U-et*een demogripho-biological. and -socio-

""ono-i" 
torecasts stand prospects of ihe greale-1 "bg1den" of child

qroups (longer years of schooling) and especially old-age penslon

;;ffi; on -gainluly employed groups of the- population' Some

fuiii"r"-i"tfiors have exireised concern over the prospect of each
;irdit, empiov"d adult ^having to support two old-age pensioners in
ilii'" iit"i"'tirire' However' Juch anxiety is g;roundless sin'ce the
abte-bodied population's share of the entire-population will.grow
together wittrttr-e development of countries andregions, lhis is borne
iui-iiv *t ai is known as economic age-pyramids, which have been
,eiv "*etf inotuea, for instance, by the 

-Hungarian 
demographical

;;h'."i. gesiais, tlie growth of fhe-productiviiy of social. labour is
out-rtrippr"g changes In the age structure of the population of the
world 

^a-s 
a whole, and of individual regions." - G ttrJotlieihind, many new featurEs are promised by changesiq

tfr" Ai-.tiiU"tion and t6ctrnoiogy of industry and in processes of-social
a&Jop-"nt as a result of thE-scientific and technolo-gical revolution.
EAiGI;"la"manOs alone are creati.qg the.need for the concentration
ot u ni-riiU"i oii"Oustries (and therefdre of the population 9ry?se.d in
such industries) without which there can be no control ot tnJunous
ild;;irl pottuiion and, in the final analysis, any conversion of indu-
itrv itsett into complex production without waste, One can forecast
;#c;;;A;itt"itioiior 

"bastal 
areas to the population, this in view of

;il; A;;1"' iote ptaveo in the economy bv submarine shelves, the
ii""6i rid.pi"i.'ot'building artif icial taira in shallow-water areas,. ad-

;;;;;; in i'ni o"iutinisatioi of sea water, the construction of ti-
dal electric power stations, etc.-- 

ffoweue., the link between settlement and the distribution of
proA.r"iion, especially with its growing concentration,. will grow
;;-"k;;-;a .-oii .1ai"ted. Thd decrelse in the emplovment of
t u*"n tuUnurthrough advances in mechanisation and automation, the
ii.iriUitiiv-.f humair labour being used in many cases for distant
A;G;t df industrial processes, and a more advanced "transport

"nrironrn"nt" 
will lea^d to the sociql factor becoming- eler more

[ffiffi;i *er ine industrial in the distribution of -population.--'ii;;id 
of pop"tation distribution, includir-rg the very pattern of

.o"f, Ai.iriUuiion,'*itt however, continue to be ultimately conditioned

dii;rsh il a ilrodified way).bv the spatial nature of industrv (at

io"u."i in areas, or lineaily). 
-As for the natural and geographic

environment, it will continue to exert a substantial influence on
oopulation distribution. On the one hand, the environment creates
teitain conditions for industry (the existence of various resources and

%

other preconditions); on the other hand, it creates a sum of conditions
for human habitation, the building of setflements, water supply, and
so on. Thus the geosphere influences concrete forms of population
geography mainly through the medium of production-direcfly or
indirectly (the severity or mildness of the climate, the convenience of
construction sites and so on). The prospect of an accelerated human
impact on the enviroment and the new possibilities of modelling the
latter will call for a more detailed study of the extremal conditions of
human habitation in an environment made fit by engineering advances
in conditions initially hardly suited to maintain human life (desert
uueas, the Arctic, and so on). At the same time, however, the growing
demands to the quality of life will also lead to a desire to make better
use of territories that favour habitation. In all cases, population
geography will have to collaborate here both with medical geography
and with the rapidly developing geography of leisure pursuits and
tourism.

What has been said regarding the determinative influence, on
population distribution, of production as such, and of social
conditions (the latter's inlluence being indirect yet stemming from the
mode of production)t calls for an examination of these interdepen-
dences on the histoical plane.It shottld be remembered that. in the
course of the historical oevelopment of the productive forces, the
nature and the distribution of production undergo change: resources
that did not previously present any value to society (or did not come
to its notice) may acquire prime importance; others may prove
exhausted; industrial processes may undergo change; the transport
and geographical situation may become transformed, and so on and so
forth.

Despite the ultimately determinative role of production, a
population geography that has taken shape may and actually does
exert a reverse effect on the distribution and concentration of
industry. In individual cases, that influence may be so considerable
that the erroneous impression is created that a definite distribution of
population brings about a <lefinite distribution of production. That
impression arises, for instance, when we see how certain industries
are attracted to big cities, how the distribution of the production of
certain consumer goods hinges on population patter4s, and so on. It
should also be taken into account that, apart from purely industrial
consideration, population geography is also determined in considera-
ble measure by many social phenomena that pertain to the
superstructure (legal relations, political formations, and so on).

The unity of production and reproduction should be taken into
account in an anal.ysis of the factors determining population
distribution. The normal functioning of society rqquires a whole range
of so-called "non-industrial activities", which are linked with the
upbringing of new generations, with the realm of culture in its various
manifestations, 4nd finally with branches serving the entire popula-
tion in the latter's capacity of society's main productive forces. Jt is
those services that determine the close link between population geog-
raphy and a new discipline: the geography of the sphere of the public
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services. The role of the latter in the complex of geographical discip-
ii"i. 

"".rot 
Uut grow in the conditions of the scientific and technolo-

;iA ;;;ftiion.fr wtriih an erer greater proportion of the population
6"iorn". involved in the branchei of the infrastructure'---W;-ihatl note, incidentally, that the "non-industrial" or "non-
*ateiiat;; spt irl of activities i3-inevitably. "materialised" in- practice,
in-in"Toril LJ uarious and sometimes highly substqqtial buildings,
il"h;. ;;h.oi. u"a universities, hospitals, radio and TV broadcasting
riuiio"., and so on. The role of these elements, which-are necessafy
i. -itJ-'pi"i"iie. of social production and are linked wit! tlp
,"piirtrfi"i*L,- is growing in ttre historical sense, especially in
a"-"eiooea socialist iociety. Such elements are territorially concen-
trated 

'mainly in ciiies, especially the tig ones.*- 
Td;;,i ti-paiierns tT itiJ iriaustrial-and territorial redistribution

of social tatoui (and consequently of those p-opulation contingents
thai provide such labour) ar6 expiessed in shifts towards ever more
;Iii"iffi i;i.J of iabouf expend:itures. That trend is manifested, in
;;tt,ifui-itrJieiiii"e deciine in the number of those engaged in ag-

ii".iti"*, Lna it" increase in the number_engaged in industry. At the
iu*iii"i" ihe amount of power and machinery per industrial worker
fi-iitit"Vi"E-un i*pon"nlial rise which, in ihe area of populalion
aisiriU:utibnimeans^a higher concentration of population at .certain
foiG;;-;i;in fractical tirms, in the grorving degree of urbanisation'
- - 

Inasmuirr ai ttre socio-territorial division of labour finds expres-
sion--in- urUanisation, we find ourselves, in this respect, at the
iniiir""tion of notions pertaining to sociology, demography,
lconomics and economic gebgraphy.l shall note here that the concept
6i tiii-::ai"i.io, oi tibouf sh-ouid irot restrict our ideas of the origins
;d-n"t*;- of urbanisation merely to- production.proper' The
;""tti'", out" of urban formations from the entire habitancy and the

"[onorfiiC 
pattep of a country or a region is- effected in the entire

oio""J. rtiiie social reproduciion of life, and is conditioned not only
[, 

"riitvlnaustri"t 
funttions but also by many that are non-material,

ai<i otte-n pertain to the superstructure.---Th;A;"intrutioo of industries and people in a limited number of
tocafiiies 

-a*aii 
seems to have an imp-act- on a. geo.graphically

airoiiiiiO ..bickground", whose featurbs determine how urban
i;;ilffi; comC Into beiirg. In practice, there exists no absolutely
homogeoneous geographico--economic environment with universally
equal-conditionifoithi creation of urban formations and consequent-
iv ior the development of an "ideal" hierarchy- of setflemen-ts'' ft 

" 
Drocess of th" specific localisation of industries aqd-gf ngop[e

*d;;"H;;;io i,'iu,'"ing them or aro linked with them indirectly, is
;;ffiilffiilttrt iJ it" 6pposite of what it is now the vogue to call
ifr'"'"rii"py oi population iiitribution. This author does not favour
;'d; ilft-d,i"tiotii'ito population geographv of terms borrowed from
otrvsics: at best, they Can serve only as convenient metaphors to
'd;J;i6; 

"i.tuin 
bt 

"nom"na. 
In his ofinion, it would.be sufficient to

;;;.k- h;;i-ie'ntripetal forces resuiting from a striving to achieve
;f,;;dii;.t -po.iiut"'ptoductivitv of soc-ial labour and to make the

'1 6

maxirnum use of the social advantages of concentrating population at
points with high potentials of information and commuiiiation. But if
we must resort to the terminology of physics and (in this case call this
qhenom_enon negentropy), than the opposite trend (which we shall
then call egtropy) will prov-e {inked with ttre striving for society's
productive forces to occupythe greatest possible area aid the greatLst
plssible range of the natural resburces. fn essence, the entirdhistory
of the setuemenr of the habitat reflects this trend,a which takes effeit
alternateJy with movements towards concentratioir ofpoputaiio;;;;d
their industrial activities, becoming concentrated wheie the labour
required to process those resourcei is most available and efficient.

On the historical plane, settlement takes place .,in breadth"-olt
the scale of the entire habitat and extensive regions of the world;
how-ever, within any country -or its districts negentropy trendj
predominate, to whose number we must also refer urbanisation as
Ueriving fro-m processes in the concentration of industry. The
interaction between these two trends creates the dynaniics of
population geoEaphy in its most general or global expr6ssion. Ttrij
interaction has the appearance of "scintillating" contrictions acainst
the background of more general trends towar:ds an even population
settlement.

The torms of urbanisation differ in the same way as do
s-ocio-economic systems and their various structures; besides, the
diversity _of the concrete forms of urbanisation is rinked witli the
v-ariety of the socio.geographic conditions, the level achieved in
the implementation ol wliat has been achieved in the scientific and
technological revolution, and sometimes also with the specini
features of the natural environment. Thus the course an-d rateof urbanisation in the developing countries are determined to
the utmost. by the agrarian relations in a particular locality: the
generally slow decay of the natural economy, the preservation
of pre-capitalist relations in the countrysid6, the 

-impoverish-

ment and ruin of the peasantry, and the pauperisation of iis ooorer
sections. rn the conilitions of s one-sided- specialisation bt ttre
econom-y-in respect of agriculture and raw materials, ana of ttre slow
rates of industrialisation, the "flight" of the peasants to the {rrban
cenhes gives them no relief ; on the contrary, it-often subjects them to
f_resh-privations, unemployment and homeiess beggary.in the Third
World countries vast- hypertrophied citi6s are rapidly developing,
whose ability to develop normally in the economii seirse has iivjn
reason for.a6rumber-of geographbrs to designate such piocessEs as
"pseudo-urbahisation".
. In *y study of the processps of "true" or "pseudo"-urbanisation itis important not only to feach agreement on what we are to
understand !V ttr" term ""ri!y" (t is common knowledge that the
criteria of that concept differ in various countries) blut also to
penetrate into the very nature of the city of today as a social
institution. Some Wesfern authors refuse io recogniie any urban
"essence" even in heavily populated settlements if they are rinifunc-
tional. Thus, the Frenchielseircher Max Sorre has calied .oitr citiu.



,.industrial villages".s This negation can, in our opinion, be e-xplained

Uv the social iole of a citi being erroneously seen-only in its
J6.iiiir"iuf -O iii"G iur,"iionr. Ii reality, ho*ever, the scale and

;;ifi;ii;t"i" .t the services industry-are'almost a secondary
;;;;;d;e of the size Groputousness) of a city, the latterbeing ulti-
mately determined by the volirme of the production carrled on there,
i'fi"i$iri 

""U*itooa 
in the broadest sense, including the production

of spiritual values.-- -fio*errer, 
there is a certain rational kernel in an economico-

seosraohical'contrap&ition of city and countryside according to the
il"T;fi;;titv oi-i"ilctions in the fbrmer and thbir narrow range in the

fit6;.'^Th;i' [- 6;a;ual anv sufficientlv mature- citv.-inevitablv
ii,"i,i,rfl"i"J ;*i;at;f funciions, this be-cause of the build--up in its
!!!ilffi ;O cutt rrLt role and the latters' frequent modifications;
;;;;-il;"i6n.-i[at *ith"t awav alwavs leave iome traces behind
ifiJ1n. 

-fii"-iJr"iryria" ii, in the- first piace, far poorer. in.functions,
;;A'i; ii; ;il;.f piui", hardlv knowi anv dvnamism in the latter's
development.-- ftfr-"" uibanists are inclined to fit cities into definite rationalist
.oui&.'rro*""1i, in any developed city, especially if-it is big, there
;il;;;;;;. to eii.t i principle bf "irraiionalitv", this- because of the
;;i;ffil oi-it. i"nifions a'nd the concentration of large masses of
f.;;. i-iiJ oUrio"r tt 

"t 
this feature must also develop in the epoch

'ot the scientific and technological revolution'-- iltila"iiria a"a. aav-by-?ay rhythm and the entire schedule of
ttre iniernat movemeht of itre, iural population as well as of the
;.rmm;ior;;;uiban population are prede-teimine{ just as inexorably as

ttr" auif, ii.J of th',e iun. Matters'are quite different in a developed
iiir. *iiiiilr h"itiO by continually'"pulsating" transitions from
;;;i'd";;e' ird;ili"tty organised himan -?Sgregations 

(rersonnel
!ii*"O"ir 

-iiii"itiiJ'at 
Enterprises, audiences at theatres and

;i;"fr;[, liuO"nir in 
"laJsrooms 

and io on) to."am-orpiostatistical"
;;;tids that arc- itochastically governed by the laws of- large
;il-6-";;. 

'Th;i"in ti"i the interpei-etration of the rational and

iir":tiori"i p.i""ipt". in-the spatial c6urse of urban-life. These pulsating
;;;itffi; iuni pu"" withl1n the framework of one and the'same
1n"i"ii"t *a piannirg array. The network of urban arteries, the means

oi- 
"iUu" 

transport 
-and fire Various shops and other emporia are

ilu.f."Jno*-Uy'."g"t- iUUs anA flows o-f ire-ople going to.or returning
from their plices of work, now-.p-y chance currents that obey a

irulfiitia"-oi iictors whiih'are difficult to predict. Suchebbs and

iffiili; uiu* iitJ itiination4ity, while th; fixed material forms of
iir;";i& rqui"iJit" irrational piane of Tany motivations into a
framework'of rationally restricted city blocks, streets, parks, means

of transportation, and so on.* 
Sil;5-td;-pofiut"ti"n is the most "social" element of economic

g*ii'ipiv,'lt'i.' n"f iurprisirry that the apprqsa! of .its role in
i"rritoorr"nt becomes a line oI division in idiologigal discussions,
ffi-a;'"Lil -fi:fr"ri usually being played by dif-ferences in the

;l;d"d;.ii"C ot tt J inter"ctidn betwedn Nature and Society. Vulgar
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determinist concepts of the role of Nature in that interaction
engendered the well-known German school of anthropogeograpt v(wh.ose scribbles were widely uqe-d by the nazi geo-politiiia-ns t6 jrisii-
fy the Hitlerite aggression), and later tt 

" 
N"rt-t -airiiican scrr*oor ot

environmentalism. Both these schools decrared-tne roimii unais-
guisedly and the latter in a more veiled form-that natural conditions
are the decisive facto-r in the development of society, but ignored the
circumstance that the influence bf those condiiiors TJ 

"i*avimediat-ed by indust_ry, and cafl make- itself felt only arter pissiig
through a historically mature mode of production.

The determinist-mechanist concept in Western lrterature coexists
with the desire to express social phenbmena in the form of mathemati-
"fl relationsnips. I-t is not, of course, the matnematical presentation
that_ev_okes objections from Marxists; on the contrary, mathematical
methods can and should become an important iirstrument of a
scientific analysis of reality in the conditi6ns of the scientific and
technological revollrtio!; they are essential in transforming the
massive streams of information on discrete phenomena into dis-
coveries of "overall" trends. The argument is not over che mathemati-
cal-"packaging" ofthe patterns in population geography, but over the
understanding of their socio-econbmic nature.

Any gnjustified - formalisation of processes and phenomena
connected ryilh pgpulation, this without d-ue account of the qualitative
factors, and in the first pl-ace of the social organisation of society,
leads to erroneous scientific conclusions. In particular, that kind of
approach is gglvanising- Malthusian views that engender "ecological
pessimism", That methodological weakness is iharacteristic,-foi
example, of the well-known work by the two Meadowses and their
co-authors, under the title of The L{mits to Growth, which has come
in for-much justified criticism from the scientific community, ind not
only from Marxist scholars.-

In the Soviet Union, the deve-l_opment of population geography will
proceed with due account of all ihe trendi rientione"cl a6ofe.'with
special stress on the links between population settlemeni ,rd th"
geography of the population's economic activities and the distributionof the socialist- productive forces. That will proceed ia incisively
accomplisheS planned tasks, and not as something elemental ani
llnryl-ile!. Population settlement and the distribution of industry in
the USSR are seen as a single problem of the organisation of territory.
That .singleness and unity, can be seen mosi distinctly where tlie
assimilation of new natural resourcEs takes place according to plan;
such assimilation always goes hano in hand ivith the creatidn of rrew
systems of settlement appropriate to the tasks set. A good illustration
is provided by a planned asiimilation of the oil and las resources in
the northern part of West Siberia, in the course of w-trich svstems of
cities and other settlements are evolved in a rational hi6rarchicat
s_ystem. In the same way, long-term plans are being implemented for
the setlling of the area along the Baikal-Amur iailway, that
tremendous transport project of the 20th century.
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These vast projects are workshops forlhe verification'andfurthcr
a.""f-""meni o:t ifle ii,i"ntihi tr"nds we have -spoken of above, for
il#:'.;;'i;; ;-iiil ot 

"pti*um 
models of human settlement in

ionAitioits unfavourable to habitation. -*'fr;;;;";, 
thii"rltv i. it i;;i[r; of settlement and the,nature of

tf,"-"ion"rnit set-up-'can ;i;d 66 segg_in the -long established and

&;J;;;;niaieA ttirritoiio o1tt 
" 

USSR. It is there that(incidentallv
;iift;";-;A;r f;*;tffi in the newly assimilated territories) there

laiitil.t,; iltriii tr,i ittraiiion of Uoth po-pulation and-indJ'strv towards

;;;1il;;f ;;ffifiicit'onJ ttti uCtive ixchange of information and

;#;;;"iid ot-siii"tific pioduction. Di-stinct expression is given to
;il; ;;;ffi;"rr-i-e t.t"-of-."iin"i in induqtrv agil t!9 conver,sion of
.i[""J'irt";-affi"t ;;.ductire force; and dn the other hand to the
i;;i-ffi;';oriarut.I-thJ-population, have become - 

vectors and

iiJitdi.'rt';;i;;iifii knowledge. The territorial-production. com-

;ffi;1.6 *r,iJt, ira"itti ar-o agriculture are organised.in the

ti}Sil "iJ""t'iiri-i"iiliii.6 
always 

-systems of settlement ; what has

i".t b; ilia aUoui i-tri- JpJci'ert rble played in such territorial
ffi"fifi "6v tn"iti"i-focti.es of infoimation exchange and the

ffit".;iffi oi il;liiic'tino*t"age can also be interpreted in a

tif;;ii|iiiff-ai-inOi"uiivi of a-special role in systems of urban

;;iiffi;;;;[lp""iittv oTuiC tities. If is there that vast orportunities
;;;;;i-ilit*silue, i;-;t;"ii"" contacts between the hundreds of
Ir,i|-5xi.il;T';;g;i; tiri"g itir"; it is there thatpopulationgeogra.phy
ffi;.if,";;,ftt'iil ,fi"ti of social consequences. of such a
;il"f+"ontuJf"way-of titi of an ever-gr-eater Part-g.f the country's

"6ii,iiitioii. 
rttis is iei anonii iip""t of-the studv of the geographical

i.iect. of urbanisation.
The concentruUon oi people and industrial -potentials.in a limited

nu,,Uli 
-ot -poi"t. &[i"ii6iures higher h6our productivity) is

;ff;;tA if,rJugt 
- 
tt i mechanisms of [opulation redistribu!-on- via

;iE;tt.r:" rt iT 
- 

"i'npiilii 
inother. srluir of 

- -11u1 9:1'. YT:T, 
h"u"

acouired ever greateiilig"iti"""i" in- the' geo€raphy of the -USSR's
.r""utation in view of such migrations taking place-over-vast dstances
ilffi;td;;fi;;ilt bi iil"-"aiptition of- donsiderable segments of
;h;fiilT"ii.r, nbt o,rvlt, i-aiirel"nt ..social climate" (he shift from
il;fi f" urban 

"o"diti6n.l-Uu[-aiso 
to completely different natural

conditions of habitation. - r- . .*'6i';.our-se;6ih-A;ent 
and long-term plan$ have- a decisive

p"rito i,Iui, - trito, gri i'h;-i; H;i; t;.'iation -- in determinir-'s all the

iiiuii.' 
"t- 

pre sent-flav 
""'li 

f 6i-"ii 
"iute 

population geogxaphv i n the'

U!$i.-nirEin tii. ih6 special nature of the development ot popu-

iii|"'g"i,l:ri.itv-in-it"-'SLniet. Union, as well as in the European

socialist countries, tt li-ni'tuii-iinOini "*p*ssion, 
for instance, in the

il;;i;;i ;;G irdviI'rj f [e ionui pT"nnine whose ;9he19 1 9 
rov ide

i#;h;;;rdidt"d.i[g:aii*tion, o" gctivety utilised territory, of in-

if"*trii.,U.if t*p*"'"i?'i".pr-rtf i"ititieg,itrpappropriate"o.*i19T:
i;t";;;;L;t6; ira iouiiinl, ind so on' In the. same w.av' the matn

;-b161ii,; ilitre studibi-niigr"iio, processes is the achievement of
;ffi;i';f ii;1i;;;"ti*it-il*a th'eir planned government' That is
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how, in a developed socialist society, population geography-like the
other geographical disciplines-is grounded in the constructive
principle.

Solutions based on constructive planning are also being found for
the ecological problems that loom so large thro.trghout the world.
Throughout the USSR, including its densely populated and highll
industrialised areas, where such problems are of particular urgency,
the planned forms of economic management and control of social
processes ensure rational solutions of local ecological problems.
However, there are also global phenomena which call for soluiion on
a worldwide scale. These are matters of profound concern to scien-
tists in the socialist countries, both in the matter bf extending conStru-
ctive approaches beyond the borders of the socialist community, and
in the encouragement of progressive trends in world science.

Population geoeraphy has to deal with mass materral that pre-
sents itself as a totality of discrete phenomena-"6s1sds"-in the
shape of individuals, then settlements, cities and entire systems of
iettlements. T"nrough a muttitude of discrete data provided by such
"sensors", science has to "develop" the overall picture as though on
fine-grain photographic film. This author is convinced that to the
geographer the acme of satisfaction (as, incidentally, to any scientist)
is a special kind of "scientific experience": the discoyery of an overall
and law-governed pattern in a multitude of individual phenomena.
But the reverse is also true of the geographer: the joy of discovering
"physiognomic" individualities within the framework of cause-effeci
patterns they have discovered. Because of the nature of the material it
has- to deal with, population geography opens up boundless oppor-
tunities to enjoy the two experiences, and to realise to the utmoif the
profound dialectical unity of the geheral and the particular. Of all the
departments of geographical knowledge, it is population geography
that appeals to us by its humaneness, its dedication to man's ryelfare.
That leature is m6st conspicuous in the era of the scibntific and
technological revolution, when there come to the forefront the tasks
of ensuring the rational exploitation of the planet's resources by
human society, and the implementation of the ideas of socialism is
making possible the disappearance of wars, hunger and poverty from
the face of the earth.
NOTES
I See Growth o! the World's urban and Rural Population, 19b2m, United Nations,

New York, 1969.
2 See, for instance, N. Federici, "A Demographical Model for Europe", The Future Is

Tomonow, The Hague, 192.
3 W. Ehrenstein. hobleme des hdheren Seelenlebens, Munich-Basel, 1965, p. 3O.
a This may be compared with the trend, established by V. Vernadskyforanybiological

species to strive to occupy the gxeatest possible area with the greatest posiiUte
density of occupation. See V. Vernadsky, "The Biosphere", Selected Works,
Moscow, Vol. V, l%0 (in Russian).

5 See M. Sone, "La gdographie des vilies", Scientiq 1954, No. 2, p. 59.
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Quantitative Methods
in Historical Research

JUHAN KAHK,
IVAN KOVALCHENKO

Over the past few years the development of historical science has
been markedby ever more extensive use of the latest quantitative and
machine meth6ds of research. This has been made possible with the
emergence of the third generation of electronic computer-s, inwhich
electio=magnetic tapes have given place to fast operating discs.-These
new machines also have a much greater memory volume, which is
especially important for the sociaf sciences, where w-e haye to deal
wilh vasl daia files. Besides, the new hardware makes it possible
simultaneously to operate with several data files under several
programmes. The iniut and output of data is also being improved.
bpiical devices have now been developed to feed data directly into
th-e memory drums bf computers without the excessively labour-
intensive preliminary perforation.

All of this has produced among historians both a sense of relief
and of concern. Relief, because new computers hold promise of a
great saving of tinte and labour for res.earchers. and together with the
new quantitative methods of analysis they open up real prospects for
tackling problems which had once been considered insoluble or
simply did not arise. Concern, because this new development has
revealed much more clearly how complicated the study of social
processes is. Recourse to all manner of primary and mass data
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methodological aspects of history.
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(something that is being done ever more extensively today) has clearly
shown the vast range of separate events that constitute these
processes and the great number of factors that influence (or can
influence) the course of historical development, determining its
direction and content

Sociolosists and historians who cannot or will not sort out the
great diveriity of causes and factors behind social development to get
[o the root causes and factors tend to regard historical knowledge as
being absolutely relative, claiming this to be the distinctive feature of
historical science (and of all the social sciences in general), and
making use of the situation to bolster the positions of subjectivism
and agnosticism. The Dutch historian Pieter Geyl declares: "Nowa-
days, at all events, the great majority of working historians are aware
thit certainty in history is beyond the grasp of the human mind. Not
only is the multitude of facts staggering, but their nature is
ackhowledged to be elusive. The fact in history cannot be isolated. In
itsef, it is meaningless; it can be made to show different aspects of
meaning only as iiis related to different parts of the circumstances in
which ii is ehbedded. Causation, too, is not the simple affair which
historians of an earlier generation often thought it to be."r

There are any number of such statements to be ciuoted, but even
without them it ii quite clear that the use of new research methods in
historical science was bound to draw attention both to general
philosophical-theoretical and to concrete methodologic.a! Problems,
6specially to those aspects of these- problems which bear on
qu-antitative and machine methods of research. That is the subject of
this article, which is not intended to characterise the whole aggf,ega-
tion of the questions that arise, for these are not given once and for
all. As the sphere in which the new methods are applied is gxtended,
the range ofthese questions is bound to change and grow. We intend
to deal with what we consider to be the most important problems on
whose correct solution the fruitfirl application of the new methods of
research by historians largely depends.

The first question on which there must be complete clarity in
connection with the use of quantitative and machine methods in
historical research is the relationship between these methods and
theoretical, qualitative analysis. Marxist historians always start from
the definitive role of the qualitative, that is, the general theoietical,
and the concrete methodological approach based on it.

The initial theoretico'methodological principles and propositions
deteimine the aims, ways and meth6ds of resedrch, andlt is- on theii
basis that the facts are selected, analysed and generalised, that is,
theorv is the definitive component of scientific research.

Uirdoubtedly important ind positive is the fact that prominent
non-Marxist historians, who apply the latest methods in their
research, also accept the definit'ive role of a correct theoretical
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formulation and consideration of the problems being studied. Thus,
Uti S*iai.n scientists Carl Giiran Andrae and Swen Lundkvist, who
;;de i repo* at the l3th International-Co.ngress. of Historical
ffi;ges ir'Mo.co*, stressed that "the methods qray be p-erfect-,- brrt
ttri-ito"gtt'*trinO them be wrong,and then the results will be

wrcnci"a French researcher, JeariSchneider, said in his report at
iiJ.-irn" tlneri.s: "In historiial research, the recourse to machines
ffi-G a-iucToi of ptogress only to the extent that the work is
aominatea bv methodbtoiical refleition. It has become a clich6 to say

n"tiirJrnoitine will yidtU onty what it is fed."3

The same standpoint was supported by E. L9 $oy Ladurie
ffrancel ana n. W. irogel (USA), ainong others, at the International
Conference on Ouantiiatri,e anri Machine Methods of Processing
iiisioricA informition which was held in Sweden in 1973'

At the same time many western historiographers {eny the leading
."d;f- th;dt in tristoriial research in geneial an! -in the use of
iiiirrer1r-iii.ui'ffi';;;hi.J methods of ailalysis in particular. It-has
Ue"n iiai-eA tfrai ttre ext6nsivi use of mathemati6al methods leads to
it i ista6tisment of a new "math€matical historical science", which is
free from philosophy and is based on pure logic.'These attempts are
not;t;fall, and elpress the urge to iruster additional arguments in

: 6vour oi ttre effort ic substitutJ simple description and subjective
inteipretation of social development for scientific social research.
The banadian historian, Alfred-Dubuc, was right 1v-hen he sgid at th5:

Moscow Congress of Historical Sciences' that "the-thesis about t[e
end of ideol6gy-which is camouflaged with calls for objective
research-is,'ii effect, the most ideolcgical of all theses and runs
counter to the development of science.'{

Soviet hisibrians have repeatedly emphasised that there is no
cround or need to produce a "new historical science" and that the use
6f ne* methods oi research can be fruidul above all on the basis of
[istoricA rnaterialism and the dialectical melhod of c,o-9ry!9-q,5
"-- '' Another important geheral question- that needs to b6 anSweiid
Uefoie wJ can let dowi'to a corisideration of concrete methodologi-
ial 

-pioblems Is whether quantitative methods can be used in
historical research, in what way and to what extent. ,

- In.*i'sent-day Westerrihistoriography the advocates of subjectiv-
i.t cirictpiions haturally Ualk atlhti rise of the latest, _including
mattrimaficA, methods in historical research (and ip social research
iii ii."inl, because in one way or another these methods tend to lirnit
it"--arUitiiriness inherent in these conceptions,' whatever the

"roumeni. 
uJia to cover up the fact. The subjbctivists have rejected

thE new methods, you midht say, in principle.
- - Another gfoup df oppon'ents of the new methods consists of those

who make in aLsolute of the real obstacles in the way of these
mittoas. Thus, the US historian of tle econom-y, Elias H. Tltma,
ti-"i"r"r't["imi U*ri"r to their use is that vast areas of resehrch
f""[-t[i qu*titutiu" an-d lheoretical qualificalio4 ttraL permits a

mathematiial treatment.6 this is true, indeed, but the genuine
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scicntific approach to the problem, we think, is not to reject the new
methods but to seek ways of applying them.

While admitting that it is worthwhile to turn to the new methods,
some researchers lave expressed the apprehension that one would
have to forego so many dgtails that one would perhaps throw out the
child with the bath-water.7 This is an important point, if one assumes
that all social phenomena are to be formalised and assessed
quantitatively, while mathematical methods are to become the
universal and sole means of historical research.

We think that the question of the limits within which
quantitativb analysis is to be used in historical research should be
decided depending, first, on the content of social development and
the specifics of its various aspects and manifestations; second, on the
aims of historical science and the concrete tasks of research; and
third, on the nature ofthe data available, and above.all the possibility
of formalising these and expressing them in quantitative terms. This
approach will make it impossible to turn quantitative methods into
absolutes, thereby meeting the objections against their use. At the
same time, it helps to demermine the spheres in which efforts in the
use of these methods should be concentrated.

It appears to be obvious that there is no need to apply
quantitative methods to the study of some aspects and manifestationl
of historical development. The whole aggregation of social phenome-
na can be divided into a number of categories. First of all, there is
everything that expresses the objective and natural, intrinsically
conditioned character of historical development, or in other words,
all that characterises social life as an aggregation of different systems
with their inherent structures and as a process expressed in a definite
dynamic, that is, above all the sphere of socio-economic pheno-
mena. Then comes .the very important category of phenomena
which are subjective in form but are objective and socialin content.
This is the spherg of socio-political and socio-ideological phenomena.
Finally, there is-the combination of many specific, individual and
unique events and phenomena.

It goes without saying that the ways and methods in analysing
these manifestations of historical development need to be different.
In analysing social systems and their structures, historical processes
and their dynamic, for the purpose of showing the objective and
law-governed nature of historical development, it is not only right but
necessary to abstract oneself from the accidental and the specific.
Otherwise it is impossible to show their character and their intrinsic
substance. Let us recall what Marx once said about the general law
operating as "the prevailing tendency only in a very complicated and
approximate r.nanner, as a never ascertainable average of ceaseless
fluctuations."E It is quite clear that this is the line of historical re-
search that should above all make use of quantitative methods. Such
research is, as a rule, based on the study of mass objects and
phenomena and alwayl includes generalising, synthetic constructions
and conclusions showi4g the basic intrinsic substance of the social
systems and processes under consideration.
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The study of the unique and the individual is quite another matter,
to. tl,i" inyi"i"itr.#Ue the subject of analysis,.and so travg_tobe

il"i;a-;iih ;;;. oi'course, eveh her-e quantitative arld.machine
;;h;i";;; u" r."a-,iJi" the analvsis of the language and stvle of an

;iilil;; wort. tiui, nrst of a[, their.use here is not based on

iUr}*tii, trom ttre-pirticular, bui precisely qn i.ts c.onsideration;
iii-.""on4,-irifr" rt"'OV of such phenbmena iheir simple de.scri-ption

;a ;;ffi;i-i*pitrc'rr comp-reheision anc mterpretation will alwavs

have an important role to PIaY.'*'itiil, in'*g"i;s iti; ;;":d ii, use the latest quantitative methods in

histoi'icai;ilil;-ti-""4 in extending the spheie of their application,
iffi;iil;;;;aio oinv or to under;ate the traditional methods' Anv
;;ifi oi ii.iaiittfrai iis own range of effective action, and a clear

il.fi.fidiil-;i itiiwill preven-t historians from overratins or
ilail;E;s 6ny methods 6f research. The method used must
;ffi;;fi;E t"-it" iii"arch task. These methods should not be

comnlicated where mlie simple means can help to achieve one's aim

i""id'f i.-;l;;il tilque"iii to be found anlorls the most dedicated

;?il;;t .;i ih"';;Hiitdal- But equallv it iJnot right to confine
Si"JJfi--ti iiuliiiioi,a mettroO6 where ihe irew methods can vield a

;;;i; "t'i;t" 
iiiatG wt v orre cannot accept the sceptical attitude on

ffi;;il;a;;.; lii.to.ians to the latest.methods only because these

[*5 
"ot 

v"t become part and parcel of day-to-day practiceor are not
alwavs eisv to underltand and apply.-"il,i"ti"ii"ti"J iitirtCt methbili have a number of obvious
uOru"iig"r. 

-Fir.t ;f. "U 
they enable the historian to obtain

i"irtii"?G "t "ru"tiii.tiCi 
of itre phenomena .?nd processes .he is

;t"dvinc in areas and-from an$ei not accessiblb to conventional
;;iiila;, rnir 

"ppti"s 
primarilf to the sphere of interconnections,

*[iiit tirtoii"ri't'end tb analyie perhaps-most of all. Furthermore,
iii;;;.;;tiiili 

"Ut" 
not only to obtain quantitative indicators but

also in many cases to judge how precise.and authentlc these are ln
&r:iriiitiiii:i"g-th" ;;6p6nding fhenombna and processes. This is
ii*EiuUv i.iortant *heh ore f,ai to confine oneself to extant data,

iu"fii-"ir-Tr'n-or-111"t pirCtice in historical research. In analysing large

daies 
- oi data, 'which it is hard or inexpedient to process'

iluiiie.utl"af m.ittroOs make it possible to operate w-ith samples and

;;-"b6il;;A[;d ilaiiators on their basis. Finallv., quantitative
."i[oai- il;; ati; way for a synthetic characteristic oJ current
i"aiuiau4^phenomena and aspectd of social life and in the long-term,
di *t ot" p'"iioOJoi t isiorlcal development. This is made possible by
mathemafical modelling.

Another range of methodological problems which arise in the use

of riiiti.atiii me[hoAi is ionnetted with the formulation of
;seaii*ii-.t.as[r, tti" r"t"ction of the tokens and indicators to be

;;;y.4, ild th"ir ."asurement. Historians making use of tradition-

1t}5

al methods also have to face these questions, but the importance of
their correct solution through the use of mathematical methods tends
to grow immensely.

It is clear that the formulation of a research task must, in any
case, proceed. fro-m. the urge to comprehend the given process or
qhenomenoq !n all its inteinal compli:xity and exi-ernal ineAiition,
that is, the objective scientific approach requires consideration or tt d
object of 

-research 
"( d, ) only historically; ( i| ) only in connection with

others; (Y ) only in connection with thi conciete experience of
history..'ry These.principles are self-evident, but it is not ilways easy
to realise the-m in practice, and that is so not only because of th!
c.omplexity gf so-clal development ,but also because in their study of
the past modern historians tend to start not from scratch but from the
facts, ,obbervations and conclusions already current in science. this
nlturally has an effect on the formulation of their research task.
There is the danger of a subjective approach to that task, which may
amount to a mistake.

In order to avoid such mistake-g-, we think, there is need, first, to
refrain f-rom -taking either the nihilist or the conservativl attituod to
the results of historical.research already- achieved. That is why R.
Focglis.not right when he assumes thatihe use of ttre ne*-meitroas
would yield primitive results if it reproduced the ota coniiusions.idin
scrence,. advance does not bnly amount to the obtainine of new
conclusions, but 4lso to the confirmation.of old conclusionr-on 

" 
r"*

basis. Second, the formulation of a task ihould not start from an urge
to obtain a subjectively desired result. It should aim to eiilna aiadeepen.the approach to the object being studied on the basis of-iii
tneoretrcal analysis and comprehensive generalisation of earlier
studles. 'I'hat is what will primarily determine the effectiveness of the
new methods.

Here is one example. In the past few years, US historians and
economists have concentrated on the comiarative *iDii. o] tro
economic system-s-of the mid-l9th century:'the ptantatidn econo-y
based on slave labour and agricultural iroouc'tion-uurih-on'rrCllabgyJ. s-ome writings based on the latelt methoa. io"G.iia tn"
traditional conclusion that slave Iabour was unprofitable and econom-
ically_disadva-ntageous. Having compared stave taLouih tii; Soiitn orthe usA with free labour in the North, these authors reached the
conclusion that the former was highly efficient in economic iei-i ana
claimed that slavery was not auorisn6a for economii ii".o,"r" 

-u,it 
ro,

reasons of morality and justice.tt while allowing that the calculations
were correct in themselves, we-must neverthel6ss recogniiJifiat ttequestion 9f th.e .comparative efficiency of the staue-tr-6tainl 

-.vrt".
ano the tree-labour ,system remains unanswered because df ttre
narrow ap-proach. .Indeed, the question of slave and free laboui was
consrclered only in terms of relative economic profitability, no
account-having.been taken of the relative merits of inese iviii'ms in
terms of functioning, social interests and prospects ror-econbmic
<tevelopmen!.- The authors failed to see the fa6t that slave labourjustified itself only "on wide expanses of a natuialti iirtG'soil, tnat
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reouires onlv simple labour", and that "intensive cultivation, which
lfi;;i;ioi i.nftttititv ot ihe soil than on investment of capital,
t#ilft;;;A;Gii oi labour, is contrarv to the nature of
^^*-"'?-;;;t ni" ttiti-ird the free-labour systems existed i-n suc.h

iiiio6nt colditionr that any flirect comparison betw.een them is
hardly possible. The result would have been Y.ery glfr:I9llt rn a
;"il'*ffi" under equal conditions (for instance, tho-se that existed in
;t";;;fi-d;;6id Lnds of the West) and with an -eve to the

;;d;;f rf-niririi.a Oiretopment (the tindency towards intensifi-
cation of farming).
-"Til" Us;iifichers must have well realised the importance of all
tf,"." iointr, una it iipossible that their subjective urge to refute the

ii'i'iitiSi'J"ituiiOpoilt'pii"ented them fr6m takine an objective

*ol"ffl"t3ri}! 3i'f#f;"lection to tackle the formulated task, the
ouestion oi tf,e reprisentative nature of the d-ata. is oj Palamount
iil;;".f,i;. ril["nl'n"iitrc tristorian has the possibility of ap.plying.the

I;f,;ffi;iir6i-i-itp"i, itratii, of taking the iecessarv samples of data

iir#Ttllir *["it-;igfi;tion, it" repr-esentative nature of the data is

;.*;d-'b;-iliffi-;;i;iaion an'd the volume of the sample
;;;ilinsto-ttiJt"quirid preeision and authenticitv' The wav-s of
fiiil;';;i'ufitesfitueiriwen elaborated in the random method

;ffi;?.;hl;h 6; important section of mathematical statistics.-.'iiil 
a much more difficult matter when the historian has to operate

witn itrJOaia of so-c*iia "natural sadlples", that is, when he.has to
;i;;#;JoiAutu that has been preserved or is accessible to
ffi'd;]- Sii"iit*pGi mai ue casual aid-notlarge enough in volume
i;-;rd; ihe necesiary ac6uracy and authenticity. But they may not

;;-*;f ilAl ;;A6tit. conie,iuentlv,-there is need'here.for special

;ilfiaffi. Th"re 
"ppi"r. 

to bi rro difficulty in establishing to what

;;ffi; til;oiume oiitrJ sampte ens-ures theacceptable authenticity

"iiiri"-i,lri-ri";.;d 
it ii .Ji 6e carried out with the use of methods

ilU;;i'1;i'tti-iamptini method proPer. A.s fo-1 v-erifving the

fort,iito".n"ss of "natuial simples" no-sufficiently reliable mathema-

ii-Jii-'ir--.iriiioil"ifr'rJritii"iiL,11 have.yet been d-eveloped- Here the

ffi;;ffi'ilio-iirv o, ti. o*n hiStorical means-and methods

i,ili"fiLi"ti,i, ot t"ii.iitouin".. of data from the .standpoint of their
irisin. subsequent processing and storage, etg')'"""-wirutli"i-t[i ir6it 

"a 
of t-"sJarch use-d, the historian always needs

to 
".i.Ufirt 

fr"* repii."ntuti* tt 
" 

"natural sample" data are, 34i! i:
ihe use of quantitative methods lhat requires. rts.cofprep-ensrve
;.,id;. f11fr ir;iit-it 

"re 
ii need further tb elaborate the principles

iiii i"Jinii.-tor ii'tu[iiitring ite representative nature of "natural
sample" data.""'frT"n-iiilfysing a process or,phenomenon with the use of the

r"f"nanl'.oluil"i,-thi 
-tii.iorian always bpngs out definite tokens

*iriir, ir,ii"6i"rii" tt"Jii;G;*. aid.phenbmena. The choice of
iil;;;'"il b"-6;i;d 6,n itl.ii[ifi analysis^ involving- consideration of
;il;;d6;"-oi-t[J i,-uiiJts beine 

-analvsed 
and the task.to be

iJrof""A-W["i-i. ;st"-iiully imp6rtant 
-and 

complicated is the

1m

selection of tokens when these abound in the sources, and the success
of the study largely depends, first, on the extent to which the tokens
which characterise the basic features gf the given phenomena and
processes are identified, and second, on how truly their hierar-
chy 

-mutual subordination - is established:
Many advocates of structural analysis assume that all the

components of social systems have the same value aqd equally
characterise their structure. This produces the illusion that there is
need to consider the greatest possible number of tokens. However,
any mechanical increase in the number of analysed tokens, far from
helping to solve the problem, could in effect hamper its solution. That
is why tlrere is need for a thorough prelimi^nary selection of tokens on
the basis of profound qualitative analyris. Let us stress that both the
correct selection of tokens and establibllment of their subordination
can be largely facilitated by the use of mathematical methods. That is
w-hy it is extremely useful to have preliminary processing and analysis
of sample aggregations in research providing for the use of exteniive
concrete material, for this helps, in combination with qualitative
analysis, to make a well-grounded selection of the necessary tokens
and map out the ways of showing their interconnection. That is
precisely what has been.done, for instance, by the Soviet historians
V. Drobizhev and A. Sokolov in using the data of a 1918 occupational
census to study the social structure of the working class. The primary
dat4 of this census come to over one -million census cards. They
started with an ordinary sample, and the processing of these data was
to help determine the subsequently necessary proportion of sampling
and the tokens that were most important for characterising the sbcia-l
structure of the working class. Altogether there were 65 different
characteristics on the census card, and an analysis of the intercon-
nection between them on the stfength of the sampling showed that for
an analysis of the social structure their number could be reduced to
26. Subsequent samplings involved an analysis only. of these
characteristics. At the same time the test sampling helped to establish
the hierarchy of the characteristics, that is, to bring out the most
important ones and also to determine the necessary prbportion of the
sarirpli{rg.'a All of this helped to carry out the furthei piocessing of a
large dqta array most efficiently and purposefully.- By using the
mechanical-type method of selection the researdhers processed
11,000 forms (that is, roughly I per cent of the total) andobtained
representative data on the social structure of the working class.

In selecting characteristics it is important to avoid includion among
them of such that do not give any uieful information for the task in
question and also to ensure the necessary minimum of characteristics
without which it is impossible to reveal the basic substance of the
phenomena and processes being studied. Otherwise, this may result in
unfounded and erroneous conclusions. Here is an examp[e. At the
above-mentioned conference in Sweden, a group of young American
historians presented a paper on the social structure of the population
in several US cities in the middle of the last century. Population
censuses were their main source. They used mathenratical methods to



studv the interconnection between various characteristics. One of
;h;ii;;i.-"-in"turionr iurned out to be that nationality was a.key
i;;i;;-t;i"h iiiiir"ineA the status of citizens. Thus, more -skilled
i,"",ir"ii".. 

-*ii" 
*iaespread among the Germans (many of them

;;;;'bfiil.itt 9, wtrite'workerq of lower skills prevailed among the

Iriih (among whom there wer( many d-itch-diggers). This concluston
ii,-"inr"d" *-lthout any considdrat'iori of the stlius and oc-cupalion of
;il;;i"iion i, thd past, bifore emigration to the USA, for the
ffi.ffiii;;y ;;a a-ia fioi iontain such information. As a result, the

;;il;;d;] t uri"g111uae a study of the factors which determined the
Lliuoationdl statul of ttre poiulation on the strength -of a non-
i"tir""iiiiiiir"-i"i""tion of ch'aricteristics, arrived at unsubstantiated
and erroneous conclusions.

It is ouite obvious, therefore, that if one is,to- bring out an

ueerlg"tio"i-;f ;il;at,;risiiCs for quantitativ-e analysis that is both

iiTi-""i-i"i iipieientative in quantitative and c!4lgli-t: terms, one

n[ial io caxry out u piiii*in-V and.thorough {ualitativeanalY,sis of
the substance of the phenomena ahd processes belng analyseq'

Following the selection of-chdracteristics there arises the protlem
.t if,iliqfiititutiu" iipili.ion. H'pnce the need to measure them'
if^irir-ril"rir-i1i,* ;;&t" iht problem of measurement more or less

ritfti"^it iifv- onfv iut iii ihey have lq qeal with .quantitative
;;;;i;it:aics it at -i,-ui u rule, reflec-ted in the sources in numerical
terms. But even " it*u"t"riitic o! economic phenomena and

"r"""i."r-.ust 
irequently go beyond quantitative indicators -oq to

Iir"Jiirii* i"J;. 
-U;E; 

afre"lattei are considered and measured, one

Hi.l' ii:riiii^ilil;ibb io inalyse the givtin, ohjects. That.is why
;;i#;;;i uj"*ii-oni of ttrt central-probtems in the methodolo-
gy of historical science.

Theoretically speaking, it cannot be ruled out tha! all the

"*oi".-.io"r 
ot-io"iii life i-trich have variously influenced the course

"i"t 
irilr"iia;"-;;tod;;t, itiat is, which have had their objective

iJ.uft., C"" Ue -e"iuiiA Lnd expie.sed in.quantilative termlt The

;h;i;'p;irii, tt "iitoii, 
is to whai extent it is possible- in,Practice to

""r* .iut stictr measuie*"nt *ittr the concrete-methodological and

iiiririJiit""niiiii-*iri"tr itie tristorian has q! his disposal' For the time

f,-gine. th';iriiiitt"i iiii iiarci anO the skills in measuring qualitative

Ir,#?ti"i-iiiiil;ililit i";p;;i;ci on" e*pre'sion of this imperfection
iJ' tn"i- t irt.iiunJu,Jri-iiiquentty use simple .cou-nt! as-a universal
in"unJ of measure.lnt" ilitnori taking siock of the fundamental
iiriiiilt[" ;;t*;;; ih;- h"a.rie-ent of- quantitative and qualitative

;ffi;;;i;t6.'w-tfi tti parameters of the former mav-well be

;ffi;;;A-;irrougtr- counting', in the latter case it is mostlv far from
being sufficient.

Historians and sociologists have been seeking w.ays.and means of
measuring various aspects and e-xpressions of social lite, and some

i"L"i..-fiu. been atluin"A in thii area. Thus, there are marked

;a;;.d il formalising and measuring political phenomena,.where
;td;i;; use is being irade of the meinbA of expert evaluations of

qualitative characteristics, with various scales used to give thern
ouantitative exoresSion.' In view of the broad intcr(st among historians in popular
movements, much attention over the past few years has been given to
the question of measuring the scopp and strength of these movements.
B. Litvak, having generalised the experience of other Soviet
historians, has suggested that a distinctiron should be drawn between
the forms'of peasant action, with agcoulrt being taken of llh,eir-scope in
the villages involved in the movernent.15 The historians E. Hobsbawm
and Y. Rud6 haye suggested a calculation of riot-days (the number of
participants multiplied by the number of disturbance days).16' We accept th6 viewi expressed by many Soviet historians and
believe that ln stq$ying the -trength of anti-feudal struggles it is the
landed estate that should be taken as the unit of measurement in the
first olace (there will be several units where one landlord has several
estatis). The feudal possessions are peculiar nerve ganglions of the
feudal social system, and wherl one of them is involved in an
anti-feudal riot, that ganglion is affected, temporarily, at any- rate.
The greater the num6er-of nerve ganglions that are affected, the
sironEir ind more dangerous is the peaiant movement for the ruling
classl In its marginal expression it could well prove to be the key
factor in the emeigence of a revo utionary situation (as was the case,
for instance, in Russia in the mid-lfth century).

At the same time, however, this kindof statistical measurement of
the strength of anti-feudal struggle is legitimate only when we apply it
in a hori2ontal section, that is-, wher we compare the strength of
peasant disturbances in different areas, but occurring at-roughly the
iame time. For as soon as we begin to compare the strength of peasant
movenents in different epochs, we Cannot help violating the
princiile of historism. After all, are weentitled to claim, for intance,
that a disturbance involving l(X) estates in some area of Central Russia
in the late lSth century and another involving an equal number of
estates in the 1850s are of equal strength (and present an equal danger
to the ruling classes)? Quite obviously, these disturbances cannot be
equated. How are we tocompare and express in commensurate terms
thb psychological and other influence exerted by_ the peasant
movdm-ent, siy, on the entourage of Tsar Paul I, antlr say, on the
senior civil servants of Tsar Nicholas I and Alexander II? How are we
to bring out and compare the impact of this movement on the nature
of agrarian policy, elc.? In other words, the overall evaluation of
peasant movements is imperfect for the time being. It fails to provide
itandard quantitative indricators of the strength of movements, and
this hampirs their statistical ;arlalysis and inclusion of the data on
popular frovements in social detelopment models'. Such evaluations
wifl perhaps be subsequently Qbtained through a combination of
qualiiative-analysis of tlie scope,of the movemen! an{ a quantitative
evaluation of ihe' bitterness tof the struggle. The latter could Qe
obtained on the basis of a definite scale based on a consideration 6f
the strength of various forrns of struggle, differentiated within a
system ofqualitative evaluattdns (temper of the struggle: very strong,
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strong, moderate, weak, vqry weak, etc.). The complexity of the task
consists in finding well-grounded intervals (a system of scales) for the
quantitative evaluation of qualitative characteristics. -This problem
cannot, probably, be solved without a consideration of the objective
results oI popular movements, but that is one of the most complicated
and least analysed aspects of the history of the class strugele.

We have gone in iuch detail into the question of measuring the
peasantry's class strug8le because it is an example which shows- very
well what a long way historians still have to go before they are able to
give precise quantitative evaluation even of phenomena which have
been relatively well studied.

The formulation of a system of .scales for the quantitative
evaluation of qualitative characteristics combined with a considera-
tion of the scope of the phenomena which can be exPressed
statistically, makes it possible to measure many expressions of social
life. But 

-aiong this path historidns have yet to overcome many
obstacles and solve a whole package of methodological and concrete
historical problems.

One sptcial problem is the formalisation and quantitative evalua-
tion of individual notions and concepts as recorded in the numerous
narrative sources, both official and individual, and dlso quantitative
analysis in textology, palaeography and other similar areas. For the
time-being, Soviet historians havt taken only the first few steps in this
direction.rT This also produces a number of conlplicated problems
which need to be specially discussed.

The selection of a level on which the measurement is tobe taken
and the determination of a scale of the periods to be compared in
studying the dynamics of various processes is a problem th4ls close-
ly c6nnected with the problem of measuring the obiects oJ historical
research. Thus, it is well known that the extent to which various
characteristics are interconnected may vary considerably, depending
on the level on which the characteristics are measured. For instancc,
the various aspects of landed estates or peasant farms rnay bc
measured on th-e level of individual units, on the mean level of small
districts and on the level of larger administrative units. We find that
the interconnection of characteristics becomes closer and more
stable with the amalgamation of initial statistical units, for the
averaging out will tend to eliminate the deviating influence of casual
factois. The naturg of the dynamics of the processes under study will
also be more pronounced as the periods being compared are
lengthened (for years, five-year periods, decades, etc.). At the samc
time, the use of initial units of phenomena and processes (say, peasant
farms and landed estates as such) gives a more concrete and detailed
idea of their substance.

The selected levels and scales of measurement must be compara'
ble and should allow comparison in time and space. For this there is
need to measure the same parameters, on the same levbl and on an
equal scale.- All of this requires thorough substantiation of the selected levels
and scales of me-asurement, mainly with an eye on the substance of

tt2

the objects being analyse.d an{ in-the light of the research task, insteadof rooking to the selecled method or q#intitaiive an"rviir,?iiidro itsproperties also need to be reckoned'with.

**r*

Mathematical-theoretical analysis is the main stage in the use ofquantitative methods, and it.may 5e aiviaea inffi;f"it;d;tages:
a) formulation of hypotheies ano struiiuring ;f';;;-d#di,utheoretical models;

o",,oJ.iT;:H,xi,3lsff 1:;3,il:#if"",:"ss"Heirtreatmentonthe
. c) 

-analysis and generalisation of the ieiults'obtained and defini-tion of the sphere in which the concluiions anolv.
Here one ilso tras to taclr;.i;b;; oi.i"ifr5i'orogical problems.

. First-of a[, there is.the problem ot-itCouj;;t;iffi;ALrilna tr,"tvpes.of models which can be.appried il-fiiJtoric;i-.JiJi;="fr. rr,"

3;i:tl',i,#,,i:;l:t*:lt*.;L:lJi*:,*,,1,*Bf iHi"t5,f"m

il..1{#f:*iifi'$ifll,i;lg1l:rl.l;*rll,fllffi i*i+ifflqtl$
The modeuing oteat hi storical s ituiiion Jl i r;a;'6t"dU itti. ri

bt e and nece s saiy. rtiJ ;r, -fi porffi ; ;hil; "lrJ.il" iriii'ir,ll"oa"rshould be based 6n a theor6ticai concipiion giving arlround expres-sion to the substancg of trp pro-ceiJofptrehilm"n"oi'LIii?riiaild,
and that it shoutd not srart rroin ilre mendJ;iii-;il;fu"fi;Aliir"t ir,mathe-maricat, expression. Differeni viiilons or iuciiloaJd il"" u"classified under fwo heads: struciuiat mod;i.;rd alnririii't-oa"r..
The, former have been app-lied on .o.J rJuti- r"'!d;ril;i-r".t"r"r,,
while the latter have, in iifect,.yet to be 

"pprca 
rt liiiiil,ir-"tloo ordvnamic moders both in histoiiial ana 

-nii:tlni.iti"J 
iJi*J ii'ru"r,more comolicated than that of structuralrnoacf, *[i"d;;;i;sili"a

historians-have ror ttrq ilpe-ilid-;t dr;4",idilffi;tthliia ia orstructural models which fix the stite of a proiess at various mL;;;;in time.
. [n the sphere of modelling, soviet historians have concentrated onth-e construction of models cf,aracterising thil;;.6iiiinti"iur."of social developmenl It is-noi poi-s-ibE, o, n""e.rary, to describethese models hire. rnev itiaraiti;il;'ih" internar system of thepeasant and landowner economy in pre-rerot"ti6""ri -i-,iJrii, 

tt 
"social structure of the SovieJ w-oiiti"g Ei"s 

"no-pJi",it v ini*o*r",phenomena and are, as a rure, uasia-on mass data which have beenlittle used by historians before.-
.The use of alternative -hrnothetical models in historical research isquite admissibre. The-se ctraracteriillrilil"tiri r,iiT6iidir-pri"ii"r"o"and processes, -which were not i"aiirid-ioi"fiffi;;#'rJn.". rr,"qurpose of modelling sgc-h nhenomena andlroilG i.-io"odi"in 

"deeper u nd erstandi n[ of the tiar"i-dril; A;;;];ffi ;t. "wl"fi 
no u
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sood examDle of the hypothetical model, an alternative to the actual

E;;.;';;:;"iop."ri,-i, ienin'p-writings on the agrarian historv of
ir;;l; il th" ;iy 20th cintury.lt !.enin iontrasted the actual course

;1i[;;iil'Iuot,i[io, *iih a hipothetical alternative of development
*it[6rt t"nded estates. The todel of this alternative, which. was

b;illnTi ""toa 
ittuggle within Russia's agrarian systgm of two

*"6 
"fier"rian 

evoiu-ti6i (the bourgeois-peasant and the bourgcois-
i;il;;;'*;;ti t";;; deiper undlrstan-ding of the course of this
evolution.- ' -iir"oit 

etical alternative models should be based on the same

".i*i"TJi'ui;A 
fia;i.,that is, here too the theoretical model and its

i.ifiirff-diprii.i.r-'-ust 6e based on actual tendencies of
development.-- 

friu'"ii 
"iedit 

in structuring alternative hypothetical models- with
ext;;;ive ,re o1 .uitimaticil-statisticat mlfhods goes to R. Fo.gel

ile hil Ambrican cotteaiuis. Although the purpose and th.eoretical

;i;d66';f-ttri propdsed models-cannot be accepted,re their
';;fi;T;-*Ateifrnilaispects deserve attention and can be used in
structuring other models.""*ii';uiiy", ;;;fiirs nternative simulation models imitating situa-

tioni--w['i6fr ao noi:fottow from the actual course of historical
;;il";;i. rt" theoii of games is the sphere Yh9r9 these models
h;;;ffi;;d ;d -tra',re'ueerimost 

broadlv-applied'.It is knovn to be

ii,'ialil'r."a l" 
-iliiii"w 

icience, and al6o in decision-making-and
i;r;Artid in-iire eco"<imic, social and political sphe1qs., where these

*iiliJ fieip to comparJ ati tt e theoretically aci.eptable variants of
situations and to determine on that basls optlmal Oeclslons or
prospects of develoPment.
''"X;;lnri. oi-tt" puriiJanother matter. Here the task of science is

t" ;6i;il;E;i;6k;td ind wh-v. rhat is yh.v th.e modelling of
;id;ffi; noi-U"."6 

-on tt" actual course of d'evelopment.or its
;;ibG iddincies couU teaO the historian.away -frgp his main task
'*O-ori, up the way for arbitrary interpretations of this development.
frJ 6Ifiir"-tii"t ti'itoiians who.objeci to this kind of modelling and

""ff 
tf,Li" .odels illusory fruits of the imaginationr are right. It is true

;fr;i;i,;;"iiitinE .i.irlation models, one should not confuse them

i,;iti, "ii"ir"tir; ffdailiiCal models. When dealing-with alternative
,,ilirtititii,J moaeljwj ao not refer here to the complicatedproblems
#;ffifffi if,i uri"tvri"of the possible and actyal plac.e of alternative
ffi;ffi;]|iin fiii-v und hisforical science, for this is a subject that
needs Soecial consideration."*i 

"iffild"; 
of i1,";biiit ot historical modelling and the possible

tu"ii of .oOiir i. oUnioristy an important condition for successfully
iip'r,iyi"i il;a;il in t irtoii"afresearih. Because models areJormalised
o-uiritititive 

"xpresiioni 
of the theoretical understanding. oI the

r';b;iffi;';a tffi-pfi;omena and plqge.sses being studied' -the
.ef"Ltion of ttr" typ"'oT model and the'tlefinition of the meaning of its
[irt iiir-t 

-i.rbstaiice -arJ 
carried out on the basis of preliminary

;illiilir";;AvriJ i,f itl.i lhCnomena and proce.s.ses. Iniieed, this is

ih" ]i.rt of itre-above-menti-oned stages of modelling'

ll4

At the second stage of structuring formalised quantitative models
there is need above all to solve the problem of the ixtent to whiih the
mathematical formalism on which the model is structured is a correct
reflection of the substance of the- phenomena and proeessis Ueing
modelled, how adequately it reproduces them. With that end in vilfr
the historian must understand the logical substance of the mathemati-
cal methods used and know the conditions in which they could be
applied, f-or despite their universality, mathematical iunctions,
sysle,ms of equations, inequalities, etc., each have their own ambii
which should range_over the entire sphere of the phenomena and
processes teing modelled.-Otherwise, [here-is the danger that a part
may be taken for the whole and the essential.

Successful selection of optimal matheinatical formalism also
Iargely depends on qualitative analysis, on the claritv of the
theoretical model and the extent to which it expresses the iubstance
of Llg object of modelling in a historically forinalised form.

Historians do not yet- have enoggh eiperience in verifying the
adequacy- with. which qualitative mode-ls repioduce the substancE and
course of social development. work in tliis direction has just bein
started and even tle general principles of such verification hive yet to
be formulated. The solution of this important problem calls for
theoretical and concrete-historical studies.
_ Because many mathematical-statistical methods are based on the
law of large numbers, and on normal distribution, there is need abovi
all to study the extent to which this law manifests itself in social
life.
_.ll 1!" sphere of socio-ec.onomic phenomena, the law of large
numbers. operates in a modified form. Being subject to definiie
regularities or some essential factors,- mass pfienor;il; ;tj;i;
nlay be grouped otherwise than according to the rutei ana stan.iarciJ
ot normal statistical distribution, and may be concentrated in various
points or along various lines. But a situaiion may *eit a.i.i i";hi"l,
the teatures of similarity prevail or some determining factors are
lacking, qs a rgs_u{-of which- normal distribution ;tt il; oi"uiin tf,e
sphere of-social life. fn-social life, the law of t"rl;;ilb;i.i.,ln
effect, a form in which the dialectiiar unity of thJiaw-ioveinla anothe accidental is expressed.

-.In his.$tjql_9- p-u-blished in The New york Daily Tribune olt'ebruary lE, 1853,-Marx showed very clearly that the itatistical law
ot _targe numbers is expressed in society as in nature only under
definite circumstances, that is, rryhenever itre princifaiiona-itions anodecisive factors turn out to be so similar ttat tfiev-cil;;hil.ar
results. The determining factor is lhe similarity .ir tiii-priiiiliii
conditions, which id why in such instances it6se-ari-i.'.;;ifiity
pseudo-accidents.

. The..l?w of large numbers may also be expressed in situations
wnen orrrerent factors of socio-economic development appear. in away' 10 cancel each other qut in the past few yearsi'historicai
(especially historico-demographic) writingS have freqiriniiv rreiertea
conclusions to the effect thaf various solio-historicai ptrinom-Jna oo
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not deoend on the basic factors of socio-economic development. In
such iristances there is always need to verify-whether or not we are

d;"iifi-*ith-tt J ptr"no.endn of individual-factors cancellirlg each

;thd;- *tiittrer i connection that may be lost sig.It of when
iiieibi"etv large arrays of facts are sfudied is manifested .when
.iL* ii.ii6A oUjects are considered; whether or not there is a c.hange

il-ahi;;"ti iicture when we include several new factors in our
analysis, etc._- 

6f course, types of distribution other than the no-rmal mayoccur
in mass-ioiidt ihenomena. Studies of the nature of distribution of
marJofiiicis arid phenomena in social life will produce the basis for
iiioii Liii"i"nt use'of mathematical methods in historical research.

At the third and final stage in the use of quantitative methods, as
we have said .above, a detailed analysis is made of the results of
quantitative processing of data and generalisation of the results of this
analysis. This is quite obviously based on the qualitative, dialectical
and historicemathematical approach.

An important task in ge-nbralising the results of mathematical
analysis aid formulating the final conclusions is determination of the
sphere to which they can apply. Here the historian should not
sirccumb to the illusicin that thiriirupulous nature of his analysis will
automatically guarantee its authenticity qnd make it comprehensive.

When coirelation or regressive analysis, for instance, is applied to
the social sciences, it frequently transpires that the facto-rs whose
irrnueniJ is beinc studied fail to explaii the whole "trehaviour" of a
social process. I-f, for instance, c6rrefation analysis indicates that
there ii a correlation relationship of +0.3 between the number of
strikes and the rising cost of living, and that, colsequently, the
coefficient of determination amounts to only 0.09, thi6 means that the
strike'strugele depends on the rising cost of living oqly t9 a small
extent. fiiJre ar6 other factors (the activity of political parties,
ideological struggle, and so on) which alsotave a strong impact on the
workeis' struggle. Consequently, the results of mathematical analysis
in this case di-not fully ihow the substance of the phenomena and
Drocesses being studi-ed, but merely indisate the "margin of
inexplicability" ihich is caused by the fact that in our analysis we did
not have at our disposal either the data on all the essential factors, or
that we had failed-to take account of them, or yet that we had been
altogether unawate of their existence. In such instances, the results of
anal-ysis will merely indicate the need to start it all over again, and on a
broader basis.---ftut, 

determination of what we have learned and what remains
unknowir is a necessary condition for the final stage of quantitative
analysis of phenomena and processes'
-----tfui tina, therefore, that at every st?ge of quantitativ.e analysis the
o"iit"ti"Jbppioacfi-iJ itie basis-and-guarahtee of the successful
application cif 

-quantitative 
methods.' 'We have dealt here only with some of the broader and more

particutar rnethodological prirblems that arise in the use of quantita-
iive methods in historical research.
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American Historiography from the Colonial Peiod to the Civil Wai of 1861-1965,

,, !,!o9cow, l97l, p.265 (in Russian).
" K. Marx and F. Engels, The Civil War in the United States, New York, 1937, p. 67 .t' Examples of verification of how representative the data of 'hatural samDles" are

$ay F found in I. Kovalchenko's article, "Mathematical-Staiistical procissing of
lgmple PaE gn.the Peasant Economy in Russia in the lgth Century", Moscow
University Bulletin, No. l, 1966 (in Rusdian).
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._ Sokolov, '"The Workers of Petrograd in 1918", Isron:a SSSR, No. I, 193, pp.32-34.
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16 See E. I. Hobsbawm and Y. Rud6, Captain Swing London, 1969.
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comparing the scale of actual developmeni of agxicultural production in the USA in
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construction, and the results that could have been achieved if canals had been built
instead of railways. But the alternative niodel is not designed to explaii why it is that
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Struggle of the Working PeoPle
of Bessarabia
Against the lntervention in 1918

VLADILEN VINOGRADOV

The 'armed intervention against the then newly-born Soviet
Republic began with the invasion of Bessarabia in January 1918' "The
fortes of imperialism," Leonid Brezhnev noted, "who struck at the
young state bf workers and peasants, irsed the ruling class-es of the
kingdom of Rumania to keep the territory between the Pruth and the
Dniiiter away from the Soviet Motherlind f.ot 22 Ye?Is:"r But all
these years witnessed an untiring struggle of Bessarabia's multina-
tional 

-population 
for reunification wittr the socialist Motherland.

fn6 tragic seizure of Bessarabia in 1918 has received considerable
attention ii'soviet literature. The authors of the books brought out in
the 1920s-participants in the struggle and members of the Commun-
ist undergroirnd organisations-drlw mainly from their ow-n experi-
ence. ThEse were mostly works of a publicistic nature gloggenAv
conveying the militant spirit of that-epoch. But, as Moldavian
historians-2 have justifiably pointed out, th-e limited sources did not at
the time allow Soviet scholars, who had no access to local archives, to
give a full picture of the course of events. The official historians of
6ourgeois- 

-and 
landowner-ruled Rumania shed no light on.these

evenls, on the contrary, they obscured the picture with a heavy
curtain of lies.

It took many years of painstaking research, mainly after theGreat
Patriotic War, to reconstruct the history o{ tlq interventron rn-niii*uui" 

and the struggle against it. Evenloday this work cannot be
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regarded as completed, for many of the secrets of the conspiracy
against Soviet Rfssia remain to be unravelled. Research in archives
has led to the publication of valuable collections of documents: The
Struggle for Soviet Power in Moldavia, March 1917-March 1918
(Kisf,inev, 1970), The Struggle of the Working People of Moldafia
Against Interv entionist s and Internal Counter-Reu olution, I 9 1 7- 1 920,
(Kishinev, l96f), For Soviet Power (Kishinev, 190) and Leaflets of
the Communist Underground in Bessarabia, 1918-1940 (Kishinev,
1957), which together with the fundamental work Documents on
Soviet Forergn Policy have provided a solid foundation for the works
that have appeared or are in the process of preparation. The extensive
work of scholars has been summed up, in particular, in such
generalising publications as Studies in the History of the Commun;ist
Party of Moldavia (2nd ed., Kishinev, 1958) and A History of the
Moldavian SSR (2nd ed., Kishinev, 1968).

Soviet historians regard the intervention in Bessarabia not in
isohtion from but as part of a broad and ramified conspiracy of world
imperialism against the Soviet state.-At 

the close of l9l7 the Entente Supreme Council adopted its first
official decision to organise the invasion of Russia. Russia was
divided into "spheres of influence", with Britain receiving the
Cossack regions, the Caucasus and the Transcaucasus, and France
getting Bessarabia, the Ukraine and the Crimea. On December 22,by
agreement with the Entente diplomats at Jassy and on the direct
insistence of the Chief of Staff of the French Military Mission, the
Rumanian Government and the Whiteguard General D. Shcher-
bachov ordered Rumanian troops and the Ukrainian counter-
revolutionary gangs to attack the Russian troops in Rumania. The first
step towardC the occupation of Bessarabia was thus taken by a joint
decision of the Entente representatives.

While underscoring the international character of the conspiracy
aimed at wresting that territory from Soviet Russia, Soviet historians
oppose any attempt to belittle the role played in this act by Rumania's
rulbrsl The Rumanian military, the royal court and the leading
bourgeois-landowner circles were quite prepared for the accorded to
them role of strangler of the Russian revolution in Bessarabia and
began zealously to carry it out. Bucharost had obviously been plotting
foi a long time to seize Bessarabia. As early as the 1880s the territorial
ambitioni of Rumanian capital brought it into a military alliance with
Germany and Austria-Hringary. T-he Rurnanian'bourgeoisie had
always sided with the strong. They believed that the alliance of the
Cential Powers would remain the predominant group in Europe for
many years to come.

The Rumanian oligarchy's claims on Bessarabia were revealed in
1905-1907. It endeavoured to use the revolution in Russia to further its
own interests. In Bucharest it was decided to place the relative
freedom of the press won in Russia in the service of annexationist
designs. Rumanian ernissaries led by C. Stere were sent to Kishinev,
where they organised a printing-house and a newspaper.3 At the time
they did not find any iesponse, not only among the workers and
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peasants oJ multinational Bessarabia who were fighting for social
emanripation in the course of the revorution and hai no-iniintion oi
secpdiru from Russia, but also among the local bourgeoisie, who had
Qcp-rootgd ties with the Russian market (the pro-R[ma"iah fiEi"es
of these circles, particllarlv of the g-essarauiah tanoownirs, iiirptEa
Iater when the Great october Socialist Revolution encroached upon
their land and capital). stere had to return trome empiv-tra"aia.

The Rumanian rulers dreaming of expansion dr6w coniiusions
to. their 

- 
experience of 1905--1907. SuUsequentlv, 

-in--oifiiiA
Rumanian documents it was frankly or with 

-slighf -equivocation

admitted that nothing came of the att6mpts to find i" gdiffiauia.iil
social basis for "unificatio',"' with Rumariia.a rouowingltriiisituaii,
ttp Rgmanian emissaries began planting agents in gEsi;;bd Thii
ypq,fagilitated b.v, amorlgptttg_i thinis,-the invitation io v"r"gMoldavians from bourgeois families to attend Rumanian univeisitiei
"for the acquisition of knowledge". There one of ttiiii tniiiiiG;il;
was the diehard member of "Black Hundred" A. c. cuza, -*ho later
became one of the founders of Rumanian IasciG. in-bricLarest,
I9l:r"..,,mey wg.Te 3ware. that their ptans for ne.iaraUiaiJutilontv
be carried out with the seizure of that territory.
- Mganwhle,, the balarice of forces in Europe and in the alliance ofthe central Powers changed. The Entente took stiapJ as ttre

counter-balance to the German-Austrian imperialist alliaice. In the
friple .Alliance itself the differences betweeh RG;nia;; Austria-
Hungary mounted. There were nearly 3,000,000 Rumanians in
Transylvania and other regiorrs of the empiie. irreir movement roi
unification with Rumania-aggravateU tne relations Uitrr"in 

-tt 
e."qljps. The . 

qu-estion of whllEh side was strongest gave rise to
dfiterences in the Rumanian oligarchy, that continued to orient itself
g1$9 strqnse.r power. Yence thl pofcy of ..playing at two taUjis;, oimanoeuwng between the two imperialist blocs.

when the First world war bioke out the former postulate of
llplli"* fo.reign policy--with Austria-Hungari anf--Cii-u"v
agamst- Russia-was abandoned. A period of -temporisinc 

ani
bargaining commence,l-. The Germanophile wing, w-li-i6[ oi."*O"a
the seizure of Bessarabia, urged unconditional trust in the German
-sword, and hoped for Russia's collapse so that numania cJutd extend
her trontiers to the Bug. However, there were sober voices in
Iumania'.s political circlei. p-ve4 a hypotheticar victory of ttre Gntrat
P-owers alarmed the venerable histoiian A. D. Xenopoi, wtiJ*rot"
that the seizure of any part-.of Russian territow wouia'uring n-umania
fagg to face with an irriendiqe threat from Ru'ssia, a 

".r"fiv *iit 
g0

lqllipn Russians whom no vidtory could annihiltG. prfi;rriini.t",l.
Britianu, Jr. believed that the annexation of geisarabitwdia-;;k;
sense onllif the A-ustro-German coalition firmly sCilio ottriinussian
legions, Eut neither he nor the most inrluential circles of ttre
Rumanian-bourgeoisie believed that that was posjiUte. Uanv peopfe in
these circles regarded the plans for Russia'i fragmJniati-on'* it"et
Tptqsy. However, even after Rumania entered tht war on the side of
the Entente the plan to seize Bessarabia was not condemned. on the
w

contrary,- it was welcomed but, at the-same time, it was regarded asunrealisabre at the given momeht and in tiii;biiioiil;ttriliitn. rr,i.plan of territoriat eipansion ai tri; ;i;J;i; ;istil;;ii""orrr.vthathad now beconie an ally wai, ii'.piv postponed.
The war broucht Rumani-a,s *tJiJ [<i ff;fi;h;'enemy overrantwo-thirds of the Eountrv;."rrtv tir" ibrttiastern regionJ wiie irerd byRumanian authorities, majnly-with ih;-;id ;i tii; Ei''I;;iilr. rr,"Rumanian Armv was- newlv rormia onrv io*aras the summe r of. r9r7.But when trre 

-octouii R'";;ilid;Jd.."r""a: ;h";- ffi it itingRussia. the allv who had qt""diil;.,ilLy ti"a i.iir'ilr"ii"i,on, ,othe.back were devisea it Gsii, it 
" 

tiinporary Rumanian capitar. Anactive anti-soviet ipJgryentigri 6i,tr" dag b,ifiil;?r*r""iiv. rr,"seizure of Bessarabia-was put on thJagenda gnce again. This was notan 93gv objective. soviel historians- iusiitii5rv-iim!'iiiiJe vitaconditiods for an 
"tggk 

on thiJ neielibffift-;;,rrffi,'ir,Jili"i.ri"u
with the Austro-German-command;Ttii reacuonary coup at the frontqpd -the overthrow and destruiti.r' 6itiJ ."ilffi;iil$# :i:th;j;;i;;;tilsgppressionorther"i,,8,lff [i,o,li::gl.lf#.:'t

The reactionarv Rir-s-sian -e"n"i"tJ uiih; il;;ffi-pr"#iLo tr,"Rumanian commana ielu;iJ-d;d;b" to the generar armistice onthe Russo-German front thai h"a-;rry lfit "bfi;fr"iuiea 
atBrest-Litovsk, and on Decemb"i b,-iiiti tr,Lv. 

-.Igir"a"'"- 
JJp"r"t"armistice with the Germans. rtrii adt *u.'r"niiionEfi-ivir,"-iui"a

missions in Jassv. .vs uJ rrrE

But it was a-much more.difficurt tasr to exper the milIions ofRus$an soldiers from_Rumania, rtrJii ;;J r*.lriidniniv ie'frent onthe Rumanian Front-.The tidings aboutir," o"tou"i-iiJuLr,iii* *"r"received with jubilation by tte-troo".. 
-"

4. plql to unite.the internal cbunter-revolution with external

!ffi1i&,?:i?t6":,'tf; 
yE,lEL:',il,fii*xt"*l.mf$ffi:

of counter-revolutionary strongpointi i" ffi1h-ilss"ii;idif"'-;L *".
94e. of them. At the crose ot i9rz ana bddffi;;itjgis"ri#.''*"r"
Iritiated to invade Soviet nussia iiom tr,I f,r:-a"T"i-t"oiioiv-fi"", tr,"
Itii#iifJg:,1:xr:ys,i:m:*n[31"$iaix";s;l[ylum
on the 

-ene-rgetic-_coopeqltior-r of ttrl numanian ruIers, who had anarmv of harf a milrion effectives, or.*tiitliit"ir^"tii,1ria iiiioi1"ri..pinqed qugh of its hopes.
The chief of the Fiench Militarv Mission-Generar c. Berthelot,

ffi ,.,r,o*tf,",13fr[:tf, :i#]rf""r*J*.:ft $"u";"Sr;*,rll$;::i
the white Poles and czechosrovat corps were to u{ conceniraiea inthe vicinity of the Rumaruan rront.

This (esiln was. fru-strate4 by the revorutionary events in Russra
anq g+ me Kumamen {ront itserf. A Revolutionary committee thatproclairned itself the.highest authority at the frorit, wal sei-up onDecember t5 at a confer6nce of Bolsh6vil-s,"p*siirii"iiir;;;;. i;
thq.J3sry-S-okol area (the 4th and 9th armiei,-and;fi;,6;-r;Iitn",
units). shcherbachov invited its representativ"s to rrir t-""ai"".t"r.

t2t



on the Dretext of negotiations, provoked an incident and cal-led the

ilil;;#il;O-.. Ci*r.iri"r S. Roshal and some other members of
iir"'-ilr.fiiionury Committ"e were arrested. Some days.later
fl;h;n; ;;a;;;. fil;a n-ar Jass-v' shcherbachov.requested that

iiii"""ii* rfloufO aesti,ov ttre *Bolihe-vik_nest" in the Jassv-Sokol

;;;;. Thi. request *ui-iippqrted by the Entente's dip_lomatic and

iiilItl"* iiri"i-""tutir"i. ffi6 numattian Prime Minister Britianu lost

ffi;iJ;;t,fiitv id nr"ntion tris "service" to the "common ca{se"'"" li"J;;;& ii";;i;ii, tstt, Rumaniar troops and ukrainian

"ou"t"ii"rttutior*y 
gangs surrounded and, after a short,engage'

-".riil--O-ii"r,,,"A tn6 T,iliiun railway brigade in a slburb .of
i".iv-Sotot. This was followed by a series of attacks b-y Rumaruan

ffii|.ffiil;.-.iin ,irii.-tt ui *Lre 'iuitnAtawlng from thc.front and did
#ffi;;;i'u" :t"tii,n of itri. kind by their recent allies. Later the

ift;ffi"b.;irrg"oii tiriorian C. Kiritescu wrote with relish about

iiriiiilrilttr"i;r-;hi"-li 
-;ci"Aiv 

amounted to the massacre of
ti,rii-U.i"ria-i,issian-iotdieri: ihey wete taken to concentration
;;;r, d;;iria-of ltiir elected c6mmande's, disarmed and shot'

$;f,B irr6 pririi.iory of the intervention in Bessarabia'"- il- D;i6;ba. ii, on the pretext of guarding- -their 
dePots'

nrr"".i*-trr"pri"ir"U the small-Bessarabian town of leo-vo and the

;iilffiAid-ri'UugiJind shot the Leads of the local Soviet glcall
fl;"P;6iE';-e;m;Gsariat for, Foreisn Affairs of the RSFSR

rri-r*"lli1t " 
numa"ia" envoy G. Diarnandi. and-nrotested strongly

;;;il;i;[i.;4, ;o;t5g6iritorv of the Russian REvolution we shall

;'Ji;];;;;; "iv 
t*ii,iiiepressi6ns not onlv 1gain99 \ussp*s but also

'iiifirJ n"i*jriiu" ri""trti"n"ri"r and Socialiits. " 5 But this warning
ffiA;; iffect. In an uitimatum signed by l,enin,-K{v!enk9 and the
ii".rf" . Cbn,,nissai foi Uitita.y l,ttairi N. Podvoisty the Soviet
b;;fi;"rt'i6ih-urA"a *re releale of imprisoned soldiers, an-end to
Ini'iirrii.tirt ;;iil;; ihJ punistrment of the people responsible for
;il;.;;;fi; ;;Aililnteis thal such. acts would not be repeated'

The ultimato* *u.'Uiouicail6,-iuOio, and on January 16, 1918, it
*"r^'Ju[ti.-fr"A i" fuavda and other newspapers. Moreover, the

Cirr[if 6i'F""pii'r Commissars took- extraordinaryrneasures: the

Rumanian diploinatic and military mis-sions headed byDtamanol were

;il;d ;;d;i guard-. on ttre n6xt dav led bv its doveL the US
1;b';r;A;i-l]na""ii, tt" entire diflomatiC corps in Petrograc.

;i;i;[ fia ,niit ttreilndt recognised" t-he Soviet Governmenl, called

;i;;il. rn; Soviet Governm-ent, which $i-splavld not onJy firmness
uut also goodwill and flexibility, obtained from Francis the promlse

tt ut t i-*lufA protiii agai".i ttid -ac-tions 
of the Rumanian go-mmagdt

i"feuiia tt 
" 

nirmanian Znvoy and demanded the release of the- jailed

ii;;;ffi.oiaiiiJ *itiiin thrde days. But even this^step yielded no

;iliil- Fi"nii"'. ;'indignation" -at 
the actions of the Rumanian'riilitiiy 

pro""O to Ue tutsi. It *as soon report€d that Rumanian-forces
iiiii-iriiaid Bessarabia. fnis prompte^d the Council of People's

e;;;irilr to treatc off diplomatic reiations with Rumariia. Diaman-

diilA-iil;"ii* pii.."nC[ of the Rumanian mission were expelled

iio. tt 
" 

country ind Shcherbachov was outlawed'

t2:2

!*{.*

The Entente counted not only on an intervention but also on the
fifth column in Bessarabia itself' After receiving their instructions
from the Rumanian envoy Diamandi, the "old cadres" (I. Inkulets and
P. Erkhan among them) iecruited during the First World War arrived
in Kishinev at the head of a group of 42 men. The.Moldavian
Socialist-Revolutionary Party, representing chiefly the rural and
urban petty bourgeoisi-e, was soon forme4 in the city. The Moldavian
National Party, rihictr played a most sinister role iri the preparations
for the occupation, was formed earlier, in the spring.

Feeling that direct action would not bring sqccess, the Moldavian
National Farty had recourse to subterfuge. The idea was conceived of
holding a Moidavian Military Congress. It was convened in Kishinev
on November 2, L917, on the initiative of bourgeois and petty-
bourgeois parties and organisations. It was a.strange congress. None
of its parlicipants was elected or authorise4 by anybody. The
delegatds were selected by the nationalists, who sent invitations to
certiin groups of officers, to Moldavian soldiers and civilians. The
"congrels" fu[illed the role assigned to it: it rejected Soviet- power
and called for the formation of a body called the Sfatul farei (Land
Council). It took a whole month to select the members of that body.
While the Moldavian Military Congress did not represent the peoples
inhabiting Bessarabia, the Sfatul farei did not,represent even the
Moldavian Military Congress (only one-fifth of its membership was
nominated at the "congress"-the others were "co-opted" at the
discretion of a quintette of rabid nationalists headed by Inkulets and
Erkhan). They were in a hurry: reports that the authority of the
Council of People's Commissars was being recognised were being
received from the various districts and towns of Bessarabia and from
the Rumanian Front. The Sfatul farei assembled under its banner the
ill-assorted, nationally heterogeneous counter-revolution in Moldavia,
where the Moldavian National Party played first fiddle. The Sfatul
larei condemned the armed uprising in Petrograd, declared the first
decrees of the Soviet power null and void and "banned" the
confiscation of the landed estates. It hurriedly drew up an agrarian
project envisaging the preservation of the large estates (up to 1,000
hectares per family). In reward the landowners paid it 100,000.rubles
for its "solution" of the land question. The Sfatul farei ringleaders
sought to sow discord among the peoples inhabiting lessarabia and
theriby undermine their revolutionary spirit. In early December,
without any authorisation whatever, it proclaimed the creation of the
"Moldavian People's Republic" within a federated Russian republic
(meaning a bourgeois federation).

HowEver, tha Moldavian peasants put Lenin's Decree on Land
into effect themselves. The Sfatul farei self-appointed leaders
endeavoured to use national military units that had been formed
shortly before this against the people. But the First Moldavian
Reginient flatly refused to take part in suppressing the peasants who
had risen against the landowners. The Bessarabian Peasant Congress



rejected the offer of'cooperation with the Sfatul farei. The peasant
faction in the Sfatul farei likewise sent a delegation to Petrograd with
the mission of declaring its recognition of'Soviet power. The affairs of
the Sfatul farei were not good in the towns either. The numerically
small Bessarabian proletariat became the mainstay of Soviet powpr in
Moldavia. At the close of November and beginning of December the
Kishinev, Bendery, Ungeny, Brichansk, Oknitsk, Larg and other
Soviets and the committees of many regiments, corps and armies of
the Rumanian Front pledged total support for the workers' and
peasants' government headed by Lenin. Erkhan, who headed the
Sfatul tarei "government", complained: "Our government wields no
authoriiy in Moldavia. I beg the Sfatul larei to find the resources for
organisiirg everythirtg that we_ need, otherwise everything will be
reduced to a scrap of paper."7

Why was the parallel existence of Soviets and the Sfatul tarei
possible in the territory? Why. did the organs of genuine popular rule
reconcile themselves to this self-appointed organisation? This was
due solely to the excessive liberalism displayed by the Soviet organs,
which were led astray by the subterfuges of the Sfatul tarei and at
first strived to foster democratic tendencies that never existed in that
otgAnisation. Later, when they saw its reactionary character they
waited for it to expose itself in the eyes of the people. This is shown,
in particular; by a resolution adopted by the Kishinev Soviet on
December 5, 1917, when the Leninists were still in the minority in it.
This resolution encouraged the Sfatul [arei to such an extent that it set
up the notorious Council of General Directors, while its mouthpiece
proclaimed that henceforth "all arbitrary organs of executive power
existing to this day are qtripped of their import, Significance and,
consequently, authority".u

The Front Department of the Rumcherod (Committee of Soldiers',
Sailors', Workers' and Peasants' Deputies of the Rumanian Front,
Black Sea Fleet and Odessa District) moved to Kishinev on January
10, 1918. On January 14 it took over the telegraph office, the
telephone exchange, the radio station and the Kishinev and Ungeny
railway stations. Renewed and reinforced with workers deputies, the
Kishinev Soviet began to function as the authorised organ of state
power. Soviet power was established throughout'Bessarabia. The
Sfatul 16rei and its directorate were isolated and many of its leaders
fled. The discredited Sfatul fdrei leaders had only one means left to
them, namely, to request assistance from international imperialism.
Erkhan declared that in Bessarabia "anarchy" had assumed "mon-
strous proportions and it cannot be suppressed locally" and requested
that "foreign troops be sent as soon as possible".e

Aware of the popular feeling in the territory, the Sfatul [6rei gave
the assurance that it did not conceive of Bessarabia's existence except
as part of Russia. It went so far as to publish a communique "denying"
the rumours that it was conspiring with t}re Rumanian oligarchy. Inku-
lets gave an interview at which he said that these rumours were absurd
and hypocritically expressed the hope that the Sfatul 16rei would
be able to defend the territory "against encroachment by Rumania".ro

IA

Actually, contact with the Rumanian oligarchy was established
within a week after the sfatul larei was formed-. The oligarchy;s secret
envoys visjled Jassy, where tfiarw;E 6$,it"Lry;;"i%j.'filiren tr,"
arcnrve-s or bourgeors Rumania became accessible to historians it was
lorrlq that everything, up to the use of the building in which the Sfatul
Iarql hld rts h€adquarters and its office expenditures, was paid for
9y tne Rumanian Treasury,. which spent a t6tar of ovei 2,00d,000 rei
lor this Jurpose. Emissiries were exctrangea: 

-r"p*."htiiiu". 
or

France,.B--ritain, the USA and Rumania arrive-d in riit inev oiiinsiuiv
as arl Allied. f,ood commission, but actually to-coniict-trii rocrir
counter-revolutionaries.

when the Sfatul rqei saw that all its efforts had ended in failure, it
lequestg{ assistance from shcherbachov qnd lhg "Allies'i ti.e., mainrv
Rumania)-against "anarchy". The "invitation" found the iritervention'-
ists. already en r-oute. The above-mentioned bloody incident at Leovo
had been provoked..Rumanian troops had seizedkagui anA Ungeny

#i,1_'Eefiit1:t-;"*fi :q3;"Il'i,m,*iHB'":l;,#,Ti,l:?3[ii*
disarmed. On January.6, 191g, the very aalttrailnfriid;.;griiru
refuted the rumours about an invasion, tni numania; w; friiiJtt,
General Iancovescu, acting on a decision of hiJiJvirnmei-t. o-rdered
3_Transylvanian regiment ihat had been formed'in riev to-inarch to
r(rstunev. on January 16, 1918, prime Minister Britianu held a
conference that was Lttended uittre uead ofihlFfi;ii Miiit.*;
Mission General c. Berthelot andiumanian generals. ThJ;u"siffi;i
sending !'umqqian trggps to lessarabia wis aiiius.id. Eriivu"av
{galised that this would leave the German front opin. rhe Ruilania;
General A. Averescu noted that in any case it *orfta ue imil;ibi;t.;
hold the front after the withdrawar of ihe nuisian troop..6n ifie n"*t
{ay, January 17, the Rumanian Government 6ideiea ifri il;;i,"r-;}
Bessarabia.

while the Sfatul farei_ringlrcaders dissembled, the cat was let outof thp bag.-on-January_l8,.Erkhan_was summonea io an intarged
peeting of the Kishinev sjviet to which a representative oittre rront
Qepgtment was invited. The extant minutei'oittrJri-"Liirii"rtitl,-iii
!!e fac! that the sfStul farei had given iis consent to the arrivar ofRumanian trooos. But n6 steps wEre-iat<en. *-tifi.;;a;t'il;#
that he had been "sranqireatr-",iJ-6ri"ia"d. ifiFi;;iiiiu"l onrv
h_ours bef ore the Tran sy]vanian regime nf maal i tii utt-"-ri'rit if liptu."Kishinev in the night of January ig-ii.

rt was only-when 
-the 

invasion became a fact that the Soviet organstook action. The Sfatul tarei residence

fr :lri;ll,i,,rtff"ui;;-oiil;il;Tri;.,Ifr ii#"ffi it#*ffilt
uommtssron", that 1ryas gqth-ering intelligence information, were
arrested and sent to odessi. Inkulels and ErThanw;;;ilffi;ed butthey.gbt off- with norhing more than q frighi;;i;ilils=th;il"i r,uAnothing to do with the invasion. continuiig 6a;.i.'bG]ir,"i'"""n
sgreo a protest that was.s-egt by telegraph to shcherbactiov ana ttreRumanian Government. Arthouih ,"5oa1y ti"r ilto',;d 6;i#'toc"t
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organs of Soviet power, a provocative -telegrary- w.as sent to
Slicherbachov stating that "some members of the Moldavian Govern-
ment" had been arrested. He immediately acted on this telegram.

The Rumanian oligarchy intended to strike at Kishinev mainly
from the rear, usinglhe units formed at Darnitsa, near Kiev, of
Transylvanians, former Austrian and Hungarian prisoners of war. A
train-lbad of volunteers ostensibly on their way to the front aroused
less suspicion. But in view of the reports that an invasion was
impending, the revolutionary units were on the ql_qrt.-The.attempt of
the- intervEntionists to seize the railway station in Kishinev in the night
of January 18-19 was beaten off. The local garrison was able to
surround ind disarm them. At the same time, Rumanian battalions
that had de-trained at Gidinich railway station and tried to close in on
the Bessarabian capital from the front, were repulsed. Some seven
kilometres from Kishinev the battalions were engaged by Soviet units
and civilian volunteers. After the fighting, which lasted all night, the
Rumanian troops retreated to the Pruth. A setback was also suffered
by a Rumanian armoured train near Ungeny railway statio4 a4.d by the
Ri:manian troops that had broken into Korneshty. Finding that
Bes'sarabia cou-ld not be seized by a small force, the Rumanian
command began a large-scale operation. Four divisions were sent
across the Pruth. Heavy fiehting broke out. In the north the
interventionists met with iierc-e resistance from units of the old gth

Army, which had sided with the Soviet power, the local population
and the first detachments of the Red Guards.

The Second lJeyzd Congress of Peasants' Deputies -opened at
Beltsy on January 27 when-the invasion was at its height'-{t the
Congress the Sfitul [irei commissar for the-uyezd..V. Rudyev
pubiicly dissociated hiriself from the traitors, declaring: "I arn against
ihe odibus action of the four-flushers in ttre Sfatul [[rei: I am a son of
a Bessarabian peasant. I shall be among the first to join the fo.rces that
will defend oui Bessarabia against Rumanian occupation." "

The fighting at Kishinev lasted for three days. lhe revolutionary
units witE'dreil to Bendery only after they had exhausted all their
nossibilities for resistance. Battles that went on for weeks raged there
ind in the south of Bessarabia. Only on February 2, after five days of
fiehtine. Rumanian infantry was able to enter Bendery. But the
tiEtrtinE'did not end at thit. Soviet forces-partisan-s led by G.
K6toviky, and detachfnants of sailors from Odessa and
Nikolayev-were concenirated on the left bank of the Dniester. They
were j6ined by a battalio$ of Rumanian internationalists, which had
been iormed in Odessa by the Rumanian Social-Democratic Action
Committee. On February 5 their offensive started. The Red Guards,
sailors and internationalists crossed the bridge spanning the Dniester
and on the next day they took the Bendery Fortress, drivingout the
interventionists. T'[re loial inhabitants joihed in the street fighting.
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The Odessa newspaper Lupta called this victory the "Rumanian
proletariat's baptism of fire at the gates of Bendery".r2

Two dals later the interventionists shelled Bendery, then broke
into the town and dealt summarily with the defenders.

In the south the 13th Rumanian Division encountered strong
resistance at Bolgrad. The interventionists had to bring up their
cavalry into order to capture the town. In Ismail the inhabitants,
soldiers and sailors of the local port repulsed the enemy onslaught for
four days. In the defence of the port of Kiliya the population was
aided by the crews of the Rumanian ships who had mutinied, and by
ships of the Danube Flotilla, whose commissar was A. Zheleznyakov.
From Kiliya the Soviet forces retreated to the fishing settlement of
Vilkov, where the entire population rose to fight the invaders. The
settlement was taken by the interventionists on February 28, only
after the Rumanian gunboats that approached Vilkov along the river
silenced the weapon emplacements. But in the south of Bessarabia the
centres of organised resistance held out for a long time. Akkerman
continued resisting the enemy until mid-March, when Odessa's
capture by Austrian and German troops deprived it of all assistance.

The invaders encountered staunch resistance not only in the towns
but also from the Moldavian, Ukrainian, Russian and Bulgarian
peasants. Occupied but not subdued, Bessarabia continued resisting.
Resofutions protesting against the invasion were adopted at meetings,
rallies and peasants' conferences in 7Z}towns, villages and hamlets.
The 3rd Congress of Peasants' Deputies of Bessarabia opened in
occupied Kishinev on February 1. The invaders and their Sfatul ldrei
lackeys were confident that there would be no protests at the Con-
gress. But the Congress denounced Rumania's occupation of Bessara-
bia and elected as. its chairman V. Rudyev, who was known for his
courageous stand against the interventionists and their myrmidons.
The invaders did not wait for the "rebellious" Congress to complete
its work. They cut it short and arrested many of the delegates. Ruilyev
and several other delegates were executed. Martial law was
proclaimed in the city. In Bendery the "black fence", the name given
to the vacant ground between the town and the railway, was used as
an execution ground. In small Ismail 1,500 people were arrested, and
in Beltsy the invaders arrested more than 1,000 people. Curfew was
imposed, the penalty for possession of weapons was death, and the
standing orders were that Bolsheviks were to be denounced.

The Entente diplomats spread the specious assurance that these
actions were temporary and non-political. In an interview printed in
the Sfatul lirei newspaper on December 25, 1917, the self-styled
French Consul in Kishinev P. Sarr6, anticipating the invasion, said he
"guaranteed" that the foreign troops would not inrperil the freedoms
won by the revolution and would in general withdraw as soon, as
Moldavian troops could take over. A month later the same newspaper
published a telegram from the French envoy in Jassy A. Saint-Ol6ra:
"All my colleagues, the Ambassadors of the Allied powers, and I
personally are authorised to tell you officially that the entry of
Rumanian troops into Bessarabia is a purely military measure aimed
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at safeguarding the normal functioning of the rear of the Rumanian
Russain front." 13

Although Bessarabia's transfer to Rumania had been planned in
the Western capitals long before the October Revolution,ra in January
1918 the imperialists were still reckoning with their whiteguard clients
and did not hurry to sanctien the seizure openly. But the objectives of
the Entente (to build up an anti-Soviet springboard in Bessarabia), the
rulers of Rumania (to seize that territory) and the Sfatul 15rei (to
strangle the socialist revolution there) coincided. The actions of the
Western diplomats in Jassy facilitated the occupation, playing into
the hands of the Rumanian oligarchy.

Two weeks after the commencement of the invasion, the Sfatul
fdrei ringleaders, prompted by Jassy, "seceded from Russia", and
made haste to inform the Entente and the USA of this act.

During this period the Soviet forces were successfully advancing
in the Ukraine. On February 8, 1918, under their onslaught, the
bourgeois Central Rada fled from Kiev. Lenin ordered the troops that
had liberated the city to "act as energetically as possible on the
Rumanian front".r5 A special army under A. Yegorov utterly routed a
Rumanian division that attempted to cross the Dniester at Rybnitsa.
After a four-hour battle the revoltrtionary forces occupied the town.

The resistance of the population of Bessarabia and the blows dealt
the interventionists by the Red Army were the factor compelling the
Rumanian Government to take steps to setfle the conflict. There were
also other motivations for this, in particular the desire to obtain the
release of the Rumanian political and military leaders arrested by the
Soviet authorities in Odessa at the outset of the invasion. The Entente
representatives hoped that these negotiations would wreck the SoviEt
Republic's talks with the Central Powers.

***

, A large number of Rumanian €migres found their way to the south
of Russia during the world war. Some Rumanian industrial enterprises
were evacuated to that area. In the Ukraine there were nearly 25,000
Rumanian workers, soldiers and sailors. Moreover, there weie many
people who belonged to the "other", bourgeoisJandowner
Rumania - officers, quartermasters, and members olparliament with
their families (three schools were opened for their children).

The socialist revolution in Russia made the members of the
Rumanian colony go to different sides of the barricades. We have
already mentioned the Rumanian internationalist revolutionaries who
fought- in Bessarabia. They regarded the October Revolution not only
as their vital cause but also as the signal for the start of proletariair
battles in their own country. In early January there were mutinies in
the Rumanian ships at Novaya Kiliya, Ismail and Vilkov. In Odessa
Rumanian revolutionaries took part in the battles against the forces of
the bourgeois Central Rada that ended with the establishment of
t2E

Soviet power in the city. Two Rumanian battalions-land and
marine-the first of the many internationalist units that fought iir the
Civil War in Russia, were formed in Bessarabia when that territory
was invaded by Rumanian troops. On January 26, the Rumaniair
revolutionaries, aided by.the crews, seized the Rumanian ships lying
in the port of Odessa. In this action they took prisoner a large group of
Rumanian members of parliament. The Rumanian Revolutionary
Committee functioned as the embryo of the new power and wa-s
recognised by all Soviet organisations. It had its own armed forees,
conducted broad agitation among Rumanian nationals, and arrested
counter-revolutionaries. A Rumanian battalion took over the Ruma-
nian Consulate, offices and warehouses.

- On January 24, 1918, the Soviet authorities in Odessa demanded
that the Rumanian Government immediately evacuate all its troops
from the territory seized by them in the Russian Federative ieouulic.
On the d!ry. previous_to making this demand they had requested thi
Fry1c[ British and Rumanian consulates to exp6dite the bvacuation
of the Rumanian troops. In reply the Fntente diflomats hypocriticaliy
declared: "The confeience of ionsuls express6s its deei'regrCt ttrat
some public circles are tryiqg to use the unfortunate misuideritanding
in some places in Bessarabia, where small Rumanian units wiii sentto protect Rumanian state shops.. as an excuse for provoking war
between two Allied nations."t6 The Rumanian Coniul in Oiessa
leplied !n tle same vein: "f can assure you that I have no official
knowledge,,I repeat, of any R_umanian entiy into Bessp,abia. I Linnot
trust newspaper telegrams." 17

The Soviet authorities had to explain to the Entente diplomats thatthe "invasion and attack by thb Rumanian troops'arJ-not a
misunderstanding-but a deplorable deliberate polit' : rl-action".ii it e
consuls forwarded the demand for the evacuation or the intervention-
ist forces from Bessarabia to the Allied missions in i"ssv.- rrre
3-cggmpaqy1ng statement was signed by representatives of Greece, the
VSA., Serbia, France, Britain anO Italy. On Februarv 9 thtdot;; of
the.diplomatic corps in Rumania, thaltalian envoy'Fashiotti-sent a
radio rilessage to odessa stating that the Rumanian Government was
prepared to enter info negotiations.

. This convincingly showed that the Entente diplomats not only
knew of but were direcfly involved in the contacts that were
established between the Soviet authorities arld the Rumanian
Government on February 8, 1918.

The Entente representatives who acted as mediators set the record
in hypocrisy when they assured the Soviet authorities of their
g_oodwill. Colonel Arquier, Head of the French Military Mission in
Odessa, announced that General Berthelot had ordeied that no
member of the French armed forces should take part in the hostilities
against Russians whatever their party affiliation. He assured the
Soviet authorities that the commission (in which there were two
French officers) sent to Jassy would insist that the Rumanians
immediately end the shooting and arrests of Russian citizens.
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Members of the Supreme Autonomous Collegium -for 
Russo-

numan-ian Affairs (organised by the Council of People's- Commissars
of the RSFSR to setflJthe conflict with Rumania) arrived in Odes:a at
the close of January and took over the direction of the negotlatlons.
S'ir;;ifi ltr-;;;A;e* to reach asreement on a prirfcipled and

iiJ"rii6t" U"iir, ttt" Colegium accepted the propo-sal-of the.British
t-Oi'r"t i'bit" .iAit 

" 
Frerictr Colonerl Arquief foi the formation of a

ili;a;.-;;Esion io sirUe the conflict. Tliis pro-po-sal was reaffirmed
t.i'-" t"i"-iii* iiom Fashiotti on February 2l-,19-18, to the consuls of
;i.;;;;Z; in-oait.i, in which he assuied them-th-at theoperations
6itjr6-iu-ir-"iii* tdpt had the full agre-ement of the Allies and the

i6ilL6;.thoritiis and were noi of a p-olitical chalagter. The
Fiifiiotti tit"gram emUanassed -some of-his colleagues in Odessa who
iaa-iii.iei-it? Entente's complicity in the seizure of Bessarabia. But
i;ir ;ilil; ttai itii invaderi weie notpursuing political objectives
;;;;d iil door for negotiations. The Supreme -Autonomous
ilit"oium elaborated the conditions of agreement which was sent to
il;:'A'Ii;;i,t; i-tie siiuement of tf,e Russo-Rumanian conllict
;d; hui;;:RGanian agreement on the evacuation of Rumanian
i":r"". iio.-g"ss*tUia wlre signed in Odessa and Jassy on March 5

and 9 respectivelY.--li, ttd- agreement Rumania-unequivocally pl*ged to withdraw
from Bessarlbia in the course of two months, to-refrain from military,
il;iilt;i;thar acts against the RSFSR and to give no support to such

,cts uv ott er statesl The terms were so worded as to give the

iii-"rii"i'iitii*"[i no possibility of referlng to. some textual-legal
ii.iiii-iirA ttiiiUi wrictcine the aiyeement. Tf,e {lsht to leave a large

ffi;; i" ggss;;6ia to piotEct warlhouses and railways was reserved

io- nu,,uniu. Howerei, this deprived lt of a folmql pretext for
iit"-riiiinl-i. nl..ur"Uii" affairi. Moreover, the .Soviet authorities
;;;-i.i;a:.; it ii io numania anv surplus Sfain--in. Bgssarabia and

;;il4;A ftiaffi rietri to purchas6 oth6r foo-dstuffs in Russia. In the

;;i til iiu-niuniiri*myivas forced to retreat it would be given right
;i;;;il- il so"itt ii#itory. In view of the fact that Austrian and

6;;ffi-i[;p.- dd inraaea the Ukraine, the Soviet .authorities

"16;A 
f; dh; possibility of parallel -actions against the- Central

ffiffi;*d tiiiir AliJi. n-.,risio'n was also made fbr an exchange of
interned and arrested citizens of both countries.'"*'ifi;;is;i"c 

ot tte." agreements was a majo13ghlevppeg! of the
.-*olroS6rEi OiptomaJv. On March 19 tha Chief-of-Staff of the

;;;;'fiifi;t;id-.f ifii'Rumanian {ront informed the Council of'p:;;E'.-GirmGiarJttrat hostilities had ceased. On March.2l the
ilir",i-ii""r-C'ii"'r-iriin-M".co*inquiredatthe-People'sCommissariat
ior Foreim Affairs whether his consulate could resume Iunctronmg m

;;;a-iiil *itt, CIe setflement of the conllict between the two

"6ii'riiiir.-a'fT* 
aavJiiiir lzvestia reported that a settlement had

been achieved.---iiil;;i,-t"itt the cemplicitv p! the Entente and the.Central
P.;;;;-ti,;'numanian otiie,?ctrv'violafed the agreements signed in
Odessa and JassY.
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The Entente's mediation in the Russo-Rumanian talks and the
assurances of "friendly feeling" made by its representatives were part
of a general anti-Sovietrmanoeuvre by international reaction. When
the negotiations at Brest were at a crucial stage; the Entente powers
and the USA began to cherish the hope that the Bolsheviks would be
compelled to continue the war against Getmany. In London, Paris and
Washington it was stated officially and unofficially that it might be
possible to help Soviet Russia. At the same time, the actions of the
Entente representatives in Jassy and Odessa pursued rpecial aims.
After having put down Soviet F)wer in Bessarabia with the help of
Rumanian bayonets, they now feared that the inva<lers would be
crushed and sought to secure a respite for them. This was the other
source of their shortlived "peaceableness". Lastly, the Entente feared
that large Rumanian forces would be diverted to the East, for it did
not desire the armistice on the Rumanian-German front to turn into
peace.

As regards Germany and her allies, they connived at the invasion
of Bessarabia. Fieldmarshal Mackenzen's Headquarters closely
followed the transfer of the most combat-worthy units of the
Rumanian army to Bessarabia, closing its eyes to the fact that this was
a breach of the Focsani armistice terms. Moreover, an additional
convention on the armistice at sea, SlvinL Rumania freedom of action
on the high seas, was signed in Brtrila on January n, 1918.

Theso actions of the Central Powers connived at the Entente
invasion of Bessarabia. In Berlin and Viennait was calculated that the
Entente would have to pay for the possibility of seizing Bessarabia
with onerous peace terms. Br[tianu, who headed the Rumanian
Government that started the invasion of Bessarabia, told the
'Rumanian entoy in Paris V. Antonescu: "Our battles against the
Maximalists lmeaning the Bolsheviks. - V.-V.l are.Ta]ing it imposg!;
ble for the irmy to-repulse a German advance if the iumistice is
violated."te In iassy tiey apprehensively waited for Germany to
present the bill for Bessarabia. On January 25,inanote worded in the
form of an ultimatum, Fieldmarshal Mackenzen gave Rumania four
days in which to declare whether she intended to begin peape talks.

In connection with this note, the Entente representativeB expres-
sed the confidence that Rumania would continue the war and that she
would not scparate her destiny from that of the Allies. In order to
soften the attitude of his Entente partners, Britianu lauded the
services of the Rumanian oligarchy-in the struggle against Soviet
power and said they should consider that Rumania had fulfilled her
duty even if she signed a separate peace with the Central Powers. But
the Rumanian Government did not get the sanction for such a step.
The Rumanian reactionaries had to surrender without receiving any
insurance against the event of an Entente victory. The invasion of the
Ukraine by Austrian and German forces put an end to their vacilla-
tions. It was regarded with relief rather than anxiety: the unpleasant
"contact" with the Soviet armed forces would cease; the Germans did



not object to the seizure of Bessarabia; and the- old v-ariant of
coopirition in the joint plunder of Russia came to the surface. The
Clr'rnan. and their-allies gave the governments of A.Averescu and
ttrln of A.Marghiloman tf,e most unambiguogs assurances on this
score. While nEgotiating with the Soviet authorities,_ the Averescu
government agreed to the passage of Austrian and German troops
i"ro.r Bessaribia. Three Aiistro--German corps advanced along that
route towards Kiev and Odessa.

Although the Central Powerd imposed the predatory Bucharest
Peace Treaty of May 7, 1918, on Rumania, they did not go back on
their promides regarding Bessarabia. On the contrary, -at the most
difficult moments the reminder that Rumania could hold on to the
territory she had seized helped Germany and Austria-Hungary to
obtain iurther concessions from Rumania.

The Bucharest Peace Treaty prescribed a sharp reduction of the
numanian armi's itrenefh-t6 32,2A0 effectives. But this referred
ilt" 6 th; iirrilorv of tlie "Old Kingdom". In Bessarabia the invaders
i6ria maintain f6ur fullV complemented divisions. This state of
affairs was to continue uritil "as-a result of the military operations of
the Allies [Central Powers.-V.V.] in the Ukraine the threat to Ru-
mania's frontiers is lifted".m Translated from diplomatic language,
tiiii meant that Germany and Austria-Hungary guaranteed Rumania
iiie po.ses.ion of Bessaiabia. 1ror this the Rumanian Prime Minister

"jiO'niA 
to supply the Central Powers with 12,500 carriage-loads of

'gi.r-ar"tiun 6iiir. gv May 1918 this grain had been requisitioned
and shipped

Upon his return to Jassy Marghiloman summoned Inkulets,
Ctrul-uryan ara fnaippa who had been awaiting the decision o.n the
d;ti'"y Aine ; 

tvt otaauian Republi c " . The f arce bf "u.nif ic-ati-on " with
Uiuic6ois-finOo*n"r Rffianii itat was to be enacted with the Sfatul
;#;i:;it'iTh;b"tiituuiun fopulation as the P.awn, ^had 

been agreed

in-u-t u private meeting and then at a sitting of the Rumanian
G;v*.d;t. te Entenie, for its part, was increasingly crystallising
itr ol;;];i Russia's fragmentation; Rumania's rulers were thus-,ii"fi"J*iit 

and not againlt the current. The Entente's attitude gave

iiii. i fi"" hand to fdrmalise their seizure of Bessarabia'

Stere was sent to help the Sfatul lirei ringleaders with the status
of a deputy of that seleit and corrupt organisation,-m.anY of whose
rnlrrru"it linew nothing of the backitage-deals of their ringleaders'
iirin ufi"iif,e invasion'had begun Inkulets and Erkhan categoriqal-lV
Ae"iiA tt ut they had invited thJRumanian forces- They circulated the
Entente statemtnt that the action was purely military and temporary.
The members of the peasant faction, who were tnoy! as opponents
oi-itriitrnitication", were subjected to "persuasion" for three days.
ft iv t ua before thein the exariple of Rudyev and other leaders, who
t"O'Uiin shot for resisting or-simply ofposing the invaders' The
i<i.trine, Siguranza (secret-police), whosE-tortuie-chambers were in
ih| ce[ars oi a theological se,minary, prepared for the "great act" in its
own way.
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Nevertheless, the operation set for April9 in the Sfatul tirei did
not go smoothly. Hour after hour passed, but the Rumanian Prime
Minister Marghiloman, who had come to Kishinev specially for the
purpose, did not receive an invitation to the conference hall. In the
Sfatul firei residence, surrounded by a Rumanian "guards of honour"
and in the presence of Rumanian gendarmes, Inkulets, Erkhan and
Stere "convinced" their opponents. Despite the rules, they insisted on
a show of hands. But even in this situation 52 members of the Sfatul
1trrei refused to take part in the farce; 86 members voted for
Bessarabia's incorporation in Rumania as a territory with certain
autonomous rights. After he had waited for seven fatiguing hours,
Marghiloman finally received the possibility of entering the confer-
ence hall and reading King Ferdinand's message of welcome to his
new "subjectf'. The newspapers reported that Marghiloman had
donated 100,000lei to charity. The Rumanian treasury, exhausted by
the war, dislocation and famine, was empty at the time. But it was
worth throwing a couple of pieces of silver for philanthropy: much
grain had accumulated in Bessarabia, and the Russian army had huge
arms depots there; the territory was still far from the exhaustion that
was felt in Rumania.

The fact that the invaders wasted no time in plundering the
territory is shown eloquenfly by the secret communication sent to the
Rumanian Government in December 1918 by Khalippa, Codreanu and
some other Sfatul firei leaders. In the agtumn of 1918 Bessarabia was
reduced to the starvation level in Rumania. The Rumanian oligarchy
felt that it was time to go over to political unification and abolish the
territory?s paper autonomy. General A. Vtritoianu set about this task
with military determination and barrack-room high-handedness. By
that time many of the Sfatul tirei members had fled. But the general
deported those among the remainder whom he regarded as "suspi-
cious". He summoned the others and told them that they had to
renounce autonomy, threatening that any vacillation would be
punished. As a result, on the appointed day (December 8) there was a
shortage of "deputies". Many did not even suspect why they had been
invited to the sitting. However, after they read the agenda they felt it
was prudent to walk out. On the next day the Sfatul lirei mouthpiece
warntd that the deputies who would fail to attend the next sitting
would be declared "Russian agents". But even this threat failed to
muster a quorum on December 10. The Sfatul tirei ringleaders had to
co-opt 17 of their supporters from the public. The act on the
renuhciation of autonomy received 36 votes. Less than one-forth of
tire Sfatul firei deputies voted for "unification". The voting was thus
unlawful even procedurally, to say nothing of the fact that the
self-appointed organ had no legal foundation for existing as a popular
assembly.

Thus, in 1918 Rumania seized Bessarabia with the participation of
two belligerent imperialist groups and with the support of Whiteguard
nationaliSt dregs of the most diverse hues: the supporter of an
"undivided and indivisible Russia" Shchi:rbachov, the Ukrainian
bourgeois Central Rada and the Moldavian bourgeois nationalists.
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The occupation lasted 22years. The people went on resisting and the
communist underground continued the struggle throughout all these
years. The population of Bessarabia felt the firm support of the Soviet
Motherland. After the notorious "voting" of April 9, 191E, the
'People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs of the RSFSR lodged a
strong protest with the Rumanian Government against the seizure of
Bessarabia, assessing this action as a challenge to the Russian
Federative Soviet Republic, a flagrant breach of the agxeement on a
Rumanian withdrawal from that territory and brute force against the
Bessarabian population, which had unanimously and openly protested
against the Rumanian occupation. This remained the guideline of the
CPSU and the Soviet Government until the historic day of June 28,
1940, when the people of Bessarabia welcomed their liberators, units
of the Red Army, with flowers.
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Artificial lntelligence

OLEC TIKHOMIROV

Cybernetics, which Norbert Wiener regarded as a theory of
control and connection in animals and machines, has ramified in the
course of its development into a number of fields desig4ated as
"self-organising systems", "simulation" of human thinking and
"artificial intelligence". The third line has now become the leading
one. It has been developed in the USA, where the following reseaxch
centres have figured prominenfly: the Marvin Minsky group at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology; the Stanford project directed
by hofessor John McCarthy at the Stanford Research Institute; and a
group led by H.'Simon and A. Newell at the Carnegie-Mellon
University. Intensive research is also being carried on at the
University of Edinburgh in Britain and at the University of Uppsalain
Sweden. Research is under way in Japan. An "artificial intelligence"
association which coordinates research on a world scale holds
international conferences twice a year. The Fourth International Joint
Conference on Artificial Intelligence was held in Tbilisi in 195. An
intqrnational journal Artificial Intelligence was started in English in
tno.

Intensive research in this field is also being carried on in the USSR
under the Council on the Problem of Artificial Intelligence set up by
the Systems Analysis Committee under the Presidium of the USSR
Academy of Sciences (Chairman G. Pospelov_, Corresponding
Member of the USSR Academy of Sciences) and a corresponding
section of the Scientific Council on the Complex Problem of
Cybernetics under the Presidium of the USSR Academy of Sciencps.

O. Ttkhomirov, D. Sc.(Psychol.), Professor, head of laboratory, Institute of
Psyclwlogy, USSR Academy of Sciences.



The problem of artificial intelligence was dealt with by the 7th
Alt-Uhion Symposium on Cybernetics, which was held in Tbilisi in
Iune l/14. Cooperation with foreign scientists is envisaged within the
framework of the International Institute for Applied Systems
Analysis in Vienna. Let us note, at the same time, that it is still
debaiable whether the term "artificial intelligence" should itself be
used.

We feel that the first thing to do is to bring out the real problems
being tackled in this field, to establish its connections with other fields
of knowledge, and to consider the theoretical interpretations of the
practical achievements and difficulties. The comparison between the
human intellect and the functioning of the machine, the establishment
of the similarities and distinctions between them amount to an
important approach to the analysis of "artificial intelligence" as afield
of research. Within the framework of this approach it is necessary, we
feel, to use the data provided by psychological scignce in which the
human intellect is traditionally one of the main spheres of research.
Scientists working in the field of artificial intelligence have set
themselves the practical goal of developing a machine capable of
performing actions for which the human intellect is normally required.
Let us emphasise, in particular, that it is the human intellect that is
here dealt with and that, consequently, an analysis of the behaviour of
animals, of the functional organisation of the behavioural act t cannot
provide adequate ground for assessing the line of research being
discussed.

The field of research which has been designated as "artificial
intelligence" has yet to tike final shape, and there is not yet complete
clarity concerning the content of research in this field. According to
Nils J. Nilsson, this includes "automatic methods for solving
problems, 'understandingt and translating languages, proving
theorems, and recognising speech and visual objects",z while James
R. Slagle lists "artificial networks, artificial evolution and heuristic
programming".s- 

The analysis of the theoretical principles of "artificial intelligence"
as a line of research is of fundamental importance. Some writers
merely list the theoretical disciplines which need to be studied by
those who choose "artificial intelligence" as their specialty:
mathematical logic, structural linguistics, the theory of calculations,
the theory of information structures, the theory of control, the
statistical theory of classification, the theory of gtraphs, and the
theory of the heuristic approach. What is characteristic here is that
neither psychology in general nor the psychology of thinking in
particular, nor even philosophy are usually listed by Western and
fapanese scientists among the theoretical disciplines on which
research into "artificial intelligence" is based.

The term "artificial intelligence" is also frequently used to
designate the functional'potentialities of the machine: it is "intellig-
ent"-if it solves "human problems". But there are different views of
the criterion to be used in judging the existence of artificial
intelligence. Some believe that it has already been created and that the
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only problem is to improve it. One indicator of the intelligence of the
machine that is believed to be convincing is the possibilily of playini
games .like chess and chequers. (Let us note- that it is geneiatti
recogqised that the stronge-si chess programme has been devEloped iir
the uSsR.) This criterion for the eiistdnce bf artificial intlttiiehce is
sometimes also used in Soviet writings. Thus, accordinc- to G.
Smolyan, ."machine intelligence fully... deserves 

-to 
be claslified as

creative"." Psycholo-gy is in possession of data showing thaf the same
problems can be tackled by man and machine with the [se oi different
princiqlesr. and that the similarity of the formal results (recorded or
pr_r4ted) alienated from the solving system cannot serve as sround foi
"diagrlosing". the_ existence of human intelligence in the m-lCtrine.3-

Other scientists believe that "artificial intelligence" will be
developed -in.-the futqe. They say that "artificiat-inteUigence is
r-ealised only if an inanimate m-achiie can solve problems th--at have,
thus far, resisted solution by man; not because ofihe machine's sheei
speed and accuracy, but because it can discover for itself new
techniques for solving the problem at hand".6

THEORY OF HEURISTTC SEARCH AND THE PSYCHOLOGY OF
INTELLIGENCE

one.may be left with the impression thSt the theory of the heuristic
lgarc.h is simplyanother name-for the psychology ofintelligence, but
that is not so. There are important dislinctioii not to b]e ied)rea
between the heuristic search, which is considered in the the-orv of
"artificial- inte-4iggnce", and the activity of human intelligencs.r' 

--
Thc first distinction is that in worlis on artificial intelligence the

so-called heuristic seqrgh usually bears on problems in whicf, there ii
a-precisely defined initial situition and i precisely defined goal,
whereas what is characteristic of man is his ihaping of purposiand
identification of the initial and subsequent situationi ottiaicti. lt is
generally recognised that research intoartificial intelligence has vet to
formulate a universal method for finding artificiar f-ormulatiohs of
problems.

The second distinction is connected with the nature of the
"operators" which transform one situation into another. In man's
intellectual activity this "transformation" may have a quatliativeti
distinct psychological structure, b"!ng effected by purpos'eful action,
impulsive action or ingrained habit. There is also a substantiai
distinction between the two types of "operators": practicalbitra"iour-
3l actg (approach or retiremeht, maniipulation, 6tc.) ana gnostii. or
investigato.ry act-s (inspection, observation of relations in a-situation,
identification of its properties before ef-fecling practical acts).
"Operators" _gJ the secorid type are usually ign6rria in works on
artificial intelligence.

The third distinction relates to "states". When describing.,states",
man makes use not only- 9-f forms like symbol linesf vectors,
two-dimensional arrays and lists, but also images, signifiianci and
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In the search for ways to achieve this goal, many writers have
turned to a comparison of human intelligence and the potentialities of
the computer. However, many such comparisons are obviously
one-sided. The most widespread is the view of man from "the position
of the machine" ("machinocentrism"), which means that the charac-
teristics brought out in man axe chiefly those which we find in the
machine, whereupon there is a consideration only of the extent to
which they are manifested irt tnan. For instance, there is a
consideration of "speed", "memory capacity", "efficiericy at arithme-
tics", and "speed and accuracy with which information can be
stored". This approach tends to ignore the group of "human
characteristics", which are altogether inapplicable to the machine:
need, motivation, purpose, and emotional regulation of activity.

As a result of an extremely short list of distinctions, the very bold
conclusion is drawn that "none of the differences... are insuperable"t
on the way to approximating the potentialities of the machine to
human intelligense. The cc,nclusion is then drawn that there are very
real possibilities for developing a machine which is more intelligent
than man himself, and the claim is finally made that if we are able to
build a machine which is more intelligent than we are, it will be able,
for its part, to develop a machine even more intelligent than itself.

There is a need for,a complete consideration of the specific
features of human intellectual activity even for a more precise,
assessment of "machine" characteristics.-Thus, for instance, there is
need to limit the constantly argued advantages of the mac[ine in terms
of "higfr-speed operation", which unquCstionably applies only to
"routinC" operations, but is altogether irrelevant to creative activity,
that is, one which includes the formation of purpose or design,
something the machine cannot perform at all.

But even when scientists gmphasise the machine's advantages
over man, they tend to consider human intelligence one-sidedly.
Thus, there is frequent mention of the "volume of parallel information
processing" as man's unquestionable advantage, but what is ignored is
the hiehly important property of human activity as the ability to
realise this-through qualitatively different and not merely parallel
processes. An example is provided by the interaction of the consclous
and unconscious components in the structure of man's intellectual
activity. Some have altogether confined themselves to purely
quantitative characteristics, on the plea that, as compared with the
machine, the brain contains mirny more computing elements which
have a vast number of links wlth each other.

The distinctions between human and machine errors are also
mentioned in listirU man's "dvantages": while machine errors may
amount to "complete nonsense", "the brain does not break down
completely and... the result is almost never complete nonsense" (N.
S. Sutherland). However, this important statement is confined only to
a characteristic of the "output", behind which lies a specific feature of
human activity that is of fundamental importance, namely, com-
prehension, which is inherent in memory, in reproduction and in the
organisation of the search for solutions to the problem itself. 2
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Now and again, mention is made of features of human activity like
.,."i"Jtioi- ot-E*iirtiA a"ti", "extraction of essential informatioq",
w"iiildi-;y inOication, ho*iver, $gt the "essential" nature of the

inioi.itlo-ri for man li determini:O Uy its relevance to his require-
il;;6}[i;ti mai change in the.-courie-of the solution of a concrete

"ibUfem. 
Some r6searifr'ers, while not denying the obvious fact that

ihe organism has requirements, hold thgm to be something extraneous
6iff;&;G;fi ;f 6;d;i6ui itsett. But. in psvchologv, lequire-;;; "dft;a;a il b"its til most essential cbmponeqts of man's

il;liAir"t ;"ti"i1i. 
:niper-imental 

re searc h has shown- tlpt require-
;;;;-;;;ilei[eo n6t onlv with the formulation of the ultiinate

;ffi;i"t;,t;" ii,-ii[ 1119ioiuiion of the problem and the organisation of
the search itself.

Among the meaningful programmes for improving artificial
intelligence three may be identified.

Under the first, an increase in memory capacity and internal links
between its elements is to advance the crCative capacities of the
machini. There is every reason to take a critical view of this opinion,
because there have beeh instances in which an increase in the memory

""r""itv 
*d internal links between its elements in man has not at all

iiiutieti in a growth of creative capabilities.e

The second Drogramme sets as the key task the need to bring out a
sVstim of conc'eptions or knowledge used by man in solving a given
ciass of probleml, and their insertion into the machine progXamme

itorirt"r'di G.-i"ii" information"). In this context, knowle.lge is
iaken to mean a capacity to answer qirestion_s. -A system that-replies to
*;Ailhar tinofrt"ad". This is th6 so-called empirical definition of
linowledge. The mode for bringing out the knowledge requrred qy man

i. ;t"iril a siven class of problems usually used by artificial-
irit"Uig""E" ipEcialists consisti in self-observation in the process of
learning.

To assess this programme there is need to take account of the facts
tfr"f pry"tol-ogy fias jong since drawn,a distinction between formal

"na 
i'ni6tiiiint-[nowteOge-. Where a student has advance knowledge-of

itrJquesti6ns he will bJ asked at an examination and "mechaniqaly"
iiiir"'oiiieJ tt e answers, the good teacher will rarely takepride in his
;r;;;;:-Mlctanicat memo-rising leads to the establiihment of
;i6rn"t links between questions Ind answers (and it is quite another
matter to say that this phenomenon does not occur in pure torm m

"raCtice). 
Btit whenevei information is established intelligently, it is

ilways incorporated in the system of man's past experience. The
priniipte of intelligent learning is one of- the basic principles of
iidactjcs. The nonlmechanical nature of the assimilation of social
ixperience is due, in particular, to the contradicto-ry-.nature of the
irfoiroution whicli th6 child faces, and the need, first, to make
pi"lti""ili and then a conscious selection of the established
ftnor"tedge. Within the framework o! "artificial intelligence" know-
itagi iJ-treatea tormatisticaliy and has no more than an outward
sim-ilarity with true human knowledge.

Itm

The mode used by artificial-intelligence specialists to bring out
human knowledge (through observation of the process of learning) as
used in the solution of problems is extremely limited. The point is that
in every human action there axe conscious and unconscious
components, including generalisations. It is common knowledge that
experimental action with objects helps man to form practical
generalisations which he does not altogether consciously realise but
which take an active part in the solution of a given class of problems.
Without an identification of these generalisations, no answer to the
question of which knowledge is used by man in solving a given class
of problems will be substantially complete, but this can be done only
through an objective analysis of activity with the use of special
experimental sets of methods.

This is further compoundgd by the fact that when solving
problems man not only applies old, but also works out new
knowledge. Just as biological heredity does not abolish plasticity of
behaviour even among insects, so also "social heredit!" does'not
abolish the individual's independent creative activity, althbugh it does
modify it.

The third programme for improving artificial intelligence brings to
the fore the simulation of human "heuristics", but in so doing it
ignores the distinctions between machine and human heuriitic
methods, which were dealt with above. _

Thus, it is possible to bring out a highly essential feature of
"artificial intelligence" as a scientific fieldl. the strategic goal-to
appraximate to human intelligence-is posed in such condit{ons when
the use of the data provided by psychological science on human
intelligence is either ignored or resticted in use.

A psychological analysis of the relation between natural and
artificial intelligence warrants the assertion that all these three
programmes for improving artificial intelligenci: imply a change in
characteristics which in human intelligence ihould be iualifted is an
"ext-ernal quantity" (increase of memory capacity and links between
its elements, increase in the volume of formal knowledge, increase in
formal methods of reducing search). If in this totally real situation, the
strategic goal of "artificial intelligence" as a siientific line-the
reproducJionof human modes of intellectual activity-is to remain
meaningful, there.is need to formulate another, fourtfr programme for
improving artificial intelligence, namely, a programrire ihat would
contain an attempt to simulate the rbquirements, the emotional
regulation of search, purpose formation, and selective reflection of
the situation.

The frequently formulated proposition that there are now no
theoretical limits to the extent of intelligence that machines may
acquire at some future time requires one essential corrective: if therl
iq to !9 a fourth programme for improving artificial intelligence, what
should now be discussed is not the question of whether ihere are or
are not limits to realising the programme, but the question of whether
it can be started at all, that is, the possibility of simulating the internal
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essential properties of human intelligence in the operation of an
automaton.

Projections of improvements in artificial intelligence frequenfly
bear on the question of whether there is or is not a line between
natural and artificial intelligence which cannot be "transcended in
principle". Here there is need to take account of experience in
iormulating similar scientific problems: although there are no limits to
the application, say, of the laws of mechanics to the opcration gf the
liviryi6rganism, there are limits to their use to express the speciticsof.
the organism

The "emancipation" of research into artificial intelligence from the
psychology of intelligence, which has ^been brought out in the course
bf-compar-ative analysis, does not set limits to progress in improving
computing techniques and their mathematical back-up, but does set
very essential limits to the possible interpretations of the practical
results obtained in their relation to the human intellect.

"ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE" AND MATERIALISM

"Artificial intelligence" is not always regarded merely as an
"engineering discipline". The qrrestion of the relation between natural
and artificial intelligence has been discussed by many scientists in the
context of ideological problems, with some of them seeking to link up
the identification of natural and artificial intelligence with the
materialist world outlook. Thus, the US artificial-intelligence special'
ist H. Borks, considering the ffaditional question of "Do computer$
think?", claims that "a positive answer presupposes a materialistic
and pragmatic view of the universe, ...whereas a negative response
musf be based upon a form of philosophical dualism".'u The
assumption is that the development of artificial intelligence will shed
lieht on the "eternal problem of the relationship between the soul and
the body", and "man's role in the universe". According to James
Slagle, 

_the 
existence of artificial intelligence would support the

"mechanistic conception", which regards man as no more than a
machine, whilc the answer to the psychophysical problem will be this:
only the body exists.rr The psychologist Ulric Neisser also believes
thal the analogy between man aira coriputer is based on materialism.r2
Thus, many -iesearchers into artificial intelligence declare their
ideological ittitude to be materialistic. But the fact is that the theorists
of artificial intelligence either say nothing at all about dialectical
mateidism or declare it to bc "obsolete". I, personally, have
encountered this approach at many international conferences and
congresses.

Some Soviet scientists have also connected the problem of
artificial intelligence with the basic question of philosophy. Thus, I.
Poletayev, declaring that thinking machines can be developed, says
that this is based "on the professi6nal philosophy of any engineer and
scientist (whether he goei to church or not), on the confidence that
matter is primary and that the notorious 'spirit' is an attribute of
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matter and of matter alone".r3 The author says that the first period in
the use of computers was one of "actual consolidatioi of the
philosophical positions of materialist monism", which he sees as a
denial of the biological or social specifics that are "irreducible to the
lower forms of motion".ta

In this context, it is of fundanrental importance to clarify the kind
of materialism being backed by tho enthusiasts of developing artificial
intelligence, and the kind of professional philosophy and monism they
have in mind. Materialism, Iike "professional'philosophy" and
"monism" seen in this light, is quite obviously not dialectical
materialism, one of whose centril propositions is the assertion that
the various forms of the motion of matter are qualitatively specific, so
that "anti-reductionism" is, in consequence, one of its iharacteristic
features.

Everyone knows that there are different forms of materialism (and
elso of idealism). The adjective$ "mechanistic", "metaphysical" and
"vulga.r", whose meanings partially overlap, are usually used to
characterise pre-Marxian materlalisrn. Somo forms of materialism are
described as "natural-scientific materialism". "Meshanicism" has two
meanings, one particular and orrc more general. The particular
meaning applies to that form of materialism which was connected
with classical mechanics, and the more general one to any method of
"reducing" complex phenomena to their more simple components.
Indeed, the notion of man's being "no more than a machine"
constitutes the basis ol the peculiar lorm of natural-scientific
materialism, which is being deueloped by the scientific line of "artifi-
cial intelligencd'. This materialism is mechanistic in the broad sense
considered above, but it is also a new form of mechanicism, because
the main thing here is not the laws of mechanics but the laws of
"information proces sing".

In other words, there is a change in the concrete forms of
mechanicism, while it is retained as a principle. The "machine or soul"
alternative must be resolutely rejected bscause ft contradicts the
substance of dialectics. Neith6r "machine", nor "soul" but mentality
as a qualitatively peculiar phenomenon which arises at a definite stage
in the development of matter and whidr has new properties in
comparison with matter which has not yet gone througlr such
development.15

Some philosophical propositions being put forward in the context
of "artificial intelligence" research may be taken to mean that
intelligence "disappears" as a specifically human formation. In effect,
the content of "artificial intelligence" research consists above all in
the theory of programming, taken in the broad sense to mean the
logico-mathematical "back-up" of the machine. Now and again the
theory of the machine itself is included. The name "artificial
intelligence" is no more than a metaphor, like "artificial hand" or
"artificial eye" as applied to mechanical manipulators and monitoring
telecameras. However, if the distinction between the natural and the
artificial hand or between the natural and the artificial eye are fairly
obvious and do not generate long discussions, the distinction between
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natural and artificial intelligence are not so obvious for many, and are
now and again deliberately minimised. The result is that thehetaphor
is literalised. In these circumstances there arises the question of
whether it is advisable to continue using the term- "artificial
intelligence", a suggestion which should not be seen as playing down
the practical successes in this field.

"ARTIFICTAL INTELLIGENCE" AND THEORETICAL PROBLEMS
OF PSYCHOLOGY

The emergence of a special scientific field connected with the
development of artificial intelligence has led to the formation of new
interdisciplinary links which need to be analysed. While this scientific
line has tended to ignore or to make very lirnited use of psychological
data concerning human intelligence, psychological science, by
contrast, has now come under very strong influence frorn the
"artificial intelligence" field.

The development of psychological theory has always been and,
quite naturally, still is under the influence of the philosophical school,
either materialist or idealist. For a long time metaphysical, mechanis-
tic materialism was the only alternative to idealism. In psychology,
this antithesis of the two philosophical lines has assumed the form of
contrast between the approach to the living organism (and man) as to a
machine, an automaton, on the one hand, and the idealistic
interpretation of inentality as recognition of the "soul" as a special'
substance or introspective view of the nature of cosciousness, on the
other. With the dualistic approach, man is seen as a peculiar
"combination" of autornaton and soul.

The "automaton" approach as a principle has become the
realisation of mechanistic materialism in psychology, and has
remaindd such despite the improvement of automatons. Descartes,
for instance, saw the automaton as a machine which moves of itself.t6
The clockwork has been cited as an instance of this. Today, the
dominant form of the "automaton" approach is consideration bf the
workings of the brain and the behavioui of living organisms, including
hupa1r ac_tivity, by analogy with the workings of thecomputer (that is,
a device for processing information.;, and there is a tenilency to turn
the analogy into an absolute.

The "machine or soul" alternative, which is being frequently
formulated in present-day writings (in the most divers&ersibns) ii
nothing but an expression of the old distinction in approach to the
analysis of mentality in the light of mechanistic materialism or of
idealism. Such was the alternative before the emergence of Marxism,
and such it remains for psychology which devilops outside the
framework of Marxism. Meanwhile, Marxist psychology has elimi-
nated the alternative.

The "automaton" approach in psychology expresses a new form of
the "crisis of Cartesian introspective conception of consciousness,'t7,
t4

which.has ylt !o be overcome outside the context of the Marxistoutlook, and the present-day version of the coniiasf-bilween
psycho-lgev,r1hicl1 explains and which understands. Jusi as .llu.o"t-
trie's 'Man-Machine' seeks to overcome all til ;;iludi;tioniof tt"
human spirit by.eliminating it altogether,rs some pr"rini:aay sEentists
regard m.an as being no more than an electroni'c mactrlnii;nationat
man is like an automaton with some programmes of uiira"iour orinformation plocessing, { you will." le C-onjequinitv, o* 'if tfri
central tasks of this srage in.fhe developn-reqt of s'cidtifit piv"tiu,iJv
bas.ed on the principles of dialecticat and historical maiiriaiism iJ16
make a concrete study of the phenomena which had earlier been
described.(in distorted form) only by idearist risvctroiogv,Giiuse ttre
old materialism simply ignored iheir. ln anv'ttirttrii-a".iu"lopr*nt ot
the conceptual sys.tem of psychology 20 the task of relating psjrchologi
cal concepts and the concepts describing the operation oI iulomatons
is among the_most importairt ones. This-tast< ii ititire ;;;;;;;sh;.
considering that the operation of automatons is frequentlv O'"-."ri6Ii
by means of terms w.t1ic!r a-re fairly habitual for tfii riJv;h;irrgist,narnely, .."plan"', -"prediction", 

..decision-making", ..coiclpi-ib.*a_
tion", "purpose", "intellect", "inner state'i and ev6n ..self-
awareness". A substantial flaw in the use of such terms is the absenceof any differentiation between the"real meaning in *rii"-n irr"'ru.e
terms have been applied to the operation of autoilatonJano to truman
actrvlty.
. I.cannotaccept the view that "the positive solution of the problem

or rne machrne's supenonty over man in the sphere of breative
thinking does not ex-clude [iry italics.- O. T.] ufiv-pos.iUiiiiies otfurther resear.ch_, whil-e a negaiive sorution of ttris piird". ui.u.". 

"great respo-{rsibility":2r The point is that the idea of the ...u"hir"'.
superiority" entails (witly-nilty; rhe idea ot i[J Jrdir-ioriii-Jf tn"
language used in the theoiy of Lutomatons over ihtpfiit;;6iic-al andpsycho,logical conceptions used in describing numan'aciiviiv. irrus, itotten happens that "the comparison of man and machine wifi bi
consist-ently proved only provided man's sociar natuie-is iiprissea(with. this or that degrep 

-of 
approximation) in ciyiemetii iiiguage,

[my italics.- q. T.j,. But what is one to ao if ihis "nature'i"defies
expression in the language of the automaton?

N. Amosov lists various psychological conceptions, like "think-
ing", "consciousness", "faith-",-"Ort-y'1 ..conscienci;;anO- 

auya tt ut
-they a1e "unsuitable for- simulation" f' And it is this fact ttraiif,ey are
"unsuitable for simulation", that they capnot be tra;slai;d inio trre
language of the automaton isrrequeniry seen as their untuisiionaule
shortcoming.- I think that the ieverie is true: ttr. acivaniage otpsychological conceptions is that they fix more compliiitea-aslects
of reality from which the "automaton" approach tends to abitract
itself.
.. The point is not whether cybernetic concepts are in general
"acceptable" or_"unacceptable" iri psychology (let us s"v tt 

"i 
tf,iy are

"acce-ptable"), bul the extent to which thEy'can tretp eipriid ttre
specifics of psychic laws and phenomena. H-owever, tfle ur?oi s"cf,
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far from cybernetic concepts as "decision-making" and "self-
awareness" in application to the workings of the automaton merely
tends to create 

-a 
semblance of natural-scientific research into

phenomena which had earlier been igno.-red by "scientific" (mechanis-
^tic) osvchologv. An analvsis of the available works shows that by the
"s6f-awareneis" of a m6chanism is meant its ability to "describe the
essential features of its own information processing if so requested",
while the capability of decision-makrng is described as3 "Process that
translates sensed information into selected response".z A closer look
shows that the automaton's "self-awareness" and human qonsious-
ness simply cannot be compared. A psychological. slyqy 9J human
consciou-sn-ess helps to bring out "sensory ipqge-q",-"significance",
'imeanings" (Leontyev), "eliotions", "knowledge" (Rubinstein).-By
contrastlthe i'self-awareness" of automaton amounts to no more than
a system of signs.

bne of the most popular term-s within the framework of the
"automaton" approachio man is'tnformation". There-is need to point
out that this teiin has a different meaning from the other expressions
derived from it, like "information processing", "the information
Drocess", "information searcn", "information impact". In contrast to
iome psychologists, cyberneticians are frequently well aware of this.
One c6uid accept Poleiayev's view that "when cybe-rnetics -was 

taken
up bv persons 6f the most diverse specialties, which were frequently
,!ry- tar both from technolpgy and from mathematics, -the basic
conceptions of cybernetics wirG given a highly diverse and frequently
arbitrdry interpr-etation... The Concept of information' itself,. as
corresp6ndencE between one--signal o1 sign and anothe-r signal or
event,-has fared worst of all".25 I think it is imperative to draw a clear
line of distinction between the cybernetic and the every-day meaning
of the term "information". because attempls have been made to
declare the "automaton" approach to the str.dy of mentality as the
only scientific one, so that t-he psychologist who makes no distinction
between those two aspects unwittingly (and sometimes consciously)
finds himself an ally of "anti-psychologism".

V. Glushkov is quite right when he says: "It is a-ltogether
unnecessary to requirathat the 0oncept of information should always
be compreliended, as is the case in the everyda-y usage of-the term.
Informition is conveyed not only by the pages of a book or by human
speech, but also by sunlight, the folds oJ a mountain r?n89, the noise
oi a waterfall, the iustle o-f leaves, etcl'26ln any psychological analysis
of human aclivity and animal behaviour it is very important to draw a
distinction.6etw6en the "information" which is received, say, by the
amoeba i6 the form of "sunlight", which corresponds to the
phenomena of excitation, and the'tnformation" which is conveyedby
t'human speech", say, in the form of a narrative about events which
are individually imfortant, and which corresponds to the level of
"consciousnesd". Incidentally, in the treatment of speech communica-
tion itself there is a fairly widespread confusion between the semiotic
and psychological interfretation of "meani1g". In the first instance,
one ionfines oneself to indicating the relationship between one sign

16

and another, and in the second, a distinction is drawn between the
relation to the otject ald the meaning proper, which is-siin as some
kind. of generalisation.2T Generalisat6ns ihemselves mav either be
empirical or theoretical. All these distinctions, which arisicnilicant
for p_sy-chologists, tend to disappear with the information apiioactr.

"Information" terminology. tras 
- -virtually fl ooded psvdtiotogic"l

literalurq neuropsychologists identify in the activiiy tiiit. uiiin a"devrce tor the reception, processing 4nd storage of information",
.social psychologists l-ave been writing-about the "informaiion im-paCt';
betwesn people,. while specialists in pedagogical psyctrologf trave
Drougnt out, ror lnstance, rn the scheme of mathematical capabilities
the "reception of information", "processing of mattremaiicaiirtor-a-
tion", and "storage of mathematical inforriation". rut iiiieneir"er-
rng psy_chology that has taken the concept of information clolest to
heart. It is true that in 1966 B. Lomov iemarked thai itngineiring-
psychological research should be not onlv enginiering-uri 

"tsopsycholo-gical",4 -but in practice engineering anal-ysis in itrii iirt iiifregently plevails over psychologidal analisis.
The contradictory nature of -the terrn ..information', is most

pronounced in -writings on social psychology:;I.6;;;iionls that
which effects changes in our consciousness-6r emotioni, uno *t iiti
we experience. either menlally or in the form of formulating and
adopting decisions, or in the form of various emotions."D g"iuu."
"information" is regarded not only as being compretrlnaid uuTil]so as
Detng expenenced, rt rs turther removed as a term from the cybernetic
one.

The "information" ?pproach has also moved into psychotherapy,
which is now described as."treatment by informationj, wtridvarioui
types of therapy-are regarded as-^"varioui types of feeding,froc;Gil;
and operation of information".3o

rt- is frequently _said that works on "artificial intelligence" help
enrich onr-knorvledge about human mentality, but the- coiaitiois
under which this occurs are not usyalfy specified. I feel that among
these conditions is tlre ygry possibiliiy bf comparing humin and
"machine intelliggnce", of br_inging out the generaiand t-tre speiitii in
the human intellect, notably, the differentiation of "information
processing'o and mental aciivity proper, and also foimai-'anA
non'formal structures. wlitings oir "'artiiiciil inteuigence;; -aiie one
take a fresh look at the traditional problem of capabilities, ano io uring
out in the list of their compon6nts those wirich ar" ipiiin" and
non-specific to man. For instance, in enumerating the tapabilities
w-high are most specific for the scientist, mention iisometinies maae
9f tlrg capacity for .?nalysis and synthesis, something that artificial
intelligence can hardly be denied. The same appries td the capability
ot sorting out the essential from the inessential, because on tlie basii
of g_iven criteria the machine does this succersfully.

of course., a study of the properties of artificial iirtelligence makes
a contribution to our knowledge of the most general mateilal nature of
pe.ntal phenomena, bringing out those aspecls which are also inherent
in inorganic matter. Howevtr, now that some experi"n"" t ur 
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been gained in this field, there is the urgent task of correlating and
comoirine the effectiveness of this method to those of psychology.
fo t-trii d-ay there is meaning in Rubinstein's proposition that "the
basiC and irltimate theoretical task of psychology is to show the
soecific osvcholosical resularities".3r The "automaton" approach in
osvchology-, while-it does-trelp tackle some important problems, tends
ioiead oi-e'away from this basic and ultimate task.- 

instead of riechanically borrowing conceptions and methods,
ornitrotoev should work m6re intensively on its own problems which
liiiJ in tonnection with the develophent and use of artificial
iniiitigenc". Among these Qre, primarily, ttrs analvsis. of, the
Jivcti-otoeical conse-quences of computerisation32 and a study of the
'co'nseoue-nces of the'use of "mental- capability amplifiers".

Wlien considering artificial intelligence as an instrument of human
activity and human Intelligence amplifier, one must bear in mind that
ii- ireit". only the poss-ibilities for "amplification" and. thPt the
oooosite possi6ilitV of "decay" does not disappear automatically but,
ohitre contrary, b6comes a part of reality when the use of compyters
is poorty orgariised. This ins-trument may differ (as l tYpe of machine,
ivie ot'proEramme, type of communication with the machine), and
t[ris creites- qualitatiiejy distinct variants of "amplification"..One
shpuld bear in mind that humaq intelliggnce can also be highly
Oireise, which means that"'amplification''ian apply to both wisdom

""a 
.tuiiaiiv. to the intelligenc6 of the scientist and the intelligence of

itre astioloiiit. Artificial-intelligence does not -"amplify'' all the
iohpon"nt.- of human intelligence but only its "mqchine-like"
iomionentr, which is where if finas its "allie-s" tn ttg first place.
Con3equentfy, the problem is not just to "amplify"-intelligence but to
transform iti struiture.33 "Amplification" of intelligence should be
seen in the broader context oflhe problem of mental developrnent.
th" co-puter frequently opet'ates not ju-st a9 .aI!. in-strument of
abstract iirtelligence-, but hs an instrument of real individuals, whose
motives may either be socially valuable or selfish.

Greater'efficiencv in the use of artificial intelligence through
coniideration of the ipecific features of human creative activity is a
special scientific prdblem. It is not only cybernetics but also
psychology which ionstitutes the theoretical foundation for automat-
ing mental labour.-Technical writings frequently formulate the task of "matching" the
characteristics of iran and machine. I must emphasise that this
approach is limited and that it is wrong to identif_y- this task with that
oi'ootimisine the conditions of human activity. Very frequently the
conditions of activity are optimised by "dismatching" the characteris-
tics of rnan and mathine: for instance, by creating conditions for a
trli pacC in operating the machine or free'access to it. The extension
of m'an's creitive potentialities is a psychological indicator- of the
efficient use of artificial intelligence. R-ecognition that human thinking
is specific, as compared with-the processing of inform-ation by the
ioniputer,'constitutes the methodoiogical principle.of the theory of
desilning automated systems, which has been acquiring ever greater
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scope in the USSR.a The use of artificial intelligence to study natural
intelligence (automation of psychological experiments) is also a
promising line of research.

I think that a new relationship should be established between
psychological science and "artificial intelligence" as a sciontific field.t'Artificial intelligence" should take greater account of the data
provided by psychological science in assessing the practical achieve-
ments, in foimulating long-term programmes for improving compu-
ters and for making iheir use more ef{icient. A rneaningful task for
psychology is the critical assimilation, in the light of dialectical
materialism, of the processes connectqd with the development of the
new form of natural-scientific materialism in the theoretical writings
on "artificial intelligence" so as further to elaborate the conceptual
apparatus whibh makes it possible to reflect the specific regularities of
mental activity.
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Origin
of the Ancient Chinese Civilisation

LEONID VASILYEV

That China has one of the world's oldest cultures is being used
today by some nationalistic Chinese scholars to give a false inter-
pretation to historical facts foi political purposes. This accen-
tuates the urgency of the question of the reasons for the perceptible
similarity and, in some respects, identity between the ancient Chinese
Neolithic (Yang Shao, Lung Shan) and Bronze Age (Shang Yin)
cultures in the Huangho Basin and analogous cultures in the Western
regions of Eurasia that had developed earlier in time. The crux of the
matter is that the ancient Chinese cultural complex arose later, but
then developed quite quickly. What accelerated the evolution of
ancient Chinese culture?

In his search for an answer to this question the scholar inevitably
finds he has to assess the role that external influences and the mutual
exchange of cultural values have played in the history of man. This is
not a new problem. Nobody can deny the significance of the external
factor for the process of cultural evolution. However not everybody
is able to appreciate it fully. Many scholars regard external influences
as a secoridary factor merely adding to natural evolution sprin-ging
from internal iauses. However, the role of external influences differs
at the various phases of the development of any ethnocultural com-
munity, of the bxistence, under different conditions, of tribes or sta-
tes. F6i instance, once it-was established, the ancient Chinese society

L. Vasilyev, D.Sc. (Hist.), associate, Institute ol Oriental Srudies, USSR
Academy ol Sciences. Specialist in the History of Ancient China.
Author of the monograpfts; Cults, Religions and Traditions in
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depended little on influences from without. Even such a powerful
foieim cultural influence as Buddhism was remade, assimilated aird
sinici-sed to the extent that it lost its initial image and fused with the
traditional forms of Chinese culture. But the case is entirely different
when we deal with remote antiquity, when the fourtdations of Chinese
civilisation were only being laid, when the later national-cultural
tradition, seemingly so strong in its conservative stability, was
non-existent. In remote antiquity the role of external influences,
whether the migration of tribes, trade, invasions or the penetration of
ideas, might have been not merely more significant but, to some
extent, determining the ways and rate of .further evolution. This role is
often aptly compared with a catalyst,r which sharply speeds up a
reaction and without which a reaction is often altogether impossible.

Marxist science maintains that the development of world civilisa-
tion is an integral, inter-related and mutually-conditioned process.2
Every, even an isolated, ethnocultural community evolves in
accordance with laws that are relatively common to all communities.
At the same time, these laws manifest themselves differently, even
under similar or comparable conditions (the natural factor, the
possibility for contacts), say, in Europe, India and China. But when a
large group of tribes finds itself in isolation, this absence of the
poisibility for intercourse with the external world fatally delays its
ilevelopment, despite favourable natural conditions. Exchanges of
information are therefore one of the conditions for the development
of society.3 As a result of these exchanges, the achievements of one
culture are assimilated by others, and this tremendously speeds up
development as a whole.

But this applies not to all kinds of information. Secondary
inventions and innovations could be duplicated a hundred times in
variousparts of the world in societies of approximately the same level
of development. But the more significant an invention, the less the
probability of its duplication,a if onty for the fact that inventions such
is fire, cereal fariring, metallurgy and the wheel were not the
accidentat brain-child oT a genius Uul ttre result of thousands of years
of nurooseful quests bv advanced contingents of mankind. These
queits'req,rired'a colosial outlay' of thinkin& energy' strength and
rireans, an'd the picture of the worid would have been depressing in the
LxGinie had eaih ancient society conducted such quests independent-
lv and in isolation, without drawing on the information on the
dchiivements of oiher societies. It-is unquestionable that such
information sharply accelerated the evolution of societies that were
prepared to accept and utilise the achievements of others.

The channels of information did not always and everywhere
function quickly and successfully. Sometimes situations arose where
iimilar or'paralfel phenomena called forth by the requirements of life,
by the lawi of evoiution, were to be observed in different-parts of the
#orld. However, as a rule, these phenomena had specifics oJ their
own. If they hadnot, sooner or lafer, levelled up through exchanges
of information the difference in time might have become very
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considerable and this, in turn, might have led to essential differences
in the results.s In principle, the-constant exchange of information
within the framework if not of humanity as a whole then at least of
large continents was a natural condition for the existence of societies,
which for one reason or another were or could be among the foremost
societies that were already laying the foundations of the future
civilisation.

This becomes particularly evident when we consider the so-called
Neolithic revolution, in other words, the complex of closely
interrelated m9j9r innovations (farming, livestock-bieeding, pottery-
making, a settled yay -of life, construction, spinning and weaving, the
development of rituals and cults and so forth). Their emergence
ushered in a qualitative advance, namely, from a borrowing to a
prodpgir-rS economy. This was a revolution that gave man the
possibility for creating and accumulating a surplus product, which
provided the foundation for the rise of an urban civilisation and the
ancient states. It lasted for several millennia (l0th-6th millennia B.C.)
qq4, ggcqrqing to available data, took place in only one region (in th6
Old World)-in the hilly regions and foothills of Werstern Asia
(Zagros, Anatolia, Palestine). It was there, according to the now
universally recognised conclusions of the Soviet Lotanist and
geneticist Ni\olai Vavilov,6 that wild animals and plants were
domesticated,T that the most important Neolithic discoveries were
made, and a produclng w?y of life took shape. Then, pressured by the
surplu-s population,8 the first farmers and livestock-bieeders begin to
,sgltle i! neighbouring regions, in particular in the fertile valleys of the
Nile, the Tigris, the Euphrates and the Indus, where the ieats of
prirlary civilisations subsequently sprang up.

In the valleys of the Tigns, the Euphrates and the Nile the
Neolithic complex appeared in approximately the 5th millennium
8.C., and in the valley of the Indusiomewhat later, and most scholars
agree-that-the Indian, Mesopotamian and Ancient Fgyptian civilisa-
tions had their source in Wesi Asia. The most distant, i-at^er and unique
ancient-centre of plimary civilisation in the valley of the Huangho,
one of the most fertile rivers 9!-!q1asia, is the only one thatseemiigly
has no direct relation to the Middle East Neolithic revolution. nulii
that indeed the case?

It is known that Yang-Shao, the first among the Neolithic farming
cultures in the basin of the Huangho, belohged to the series o[
so-called painted pottery cultures and, as all the other cultures of this
series genetically originating from the Middle East zoneo knew all the
achievements of the Neolithic revolution. The people of that culture
grew cereals (mainly kaoliang), bred livestock (pigsland domesticated
dogs, lived in settlements, knew the manufacture of Neolithic
implements of stone, bone and wood, were familiar with spinning and
weaving and the manufacture of various types of pottery, incl[ding
pottery adorned with fanciful ritual symbolic oinameirtation anii
drawings_.e fn ottrer words, in the basin of the Huangho, as in the
basins of the Nile, the Indus, the Tigris and the Euphrates, cereal
farming appeared in the shape of a developed anii fully mature
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Neolithiccomplexthathadapreh.istory.ofmillenniaofgradual
iii,"riitiii". ilffihii" i"?r,ii 

"".et 
tqis- evolution has been accuratelv

i.;dilil;J;;d*lih;;E to *1,i"t' the sources of the knowledge

;fi ;;;.i;;; ;i ifu;;;i unii*t tu.,ers of Egvpt, Mesopotamia or

ffit; #;;;-"-";iLiiv ;ft;#d;;ti", *tu' reg{ici to the iources of

?;; Sff th" cisi is niuch more complicated'

On the one hand, there is a perceptible and undoubted similarity
u"tii!"'ir,i"-"!:tii,:rit ',t"i 

-Nio'ti'tt i" -irt yale Shao 
. 
and analogous

;;it";;;"Iw;;A;i": ihi.ii.1"ritv lies in th-e main thing, namely, in

ih;i""t -that 
the p"opii'-*"i" acqiraintea with cereal 1armin-g and

iti;ri;;l--b;oi"e, ii't'ri" ;;t .f i'iiJ, u"rietr and notions, including

ilri" ["i.iir rii;6U til-.v,,u.itr a*d qignificance of Pptterv painliqe'
iil;iffi;ffi;iir'il#pi"r."a in thE fact that inlhe basin of the

fi ffi dfi ; ;;;;;tdiiy il;U;; -r;c; 
oi LatJ Neolithic achievements is

reoresented (with veryiJ*iiiiiilions) as is encountered in the basins

;"t','#"Nii; \h;'i ;6'.,^ ii; liEI; i,,a tne Euphrate s' rlre19 ip-1 uch

iihiju.iti afso in details, and this becomes most convrncrng when one

studies pottery pamti;ds; i["-.igniti"u'ce and symbols of which' as

*Iff i-. i[i- tl'cfiniqu"-Tnnoir"A,-th" orn"ment and the- prir].ciples of
oortraval. are basicaliyiir;;il; in iang Shio as in the MiddleEast.r0
f,"'ilJ'ii^'#JiiJii-iiiit' ;t", ih; rei1i tir._t finds by. the..swedish
;"iil;ldi.t j. G' e"o"tii"" at a Yang Shao camping-site.in the

;;;i; p26r. th" b"li"f that there was communication with Western

;iiil;;;i;ffiih;;'i-ci, of V;ns Shao was non-chinese' received

;A;';;"G;iiion amo"E i"totg.llthis opinion ': t':$ :l':ly b.v

'W*"Jt*ii.i..i-ogi.t..''in-Ctinu itt"ti the altitude to it is restrained,
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If to this is added that in the 1950s and in the early 1960s, as a
result of the work of Chinese archaeologists the quantity of material
increased appreciably (almost the whole of this vast array of material
has been published in the Chinese language and much time and
specialisation are need to analyse it), it will prove to be not surprising
that ever fewer sinologists can make an expert judgement on how
matters actually stand with regard to the Yang Shao Neolithic and its
sources. The overwhelming majority of Chinese archaeologists are
inclined to ignore altogether the problem of the genesis of Yang Shao.
Their argument is approximately as follows: Yang Shao, an ancient
Chinese culture, sprang up in China itself and belonged to the
proto-Chinese-Mongoloids; it is not clear how, where and when it
took shape; but this does not mean that there were influences or,
much less, borrowings; on the contrary, the Yang Shao Neolithic
appeared in the heart of the Huangho Basin and then fanned out in all
directions, including the West. This standpoint has been bluntly stated
in a number of archaeological publications, in particular, in publica-
tions brought out outside China.'2 It is not easy to argue with its
proponents, but this does not mean that their stand on the question of
the genesis of Yang Shao is invulnerable and true. It is enough to
rgake a careful study of the works of Chinese archaeologists print'ed in
China mainly prior to 1965, i.e., prior to the "cultural revolution",
their arguments with each other about the different cultures, variants
and phases of Yang Shao and their interpretation of available data; it
is enough to consider all this without bia-s against the background of
the common laws of the evolution of world civilisation to place the
question of the genesis of Chinese civilisation, the Yang Shao culture
in particular, in a different light. Moreover, it is important to note that
the abundant data in the archaeological publications of the 1950s-
1960s convincingly corroborate the above-mentioned general assump-
tion about the role played by external information in speeding up the
rates of development.

How then did the Yang Shao culture emerge? One of the few
researchers studying this problem with the entire arsenal of modern
knowledge, Chang Kwang-chih, has spent much energy and time to
find the answer to it but he has been unat'le to achieve any appreciable
headway. For instance, his theory that the developed Yang Shao
Neolithic was preceded by a more primitive Neolithic age (even a
sub-Neolithic, that is, an age when some Neolithic achievements were
known but others, including most important ones, were not, for
example, cereal farming) does not, on the whole, evoke doubt. An
ancient sub-Neolithic layer has been found in the Siberia-Mongolia
and Southeast Asia regions and dates (particularly in Southeast Asia)
from a much earlier period than Yang Shao. But archaeologists have
yet to find evidence of this layer in the vicinity of the fllrangho Basin.
Another theory put forward by Chang Kwang-chih, namely that an
independent Neolithic revolution took place somewhere in or near the
Huangho Basin, obviously hangs in the air. The reason for this is not
only that so far no evidence of this kind of a revolution, which lasted
for many millennia in the Near East zone and can by no means be
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likened to a needle in a haystack, has been found' Another reason is
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Yang Shao (Ma-chia-yao) type, and in the latter the sites are of the
"Yaig Shao in Kansu" type.which is close to the Yang-Shao of the
centril zone. Chinese arChaeologists have noted the regularity that
closer to the junction between the subzones (the area between the
Weiho and Tabho rivers) the Yang-shao sites had a strong admixture
of Ma-chia-yao, and the Ma-chia-yao sites had a large admixture of
Yang Shao, while the more or less "pure" Ma-chia-yao an-d-Yang Shao
sites-were closer respectively to the western and eastern fringes of the
zone.t1 In other woids, the two cultures mixed, as it were, and this
mixture was more pronounced closer to the junction between them. It
would seem that this should lead to the conclusion that such clearly
interacting kindred cultures existed at one and the same time.

Howeier, Chinese archaeologists in advance adopt the attitude
that Yang Shao preceded Ma-chia-yao, 4-d thig places- 

-t-hem 
in a

difficult position. In their efforts to uphold the primacy of Yang Shao
they base themselves on data from the Wa-chia-ping site in Kansu,
whire the upper, more or less "pure", Ma-chia-yao layer overlies
mixed layer-s- ("Yang Shao in Kansu" with an adm'ixture of
Ma-chia-yao).t8 

'Despite its singularity, this fact has not been
questioned or regarded as accidental. On the contrary, i! has been
accepted as a convincing proof of the primacy of- Yang Shao
geneially, and also of the primacy of this culture also in the central
Zone, *irere Chinese archa6ologisis single out "Yang Shao in Kansu".
However, it is somehow,overlooked that despite its "primacy", the
"Yang Shao in Kansu" culture mixed with the Ma-chia-yao culture, in
other-words, that these cultures existed practically simultaneously. It
will be noted that the theory about the mixture of these cultures was
advanced by Chinese archaeologists themselves; in the mixed-tang
Shao-Ma-chia-yao sites there is indeed a blending of elements of Yang
Shao and Ma-chia-yao but not a transformation of the former into the
latter. This means that there were two different, kindred cultures and
that they interacted. In Chinese literature the accelted view is that
Yang Shao appeared from the central zone. Then where did
Ma-chia-yao, which interacted with it, originate?

If the-theory about the priority of Yang Shao in the central zone is
accepted, we shall find ourselves in a vicious circle: the origin^of two
variants, Pan-p'o and Miao-ti-kou, in the central zone itself is not
clear; neither is the origin of Ma-chia-yao ascertained in the Kansu
zone. What is clear is that the "Yang Shao in Kansu" culture came
from the centre, and for Chinese archaeologists this is the main thing.
This theory is reinforced by the first results of a radiocarbon analysis
published in China in lTli: the age of Pan-p'o is 5,60G6,080 (t 150)
years, and that of Ma-chia-yao 4,150 years.t'In other words, the
Lhronological gap between Pan-p'o and Ma-chia-yao is equal to
1,500-2,000 yeirs-. It will be borne in mind that even in laboratories
with a much greater experience of radiocarbon analysis erro-rs (in the
order of millennia) oCcur quite frequently. One can, of course,
understand the exaggerated- gap between obviously kindred and,
besides, interacting cultures located near each other (hardly 200-300
kilometres on a good road along the Wei River) as a striving to prove,
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as convincingly as possible, that the culture of the central zone was
primary. guithis is exactly what evokes doubts. The gap,is clearly
incredible, requires an explanation and sheds light on nothing.

One can, however, regard the cited facts from somewhat different
positions, by considering the circumstances to which Chinese
irchaeologisis attach no particular significance. First and foremost, it
will be noted that as distinct from the central zone, Kansu has not
yielded .Pan-p'o or Miao-ti-kou types in the Yang Shao cultures
proper.' Had the Kansu zone been secondary these variants would have
inevitably manifested themselves in a way. Yet at the -Yang Shao
sites in 

- 
Kansu features . of both variants in the shape of a

non-diff erentiated whole have been recorded. Further, archaeologists
have found a definite similarity between the Miao-ti-kou variant in the
central zone and the Kansu Ying Shao,r and this is noteworthy if it is
remembered that the sources of the Miao-tikou variant have not yet
been traced in the central zone. Taken together with the contradic-
tions in the question of the relationship between -Yang Shao and
Ma-chia-yao ih Kansu, which we have.mentioned,-all thi!-sives
grounds lor reconsidering the now habitual presumptiol of Chinese
Irchaeologists that the central zone was primary and give a new
interpretalion of the accumulated archaeological facts.

Let us assume that Ma-chia-yao and Yang Shao proper, which
allegedly mixed with each other in Kansu, were inde-ed- not two
diff6rent interacting cultures but two kindred variants with their roots
rn a common source rn the centre of the Kansu zone and spreading out'
to its poles. to the west and to the east from the region between the
Taoho and Weiho rivers. Formally, this is quite justified: the division
into Yang Shao and Ma-chia-yao-made by Andersson in the 1940s is
condition-al, while the kinship of these cultures is unquestionable.
From a puiely archaeological- standpoint this is-not glly acceptable
but everi preierable: it rEmoves the contradictions linked with the
problem oi the genesis of Ma-chia-yao and the merging of Yang Shao

ilroper with the Ma-chia-yao culture, whose origin is unknown and
wtriitr is assumed to date from a later period; it resolves the problem
of Miao-tikou, which has its roots in Kansu; and, lastly, it sheds light
on the problem of the genesis of Pan-p'o, a problem that has- still not
been resolved for the ientral zone. The only thing that clashes with
the proposed assumption (apart from the radiocarbon data) is the
accebtell interpretation of the Wa-chia-p'ing site' However, a more
atteniive evahiation of all the data specifying the character of the
lavers in fact removes this contradiction as well: the upper layer
("pure" Ma-chia-yao) of the site overlies the lower mixed layer, which
is^typical of preiisely the junction area on the upper re-ache.s of the
*eifio, and ihis is mentioned by the author of th-e publicatio!.2' [n
other words, the data from Wa-chia-p'ing reinforce the conclusion
that in the heart of the Kansu zone there was an earlier mixed
forerunning culture of the proto-Yang Shao-Ma-chia-yao type.

Available archaeological material gives grounds for assuming that
as they moved eastward along the Weiho the descendants of a branch
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of this forerunning culture gradually acquired the cultural indications
that became typical at first for "Yang Shao in Kansu" (non-
differentiated Yang Shao proper with some indications of Ma-chia-
yao) and then, as they moved farther, for the Yang Shao of the central
zone with its established basic variants-Pan-p'o and Miao-ti-kou.
Another branch of the descendants of the forerunning culture that
moved westward, led, in time, to the formation of the more or less
"pure" Ma-chia-yao, a layer of which was found to overlie the earlier
layer of the forerunning mixed culture in Wa-chia-p'ing.

At first the Ma-chia-yao and the "Yang Shao in Kansu" variants
and then the entire Yang Shao culture of the central zone (the main
sites of which, including Pan-p'o and Miao-ti-kou, have analogies in
Kansu) appeared in the course of this division of the mixed
forerunning culture. On this basis it is easy to explain not only the
absence of traces of the pre-Pan-p'o and pre-Miao-ti-kou agricultural
Neolithic in the central zone but also the non-differentiated character
of "Yang Shao in Kansu", the proximity of the latter to Ma-chia-yao
and even the gravitation of the more mixed sites of the Yang
Shao-Ma-chia-yao type toward a definite centre in the region between
the Taoho and Weiho rivers. Only one point remains unclear: Where
did this forerunning culture come from? Whereas the first traces of
the Chinese agricultural Neolithic are found not in the centre of the
Huangho but near its sources (in the western extremity of China
proper), the search by scholars for analogies an-d possible sources of
Yang Shao in the west is natural and justified.22

The discbvery in the Himalayan India of a specific sub-Neolithic
culture of hunters and food-gatherers of the Bursahom (near Srinagar)
type, which obviously sprang from the Mongoloid Siberia-North
China zone of the early Neolithic, makes it possible to assume that
since a culture of this type, having moved across the great mountain
ranges, found itself in India, this signifies that similar ranges were
surmountable prior to the 3rd millennium B.C., from which the early
layers at Bursahom are dated.23- 

The sporadic contacts of the hunters and food-gatherers of the
Bursahom-type sub-Neolithic with the farmers of the developed
Neolithic who, in search of new land, had migrated somgwhere to
North India or Afghanistan, evidently might have.enabled the local
tribes to accumulate information and even borrow the basic principles
of the domestication of cereals and livestock, become acquainted with
painted pottery, and so on. Attention should also be drawn to the fact
that this pottery was made by women, who, when there was war, were
usually tlken captive and incorporated in the victor tribe. In cases
where tribes of.hunters and food-gatherers, who had already been
enriched with information and were prepared for the transition to
agriculture, migrated to more or less favourable foothill regions,
where the conditions obtained for the transition to settled farming, for
the domestication of some new cereals (kaoliang) and species of
livestock (the pig), they could accomplish the millennia-long Neolithic
revolution in several centuries. After this, a group of descendants of
this tribe could, in their search for new lands, ultimately reach the
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region between the Taoho and the Weiho and from there begin the
settlement of the Huangho Basin.

Such is a hypothetical reconstruction of a possible proces-s. We
feel that its advintage is that, first, it takes into account and brings
into a definite system all the facts known to archaeologists; secon$, it
allows settling i'he contradictions we have mentioned; lastly, it gives
the possibility of placing the problem of the genesis of the Chinese
asri6dtural Neolithic on a reafistic foundation and explaining the fact
oi the unquestionable identity of Yang Shao with other lainted
pottery cultrures of Eurasia and the reason for its essential distinctions
?rom iU of them. It must be stressed that the Yang Shao Neolithic,
which took shape in the course of a complex ethnocultural synthesis.
was a Chinese culture and that its people were the first, unquestiona-
ble proto-Chinese.

On the borderline between the 3rd and 2nd millennia B.C. the
shorflived Yang Shao culture in the Huangho Basin was superseded
by the Lungslianoid black-grey pottery culture that-subsequently
siread also io the south of the Huangho. Although the Lung-shan
cirlture took shape on the basis of Yang Shao, it had essential
distinctions. It was familiar with the West Asian domesticated cereals
(wheat, barley, millet), with the domesticated animals (bull, ram) bred
ihere, with ndw types of utensils (including the tripod "li") the potter's
wheel and the praclice of scapulimantia (fortune-telling with the aid of
animal bones). There are grounds for surmising that, as in the c-ase of
Yang Shao, external components played a role in the genesis 9f l.ung
Shan. tthis new culture, too, stemmed from a complex synthesis of
various elements.

In the 3rd millennium B.C., a group of Neolithic tribes of herders
emergedz with the spread of agriculture to the outskirts of the West
Asia Zone, particulariy in the stEppes to the north of it, where farming
was impraclicable, these tribes not only moved over a huge-territory
from the Black Sea to Mongolia, but constantly absorbed all the new
sub-Neolithic tribes of hunters and food-gatherers, including the
Mongoloid tribes that inhabited the eastern part of this zon-e-. In the
courJe of this process the tribes of neo-herders north of the Huangho
could have acquired the cultural elements (domestication of cattle,
acquaintanceship with the potter's wheel and the accompanying
maiufacture of non-painted black-grey pottery made by artisans, and
the scapulimantia and "li"-type utensils typical for he^rde.-rs), which
then spiead to Lung Shan. Evidently this interaction of tribes of this
twe riith the Yane Shao farmers led to the rise of the Lung Shan
cuitural complex, ihe earliest phase of which was most likely the
Ch'i-chia culture in Kansu.

This culture was characterised by the almost total absence of
painted pottery (on account of which Andersson erroneously dated it
i.om p.i-Yan! Shao times) and the predominance of crude.pottery
ianiing in'col6ur from brown-red and black to -g!eY a9$ wh!19' The
Ct '-i"[iu pottery, rnost of whose forms ascended from Yang Shao, is
Oiitinguistred n'ot so much by an abundance of new types (f-or

instan"ce, the "li" tripod) as-by a different ornamentation: the
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prevalence of the cord and pectinate ornamentation and also the
polishing of thin-walled pottery. The potter's wheel, possibly, was
used not for the manufacture of pottery, but for giving it a gloss. The
Qh'i-chia stone implements resemble the Yang Shao implements, but
in addition, typical Lung Shan scytheJike knives are encountered.
The dwellings are of the Yang Shao type, but with walls plastered with
lime, which is a characteristic of Lung Shan. The Ch.i-chia people
bred cattle, were acquainted with scapulimantia, made articles-of
bronze, which was evidently imported, or articles of native metal.x
The cultural image of Ch'i-chia thus allows drawing the conclusion
that having emerged in Kansu on the basis of the Yang Shao-Ma-chia-
yao culture it received its major innovations (cattle, the potters'
wheel, new methods of processing pottery, knowledge of metal) from
without, most probably as a result of contacts with the livestock-
breeding outlying areas north and northwbst of Kansu.

The cultural transformation of Yang Shao proceeded in the central
zone as well: in the transitional Miao-ti-kou Il-type culture we find a
prevalence of grey and reddish cord-marked pottery, the appearance
of scythe-like stone knives, lime-plastered walls and so on" although
the source of these innovations is unclear: was it solely a result of
spontaneous evolution or of contact with Ch'i-chia. In any case, the
Miao-ti-kou II type was transitional and provided the basis for the
emergence of local modifications of the developed Sharsi and Honan
Lung Shan. Farther east, the Honan varilnt was acquainted with the
potter's wheel and black glossy pottery; the "li" tripod is not typical
for it, and there are no traces of cattle-breeding or that scapulimarrtia
was known. Farther west, in the Shensi variant, which neighboured
on Ch'i-chia, knew cattle, scapulimantia and the "li" tripod, but black
pottery and the potter's wheel played an insignificant role.26

In other words, culturally and geographically the Shensi variant is
half-way, as it were, between Kansu Ch'i-chia and Honan Lung Shan.
If all the variants are placed in one line, it will be found that(with a
practigally equal archaeological study of Kansu, Shensi and Honan)
they have a definite regularity in common: Western Ch'i-chia, of
which there .are hundreds of sites, gives way in the east to less
representative variants (ten sites at the most); the large Ch'i-chia
cultural complex gives way to a more modest sum of the same
indications in Shensi (pectinate and white pottery, and copper are
absent) and a still more meagre range of these indications in Honan
(cattle and scapulimantia are unknown and ihere are practically no
"li" utensils). The decrease of the range of fundamentally important
identical innovations of the Lungshanoid layer from west to east
brings one round to the assumption that this was the direction of
cultural influences. However, in itself the range of innovations does
not determine everything: the Honan variant with its broad use of the
potter's wheel and its abundance of thin-walled glossed pottery was
clearly on a higher level of development than the Shensi variant. The
Pao-tou variant emerged in Shantung, East China, on the basis of the
Honan Lung-Shan, although some scholars believe the genesis of this
variant, on the basis of which the late "classical" (Cheng-tzu-yai)
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Lunc Shan appeared, was influenced by other guftures of the
tunEshanoid liler, in particularly by the southern Ch'ing-lien-kang-
Liu-lin.27

Evidently the south Lungshaioid Ch'ii-chia-1i49-and Ch'ing-lien-
kang cultur6s fikewise took ihape on the basis of Yang Shao. They
werE acqrrainted with the basii cultural indications of- Lung Shan

tUtaCt< gtrissy pottery, the potter's wheel, and sg on), but had. specific
ieaturei, foi instance, the cultivation of rice, the unique painting_on

"Liiiiv-ina 
fanciful forms of "tou" vessels (wine-8lass-type with a

ilii"*. 
^fried- b;;;t;;a the i'ting" tripod (pots on three.thin long flqt

iirigi,.-ift teCs).* If to this is added the aiquaintancesfrip of the south
iriiiiiianoidCdtures with kettle-like vesiels, that- do not occur in
Vrfi-Siiil and I.Lng Shan but are well known from the painted
oJiE v oi the Decca-n, the problem of yet another line of possible
;"ttd;t -ioniacts 

within thi south Aiia rice-growing zole will
io1nptii"t" the already difficult qu-estion of the genesis of these

"uiiririi. 
However thit may be, 

-the 
question of the genesis of

Cri;i"n-"t i"ling and Ch'ing-11sn-kang remains unclear' It may be

.,iiriiiE"a- i[Ji t]t e developm--ent of these south I lungshanoid cultures
;;il;;;-narallel witfi the formation of diffelent variants of
iii,if"'r"d-f".g Siran in thre Huangho Basin and that the basic
eir;;ii&;aitrJcutturat influence in the south was most probably

from west to east, because in the east, somewhat sout! of !!1n-tung'
;ffi; ;;;; i;ter, ieveloped variants of the cllii-chiaJing-ch'llqJien-
i;E ;ii*A-tirp", ioi instance, LiuJin' These two parallel and

iimfittaneous tdrients of the Lungshanoid cultural influence met

;;ilh;in Sninirr"g and this risqlted in the-appearance.of the

i;;-6;(;;a-tn"n tt" %hssical") variant of the late I'ung Shan, at

i,tLiiitliuolutiot of this culture practically stopped'

In all its modifications, the Lung-shan-I,.ungshanoidNeolithic of
tf"6l-eri;Doitirv ijd io the spread-of agriculiure in_a largepart of
ciliriiii6p[i, *-ti'it" tt" burgeolning of the.agricultural Neolithic and

;ilil ii"'A""inJ"cono-y lid theToundation for the emergence of a
6;-.fiiti;;iffi il th; iiuangho Basin. rn china the first centre of
ihil-;ilitil;ii.ii appearea in -the Yin epoch, approximatelv in the

*id-rrd mittenniirir n.C., i.e., two or-three thouqand years- after

ri.ir."r 
""rrtr"r 

uppe"rid inEgypt br Mesopotamia. The latest Chinese

iliitri.,,iiipt-i,i, tilaitio" a"r[ii^Ues the Yi-n people as a resfless tribe
i'fr;t ;;?"dicaifv cnanila iis place of habitaiion, was acquainted with
ffi;fi;;Iiriii.i"r-i"iZaing,'metallurgv and a written language, hglp

iuCi"O"ifrii. t "r."-iiu*"--*ai 
Ctrari5is .and worshipped Shang Ti,

;il. tiii,i-regiiaed as their supreme deity and pro.genitor.^l-ately

ifriiliaAiti6n his been reinforced by the archaeological-excavations at
Vi; 6;;; (,tn-vunC ana ctie"g-6hou) and sites with palaces and

fr.i"ii"i;ifd 
-irti"-ftiJ", 

worksf,ops, irronze vessels,- and inscribed
iori"ii6-i"[ing-_U"""rl fni sump^tu6us. tomb-mausoleums of the
\fffi;, uG--?i, *iiit,-*to weie buried together with-luxurious
;",.;1' iiCtty-otru.itted weapons and hundreds of-people, have

b;;;"*ii6d: Ar;L;;ol,ogists 
^have discovered a highlv-developed
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culture that differs strikingly from its primitive Neolithic predeces-
sors. Naturally, the question of its souices and links aros€.

There is no doubt that maly of the Yin cultural indications sprang
up on the local, Yang Shao-Lung Shan Neolithic soil.a At the same
time, some of the key indications (metallurgy, war chariots, bronze
weapons, the -technique of erecting large buildings, a developed art,
and a written language) are in sharp contrast to a[ that was known to
the chinese Neolithic. The development level of these elements of the
Yin culture calls in question the assumption that they appeared in
embryonic form on local soil and gradually developed, b66ause this
required millennia-long evolution. Only an-intensiri inflow of infor-
mation from without could have speeded up the rate of evolution.
This is seen from the example of all the esseirtial innovations of yin,
beginning with bronze. A study of the excellent yin bronzes haj
siown that they have their own specifics in the technique of use and
the technology of manufacture, in the chemical composition and in
the principles of casting (multi-sectional component celamic forms as
distinct from the cire-perdue principle used at the other ancient
centres of metgllurgy). This undoubtedly resulted from the long
experience of the Chinese potters: it is not accidental that the yii
bronze vessels were copies of the Yang-shao-Lu-shan pottery. But all
this is obviously insufficient Epqnds f6r asserting thatYin mttutturgy
was entirely autochthonous.s Scholars who do not confine thdir
inter-est solely in Yin metallurgy draw attention to the general
regularity of the spread of information on metallurgy, with reEard to
which the Yin specifics are only secondary particulars.3r -

This conclusion is convincingly reinforced by an analysis of yin
bronze weapons. Yin weapons, utensils and broirze ornaments have
unquestionablg-narallels and-analogies in the cultures of the steppe
belt north of West Asia and the Huangho Basin. The character ofiire
links is not quite clear and evokes contradictory assessments. But a
comparative study of_ Yin_ weapons has sho*n that some types,
notably-with socleted handles, could not have appeared in Chiia on
the basis of local sto-ne protgtypes. The existeni6 of analogues and
ancestor-transitional forms of such types in other regions of Elurasia is
evider.rse_that they were borrowed from witho[t in ready-made
form.32 This also concerns the articles of the so-called animal style.
__- Even more unquestionable are the analogies between the yin Lnd
West Asian chariots. Here there can be no question of accidental
coincjdences, especially as the primitive cart, as a transitional phase,
and the domesticated horse were not known to the Chinese Ne6fithic.
On the other hand, the cult of the horse and the war chariot, used as
the main weapon and highly valued by the yins, is in all iti details
r-eminlscent-o{ an analqgous cqlt among some West Asian peoples of
the Hurrit-Mittani and Indo-European groups. But thoirsands of
kilometres lie between West Asia ana yin China and throughout that
vast,territory almost no traces (with one exception) have b6en found
of chariots. We have in mind the Karasux cullture-of South Siberia,
whose bronze articles are reminiscent of the yin articles. This was
noted by many scholars, who studied the question of cultural contacts
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between the Yins and the Karasux people. Alngng the bronze articles
;iii;; IG;.ui piopt" there hre enigmitic "objects of unknown use".
i11gs;;;;;;i;fisrfaiplates, whose-edges wer-e bent in the form of an

;;;;J;"iL aic6rate,i with iittle bells or pendants in the animal style,
ii..i'lidqiiiriiy ln tt" form of horses' heads, -they were miniature
;;;;fTin piut"r that were evidently used to fasten chariot traces.
iiff;: ih.;;;;thii explanations of their use in the equipment of
|ir"ii.it. 

-",ia 
ctrariot-ariveis'3). The conclu-sion_.suggests itself that the

uii"".iLr. ot-th" Kara.rx people were familiar with chariot-s, but

U"ii"d itir weapon in oblivion,- preserving the. mem.ory of it in
rniniuiu." articlei of a truly "unknown p!r_rpose", utilising it most
iii"'U"-tii" ir-ttrJpractice of their cult. The Karasux culture may-thus

Siii"riiii,.Jifi uJun inairect indication of the direction of the cultural
ffif; tlii.;;;h-;[i"ii irii incestors of the Yins became.acquainted with
;ifi;i; an?, cons"quently, with horses and many kinds of weapons

and utensils*'-Th*;';;;liitecture 
of the Yins merits attention. They' built .strong

tolvii'iuri.,';;i|c;; and- -ausoteums, .utilising papked {o,undations

una u, intiiiate technique of interlacing ceiling beams restmg on

;;jil;. ;];ne tt " 
p"ii.ttir ot tt 

".blilding. 
The architect-9f: 9l tI"y"fi;;.; it u.p[y in iontri.t with the analggggs practice of the

i;; Sf,u;;i tr;d sn", p""pt" as the.splendidYin bronze articles
with the Dottery o. .toni impiements of ihe Neolithic. This is seen

i.iri riiifli"rrif v'in it e 
--ausoieums 

- huge cross--shaped pits with a
lii"rii"i"iiiiifi-ti"i tor ltri sarcophagus and with four-side chambers
(with exit Dassases on the surfabe)Jn which people and articles were

ffiili]u1ih "t1,i A*|u.;T Chinrise archaeoiogists, who excavated

tfr"ii-torUt, 
"ornpur.d 

th"*, notably,-with the.royal tombs 9J Ur'
;i;;";;;t;;;i; ;;;" iouna to have been buried together with the

;;;;;r;a.-ltJ"a'"r. to ."v, itii, does not mean that the Yins borrowed
;Ifi;ildi il;ti"--f;;ni ut. It onlv means that the Yin and the Ur
;i;r;- h;a- simitu. noiio* auout tt 6 nether world and had approxi-
',i"iiiv"riiii;;;;.ib1iii"s ior. pulting these notions into pracllce. As

iigiiirlt" reaions ioi iti. simitaritJ, (in the long run, not all rulers-ri?"i-i. 
tfii. *unn"ii tru-un iaciitiie'at burials was not practised

;it'h; b" ihe pharaohs-; bt many other Eastern despots), there is

;;;id;i"6i; ;;i.i;;;; ot 
- 
it " eiistence of cultural and genetic

contacts.-"'i;;; 
cultural elements of Yin likewise testify to approximately

tt""i"r*-tirO--oi tintcs. Yin art was magnificent. There were

exouisitely ornur"nt"il'b;o;; vessels and iigures.in.relief with a

;;f*i-;"amentation; fine stone sculpture, fanciful patterns on

5#;;d'6;;;;;ii;G' ;ade of jade,- and so on' rhe Yin relics
;;;;;;; itt"eh"o piace in museuins throughout the world' A.mong

ttre dUiects of Yin plastic art and relief ornamentatton attentlon ls
ffi#tf,L 6;"uiti"i".'ruOi in the animal style. which is very,specific.
This stvle Dortrays .on," anin,uls in a dynahic_ posture, which is quite

.iifii"iii-f";; t'h;-ri*"t fortrayal of-animals, for instance,. in the

"i,ii"-ri 
Cfii"ese Neo-tithic'. Another feature of Yin art is the fine

;;*1ni on uone and wood, carved and applied ornamentation on

ta

pottery, which in many ways duplicates the ornamentation on bronze
vesseli and differs from the Lung Shan and Yang Shao ornamenta-
tion. Note must be made of- the new motifs and types of
ornamentation and drawings. In Yin ornamentation the central place
is occupied by the tao-tieh mask, portraying .a monster- with huge
round eyes, gr-eat branching horns, olten with a large mouth, nose and
the body of'a-n animal, drag6n or even man(there are good grounds for
believing that the tao-tieh were iconographic portrayals of Shan-ti, the
Yin supreme deity-progenitor). The portrayal included animals,
snakes,-dragons, cicadas, f ish, intricate spirals and zigzags. Frequent-
ly ther6 alsd were human faces, usuallv executed in a realistic manner
and convincingly showing that the Yins were familiar with different
racial types, inciuding faces with clearly expressed Negro-Australoid
and Europoid features.3

A few'words about the calendar and the written language. The fact
that the calendar-abtronomical and astrological notions of the ancient
Chinese coincided with analogQus notions of other ancient peoples
Ondians, Babvlonians and Chaldeans) has been noted by many
icholars, some of whom assumed that the Chinese probably borrowed
the corresponding notions, for instance., the l2-silns-of the Z.-odiac or
the duod6cimal -and sexagenary cycles.rs Here the similarity is
unquestionable. Besides, th; htei foimation of the Chinese centre of
civilisation provides grounds for conclusions of this kind. As-r-e-gards
the spoken ind writtJn hnguages, the problem is much more difficult.
At oie time many scholars argued that the Chinese written language
was autochthonoirs. Present-d-ay Chinese authors attempt to substan-
tiate this thesis by analysin! Yin and more ancient Neolithic
symbols.ro But this compaiison provides little: the ancient symbols
differ sharply from the An-yang written language, which has much
more simil^aiity with'the Sumerian hieroglyphs.rz ,However, this
problem remaiirs unresolved. New light may be shed by a.linguistic
inalysis, in particular by comparing Yin words and ancient Indo-
Eur6pean w6rds. Such cbmparisons have become possible only after
the riconstruction of the ancient Chinese language suggested by B.
Karlgren.ra On the basis of this reconstruction-sinologists and linguists
raise-d the question of the existence in the ancient Chinese language-of
sounds cloie to the sounds of Indo-European ancient words.rs The
number of these analogies runs into hundreds, although the conclu-
sions of the scientists who have suggested them (Ulenbrook and
Ulving) are naturally still very cautious. 

-
At-iirst glance, much of the aforesaid mqy prove st-range: China

and the Ind6-Europeans? Doubts may be and 4re raised Qy parallels
and analogies in th6 sphere of metallurgy, buildlng, art and e-ven such
an unque6tionable analogy as the case-with the chariot. However,
close aitention must be paid to the fact that these coincidences, :rlbeit
incredible, are much t-oo numerous for a simple accident. Taken
together, 

'in 
combination with each ot-her, Jhey form a fairly

foimidable cultural complex, which, partially at least, is not rooted in
China. But how did all ihis ultimately become an element of the Yin
civilisation? The question is a difficult one, and it can only be
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answered, even with the data from the archaeological discoveries of
the 1950s.and the 1960s, in a hypothetical form. The new excavations
at Cheng-chou (Erli-kang, Lo-ta-miao) and Er-litou have placed the
question- of the phases of the development of Yin on a more or less
r'ealistic foundaiion. The Cheng-chou phase, which preceded the
An-yang phase, may be subdivided into the following stages:
Lo-ia-niia6, Er-li-t'ou and Er-li-kang. They show the gradual
formation of a new quality in the evolution from I ung-shan to'early
Yin. For instance, there are still few Yin indications at Lo-ta-miao
sites: these are mainly a new type of pottery with carved and applied
ornamentation.ro In Er-li-t'ou there are small articles made of bronze
(knife, awl, spearhead, small bell), although, essentially speaking, no
iraces'of casting have'been discovered. The pottery is typically Yin
not only in form (for instance, tetrapodes, which were- unknown in
Neolithic China) and ornamentation but also in painting (complex
relief compositiirns with dragons and the tao-te mask). Also clearly
expressed is the typically Yln method of construction b-y-ramming
eaith in wooden fiames (hang-tu). This method was used for laying
foundations.at Er-li-kang, if we leave aside the difference in scale (this
was a large town witti a wdll and with workshops), had -only one
fundamenlal feature distinguishing it from ErJi-t'ou-a developed
bronze industry casting vesiels (similar to those cast at An-yang) and
weapons, incldding soiketed celts of the Andronovo-Turbin t-yp9t?

fhe Lo-ta-miao-ErJi-t'ou-Er-li-kang line was thus an early Yin
complex whose evolution proceeded on the local Neolithic basis and
incltided elements about w:hose origin litfle can be said. But even if it
is assumed that all this, including the developed bronze-casting
industry, took shape in China itself with minimum information from
withoui, say from wandering Smithsa: in the Huangho Basin, the
early-Yin Cheng-chou complex on the whole is still sharply in contrast
to tlie later An-yang, which had a written language, war chariots, large
mausoleums with f,undreds of burials, palaces, the animal style of
painting, splendid stone sculpture, bone carving and so on, all which
were uiknbwn to the early-Yin complex. In other words, even if the
late-Yin An-yang complersprang froh the early Yin Cheng-chou, this
basis was 

-cleirly 
insufficienf for it. One more ethnocultural

component, evideirtly, kindred to Karasux, had to take part in the
process of the genesis of the An-yang 9ompl9x,- the only-one that can
be regarded as a centre of civilisation in the full sense of the word. It
is undlear how, when and where the local, Chen-chou basis merged
with foreign elements that are typical solely of the An-yang colnPle-x,
although it may be assumed that here a role was play-ed 9y tne
migration of cliariot-owning tribes such as the Hyxos, Kassites or
Aryan$ across the steppe belt.a-All 

this does not mean that Chinese civilisation was brought from
without. It should not be forgotten that the hypothetical cultural
torrent, whose interaction wiih the local foundation led to the
formation of the ancient Chinese centre of civilisation, could realise
its potentials precisely in the Huangho Basin and not anywhere else,
because there had t6 be sufficiently favourable conditions for an

t6

active creative assimilation of information. These conditions were
created by the Neolithic generations o{ proto-Chinese in a situation
that was 6ptimal for the burgeoning of a farming cPlture.-As for the
Yins with fheir clearly heterogeneous origin and various ethnocultural
links, they could only consolidate themselves on that foundation and
cive-an impulse to the further evolution of the ancient Chinese
iociety. Aft^er taking over the cultural potentials of the proto-Chinese
and the Yins-those created by their own development in the course
of long centuries and those that they had borrowed from without
along the channels of world information-this society |egan to
deve-ioo mainlv in accordance with its own inner laws. The role of the
contacis with- time diminished, while the native potential become
larger, and this enabled it to absorb with relative ease the innovations
boirowed subsequently and adapt them to the specifics of the
established Chinese civilisation.

In the course of millennia the specifics of China became more and
more pronounced, turning into a kind of symbol of unshakable
stability and originality. Tht Chinese (perhaps sinicised) names of the
ancienf sages and rulers only reinforced the belief that since remote
antiquity China has been the centre of a high culture and the source of
cultriral'radiation, and that in this respect it owes nothing to anybody'
This idea of absolute autochthony continues to play a major rolb in the
propaganda arsenal of Great Han chauvinism. Indeed, China has a
Ereit iutture with century-old traditions and nobody.i{rtends to belittle
its significance. The point is that as any other civilisation, Chinese
civilisation took shape in the process of constant cultural contacts,
interaction and borrowing.

NOTES
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Developing Countries:
New Researches

Soviet Geographical Studies and
Current Problems of the Third World

GALINA SDASYUK, MIKHAIL GORNUNG,
GEORGY UTKIN

Soviet geography has rich traditions in Afro-Asian studies. These
traditions as well as the constructive experience accumulated in the
course of socialist transformations in the USSR are being effectively
used in geographical research connected-with the pressing develop-
ment problems of the Third World.

Many important publications on the socio-economic geography of
Asia, Africa and Latin America have appeared in the USSR since the
last international geographical congress. Soviet ge<rgraphers studying
the countries of these continents are concentrating on such questions
as the optimal use of natural resources and its ecological aspects,
geographical problems of population and manpower, urbanisation and
industrialisation, and problems of economic regions formation.

The processes of the development of nature and society in their
intricate interaction have confronted modern geography and allied
sciences with problems of global importance. Constructive elabora-
tion of these problems is especially important for the developing
countries. These countries, sometimes called multisectoral (because
of the existence of different socio-economic structures) or Third
World countries (according to the special place they occupy in the
world economic system), are notable not only for the lack of balance

G. Sdasyuk, D. Sc. (Geogr.), M. Gornung and G. Utkin, both Cand. Sc.
(Geogr.)-research associates at the Institute ol Geography,
USSR Academy of Sciences, specialising in the economic
geography of the developing countries in Asia and Africa,



in the growth of population a-nd production. They are characterised by

limited resources ot ,niiinuf u"tu.ulation and-of trained personnel,

liiri-.iiitr"r- ai.p-iiiiiin.- ir, tt 
" 

development.of national natural

;;;fu;6-;;d of the productive forces in general'---At 
afi same time, tiideveloping countries differ greatly in size of

territories and population densities, natural conditions and cofnbrna-

iid.i resourcbs ar *itt as in the'methods of their utilisation.

The territorial (regional) differences between the Third world

"o""iri"J--oncJ 
aiaii underscore the theoretical and -practical

iinnitiiu""J of ttilir geographical research. This research almost
ir""ritl"Uy n-es irrto c6ntict wittr the acute socio-economic problems

of these countries.-- t[;,-th" iiuA, of the dynamics of_their natural environment (for

"*u-pi", 
ihi unal,si. of the causes and after-effects of the disastrous

airiiilti i" itre Satret natural zone) shows convincingly that the ways

"nOfiiit 
oOs of averting undesirable local changes of the environment

a"oend on the specifii socio-economic cond-itions existing in the

,iiti"rf"i i";;ii";i. Th" environmental studies from the point of view
6f fi;;; ;;;i;1, and conditions for the intensification of economic
u"tiriii!.aicent;;te the close feed-back ties between the environmen-
irf"i-"aiiir;s ild the socio-economic conditions for development.
""^ ih;;;haniim of various natural imbalances in the developing

"ooriii".li-n"ii 
ott"o to be explained not !V natural calamities alone.

ilis *icf,unisrir to i gieat exient dependi either on the traditional
r*io-"ioromic peculiarities of utilisation of natural resources or on
;il;*. ;i-iiiiii moaernisation. In Africa, for instance, irreversible
."if ii,Jrion, desertification, and other such natural imbalances take
;d";';h;;' uetoi""finiiJ-#e introduced that have been borrowed
ffi|fi ";'il;;;"firiii* 

*iih different natural conditions and unadapted
i;-ih;;;;ifi". ot1tr" Africun climate andsoil. In many of the densely
i,"r.i"t-"0-AJan countries the undesirable environmental changes

f.;iil;a;il;;i .oit f".titity, higher.floods, etc. ) with. the traditional
asrarian structures ol socieiy an? primitive agrotechqics maintained,
;i;;'d;A br-itre iipio gr6wth oT the rural, including agricultural,
;;ill"td;;fiite ttre i'ir" 6t the cultivated land remains practically the

[;fi;. fi; .iii ituneis "te 
also caused bv the.introduction of

W".iir" inArilii4 ii"finology which does nof take into account the

;;6i"1 drironmental dyn"Iniic. in the tropics and is insufficiently
;ilAifi fto,, ttt" poinf of view of utiliiation of the means of
modernising the triditional production.-_- ft iri iia clear 

"onniitii1'1 
between the socio-economic types of

tte Oin"ioping countries and the economic and ecological processes

iirt"r"ni ifi-tfiem. Ttris fact opens up considerable prospects for
i.6ltirtiiitoi"iaiti"e of the dynarirics oJ iratural environmental changes
it"iairectlv affecf the conditions of economic development' -"-Th; 

-"if,oAo1|'icat principles expounded in the works of Soviet
."n6fui. ioiiti*inE con^structive geo-graphy alg purposeful transfor-
;;i-ion;f ih; 

"nuir-onnr"nt, 
including their studiei of resource cyc]e.st

""ono.i" 
appraisal of natural resources, and the nat-ural-potential,'

;;i;il;";5iii" iJut."si in u new wav the ecological and economic
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aspects of the utilisation of natural resources in arid, semi-arid and
humid tropical areas which are most typical of the Third World
countries.

The role of the natural resources in their economy, like in the
entire world economy, far from decreasing, during the scientif,ic and
technological revolution increases. The study of these resources in
the developing countries acquires especial significance both as
regards meeting the growing requirements of the home market and in
connection with world market development trends and export
possibilities.

Optimal utilisation of natural resources, however, is to an ever
greater extent linked not so much with the level of their economic
exploitation as with the standards of the preservation of the general
ecological balance in nature, i.e., it is a question of comprehensive
consideration of the geographical peculiarities of specific territories,
of the need to pass on from the first stage of estimating (inventory)
the natural resources to complex ecological, geographical and
economic evaluation. This evaluation reveals additional and new
possibilities of using the natural resources potential (i.e., all kinds of
natural resources-biological, water, climatic, mineral, etc.) in order
to accelerate the process of overcoming the general economic
backwardness.

The geographical aspect of the study of the natural resources
potential is especially important for-the countries whose economic
structure was deformed by colonialism. After-effects of the one-sided
economic orientation are noticeable in most of these countries even
today. Their natural resources potential is still quite often seen, by
force of inertia, through the distorting mirror of the colonial past. At
the same time the natural pre-conditions for the development of new
trends in agriculture, for mastering specific power resources (solar,
geothermic, etc.) as well as utilisation of favourable conditions for
setting up recreational and balneological centres and zones of world
significance, are often left out of sight.

Experience shows that consideration of the natural resources
factor for regional planning in the developing countries yields good
results if and when this factor is understood as the cemplex of the
natural conditions and natural resources needed for creating favoura-
ble living conditions for people and for the growth of economic
activity. It is not simply a matter of the expansion of the "set" of
resources being used but of the planned exploitation of certain spatial
combinations of the natural resources complexes.

The effectiveness of such long-term approach to the utilisation of
natural resources involves outlays for a new or additional infrastruc-
ture, especially when developing the natural resources complexes in
areas with extreme natural conditions (deserts, tropical swamps,
highlands, etc.). The leading role of geographical science in the
rational preparation of such development is obvious.

It can be said that today the manner in which the natural resources
problem is being solved in the interests of the maximunl satisfaction
of national requirements without upsetting ecological standards, is
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becoming to a certain extent a touchstone of the socio-economic
effectiveiess of the whole of long-term planning.

Soviet scientists have made a study, within the framework of the
seography of population, of the pressing problems of the settlement
inatniptt vmelnt'of manpower in ttre ttrird World'2 The study of the
spatial itnicture and dynamics of population is seen as a necessary
cbmponent of the geneial scientific foundation of planning in the field
of socio-economic development.

For the developing countries geographical analysis of population,
the quantitative and qualitative characteristics of manpower are

Jspeciafly significant in general economic_estirnatiols, because in the
iaia couirtriEs there exlst considerable disproportions between the
demographic processes and the course of economic development,
considerible territorial differences in proportions of the rural and the
uiUan population along with the low level of urbanisation, and a
contraslidg socio-geographical mosaic of different territories. Inter-
esting in tf,is respJct are itre typological characteristics worked outty
SouiJt researchers for separaie population areas in the developing
iountri". by combinating- demoiraphic, production and economic'
and socio-ethnic features.'*'T5";;ilJ -or 

Soui* specialists covering not on-ly individual
counties but also large regions (Southeast Asia, the Anges.countnes'
;;th;;fitpea toiereil natibnal and regional peculiarities in the
.i"i'"t,-"-una'dynamics of manpower formation, as- well-as-in the
;ffi;;G ollt dii imployment in developing countries of different
i""d: Certain pr"req'uiiites have been drealed for further studies
;ffifi ;a;fi;fiileiiie 

"conomic 
requirements of these counrries in

"iii6r"t 
ti"irlaipCEiati.ts and skilledlabour. T[' gu99!ion has been

i'"i"JJd 
"t 

ti" opiiini*tion, in conditions of the Third World, of the
oiooortions beiween labour-intensive and labour-saving industries,
il;;;;I;;toiy industry and domestic craft from the point of view of
employment and production diversification.

Sori"t specialists are also researching ethno-gegef.aphical prob-
fems-oi-it,i- multinational developing cduntries.{ Such research is
ndi,irriiuiia uvit e iuct that the pr6ceis_of the formation of nalions in
;i;;tffia woita is an intricate bne and still incomplete, and bv the
jft;1'-i.fl.;;; ;1 the ethnic processes on the iegional tv-pes of
eionomv in multisectoral countiies. In our view, for many of them,
and forlhe countries of tropical Africa in particular' even a study of
the economic and geographical aspects of the tribal system would be
most justified.

***
Another in the Soviet studies of the complex geographical

proL]"1n. o1 tiii diveloping countries is concerned *ith the geoglap\i-
'""i ripiit. 

"f 
urbanisaltioi'. fnis trend is prompted by the fact that in
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these countries towns are beginning to play an ever greater role and
also the fact that the very process of urbanisation, which is
proceeding apace, has considerable peculiarities.- The inveCtigations of the current stage of urbanisation in Latin
America, carried out by Ya. Mashbits for many years, help to oufline
some features of this process that are common to most of the
developing countries.s Thus, the growth rates of the urban population,
which are several times higher than the rural population growth rates,
are typical of large cities and especially of the largest urban centres.
These urban centres exert a strong influence on the spatial
redishibution of the population, location of the infrastructure and
processing industries, the direction of major migration streams from
rural areas and small towns, etc.

Urbanisation in conditions of socio-economic backwardness
aggravates many problems. At the same time, however, it results in
strengthening inner impulses of socio-economic development by
causing the formation of "poles" and "centres of growth" not only in
more developed areas, but also, sometimes, in newly-opened up
economic are4s rich in natural resources.

Systematic studies of the regional aspects of urbanisation are
carried on in the USSR with reference to India, the largest of the
developing countries. The specific region-forming role of towns in
multisectoral countries of a polyethnical type has been analysed in
particular.6 A general comprehensive -typology of towns in the
developing countries has been worked out on the basis of an empirical
selection of the most frequent combinations of typologically impor-
tant features (27 common types).'

**

An analysis of major geographical problems in studying the natural
resources, manpower, and the specifics of urbanisation in the
developing countries is the baseline for considering regional problems
of economic development, industrialisation in particular, in these
countries. These problems are acquiring increasing significance as a
result of the deep-going processes in the social divisign of labour,
including its spatial forms, in conditions of the scientific and
technological revolution and the present stage of social transforma-
tions in the Third World.

The further elaboration of these problems has been the subject of
international studies, including those carried out under the auspices of
the United Nations. Most of these studies have been analysed in
Soviet literature.E Here we should only like to emp[rasise the marked
evolution in the appreciation of the importance of considering the
fundamental specifics of the developing countries and their separate
groups when tackling problems of locating industrial projects. These
specifics exclude a mechanical application of the experience of the
industrialisation of old industrial countries and presupposes elabora-
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tion of new theoretical and applied approaches to the problems of
industrial construction conformlbly to ihe specific conditions of the
Afro-Asian and Latin American countries.

There is no doubt that the success of the regional industrialisation
oolicv deoends on a careful consideration of the typological
iecuiiariti6s of the developing countries, and, above all, on overcom-
'irg their subordinate positionln the international capitalistdivision of
la6our. Besides, onir should bear in mind the diversity of the
developing countries themselves, beginning with the largest ones
having suificiently capacious home markets and ending with the'less
indust-rially devel6ped small countries.e

The relional prbblems of industrialisation can be considered both
within the- fram6work of large regions (continents, subcontinents),
i.e., on an interstate level, inA within that of individual countries
(wiitrin the limits of its taxonomic parts-areas), i.e., on the national
level. And though the modern wor-ld is witnessing a general ten9ency
towards internat-ionalisation of regional economic contacts, studies of
regional industrialisation problems on the national level are still of
fuidamental importance. It is on this level that ultimate decisions are
taken, as a rule, on siting this or that industrial proje-ct.

In'our view, national rtgional industrialisation problems have two
important aspects. On the dne hand, the effectiveness of the location
of'an industrial enterprise is in many ways determi4gd- by the
possibilities for devel,oping its production-territorial links, i'e',
'iechnological and econoririciomplex-formation on different regional
(taxonoriic) levels. On the other-hand, the rates and character of the
iconomic cievelopment of an area to a great extent-depend. on the
siting on its territbry of industrial-enterprises and their combinations,
and 6n the spatial combinations of natural resources and manpower to
insure their functioning and markets for their output. The rational
distribution of industria-i enterprises should therefore be preceded by
a comprehensive analysis and general economic appraisal of the
ionditibns for the interiction of tf,e industrial projects and productive
forces of the area, and not only by a narrow consideration of separate
factors of the project's siting.

Regional strategy is a specific expre_ssion of the general strategy o!
inauiiiiatisation iritonfoimity with the actual socio-economic and

;;G"t ild geogpaphical condilions prevailing in a given area.(regio.n)'
if;d;fii" -"nd g"ogruphical stridies of iegional -industrialisation
oioUlems on the nati-onil level make it possible therefore to elaborate
'a well-grounded natiottal strategy.- a c6mp."hensive economic 6id geggraphical c-onside.ration of the
reeional niculiarities of industrial development and distribution ope-ns

ffi;;* ;-spects for making more effeitive use of investments for
iriaurtiiui ioirstruction in difJerent parts of a country. The highest
;ff[-tt; eifectiveness of capital investments is usually achieved
*-t 

", 
it J 

"onitruction 
takes place in more developed areas strongly

g.irit"iirgio*"rds large towirs andhaving an infrastructure, skilled
manpower, markets, and so on. If, however, the emphasls r! on
long-1srm prospects with due account of basic national development
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interests, the.highest eJfectivenessof c.apital can also be achieved by
investing in less-developed areas having massive natural resources
and other local potentials. A regional analysis is designed to providi
the optional variant of distribuling a country's resoirrces with due
regard for the rational distribution of produttion and for balanced
regional development.

The regional concept of industrialisation in the developing
countries cannot ignore the sizes of the industrial objects, theii
productive capacity, since the levels of their economic efiectiveness
djffer greatly depending on the quantitative parameters of the area
they are to serve and of the type of the country's socio-economic
development. The great output capacities and narrow specialisation of
large modern industrial enterprises, their ramified teclnological and
economic ties make high demands as regards the choice of place for
their location-a complicated problem from the point of-view of
achieving not only economic liut also social effettiveness of the
project for the development of the area in question and of the entire
country. This task often acquires an international character since it
has to include an assessment of the role of such an enterprise from the'
pgill of view of the cooperation of a number of adja6ent countries
within the framework of interstate regional cooperaiion.

These regional t-asks of the industrialisation of the developing
countries are indicative of the increasing complexity of the territoiia[
and-industrial structure of production, of the formaiion of technologi-
cal .and spatial combinations developing sometimes into specific
territorial-p_roduction com-plexes. Thii gives rise to the qiestion
pgardipg the prospects of setti{rg up in less developed areis large
industrial enterprises with a view -to their subseqi:ent territori-al
amalgamation with medium-size and small enterprises. This important
idea calls for constructive economic and geographical elaboration and
fundamental research. We believe that-the Soviet concepts of the
formation- and planning of territorial-production complex6s and the
method of their modelling can be fruitfully used in this research.ro

Regionalisation for planning purposes now occupies a central
place in Soviet geographical studies of the Third World countries.

For all their diversity the developing countries have much in
common in their sectoral and spatiatr economic structure which
for a long time was shaped by the dominating influence of the
inequitable capitalist international division of labour. The main
features of the colonial distribution of the forces of production, and of
the formation oJ economic regions in Asia, Africa ind Latin America
have been shown clearly enouglr in works by Soviet geographers.rr

The tasks of economic progress, of overcoming bacliwaidntss and
ensuring economic independence demand a rapid acceleration of
economic development rates and a qualitative change of its nature.
This is possible only on the basis of the involvement of all



sectors of the multisectoral economy and of all populated areas in the
general process of economic development, of the complex-and
iegional utilisation of natural and economic resources aTd manpower,
th[s creating a unified national economic organism. The developing
countries ari going through the difficrirlt stage of transforming the
sectoral and spatial structure of the economy in ,the interests of
national devel6pment. These complicated tasks of reconstruction
cannot be carried out by the efforts of the private sector when a
market economy predominates. The leading role in accomplishing
these tasks must inevitably be played by the state.

The state's influence upon the course of the country's economic
development from the spatial point of view (through the siling of
major itate-run projects 

-and 
a varied system of measures affecting

tho distribution 
-of -the 

private sector enterprises-tariffs, taxes,
licences, etc.) presupposes regional planning the need for- which is
recognised in ihe overwhelming majority of the developing coun-
tries.l2

The economic regionalisation reflecting the objective existence of
the economic regionl and their development tendencies serves aF a
scientific basis for regional planning.

Faced with the nted to elaborate and solve the complicated
problems of regionalisation and regional planning, the developing
Lountries draw on the experience of the more developed countries. In
doing so they are naturafly interested above all in benefiting not{rom
uniqile but fiom universai aspects of this experience, the po,ssibilities
of abplying this experience tb their specific conditions. UN age-ncies
are 

^wdrking to generalise and popularise those aspects of the
international expeiience that couldbe successfully used in the Third
World countries. This work, however, has just begun.

Still widespread is the pragmatic approact, on the one hani,,and,
on the other, bversimplified identification of the existing administra-
tive-territorial divisioir with economic regionalisation. The original
idea to regard regional policy as an organic element of a country's
general developmlnt strategy is, in fact, usually ignored i-n the UN
fubtcations. fhus, for instance, while considering-regional develo-p-
inent problems in Asian, African and Latin American countries the
essenie of the predominant process of the colonial-type spatial
structure transformation in the course of attaining economic indepen-
dence is not defined. Regional planning is seen not as a syst€m but as

fragmentary actions in-various fields. The problems of regional
devllopmeit are considered without its territorial basis 

-regionalisa-tion. Left out of account are the primary foundations of regionalisa-
tion according to natural resources, which, es-pecially in the
developing countries, exerts an extremely strong influence upon the
formation-of the spatial structure of the economy.'3. 

-
Western econoitists, for whom studies in the field of regional

development are something new, quite often ignore what has. been
written on regionalisation for planning purposes by a generation of
Soviet geographers.to And yet the rich Soviet methodological and
methodi-cal-experience in regional planning accumulated since the
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1920s when the State Commission for the Electrification of Russia
elaborated its famous pla,n, can, in our view, be widely drawn upon in
the s-pecific conditions of the Third World. Of especial interest-today
are,the principles worked out in the USSR of economic specialisatioir
and production-and-territorial consolidation of areas aimed at in-
creasing labour productivity and strengthening the unity of these
countries, the experience of the successful allround advahce of the
formerly outlying national areas, the principles of the correlation of
economic, national and administrative-territorial regions. etc. The
first test of Indo-soviet scientific cooperation in the fiEfd of economic
regionalisation proves the fruitfulness of joint efforts of this kind.tjA number of developing countries-have taken the road of
non-capitplist development. This creates the prerequisites needed by
tlre glalg for w-orking.out and pursuing a more active regional policy iir
the field of industrialisation with due account of the above-mintioired
principles and wide cooperation with the socialist countries.

The , spatial economic structure which has been inherited from
colonialism. and which took shape in the course of centuries is
{egn-seated. The process of its transformation is an intricate,
dialectically contradictory and long one. The present processes of
production and territorial integration are accompanied by tendencies
towards- autarchy and. separatism. The sharp regional diiproportions
in the levels of socio-economic developmeni inherited fiom the
colonial past are often aggravated by interlacing with the country's
national movements and acquiring a political tenor.

Extensive research therefore still lies ahead of scientists into the
regul#ities of the transformation of ttre Cotoniat t#3 ;f $aii:at
economic structure as the developing countries advanie to econbmic
independence, ,and in - scientifically substantiating their regional
development plans which would accelerate their- socio-ecoiomic
progress and overcoming their backwardness.

The complexity of the rr.;; ,l.,nu in the developing countries
ever more often require interdisciplinary scientific researc-h. Most of
the economic, demographic and social situations occurring in these
countries cannot be separated from their geographical ipecifics.
Disregard-or insufficient knowledge of these specitici doomshany of
the investigations into the problems of the Third World's development
to practical uselessness.

That is why the study-o{ these problems in the USSR is acquiring
an ever more interdis-ciplinary character and is carried on bi
specialists in different fields, including the geographical.

Such key problems as, for instance,- the activation of the
e-xploitation _of natural resources, the formation and development of
the territorial structure of production and of the economy as a whole,
population distribution and- regional development are piactically ali
geographical problems. Soviet geographers have in recent years rnade
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a considerable contribution to the elaboration of the theoretical and
mittroaotogical approaches to solving, in complex, these and other
oroblems of a socio-economic nature.

ihe same time, Soviet geogaphers are well aware that the
furthirincrease of the effectiveness o-f their fundamental and applied
riuai"r Concerning the developing countries to a great extent depends
also on the devetopment of international cooperation between
sciintisis, on the exchange of experience between experts of various
countries.
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Researches and Discoveries

A Unique Experiment
by Soviet Psychologists

Over a period of many years work has been in progress..in the
Soviet Union to evolve ttre ways and means of promoting the all-sided
ituUour- intellectual, moral, ai:sthetic and physical) development of
oeoole who are totallv blind and deaf. Begun in the 1920s by lvan
'Sokblyansky, this work was continued by his pupil and follower
eieiiirAe. f,{eshcheryakov, who directed an experime_nt in which a
Srouf of Utit O-deaf-niutes - three young men and a girl * received a
higher education.- ln 1975 the Academic Council of the Department of psychology at
the Moscow State University, where blind-deaf-mute students are
being trained, summed up iome general results of that unique
experiment.'The following pr6cis of an extended meeting of tlry Academic
Councif wai-writien by Doctor of Pliilosophical Sciences E. llyenkov,
.i.U"r of the Editorial Board of the jourhal Voprosy filosofii, and G'
Gurgenidze, scientific consultant of the same journal.

*:Fri

!n speech opening the meeting A-. I-eo-ntyev, Member of the
Academy of Pehagogical Sciences a-nd Chairman of the Academic
Council, formulatel ihe substance of the experiment as follows:
- -;'T# 

stecific of the experiment we are considering is. that it
creates coiditiort that make- the key elements of the formation of a
personality, of the formation (iust think of it!) of the human
Lonsciousness visible, I should like to say, €ven tangible and
prolonged in time, as though with the aid of a slow motion camera,
bonditi-ons that open a window, as it were, ort the most.sancrosant
Aipttrs of its natuie. Moreover, these extremely rare conditions make
ii iossible to arrive at a correct understanding and evaluation of the
relaiionship between natural prerequisites and the actual state of the
Leini of min, in other words-, the real mode of his vital activity. The

latter circumstanue makes the experiment important from both the
genlrat psychological and-philo6ophical. andles. It-provides rich
ilaterial it'it bear-s out the Marxist-Leninist theory of cognition' for
more than in any other case it clearly demonstrates the link of sense
perception and thinking with the foundation that has made and makes
'mir, *trat he is-withlabour in the most profound scientific sense of
the word, with the process of remaking ihe nature bV.qgcial TPn, a
piociss tirat alone shapes (and by no means."awakens")^that higher
ioim of psyche that is iateA the hirman consciousness or, for the sake
of brevity, the 'soul'."

"If we are to speak of the formal results oJ tlp- four-year trainin-g
of a croup of Ufna'-aed-mutes," said Docent L. ObukhovrL "we shall
iind-that'these results accurately mirror the actual level of acquiring
ino*i"agi. In the basic discipliries all four are making goodprogress,
;iid;lh"-ur[J ". such neitier worry nor interest them. The main
thil iTlh;ir interest in the essence 6f ttre matter combined with a

keei' analytical approach to problems."
profesior B. Zeigamitc "I have to admit that I looked forward to

1n"*ini-tt J. wittr 6eat trepidation, for I exp-ectgd that my.course in
iltird;ychology w6uld encbunter considerable difficulties because it-usuallv'involvii 

seminars at which patients are' shown but my
rtuG,it.-iouia neiitiei see nor hear. I was astonished to fi -l that all
i6ui-UiinO-und-deaf students were excellently prepar-ed. The que_s-

ii"". iii"v 
"i-tieA -" 

were very profound and touched on extremely
ilbti" 

-;1,.,;;nt. 
oi theory cohlerning -not onlv and. not so much

pathopsychology as complex aspects of general psychology"'

Professor G. Andreyeva "It seemed to me that the course in social
osvcholosv would cohtain additional difficulties for them. This
ioirrs", ihose content places it on the border of sociology and
philosophy, requires an ability to make one's way among a huge mass
of facts.

"Forexample,thedebatableproblemofthe-psychological
ctraracteriiiiiJ ot'targ" social strata and groups evoked^questions
iio. it i. that were nit at aU easy to answei. As a matter of fact each
riit. questions set a theoretical-problem. At the exams I was quite
amiiiO-it their ability to include in their answers to specific q_u-estions

;;ia;*ti..s of a general order touching upon, if you like, the
essence of man's outlook, of his social position."

Docent N. Rakhmanov, reader in the histqry of the CPSU: "I was
in a better position than readers in special disciplines-I at once
iou"a that 6efore entering the University all four students had been
ifioro"ehlv trained for thE study of s.ocio-politig{ disciplines. They
taO riiO'many of Lenin's works, including- The Development of
Caoitalism in Russiaand even Philosophical Notebooks. Further, my
task was made easier bv the circumstance that in the Soviet Union we
trave considerable socio-political literature printed in Braille, which
our students can read witlhout assistance. I must say that the level of
their knowledge is not lower but in some areas higher than among
students with hormal vision and hearing."
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Academician B. Kedrov: "I tutored a group of blind-and-deafs
not under the facultv curriculum but on subjects they were
particularly interested iri. The most astonishin-g_thing is their insatiable
iesire for knowledge, their ability to grasp an idea.and their wonderful
il6ifitJat iiceptiiiiv. It is a pl-easule and a joy'to work with them.
After a minute 

-or twb you foiget they do not see or hear you. You
even begin to get the impressionthat they see and hear yolr better than
people riith n6'rmal visi6n and hearing. 'itre level of their investigative
ininfing is now so high and profesiional that it is our duty to do
everything in our power so that in time all four will enter major
tt'B::;, 

of Philosophical science s E:.Ilyenkov: "I must confirm that
one can talk with them on complex philosophical subjects orl a level
that far from every post-grAduat-e student of the Institute of
pliitosoptry has reaiheit.... -ttre depth of their understanding. o-f
problenis is amazing. Seven years ago, when she was still in the ninth
ilass, Natasha Kor:neyeva wrote aletter to me in which she asked,
and i quote: 'Generaily speaking, what is I? It is qstonishing and
incompiehensible -the-body 

is MINE, the brain is MINQ, but where
am I myself? What is the relitionship between I and the BRAIN?'Try
io gine"an answer that is adequate 1o the question in sharpness and
accuracy."

A. Luria, Member of the USSR Academy of Pedagogical
Sciences: "It would be difficult to compare anything with the example
of heroism and that summit of success that we see today in the
experience of our four comrades.... I would qay IlPt.the-experiment
wd are considering today is of both huge scientific-intellectual and
emotional significance."

T. Vlasova, Director of the Institute of Defectology of the USSR
Academy of Pedagogical Sciences: "It seems to me that what we are
discussing in the Academic Council today is evidence of the
considerable headway made in our country by psychology,
pedagogics, and defectblogy as a component of general pedagogics, as

a special branch of knowledge on the laws and specifics of the
dev-elopment of children with all kinds of defects. Higher education is
possibfu not the direct road for all blind and deaf. But it must be our
aim that they receive the maximum education that is given in the
country to our people, and that they receive training for labour and for
life that would enable them to work with benefit in society and derive
complete moral satisfaction from that work."

Professor M. Lifshits: "I have had several meetings with the young
people, who may be called. not only creations of nature but also
creations of art-of the noble art of A. Meshcheryakov. These
meetings impressed me deeply. First, we have before us a philosophi-
cal experiment containing answers to questions that were raised quite
sharply by philosophers in the lSth century. Second, this is a
remarkable triumph of man over nature. Man returned to these living
beings what nature should have but did not give them: he returned to
them their human image.
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"The- spiritual torrent awakened in their minds by the work of the
teacher i.s unusually pure.-Deprived of the wealth of direct sensuality,
they replace -it with -the 

j9y of knowledge free of petty day+o-ddy
interests, in fact so free that it calls to mind plato'i and Aristofle'i
concepts of theoretical contemplation.

"The shortness of my association with A. Meshcheryakov's pupils
does nol permit me .to say definitely whether the sfiritual t6rrent
started by him in this environment is pure distilled- water free of
mineral admixtures and salts or whether ihere is in it a taste of reality
after all. I think the latler is_trye, for despite the certain artificiality ol
the environment in which their individuality developed, they did-not
simply come to life as Pygmalion's marble statue, but ratherieturned
to life, w(rich lies in'their nature, and continue to live, entering into
contact with the surrounding world on a personal basis reinforceii by a
pedagogical appliance and education.

"It is_-noteworthy that Meshcheryakov's pupils do not blame this
surrounding-world for their misfortune. Rather fhe opposite. They are
cheerful and full of the joy of victory over a diseas-el All the sreater
then is the responsibility of the peopie around them for the fulure of
these young people, who must be especially dear to us."

Professor A. Leontyeu, who briefly related the history of the
experiment and summarised the analysis oI the indisputable conclu-
sions- drawn from it, drew attention to the need to asceitain how, why
and by what means the almost improbable, miraculous resul[ was
achieved. He stressed that the "brilliant results of the works of
Sokolyansky and Meshcheryakov became possible ontv it roueh the
combination of the finest marerialist tradilions of Ruisian sdience
(Sokoly_ansky began his caxeer as a pupil of Bekhterev and pavlov)
with Marxist-Leninist philosophy, with the dialec_tic-materialistic
understanding.o_f qhe nature of-c6nsciousness and tliinking, of tiieii
relationship.with the external world. No other philosophiCii Concept
has. or could hav-e given the-key to solving the problerir of educating
a-nd moulding the personality of blind-ieaf-mutes either on thE
theorelical or practical--pedagogi,cal level, so that the very logic of the
quest for a solution of the problem brought Sokolyaniky-round to
discarding his earlier mechanistic notionslbout the psybhe 

""a 
tne

personality.

. ,- "Prior to Sokolyansky's work the world knew of two cases where
blind-deaf-mutes were educated. There were two milestones-Laura
Bridgman, pupil of the_American p"augogu" Dr. S. G. Howe,
described in detail by Charles Dickens, and the 'miracle of ttrd
century' Helen Keller, educated by Anne Sullivan. Although Howe's
results were relatively modest (according to Lesgaft, taura was
'doomed to knitting stockings for the rest of her life'), they
astounded -contemporaries. A real sensation was caused by the
successes in educating Helen Keller, who was given worldwide
publicity. She was portrayed (and regarded herself) as a supernatural
miracle, a miracle of illumination, after silent darkness, by the
strength of the divine Word, by the light of the Logos..



"This interpretation of the phenomenon of Helen Keller accords

weu with the f"rd;.:;ai'fi;;;'l;f- iil 20th-century idealist

#biiig*lir,i+t1*1t**tr:'i ,i""r?1Tilitt"ti,{i
easv to do because"rl"#;;ffii-ca-iiptan"tions proved to be

!i#rr"rriri";bi.; It .;;Ja Ii'ut it'" o"lv thinc that remained was to

l"##i*sf "*l*xr""ll"rmit'n:,li*rn:i.:lT,lHff lrf; t
;"Hil"- il;;oo.- iot' self -development''...Thiswashowthematterwasportrayeduntilasortofideological

antipode of Keller, oG Si;t;ki'5do'a' anoeared in the USSR' Her

ilil,ilir,, ii['iriL,-"*f;J"Eiiri J]uubni *ith no hint of hothouse

's*tt**tq{ti*ri,.t[*llr,and deaf. A totauy liifffi;i ;;;;*;.ttii arrises from her writings'

Those who have .""i"t;Gg'*ituiin'a iine literary language she

writes of the uurt uit tliti?"it "ip-";iiir"Jot 
her owh observations

and reflections of 'il;1ii;ilrr]'a ["1'- -rhev q"--l-91^It"t*v
reminiscences such u'i'Iili'iL lJo[ioIitr" famous American. olga

Skorokhodova,s boof"s ;fi;ih" ili1c sto.rv of itre complex process of

;i""il"fi'd".;;;*l ih;Eilffi;;;;it-th6 road along which she was

led by sokolyansky: T#ffi;." 
"douttrl iitbacks aid sorrows. But

there also was optimism, an optimism. oi-u totAtv different kind

#J;iltr;1%t1fl3 +"#iliil'atff"'iii-t""naation' 
skorokhodova was a

LT*"$",.sm.:*'if*i*xf*$:il+i+i".;r:'g:':1,*tiii

*}:tl*.fll*i$:*:l:,-*r'*r+*i,r,:*:,:l"ffi
ii;".io'61eliid*,i"htoprepareo"I-',':Xl3,n"?X[,:i;l1i3ll'i;l
;trdv 

"t 
ihe University. At p-resent she ml

a dottorate. Olga S[oioli,oioua's pertonal-iJtvices have been higftly

appreciated in tn"-tXii"i-U;it;'i;;J-on her 60th birthdav the

Government oecoratli'il ;iti.th; ora;r ot ttte Red Banner of

Labour. She is 
" 

di;;"pr;s"niati"Jot Soviet. socialist culture.
,.However, * rJre'iI'olla-siorottodova was the only person

who vanquished bilnE-qiat-fiut"n"tt- ,T-the 
USSR' her experience

could not serve as'i'fii iirn argument:ft ,lfiJ ideoiogical displte with

;i#ilr;1n;#;ii91,lt*tliioniE"6n or."llT.5,:'l:,t:'ii,'i:iil':ilT;
ii6iJ it ut an experimeni pqv be. regarded

repeated 
"no 

r"p,odti""o"-X *iq"E case ii not an argument' for there

.7rr#S:;:fr 
"?W;51:}}'ffJ,ili'f,{d!'f '"iiii'!#'e:'i:l1'#riffiIiii"tJti mJi;itor of social sciences)'

is always the possibility of shrugging it off saying ldl kinds of
things can happen' and thereby attributing success to the individual
qualities of a phenomenon, which cannot be of gene_ral impo--rtance.- 

"Today one can no longer ignore direct theoretical and philosophi-
cal concldsions. We now have not a unique phenomenon but a group
of four splendid students. They are not 'Mozarts' but the natural
results of-the colossal work that has been headed by Meshcheryakov
over the past fifteen yeaxs. These.youlg people came 10 us from a
boarding-ichool, where scores of blind-deaf-mute children have
received a secondary education, and one can no longer speak of
individual'illumination' or inherent talent."

In confirmation of these words A. Apraushev, headmaster of the
boarding-school for blind-deaf-niute children in Zagorsk, near
Moscow, spoke in detail of the successes that have been achieved in
educating more than 50 blind-deaf-mute children of all ages. Twenty
of themhave started out on jobs and, working at special enterprises
run by the All-Russia Society of the Blind, overfulfil their work quota
by between 50 and 100 per cent; at the same time, theyare continuing
their studies at an evening.school run by the boarding-school. At
sports contests in Zagorsk conducted for the blind, the boarding-
sc[ool's pupils have occupied lst place in track-and-field events and
cross-country races and 3rd place in skiing. This alone speaks of
much, but it is not all. The experiment in training blind-and-deaf at an
institution of higher learnirlg is approaghing its successful conclu-
sion, while at boarding-school in Zagorsk it is being repeated and
reproduced again and again at different age and development
levels."

"The materialist traditions latrd down by Sokolyansky," A.
Leontyev continued, "determined the principal road followed by
Meshcheryakov. This was a road not of illuminalion, of extraordinary
circumstances and unique cases but of unremitting quests for
reasonable possibilities of moulding a mental life in children deprived
(or deprived early in life, which does not alter the case) of hearing and
vision. The reservation must be made that the loss of vision and
hearing at an early age leads to the same results as congenital
blind-deafness. In this case the incipient mental life quickly
degenerates to zero. Needless to say, the work is based on the
maximum use of a child's surviving sensual contacts with the external
world, of the entire spectrurn of his senses. Above all, these are tactile
sensations, then the sense of smell, and vibrational and intraceptive
senses. One can add the so-called sixth sense, which, far from being
mystical, is of a more complex character and allows, for instance,
recognising obstacles, distinguishing open space (an open door) and
so on-

"By and large, this foundation is utterly inadeqlrate for- the full
development of-the psyche and creates an extreme deficit of sensual
information. This results in a lamentable picture: while the brain is
intact there is no association with the surrounding people and,
consequently, there is no possibility for study. Even otjects of the
surrounding world are not initially distinguished, while the sense-s



coming from the organism itself- mix and fuse with external
iextraleptive) senses, ind there is, therefore, no distinct image of the
;i;;;A';tttt: Til1" ii Comptete helplessness in space and - wJtat is
nioii itto"iit iner a practical absenci of orientation reactions' There
;;-;-;br;;-i-i&uiieinJnts -onlv elementarv. organic needs, which
cannot give rise io any organi-sed and oriented behaviour'--';In tTi.t".J tt 

" 
psyche-- if one can at all speak of the. psyche -.i!totaf; ir*rpt i", uioiganised and chaotic in-both the,objective and

.i-6iittiid-i'.;;a;. N5 stable imases crystallise in this torrent of
senses.---;I, 

order to use the preservdd sources of perception and the
aeu"iop-ent of the psyihe it was necessary to- find the 

. 
true

f;fi4;ii; of tteit deveiopment. In the long run-the pivot of the
i;;;ti.r;f mental fife wa3 found in the procEss of the formation of
;;iffi;iih oUJiiii. tt"re I must make theieservation: human actions
;ii-tihfi;;-o6iJci.,in other wqrds, with objects c-reated bv man for
111uii,-iti-iotutiii ot'*ttich creates, io use the words of Marx, man's
ffiil".i; bodv.-For the blind-deaf-mute child these actions o-pen.up

iiii'irriii"."t'pr"pi.iiii of oUjects, i.e.,.the modes of their utilisation

il.*i"t il;,'ani tre begins to distinguish the-objects themselves as

Uiir* 
"*i.tine 

.eparately-f.om each other and from the man acling
;iliiii;. iii-it,ita dra*n into the 'constructive process',. into
;"onstruiii"e-urio"iition', as Meshcheryakov liked to say, acquires a
human attitude to the external world and to an image of that world.- i:Aciion with objects conducted by th9 child jointly with and under
tt" iir""ii-1-ti"i"'tt" word must bi: taken in its true sense) o.f the

;;;"ffi66rii"J tt" uasis for the birth of gestures, i'e', the initial
ffi;ffi" ;f aiibiiatlon. In the beginning a gestiye is a motion made in
iil""b&;;; ofiiiiiat object (spobn, towel-, doll, etc.)-and, tlerefore,
ii acquires a new function (significance) of a sign,-a form of contact
i,itf,'uroitii person-a ii+articipant in an object,action' The
ilJiir* ii-ii"o,iaiv .Lor""a ano ttreieuv a natural switch is prepared

iJ' ii'i,iir"(iritiaii au"tvtl designation-of actions, objects, .and the

;;J;;.f ,iiiienulion., i.e., tolanguage in its proper meaning'-'-:'n"i 
uiino--oCat-mtites ihe maiterlng of language opened up

tunOu*niattv ni* no.irons of the development of the g.sy9he, -of
;;;ilAiiv; dre"tiner ne* possibilities in serisual-object activity. The

IJiiii- o-i'tt " *i"Zr. achieved on this road is that training arld

iOrlr:xio" wJre buili up as a process of the gradual conversion of
iitJ.nii oUj"diuiti"n. into int6rnat actions, aslhe'interiorisation' of
;;6ili ;aiirily.- ihis equallv concerns ?ll forms of activitv-intel-
[;ri;"1;.dal, 6motional]aesf'hetic and all others. Even mimicry is no

;-;;ffi. i;;ni;;b;i ihe plaster cast masks that.Sokolvanskv used

il;i',il-i" tii"n Uii"O-deaf-mutes human mimicry. He_regarded
iiiii"i*v ;t ;-.;i oi ianguagg' as a means of contact' But while
iiilomiirg " 

means of exp-resiirig emotioas, mim-icry strongly, influ-
enced tfr-e forming of the entire emotional sphere. Here human
mimicrv humaniseil the emotional sphere....""'::ii'i, niralt';;cesfu, i" *y thit the results we are considering
today i;";lr;A i,oio..A,'titanii labour. I take this opportunity to

thank not only those who prepared our students for enrolment in an
institution of higher learning, but also all those who made it possible
to conduct the experiment successfully. I must note the attention that
was given our work by the governmental bodies and by the
University's Rectorate. We were permitted to accept blind-deaf-mute
students hors concours but with exams; we were supported in all the
considerable expenditures linked with training under these exception-
ally difficult conditions. Our students have passed their seventh
examination session. There are only one and a half semesters to go,
but, properly speaking, the results are already on hand. The time has
come to sum up the results to rectify some errors and complete the
work. This is no longer a problem*the experiment may be regarded
as having come off brilliantly.

"The problem lies elsewhere. Our conferenge must serve as the
beginning of a profound analysis of the essence of the matter, namely
the colossal and yet not entirely clear significance of the work
conducted by Sokolyansky and Meshcheryakov in all its major
aspects-moral, general psychological and general philosophi-
cal-to say nothing of the fact that the solution of the problem of
blind-deaf-muteness contains extremely instructive facts for the
linguist wracking his brain over the pioblem of the link between
language, speech and thinking, for the pedagogue looking for ways of
linkingintellectual and moral development with labour education, for
the student of the psychology of s-mall groups, and for the
psychophysiologist studying the link between labour by hand and by
brain."

"The experiment conducted by Sokolyansky and Meshcheryakov
is the first of its kind in the history of science and the only in the
world," said Academician B. Kedrov. "During my association with
blind-and-deaf students I found that their life, their intellectual biog-
raphies give priceless material for understanding creative work,
scientific discoveries and inventions, for understanding the problem
of human talent. In the life of blind-deaf-mutes virtually every step is
a discovery. Our present students should not be passive objects of
observation. Already now they are full-fledged participants in an
experiment that lays bare the nature of creative work, and it is our
duty to provide them with all conditions for joining in major science.
If around our young people we manage to form a serious scientific
team that would, jointly with them, continue the nobfe work of
Sokolyansky and Meshcheryakov, it would be, I am sure, one of the
greatest deeds in the history of human thought.

"During his life-time Meshcheryakov published a superb and
profound book, Blind-Deat-Mute Children, but it does not by any
means exhaust the material that has been accumulated in the course of
decades and continues to accumulate."

Enlarging on the words of Academician Kedrov, Doctor of
Philosophical Sciences E. Ilyenkov said: "When Maxim Gorky
learned of the first successes of Olga Skorokhodova, then a young
girl, he regarded them as comparable with the greatest achievements
of the human mind in our century, an irnportant step towards the
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solution of the task, which for Gorky was-central in his own lif-e--the
;;i;f ih; ;;;"ti;;i asri.tion or socialist humanism on earth. Neither
more nor l6ss. I permit myself to quote:

...Dear Comrade Skoroihodova, ...For me you are not only the

oUiecf if "-;;;A;r6tty 
- 

Juttissful, scientificaily important experi-
;J;t" il ont, a 

"iviO iroof of the power of the mind exploring the

secrets of nature-no!
"'For me vou are a symbol, as it were, of the new reality-' which is

Ueing il ildt tt unA oiurig"ously created by our talented w_olkin,
;;;ie:i,orkeis and p-easafrts. Not very long ago the- vast maj.ority
dii'il; o"oof". r]o*Jring oigan. of vision, hearing and speech,lived
under the 

-unb6arable tyranny of the autocracy and capltal.l*.t as

iril"iit 
- i["u-*li" Utinri, aiat and dumb. But no sooner did the

r.ilffi.t,' idi"niiiitJtii 6rganiied mind touch this multimillion and

""irnfot' 
mass than 

-from its flesh and blood it produc.ed and
'.iiii*o"iiv proOui"r thousands of talented and fearless builders of
til;&-tife] ?ou appreciate what that signifies!"."'-..\Mt"i-*u. 

ahir? iroetic exaggeration by an artisi-s.tirred by the

unusually dramatic destiny of a girl? By no means' 'l"hls was a. very

"ii."i"liii.r;;i*" oiu.i", whd, on aicount of his long ass-ociation

;iih,'-L;;i",- "iiattv 
underitood' that society's true. wealth was

;;i;;.il;a;oi uv tfr" quu"titv of things but bv-the development level

oi ttt" capability-of Mdn creating these things'
"For that reason he regarded the sphere of upbringifg and

"a.r"ut"iln-'iith 

-th" tfi eyEs of a I.eninist humanist, as the key
;;h;';T p."auitio" "f roti"t life. He clearlV understood that this

lias ttre sphere of production, within which man, soclety-s. mam

;."dd;tird- force, *ii -*it"O, 
and that the realisation of this fact

l';##d-r;;hi';t pr,lo.opty from the bourgeois-philistine-world
iirir,iir..-rbi'ffii i;;i6'h6 regarded the phenomenon of olga
Sk;;tl-h"a;"a is being of epoch--making significance.. A.clear-cut
;tifi;hi;;i uttitui6-"7us whit in this cale al-lowed Gorkv to d-isplav

li;h'[j"n th;;;t["t ioi".iett' to see in thq pienomenon of -olga
3i.;;"k-h;a&"-tt 

"- 
i*gi-r*-prorp""t that Sokolyansky himself was

unable to see at the time. I quote:

"'Dear Olga Ivanovna, ...[ made several tries at answerinE' -Qut-
felt thai i co,iia not .ir" i i the tevel of the facts, that I c-ould not find
ih;;rd. ifiai *orfO Ue ipfropriate and yet discreet. The reason for
i'rii. ir-ifiit-vour ritterli a',iitutti, one of.those F "ul 

*ill9l-:srphich

":iiiifi"-""fritr"-"nt 
of our minA, tiratfreely and fearlessly.studies the

;'h;;;.";; or nature, *tict,' *tit" piofoundly..stirring' .evoke
#;iffi;-iji,i'-tti-iii"i,etr, "r tne mino, in its abilitv to probe the

-secrets of life around and within us...'
.".It i6 not always harmful to dream; my friend Vladimir Lenin, the

sreat teacher of the proletariat, upheld the right of dre-am to become
;;ilil;ffi-k.'A,Li;;*-in orehming I peimit myself to think that

;;'#r;'i; 'iil;';;i.drnotoev, the th-eory of the cognition of the

ffiie:;iii 6;;;.;; ;iiincE'rir.e au the other sciences founded on

experimentation. ' 2
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"Of course-and this seems to me to be axiomatic after what we
have seen and heard today-the work conducted by Sokolyansky and
Meshcheryakov greatly 'ividens the hori-zons of our notions not only
and not even sd much of the possibilities for the development of
blind-deaf-mutes as of the intellectual and moral potential in each
so-called normal person. In this lies its colossal-moral and pedaqogical
significance for all of us, for our pedagogics, for our school, for the
eri'tire sphere of upbringrng and education.

"At the same time, it should not be forgotten that blind-deafness is
a tragedy and not an entertaining circus pe-rformancg. qut it is an
optiriistic tragedy, always educating people more fundamentally,
sfaggering them and rnaking them think se-riously about themselves,
abo:rit thelr lives, about their attitude to iife.

..I believe that the factors we axe considering today are-of similarlY
cotossJiiln-itiiun"" to tt 

"ory, 
in_particular, to logic, to the qheo.rV oJ

.Ii;J 
".Iiili6n 

6f it" world, io dialectics in its Ltninist understand-
il;:'ifi;;i,itv, I havi had tire good fortune to observe the work of
iri"";ilffi;"fiti unO t it *onderf--ul pup{! for more than-ten vears and

i6-n1f.iifi6.;i thJfiip in my power-. For me, as a philosopler, this
i"r.?diti.ir"'unq"Lition'ubly lave much more than hundreds of
;ilL;;tii;al wrirks. indeeil, fr'ere the secrets of such qrocesses as the

i;;;iil;f thinking, understanding' the strength of judgemert are

efi;ffi;-di'',!'i;i;;if'u"d their nqqurg gan be seen in the act of their
birtfr:*iiir.iitiii"tito shake off the tho-ught.thgt.b.v itself the

i"ttiii*tty careiul scientific description of facts in their interconnec-
;i,or;-;;-j-5jd;nge tras Viitaea somelhing in the nature of a materialist
i.iiili-j til ftigiiian ptrenomenologV 9f ttre spirit.... I am not in the

ig;t ;rprir;d b; the s^eemingly somewhat une-xpected lac.t that our
6fina-;d-d"af c6mrades easilly master precisely.ge-neral theoretical
;;;;;6. eirlra psvchological, generai sociological and-philosophi-
;;i';;i;di;-t.-rn1.'it meielv iirther proof of-the truth that such

""n"*t.- 
iuke shape not as abitractions bf various individual sqheres

.i'.ii5riiifi" ["o*i"Og" but as active forms of the work of the brain,
i;;hi;il it-it ."ttici""t to form a single 'particular' ca.se' [f man

ffi; ;;.;inpliit i.."if reasonably in one case, in_ one sphere of life
;a'i.;;*l;ai;; il a;"s not have tostudv scores of other 'examples'
io iirJi, iriri[inting the entire spectrum-of definitions of-pure (in the
pi"i"nt, in the goot, and not in the Kgntian sense of the word)
'R;;il: niiiinttlv,ihf .a*" has happened with the concepts of social

".u"tofoev. 
fire'seciet is that frcihi early childhood-our wPnderful

i;'r;;-;6;ie *eri Oru*n by Meshcheryakov into active social life in
I *iiifiiiTo."tfi"ti"rine at the struglle for the creation of a studv
ild ff#;;;;pt;ii;i -utino-aeaf-miies. That is what made social

il;"'fiogy, i."., tte psyche of the category of people with whom they
camc into contact, an open book for them""

..we must resolutely disperse the philistine -prejudices that have
taken .t ii,i "ir"rA 

the pr6blem of blind-deaf-muteness and been

il;il';'.fi;ng tina."n"e during the- lifetime of Sokolvanskv and

il;;h"h*y;[6r-iti"rlv the view that blind-deaf-muteness is no-
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thing more than a rare (happily) defectological oddity, an object of
pity and scorn, and nothing more. This was the view on which Gotty
wrote to Olga Skorokhodova the following wrathful and beautiful
words:

"'Dear Olga,... You are sensible. You are right when you say that
it is devilishly hard to change the psychology of the philistine, of a
man in whose small but capacious soul the stone of age-old banality
has caked and hardened. It is difficult to persuade such a person that
blind-deaf-muteness is studied, in the final analysis so that he would
become less of an idiot. It is difficult to make him understand that he
too is deaf, blind and mute, but not because of a wicked 'whim of
nature' but as a consequence of his own mediocrity and foolish-
ness."'3

hofessor V. Davydov, Director of the Institute of Psychology of
the USSR Academy of Pedagogical Sciences, dealt with two
questions: one linkeil with the character and role of the genetico-
rirodelling method in psychological research and the other with the
nature of thinking.

"Many years have passed since Sokolyansky showed the funda-
mental possibility of moulding consciousness in blind-deaf-mutes.
The repeated reproduction of this experiment in practice, whichis the
subjeci of our conference, can and must receive a profound
the6retical interpretation, the results of which are of principled
significance to psychology as a whole.

"The descriptive method predorrinated in genctic psychology for
many decades. It allowed recording and depicting quite accurately
exisiing, empirically obvious features of the psyche of children.at
different stages of their development. The data obtained by this
method served as the basis for formulating a number of empirical
relationships between a child's calender age and the level of his
consciousness, his intellectual maturity. Paradoxically enough, the
accumulation of such data led to the elucidation of a fairly strange
circumstance-to the conclusion that psychical development is not
determined by education and upbringing but has its own specific
immanent regularities. This conclusion was expressed most vividly
and convincingly in the works of the eminent psychologist J. Piaget. It
discouraged practical workers. It must be stated frankly that the
descriptive mtthod cannot in principle lead to other conclusions.

"Early in the 1930s L. Vygotsky advanced the hypothesis that
psychicai development proceeds in the form of education. He held
ahat it was possible to ascertain the relationship between development
and education by an entirely different method, through the active,
purposeful moulding of various psychical qualities inman. Initially, it
Is expedient to accomplish this process under special experimental
conditions modelling the nature of the studied process. Then, when
these conditions are known, the corresponding qualities can be
moulded in man in the usual environment of his vital activity. The new
method was conditionally called 'genetico-modelling'. In the course
of many years it did not receive adequate development and
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application. The traditional descriptive method sometimes seemed to
be sufficient for the usual conditirons of the life of a child.
- "In psychologi,cal thinking this change was particularly sharp in

the works of Sokolyansky and Meshcheryakov, who, owing to special
circumstances, were able to employ only that method of tranating
children that was closest to the propositions of the genetico-modellin!
method. In a deaf-mute child everything has to be moulded at a
pre-indicated level.-here constructions -of the psychical process
serve at the same time as the means of shaping the personality and as
a means of studying it. In the language now adopted this signifies the
unity between experimental education and the study of the nature of
psychological processes.

"Innumerable studies of age and pedagogical psychology have
now demonstrated the great -efficacy of this metliod. True, many
people want to k1o-w lts specifics. To this the answer is: closely study
the works of Sokolyansky and Meshcheryakov. They give thi:
theoretical principles of this method and its specific (teihnological)
features..It is up to historians to judge how the works of Vygotsliy are
linked with the activities of Sokolyansky and Meshcheryakov. But
today it is unquestionable that in both cases we have a substantiation
and -development of a method that is fu4damentally new to
psychology__ and, evidently, most adequate for its experimental
purposes.-Thiscircumstance requires, on the one hand, a deep-going
theoretical analysis and, on the other, the restoration of hiitorical
justice. Regrettably, historians of our science have lost sight of the
dialectical tradition of the theoretical reproduction of the psyche, the'I', the 'soul', 'selt, by the method fhat was used by'Descartes,
Spinoza and later Fichte, without taking which into irccount it ia
impossible to _understand the modern method of penetrating the
mysteries of the 'soul'. Precisely this method is the soul of att of
Meshcheryakov's works.

"A mass of literature on thinking has appeared during the past few
decades. In this literature there is much that is inieresfing and
instructive, and also much that is not original. In the studies on this
theme there is now a tradition that is intrinsically linked with the
descriptive method, although formally the authors of these studies
state their sympathy for the genetico-modelling method. It seems to
me that in his works Meshcheryakov shows that thinking is a form of
{nal's object activity. Moreover, as a mode of such activity thinkingis least of all determined by the significance of w-ords and
pronouncements. In philosophy as applied to the philogenesis of
thinking, these propositions have been established long ago. positiv-
ism and behaviourism alienated experimental psychology for a longtime from these materialistii and d'ialectical*' traditions.
Meshcheryakov's studies returned us to them and showed the ways
for their specific experimental psychological elaboration.
_ - 

"9n" can speak of many other important aspects of the heritage of
Sokolyansky and Meshcheryakov. But I should like to emphasisJthat
their. practical pedagogical heritage-which is convincingly expres-
sed in the people educated by them-is of exceptionallheor6tical
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importance and comprises one of the foundations of genuine modern
f oiward-looking psychology 

"'^-- Pr.i"*;; t itt,iu 
"nt{,i(Academy 

of Social Sciences at the CPSU
Cd;;i 6;miti""j, "One of the most remarkable- specifics..of the

;i;;;ft"rt it a[;t special. tasks. linked with the moulding.-qf
UJfl"ririi, the psyche,'thinking and speech in a blind-and-deaf child,
il;i;; ;;td i, i,ii,ule ti,s of t yp-h losurdopedagogics, can be rai sed and

;;.;fi;h p;iniip"t tv in generil' f orry, ?s f h ilosophical, methodological
irJ-"piit'"iiof,igicit pioblems. linked.*ith an understanding of the

;"#;;;f ttet"n",ii conditions and mechanisms of the formaiion
u.a dirLtrpmenl of human capabilitie_s as- such. It seems to us that no
il11g;l&i;.;i rii.ing problemi could lead to the results which today
;tir-;;ft;cinution'.'This is clearly seen in the problem of the

tt*+*'"lrt"rx?:h"- 
lay not in the fact that the world of the

Utin+anO-?eut 
"fritO, 

the w6rld of things is specific, as specific as the
.v.Uot. and meaning of his language, but in the fact that a
UiirJ-".4-aiuf it ita dSes not accepinoi only words, which he could
have linked with objects but also the objects themselves, shows no
il,t;;";]-ilit"ni, airbt"ys no sign of orieritative exploratory activity,
li,J. idriliri"itv, t'hat the wor-ld of things initially does not exist for
hil';;;tlici i"btia' For that reason before-tackling the problem of
iirtii"g up 'words and things-', the 'm-eaning of words', a system must
ii" 

"rJut"? 
in wtrictr these ihings would possess a vital meaning for the

I[fJ, 
"i,?iii 

*t ict subsequenlly these heanings would eoincide with
ih;;;;i"l ;e"ning.'of things is part of human culture and in which
;il; ;hi;,cr-itJ.i"ir"t woui-d be-designated onlv as 'symbols' of
,"iirii"-.%Uiic-tivisea in them and comlrising their inner 'contours',
;h;i;-".;;;tics', in which, lastlv,'this innEr form of a thing,. its
;ioei"'. i. iiil.tated into the languige of object action and t-trrned into
;};il or riliriti with it, into'intelligent movements of the hands'- -;'Pr;ir;t irich a system was 6volved by Sokolyansky and

frf"st"tiryafov. This system raises the_curtain not only over the
;'t;;;;r-;l-the birth of the psvche but also over the mvsterv.of the
iiiitt of iilguage generally. Attention is attracted mainly by the

"iii.i*rl"."J 
th?i in the 6xperiment words are not so much the

;r;b;i;;i things as symboliof-activitv with them and, -what is even
nioii i*portantl as thL reduced or 'converted' form of action with
iiiing., i"iion irising out of the separation of the 'constructive'
actilitv of the childlnd adult into functional components and the
isolati6n of these functions.

..In the simplest division of labour between a child and an adult,
tt 

" 
a"iioni oi the adult, while remaining constructive by their 'natural

ion1poiitio"l increasingly become simultaneously communicative,
in-foimative, 

'instructivel Executive functions pass.more and more
i,iio iiiJ t unai of tt e child, and regulative functions into the hands of
liii, i.ii.riior. The form oi activity, its 'logic' is increasingly isolated
*;; -ii. - 

natural, 'constructive', executive composition and is
ionCentrated in thi actions of the adult until it turns into a gesture. A
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gesture is no longer an action, and Eeither is it yet a word; it preserves
the form of action without its 'substance'.

"The next stage in the 'birth of language' is that becoming
separated from a functional motion into a gesture, the form of motion
and consequently, the inner form of a thing modelled in activity, its
'sense', is materially separated from activity and takes the shape of a
special body, a special substance-the substance of language. For
the essence of the matter it is quite indifferent what this substance
is-a sound or a movement of the fingers, just as the'psychical
substance' of its embodiment into'graphic contemplation' is indiffer-
ent to the sense substance of the image of things. Activity and the
laws of its development, its 'conversion', are what represent the
substance of thinking and language that is common for the
blind-and-deaf and for people who can see and hear, a substance that
is specifically materialised in the natural body of things comprising
the object of contemplation and in the natural 'body' of a symbol."

***,

Blind-and-deaf fourth-year students of the Department ot
Psychology at Moscow State University Sergei Sirotkin, Alexand.er
Suvorov, Nataliya Korneyeva and Yuri Leme:r addressed the
Academic Council. Their statements, made by themselves, are given
below in an abridged form.

Sergei Sirotkin. In the World of the Blind-Deaf-Mute
1. The images of the surrounding world formed in the mind of

every he'althy person are living pictures of the real world existing
outside the consciousness. In the science of psychology these images
are called psychical pictures of the external world or, to put it more
scientifically and drily, a psychical reflection of reality.

Without seeing a book before you, you can easily read your own or
somebody else's thought in your own mind. When no other
p€rSol-o comrade, friend or simply interlocutor-is beside you, in
your mind you can still clearly hear the familiar voice of the absent
person (or your own).... You visualise the smiling, kind face of a
beloved friend or of your mother, although these people are now in
quite a different place (even in a distant town) and perhaps at this
moment they are in a sad rnood.... With great pleasure you sail on the
sea, waves lap against your face and even salt water fills your
mouth.... In actual fact you are listening to a l'ecture or working at a
lathe.

What lovely colours are used to paint these living, psychical
pictures of the objective world, which are "seen" as films in your own
mind? A normal person (we blind-and-deafs call him 6ne who sees and
hears) has five kinds of these colours: visual, auditory, skin-motor,
smell and taste (impression). Visual and auditory senses are excluded
from the palette of the blind-and-deaf because his visual and auditory
analysers do not function.

As a consequence, the blind-and-deaf's psychical picture of the
surrounding world is colourless, soundless and, from the standpoint



of one who sees and hears, much more poorly made up' The

blind_and_deaf does'iitt'-.I"'ttim visuallv. does not hear them

ffii"iifi 6ri-t""ri tr," iii"iii*a *ii-r, r,i, r,"",ii. As you know, colours

and visual contours ;;;;; ;C;ssible .to the sense- of touch'
'"'ri,"*iu"-Ji;;;;; ii.* 'ii it'e. "povertv" of the make-up of

osvchical pictures irJ"i,"6i, .".itiJi it "'t 
umair developm.elLt of the

[ii#riJ_["-"]Ti; ih; ;;;iih of hrnl"n.culture, the'w-orld" of one

who sees and hears i"iiJriiirJio i-tri 6tina-and-deaf? Is this world

$ffi vltl*:?Pf ':r;:;1uiff;.?ilf ,il3?l'J'r.q,roundins)worrd
i. ,fi;ii.ir"u"i!;it"iti;ih;-mat&iar for them is not fabric woven at a

mill or paints ana A,"r'-oi'i'il-t-.."tt "otours 
and hues-produced at a

;i[Htuffii"".i"in7 *n;"-iiiiii-ii ir,at tr,i. material-consists of a

#il;,;,:ii'itii-p.yche, to uJe a scientific term) and its sensual

fabric_sensatron. i"i'rioii,**un ti."elf (the subject) is the
..material,, for his "#i, 

pitii"".'ii.ui"ii:of the real world existing

independentlY of him."'*"d;i;;;;'ir,i. 
"i,i.ra 

material is live and' therefore' subjective'
you do not merely .i:-k i-fi;ttii" yo,L own pictures (in your mind)

but vou do with tn"*x'vouiliearf wistres. S'ay, at the wish of your

#;'i;il";';;ii;ilil.ijt""Jiuui"t'ue"' and in the twinkling of the

;6 ti6il-il;; ;;;Al;1;-ciiocotati or' even better' from an

inanimate to a, "n,ml"tll6ii"t 
t{1i"" fairy iale)"-' You are therebv

',ilrt ii'iiiiv'" ri"*"r;ei;;;;i1ive pictuiqs (as in a picture gallerv

or a museuml uut, utoie'uii, 
"n 

utiine participant in a process' in the

act of ..looking 
"t" 

uln"a.:n?uii,;;;;li th[l*ueit and th6ughts running

through Your mind.
Scientific psychology calls this psy-chical activity' a-nd man (its

""d;';;r-ti"ip"r,tl 
i, tfii.,=a iiie suui.icii,f tni. activity. You not onlv

drive a car or operatli-rJil"lv"ffiitnly make household utensils or

;ti;-c;;;f Jrriri'-"r "lJ i?,;;iV.(l" 'neae" 
in practical.work)' In a

simitar way you ,,uI; ?!u;;oirl'tpsyctre-) ind g6vern it (accomplish

nsvchical activitY).
""'i;;-;;"tt.iJ'tn" live material of psvchical pictures of the

::ffill*'ii,xii'"ii:','3*8Jff 1,!l?,'il:",?3:'J:l'3iuii#:,'"x1
i'touching" your images' -your thoughts)'.

3. As you c"n ,j", tde matter is not onlv in the existence and

oualitv of live rnu,"iiJ rrtir."iii,iil, of *t i"t ihe psychical iT3_c.:,:l

rlffiiirra;jiri"r.luil"'tj*;;ia is built. For the process of portrayrng
(osvchical activity,'"rlii""t]""1'it* 

-iJai 
world, the activity- of the

i["U!!lii" "t'iiii'r''*ti"iiv 
ir'"r the utmost importance. .Images'

oarticularly uUrtr""i'iirii,gt i. ttirui- Oo rot huu" the external-graphic

ffiilH;6"ioLJec1sl do not appeq.in a person's mind mechanicallv'

;'; ftl; p-ii"i"d ;;;;';;'Ai''Tt'"v must be evoked bv the "will"
li it 

" 
t i"Iri. i" 

"r4". 
io u" 

""ot "a 
they must be formed in the process

of osvchical activiiy 
-ii" 

1t " 
same wiy as objects are made in the

proteis of Practical activitY)'
This is u ou"r,,ontiiil" Ity.tt'1q3Idevelopment of a person (both a

"";;i";;;;-ffi';;"'*rio'it 
blind-and-deaf)' It is-a problem of
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scientific psychology. This problem is the subjegl ot.a h9a1e$ debate
between riraierialisi-(particularly Marxist) and idealist (of the most
different schools and hues) psychology and philosophy. Idealism
asserts that man receives a soulithe psyche) at birth from God- It is
only necessary to take it, as a vital document, from the safg py
cunning ways'of opening that mysterious safe-man. Materialist
psychology, on the otheihand, c6nsiders that the ps-yche must be
ir6at"O irid moulded from the very beginning, in the process of
education and upbringing.

This understindinlg of ttre nature (origin) of the human soul
(psyche) poses both general and special pedagogics before the task of
iti6ntificirtty (correitly substantiated) organising the- process of
upbringing Lnd education,.i.e., moulding and developing a child's
psyche.' 'Fo, pedagogics the centlal and most difficult task-(particula.lly i1
work wilh bfnd'-deaf-mutes) is to shape and foster a child's activity. A
child (even a blind-deaf-mute) is 

-not clay in t-11e. \an{9 of the
pedagogue that can be given any form (personal qualities) without any
ipeciitittort. He cann-ot be a simple object of pedagogical infl_uence.
iil o.Oet to make education 

-and 
upbringing successful, this;iluy;' the child-must be turned from an objeit into the subject of

pivitricat activity, in other words, he must be made active
tmanifesting evei' a little, elementary independence in' various
actions).

In tire upbringing and education of blind-deaf-mute children, the
pedaeosics ^of So[ot]ansky and Meshcheryakov demonstrate the idea
'ot .ti"iing activity in prictice. A blind-deaf-mute child will never
becomi fperson 

-until 
he displays elementary independence in the

Drocess of^actions iointly with the pedagogue (or a specially prepa-
ied adult) to satisfi his'natural organic requirements (for in-stance,
[ood, excretory). This is where the entire responsibility.devolves on
piaaeogics: it-must not lose sight of the first (even insignificant)
'nianifeitations of a child's independence and not suppress them by
undecessary activity of an adult.

+. t, o.O"t that human forms of behaviour (modes of satisfying
needs ind requirements) do not by-pass a blind-deaf-mute child, the
piOug"gr" raiies them in the form-oi barriers to the satisfaction of his
l.n"ili needs. accomplishing these actions (human modes of
.uiiiiving n"ids) jointli with-the child, holding, for instance, his
hands.-_ 

Ai soon as a blind-deaf-mute child displays the first independent
moviments in the act of satisfying his iequirements, the teacher
immediately relaxes his active assistance, i.e., gives him greater
fi;;d;.. Gradually, the child's activity increases with the proportion-
ate decrease of the activity of the pedagogue.

A child's images of actions are formed and developed in this way'
fnanti io ttr"se images the child independentl_y accornplishes actions
itrit tre had earlier adcomplished jointly with the pedagogue..In a way
thiie images gradually replace the pgdagg,gue,.and joint actions turn
ii,io-.epirlie"actions. Th'e psyche bf abfnO-Aeaf-mute takes shape
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and develops in joint separate activity-of the child and the peda.gogue

*iit, ttre giadudl transfZr of activity from the adult to the child.
A chiid's language and thinking emerge and develop in this way'

In brAei- io evdte -independent motiOns (activity) in a child, it is
enough for the pedagogire to begin these motions jointly-with him.
ThisIs aheady iontait between the pedagogue and-the child in the
direct sense of the word. It is enough, say, for the pedagogue to touch
the leg of a child with pants for the latter to understand that he must
pull up his pants.

Lastlv. the child's independence develops to the extent that the

ffi :ir,i*iri*'im*,';3'x,,tl"f t1?f :fl)nlH1"nT':fiiiloTl',i',x
),tJ"iilitri, t[i. idti.", i,ia it i tatt6t accomplishes the.action himself .

iiri;-a;;;siration of uition. or indicatioh of the objects of these

actions amount to preorat-means (preoral "language") and with their

;i.i';d tiii-t 
"ianO'tt 

e ctrifd maintiin contact in th1 direct process of
separate action.-Then, 

in the further psychical development of the blind-deaf-mute
cfritA-itresJ-preoral meaniof contact are replaced with more ?erfect
nieanr, *itf, equivalents of Association-words. A transition is
lli""tdo iiom tlie language of gestures to real, oral language' oral
contact opens up a ne'i ep-och inlhe child_'s nqyglri.cal develgnment (in
otndi *oiO., peiagogicai influence on the-child is now effected not
;it ;a ;&'so riuih through direct practical actions as through
words).

That is the origin of psychical pictures of the surroundi-1g

*orid-fro. u p"..ion's-seisrial-practical activity (which is initially
;;;;"ri;i; Fi"ttt.tJp"1it" a.ctions with another person' the

il;h;; the reprl seniitir"'J ioiial culture)' pye.rvtnilg sen-erated in

itre eit6rnat, ;6intly separate activity of Jfe child and the pedagogue

;i;';;;;; "li ni;;r tir"' it iia, 
-uec 

oire-s. h i s 
.p 

s v chi cal ql"-"-! l-Y' h i 9

.r6ii[ti"" pictures oi it i i*tirnal world andis-ultimatelv crystallised
in personal qualities.

5.Thepsycheisformedinthiswaynotonlyin.ablind-deaf.mute
cnif]A' Uui-ai# i, ; 

"hita 
*itt normal-visior! and hearing.- Here the

iiiiJr"rd"ls;.t i" iil aechnique of ore:anising pedago.gical influence
;;; ;hiia *ith irotm"l visioh 

-and 
hearing ?nd-g-I a blind-de.at-mute

iiiifO. tiiir differenceis eipressed solely in the different qualitv of the

iir;;;i&;f-oi i UrinO--A6uf-mute child and of a child with normal
vision and hearing.' 

The basic matJrial of a person with normal vision and hearing for
osvchical pictures tJi,mpiiii"g his subjective world) consists of his

;tffii';;d'";aii;ty' ;;$4.- F;t that reison pedasosical contact with
ilillrk;; pr"i. it rJpit 

-itre-uiiuat-auditory 
.sv'tem {y-hi:1-ut th"

.'"1n"-'i'i-111i,'iiiu". ai ii'aterial)., Hence the visual-auditory (colour-

."iiriOi.ik"-up ot p.i"tical iictures o{ tfre objective.world. In a

6iira:i*-t_iiiri"'tr," ;;i;-r;ili iictu..r of the same world consist of
;ili1";i6,.uiionat ma'tiiiat. Buf this different make-up of imases does

""i ai.tott the objective essence (logic) of the real world'

1e8

'In her book .EIow I Perceive, Imagine and Understand the
Surtounding World Olga Skorokhodova gives examples o-f how a
seeing and i blind perso-n perceive a cow. Their percep.tion of a c.ow is
formJd by a differint hue-of senses. But despite the difference in the
sensual niake-up of the image of a cow, both are well aware that a cow
is a domestic horned animal that gives man milk and meat.

A seeiirg person may give an imagined table any colour, any shape,
any artistidmake-up, wfiile a blind-deaf-mute may make it warm or
coid, rough or smo6ih.... But neither l-tre person with normal vision
and heariig nor the blind-deaf-mute will turn- this-table upside^-down
or make itisurface soft, for that would go against thebssence of a real
table, its ability to support vesselsi, books and so on on its surface, and
serve as a work-place.

The community of the psyches (worlds) of the blind-deaf-mute and
the person with normat vidion and hearing, ryay b9 judged.by the
resuits of their activity, aims and tasks. While acting by different
modes and with different means, both achieve the same purpose and
obtain the same results (not counting insignificant individual devia-
tions).

Even the emotional state of a person can be determined similarly
by a blind-deaf-mute and a man with normal vision and hearing,
afthough they use quite different psychical means. -A per-son with
normal visioir and hearing sees the mimicry on the face of .another
person, his posture, and h6ars the intonational hues of his voice. And
'n" 

"".iiv 
unherstands whether his interlotutor is happy or sad, gay or

ingry. For his part, the blind-and-deaf establishes this by touctring the
traid or other bart'of the body of his interlocutor. A -person's 

emo-

ii;; ;i"- exprisseO as strongly in the movements of his hands or
UoO-u. in tt J.iintonations" of dabtyl spgech and even in a handclasp.
- - (,Ioreorer, both the person with noimal vision and hearing and the
blind-and-deaf can simiiarly determine the mood of their interlocutor
by tempo of his speech 1th6 tempo of speech frequently changes with
tfie m6od of the speaker). For example, a good mood is usually
expressed in slightly quickened dactyl speech, a more precise
pronunciation of individiral letters. The haid of the blind-arid-deaf
quickly reacts to the least pleasant exclamations (shakes or grips his
liand).- But when a person is qngry his movements usually become
sharf , abrupt, uneven. DactyloloEy becomes not particulally pleasant
o, uccounf of sharp, abrupt movements. Some people .express
emotions by movements of tlie body, for instance,-by shrugging their
shoulders (ihis may be felt by a light twitching of the hands), even
sharp movements of ttre head-nodding or shaking-which can also
be felt by the recoil in the handS.

Henci: the conclusion may be drawn that the sensual make-up, of
the psyche of a person wlth normal vision and hearing and a

blind-aird-deaf cannot be called the essence of their soul. It is only the
external form, material, which links with tlhe I (the soul of a person) in
the process of psychical development. Thq nature 9f th9 | in-a person
witli normal viiion and hearins and' a blind-and-deaf is the
sa;;;;;6-historical; its sourCe is rsensual-practical activity'
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This was noted by Karl Marx (for instance , in Theses on Feuerbach).
6. One can now confidintly reply to the above question:

r"nr"ut-pt V.i"A f-itutions - blirid-deaf-muteness (discou-nting. seri-

"r.- 
p"th.i"gical disturbances of the brain)-do not diminish a

umu:a"at-r.irte's possibilities for psychical development. Here the
;;;btt; ti". not i" the possibilities^fdr psychical development but in
if," o"iiun"siCal systembf influencing (6ducating and upbringing) th.e

ili"a-4"":a;iu6. 'This is, essentially, a technical problem (for it

"on""i"r-o"ty 
ttre modes and methods of exercising.rational and

;if;;ii;; infltience on a child, of shaping an integral psyche in-him and

i;6i.g his activity). This ii the only area where the specific of the
6iila-;?-d"ai can 6e s""n in compafison with a person with normal
;i;iil;d hea.itg. Another p,rely technical- problem-is that of
ciiating the techniEal means and apfliances replacing the huma.n eye
or 

"ar 
in the practical activity of the blind-and-deaf. That is ail....- G iigarOi the problem of the emerger^rce and development of the

hil;-p;tahe, it ii common to blind-deaf-mutes ?nq !9 qersons with
ilil;1'"i'.ion and hearing. In view of the physical limitations and
specifics of the pedagogical conditions of educating a-nd upbrtngtng
UiinO-OL"t--utes, the- p-rocess of the development of a blind-and-
;;;i i;;r;t -ore 6triking and extensive, less "littered" with
i"r,l*i*-Ut" accidental concrlrrences of circumstances (that occur in
the life of bersons with normal vision and hearing).- - Ii-ilt iherefore be said that the psvchologv gf the blind-deaf-
.ri"t-i.'tt" ixtensive, bared psychololy of perdons- with.normal
;ilid anO trearing. From this a}dle the s-tudy of the formation and
a.""i"omi"t of ihe human I i-n blind-deaf-mutes is of general
osvitri'toeicat significance. Here, for instance, it is extremely
Intd;trfiio tra"-" its rise and correlation with the sensual base, with
iilGdt.-The philosophical problem of the relationship between the
sensual'and the rational is resolved in this area.- -tt 

"t, 
ptovided specific technical problems-(pedagogical organisa-

tion of upbringing aid education, the technical and social compensa-
iiori io.ite iSse"nce of vision and hearing) are correctly_resolved,
blind-deaf-mutes may become essentially while no-t externally persons
with normal vision aird hearing and full masters of human culture on a
par with people with normal vision and hearing!^ 

,4lexandei Suvorov. Our StutlY
i. it tt"i, studies students with normal vision and hearing use

mainly their vision and hearmg. On the other hand, we blind-and-
deaf itudents cannot study with the aid of these sense organs. Is it
possible for us to study at all?' 

Th-e answer is ves, Lut the forms of study must, of course, differThe answer is yes,lll9allSwgrl!y9D,uu.lllvlvlrrrJvro!ggJlrrgu!,v^

from ttre forms foilowed by persons with normal vision and hearing.
ffiis *"un. that if we int6n-d to study and not pretend that we are
ituduins. we must studv individually,i.e', separately from the usual
stud6ntf. Our difficulti6s are purely technical. Individual study may
be understood simply as the adaptation of the usual mode to out
;h;i;;. In oracticj this adaotatibn to technique takes the followingtechnique. In practicd this adaptatibn to technique t3kes theJollowing
;113pa.^We at"^ not required to attend lectures, ieminars and practical

and other classes conducted in the department. There teacher'contact
with students rests solely on hearing and vision. As far as we are
concerned, we can communicate only through dactylology-the
finger alphabet. In terms o{ speed, it is as far from fingeis to l-anguage
as f1or.n a car to an aircraft. Tactile perception is even less huriied-.

For that reason lectures are taped for us and then written in
Braille. Seminars,- consultations, teSts and exams are organised by
teletactor in our living room. (A teletactor is a machinelnabling i
group of blind-deaf_-mutes to communicate simultaneously with any
person with normal v.ision and hearing by means of tactile signals-,
provided that person is able to use a flat-fype or Braille typewiiter.j
AII literature for classes, course and indCpendent study is titewis6
written in Braille. If we limit ourselves to this it turns-out that the
individualisation of our study boils down to the adaptation of the
usual forms of study tg an unusual technique....

2. Like the usuai forms of study, our teihnique leaves much to be
desired. These forms are imperfeLt because they are turned into a
nlvsiologically harmless soporific and consign students to boredom.
If a person is bored at classes, his study is haidly more effective than
writing in the air.

A normal, i.e., psychically healthy person, is bored when he is
pas-sive. It goes without sayfng that outwardly a person may work
zealously, give the impression of being superactive, but if as a
subject,,as an f, he is indifferent to thi$ activity, if he carries out
somebody else's will blindly and thoughtlessly as a robot, such a
person rs passlve.

I attended a school for the blind and then the Zagorsk
boalling-school for blind-deaf-mutes, and at present I am studying at
th.e-Department of Psychology of Moscow State University. I was ind
still am very interested in the attitude to study of 

-..ordinary"
seeing-h^earing yogn€ people, because at official classes I myself was
more.often agonisingly bored. I satisfied this interest by asking
questions of friends and reading popular-science literature ano fictioi
qn pgdagogi-c-s. I learned that students are called such as a mockery,
that it would be more proper to call them learners, i.e., not those w6o
study, but those who are taught....

In modern pedagogics the problem of problems is to turn learners
into students, learning.into stridy; to.turn the extremely tedious, long
yearp 9f boring and simply nauseating duty to learn into a genuinE
need, into an-enterprising and creative (aird, therefore, exiremely
interesting and entertaining) activity. True creative study instead of
an active passivity in "going through" study material. Bu[ how is this
to be achieved?

InsteaQ. of the teacher's dictatorship there must be the teacher's
cooperatioR with his pupils, students.. That, as I see it, is the
orientation for looking for the solution to this problem.-In our
experimental group of blind-and-deaf students a[ th6 conditions exist
for a guest for the most effective forms of such cooperation. The
quest has been proceeding spontaneously, I would say, ?rom the very
start of the experiment, and it became prirposeful froit'our third year,
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when Lyudmila Obukhova, a clever, kind and wonderfully responsive

Derson. a teacher ;il i'.-;tti-ib ii.t"n not only to the.study

ffi ffiffi "fi i""tu j jl5":",X*tll:i"fi,',"", ,T,;ffi f,l,i!?'u'.:,
tion-on the adaptatl;';fi;"4-forirs oi stud-v to an Pnusual
Hffid;. ftir-p"i6r,Ji" iru.i""niully resolved. It is time tobeginto
think-and we have [i]iii"t. ,i.i soaot individualising tl]9 internal'

i.".l'i"*"r.ing it " 
,1,o."t-ilp#""t ior*r o.f study ge-nerated by.theorv

ild'th:iil;;t?";-if;u"iiri'ri"r.iriiv;f rni. is n6t of the easiest tasks,

tiiii"iir,'triinds and;;;t"i. il;ri i* *" have, it can be carried out.

3. It has, I snoJd iay, become an axiom that- a serious and

"orirt"ir"niiie 
tiiiav'it uiii'a-ana:aeaf can greatlv drarv nearer the

;?iti:il:1$d, #"I# *"" x*6 1,'sl,''li-l$ f,lj, 

":?sr',"#ffi;;il.'il;iliA il":;;;'t" 6i:uiio'"tic that no serious and

ffi;i##;"'".I"av*il" ;;;;itr" *itr,out a solid material founda-

tion....
main problem is to build- a -trainine and work centre for

blind_deaf_mrt"r. wt ut"i"i vJr i"tt "bout 
co-ncerning the problem of

blind_deaf -mut"n". r, i*n-ih#; y;1, llvariably-come to the problem of

ffifl*,fr-ffi Lff :tgtrttfui#ig;fi h}r;i{;::}p
$"*ri'::Ti"l"xi"'""-i'iiiiiii- Ki*rv",o' At the sources of the Psvche

We were u"""pt"i'rt the Department of p.:y"I"l9-glof Moscow

State University not"6i"ul,i."-ri" Fa " partiLularly-hi$h level of

knowledge 
"onlpur"d 

*itt oit'"tt who wanied to enroll' but because

ilffib;ii;;Ai;'*;;"ii;;;i ti'"i'-"iince could develop the wealth of

the psyche to anv l;;;i,-;;; if a petson did not see and hear'

fJ'J["-;#'TJ";lrl'xm';nii:""""11:ll,{:,i,t"}'"'ilJ'{e'1'!$1}l
fi;'J,!.|;#,Uiritii,.l-""v mvtrricat insight. and this is evidence that

. the success or our ;ddi;i ;f 'ffi;;.; siate unlversity is due not to

natural. ,rrnunug"u6l" 6;;. uul-to- the achievements of science'

;di;ilir";T;;4"iil wav to mould the human psvche-'
" " iirii.* unA 

-t 

"uiiig' -if.ilf 
poisiUte, without anv noti ceable ef f ort'

to ioil"t-m A"V-i3-a'u'-pii"ti"" material for-the formation of

osvchical functions,- "n.i 
[t it spontaneitv and seeming ease in

",,Hffi; ffi;kilAt .iilr iip"ii'enie ei".i birth to the illusion that

i#;;;;illl-r.t-uuiii[o-_ i"^i.h." cour; of the studv of mankind's

cultural achievemenriliilii,;td. in a"cordunce wittr some mysteri

;;i;;.:-r.ild.iiiiii,ii" ililr]i'i-rp"n 1o rit the self-developing psvche

into an accepted "o,ioiiiJiur:itufi"*ott' 
while study has the mission

lii'irii.e ilLiit"ii"iiiiii.it"ation about. the surrounding world' That

this notion i. *ronfi.';;;;;;;; ihe example of the education and

upbringing of blind-deaf-mutes'
The absenc" ot'r'iiioo'and trea.ing makes it impossible to obtain

i"to.,i1iti"n iiiitJ;;;i;;r;"6' ttrJretore, to build up the psvche'
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i.e., to reflect objective reality actively. The history of the problem of
blind-deaf-muteness has shown that a person who loses vision and
hearing in childhood cannot break down the wall separating him from
the world, that he cannot independenfly find the way to "unfold" his
psyche. The very fact that this way was found for him from outside
and is not an "illumination" of the blind-deaf-mute himself is evidence
that the psyche is a cognisable thing, that it can be built up, controlled
and guided. How is the psyche to be built up?

ln Blind-Deaf-Mute Children Meshcheryakov writes : "Mastering a
thing, i.e., learning directly to satisfy his requirements, a child
assimilates (and appropriates) social meaning, converting it into a
personal sense. Social meaning cannot be assimilated without action,
for only the praotical use of a thing as a means of achieving an aim
reveals its designation. What makes a child act?"

Meshcheryakov describes a case where a girl lost her vision and
hearing at an early age, and clumsy treatment suppressed her striving
for communication and independence, and fostered a negative
attitude to acts of care and feeding. Why strive for anything when
everything is being done for you incomprehensively and forcibly,
without noticing and suppressing timid attempts to say something? As
a result, the girl lived a vegetative life. She began to assimilate the
social meaning of things only when she was taught to eat with a spoon.
At first the spoon was tipfled in the mouth, and as soon aq the least
activity by the girl wab noted-seizure of food with fhe upper
lip-the spoon was no longer tippled to give the child the opportunity
to take part in the act of taking food. Then the spoon was not put in
the mouth, but only allowed to touch the lips. The child had to open
her mouth herself and take the food. The child's activity increased in
proportion to the decrease in the activity of the adult, whose actions
gradually passed to the child. Parallel with this the child's hand was
placed in the hand of the adult so that the child could get her bearings
in her movements to take food with a spoon, then the spoon was
placed in her hafid and she was taught to eat independently.

The adult feeds and dresses the child with his hands and closely
watches for the appearance of the first attempts on the part of the
child to help, carefully encouraging this striving-this is the
beginning of the creation of the psyche. By assimilating the habit of
serving himself , by learning how to act with objects, the child receives
the material on the basis of which his perception, attention, memory,
understanding of the environment and attitude to people develop. At
the same time, this condition for,further development-assimilation
of the action with the spoon-allows forming the gesture to express
the desire to eat. This is an act, isolated from tt"re object, having no
material result and turned into a word. The child can now be told to do
something, praised, criticised or forbidden. From gestures it is
necessary to go over to dactyl speech as quickly as possible, for

. words allow mastering the highest forms of knowledge.
Naturally, not everything in psychical development goes smooth-

ly. It is still difficult to foresee and competently give shape to the
entire wealth of the human psyche. Yet there are unbounded
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Dossibilities and an insistent need for studying it' A. report !V 4'
il".ilff';;;-i;. il;vina'-teactrers at t6e Zagorsk school for
6ilfi-i"u}-r"ut"'"f,iraiJn,'& th" .i;"rof m"nt of small children, gives

ffi;;;r.;;I fu;; fi t ;imed Alyoshi ref used to learn dactyloJogy,

frrh;;h;i";;hi, ,t o"tii--riirn a dictylem_he shook his head, closed
;ii';;;.;-;;a-iiia nii hands behind-his back. This difficultv was

;;:.;ffi"T; turririi tiie frocess of assimilating dactylology into a

;;;. ii;r;li"togi"un"v-i-hi.'** i correct decision' In a game a child

E;rtd;.:tffiii";"., i, it"-iirt -of i gu*", what he does not accept i.n

;#}L',n;'iffidy;;;ii"r;dlorcEa upon him for no reason at all'
ii;|. f;;i ;il; i1,f1 J;;;i"d;i,-a strictlv determined whole' does

ffi;;;&hai it cannot asiimilate. In a game the child still does not
'ffi;-.:rfTi"iil-;;ii";iion ior study as sich, which does no.t rely on

guiaunc., does not foster but-only collects fragmentary skllls'
Everv asoect ot a ct itais deveiopment musibe followed with the

"fo#.t-Jttlriil;;in"i-rditi.g 
is inissed in thecomplex arsenal of

ih;-;;*d and the--iLnaitior-. are opportunely -created for the

;;"ffi;;;t oilarious of its components-. A blind-deaf-mute cannot

;;;;;;i;i;; ifi 
-t-*"herts 

shoricomings through. outside informa'
iti'i'."1,i'i?1";i,i" ih;;;aitions are creaied on thl basis-of empirical
ffi;'#,i;;;i;iid-;fiitr6i idture with the aid of vision and

;#il;:;d iii;- ;fiideiably enlarges his,sphere of activity as

li""ii1"?Lo-i,iIth bil.J;;J;rie childre-n. But th6re is often no control

;;;I[.* t. tus .u.t"""a-""d then assimilated the -psychologicgl;;;"I;f soCi"t "xp"iiet;; ".d 
a success or a failure of upbringing is

Si"piirrlitvil;4!ilfi 
"iiirorshortcoming-s.,.th.eenvironment,and.ii'o.I u.t the tact ot itri-rrutter is that the child has to be helped to

;;&;ili.a;. sdaio." aitier"ments not qn-ly on the mateiial
iiii.e'uiii--iiro oriti piun" of the make-up of_ his psyche. some

[;;;;.-;li;;;r[ tr'avi ttrat talent-, othdrs do not' In order to
;;;i"fiiA.;;r;;ifu;ippled bv the.burden of this task' psvchical

fi;i;;;il'ttiit"Jt"i'a'eJs ueln ailowed to drift, must be placed

under scientific control."'t'rk;td;;;;;6 
oi u gtorp of small children who are taken out

tor 
-"1'iar[.-Tili -h;r; "iear'ned how to serve themselves and

uirA"ittu"a simprti giit*"., uut they do not a9 yeJ- have active

;il#i.'n;;i;i"f;ii"iii ..u.t.be oreanised with them' for
i;.i;;. bffi;tt*i;g .roy io ulio* irto mih faster. The children are

;il;:ii"r'"rr-uiii fb-. itrim ttrey are not yet implements of labour,
ilil;;;biltti *t i6t ltiv 

"anhanipulate, 
drag along the ground or

;;iT. T##;[.;;;-h;; i" tutlJtt"inow on the shovel and throw it
;ilffi a;1|33p-tutt; tt"v enter into the.novel motion with pleasure.
g;tih;it" o6."rrbi-6.igin. to *otrythat the children are trying.to

""i'"foi"r-io 
eictr otfrer, plaiing themselves in *lnger of beinghit with

i'".?i""-d":i ;t;; "l-il ii, E iiif"t t he mo me nt' Tt'" v are. made to s tand

fu}iffi;;".t1;;rn ";;fit[ei. rnev resjst'.But thevsubmit under the

iil"u| "ffiiru;6ii;ithout 
a shovei.wtrat is rhe matter here? Perhaps

thev feel that a "o-ira"'i 
-irro* 

is better? Attentive observation
;i[i*;'ilffiiilih;atlri tt" matter was in the motivations of
;iil;.. Ai ffit ti" "[ita 

*ur attracted by the novelty of the action.,
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but this motivation soon faded, and he began to manipulate the
shovel, abandoning purposeful activity, for he did not yet have the
motivation to work for the common good. A child loses all interest in
working alone, all the familiar manipulations with the shovel have
been made, and the assistance of the adult demonstrating purposeful
actions is accepted submissively and negatively, as something
imposed and incomprehensible. It is quite another matter to look and
acf as other children. But since their vision is weak they huddle
together. The extent to which joint work attracted them may be
gauged by the fact that after long work the children did not want to
give up their shovels.

It may be assumed that this case slightly raised the curtain on the
formation of an attitqde to collective work. If for fear of injury to the
children they were deprived of the possibility of joint work giving
them the possibility of observing, imitating and thus becoming
infected with the desire to work together, and made to carry out
purposeful actions without the appropriate motivation, their attitude
io this sort of labour would undoubtedly have been negative. But does
this hold true only of blind-deaf-mutes? In the given situation this
regularity was accentuated among blind-deaf-mute children, but in the
case of children with normal vision and hearing it would have been
obscured. We by no means claim to discover this regularity. This is
how collective activity is usually organised in kindergartens, but there
the collective spirit is fostered on the-basis of vision and hear-
ing-distantly, the necessary motivations are stimulated by life. It is,
however, imperative that they must be known. Life does not always
conscientiously arrange everything for the better, and it is time to
place it under scientific control.

Scientific observations show that while teaching a blind-deaf-mute
child human modes of existence we evoke and develop a potentially
preset psyche. Consequently, instruction must be understood not as
quantitative information about the environment that the child must
remember but as mediated influence on the child's development with
the aid of this information. The important thing is not how much
information the child memorises but how that information serves to
mould his notions, convictions and skills. Unfortunately, we have
observed blind-deaf-mutes who assimilated a large 'volume of
educational information, wrote grammatically and could answer any
question in the curriculum, but their range of interests remained
narrow and their moral concepts and mode of association remained
primitive. This is frequently the case among normal pupils but it is
more difficult to grasp the situation there.

From learning how to serve oneself to gestures, and from gestures
to dactyl speech, to reading and writing. The mastering of speech
leads to the development of thinking, contact and knowledge. A
systematic structure of consciousness, arbitrary actions and higher
forms of intellect develop, and this opens up unbounded scope for the
development of blind-deaf-mutes. Many of them have completed their
studies at theZagorsk Boarding-School for Blind-Deaf-Mute Children
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and are successfully working at educational-production elterprises
for the blind, while four had the good fortune !o slqqy at the
bepartment of Psychology of Mtrscow State University. This was not
aniccidental choice. Having found the happiness of breaking out of
iiolation, out of a pitiful, dependent existence, which is.the lot of
blind-deaf-mutes if- science iloes not intervene, and joining in a
soirituallv rich life, we consider that it is our human duty to make our
V'ounget comrades'in misfortune happy. Psychololy taught us this.

Group instruction of blind-deaf-mutes at an institution of higher
learning^is something entirely new and difficult to be organised
techniiilly. With the aid of vision norm-al stude-nts- read. printed
material, 

-and 
at lectures and seminars with the aid of hearing they

process and systematise this material. We frave tried this "mode of
ieceiving knowledge, but it proved to be unpr-oductive-it was
difficult-for the trinslator to feep pace with the lecturer, and after
several hours of classes the sense oflhe translated text became br,ried
in the efforts to read the dactylems and the desire to change the
position of fatigued hands. At seminars it was also difficult-we did
ioi pii"ii"e tlie situation of the moinent, and while-o-ne- thing wa9
beini translated for us the class had moved to another. We had to look
for 6ther means of receiving the study material, a means that could
allow us to process it qualitatively. Lectures beg1l to be taped and
then rewritt-en in Braille. Special psychological literature $ras also
reprinted. And we were able to aslimilate the -material adequately.
Tlie seminars began to be held with the aid of a teletactor. Under
these conditions we were able to take our bearings in the various
situations, i.e., we heard the teacher and each other. Now we did not
merely attend classes but took an active part in- them,
correiting our understanding of the material, comparing ou-r thoughts
with the thoughts of others, and learning to see things and phenomena
from scientific positions.

Moral quests proved to be harder for us.'During our junior years it
seemed to irs thaf we were lagglng behind students with normal vision
and hearing, that we were st-udying for the sake of formally passing
exams, that we were given higher marks than we deserved. Gradually
it bec-ame apparent that it was not a matter of comparing us with
studeirts with normal vision and hearing or of exams, but that our
range of interests began to broaden, that our understanding of our
human and civic duty rose to a higher level and that we began toget a
scientific world outlook, in other words, we grew qualitatively as
personalities.

From the aforesaid it may be seen that the natural channels of
.eciiring information can 5e replhced by artificial means, that
svmboliinaccessible to the perception of the blind-and-deaf can be
ii"f"""b bv others. and ihat the understanding of the social
iiiniticanc" of things ano phenomena will be adequate. This means
thlt the psyche of tlie blind-and-deaf develops on the same.foundation
u"A UV th" .ame laws as the psyche of people with normal vision and

hearing.
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Yui Lerner. My Work

I take this opportunity, first, to thank all the teachers who gave so
much of their energy to enable us, blind-and-deaf students, to study at
the University. Now a few words about my work. Lately I have been
much attracted by the problem of the use of aids on educating and
upbringing blind-deaf-mute children. I feel that this problem is ranging
beyond the framework of the university thesis that I am writing on
this subject and that it will become the object of my scientific work....

The most pressing problem of the present must be that of building
a training and work centre for blind-deaf-mutes as close to Moscow as
possible. This is all the more important in view of the fact that
according to rough estimates there are nearly four hundred blind-deaf-
mute children in the country and they all cannot be accomodated at
the Zagorsk Boarding-School. These children need special education
as the air they breathe. Without this they will simply perish
psychologically.

This is all I have to say. Thank you again for the enormous
assistance you have given us in our studies and for the attention we
receive at our University.

:t**

In summing up this sitting of the Academic Council, V. Stoletov,
President of the USSR Academy of Pedagogical Sciences, said: 'iThis
sitting may be regarded as the epilogue of outstanding achievements
by Soviet psychologists in their study of the extremely difficult
process of the moulding of the human consciousness and, at the same
time, as the prologue of new advances in this inexhaustible area of
knowledge.

-."A_.-. Leontyev has given a profound and vivid picture of the
scientific significance of the fundamental researches by Ivan
Sokolyansky and Alexander Meshcheryakov. The statements by the
students are scientific documents of staggering power. The speeches
of scientists assessing the significance of thii unique experiment
complete the overall picture of this event. The Council is prompting a
number of organisational and scientific conclusions. Tfiousands bf
teachers are now considering the question of improving the work of
the Soviet school. They write in the press, speak at conferences and
send letters and reports to the Academy. They are keenly interested
also in the problems that were discussed by the Academic Council.
The following are some of these problems: What teacher-pupil system
can be considered the best under universal secondary 6ducation?
What stimulates study most strongly and most reliably-the fostering
of inquisitiveness and a passion for study, or encouragement and
prlnishment? How is the active thinking of a pupil to be developed?
The materials of the Academic Council are-of great value to the
solution of these problems. These materials must be brought to the
notice of schoolteachers.



"Our immediate duty is to propagate the results of this unique
experiment. But it is not our onli duty. The unique experiment merits
continuation, expansion and, naturally, improvement. Consistence,
consistence and again consistence is the motto of a true student of
nature, society and thinking. This consistence is awaited and
demanded of researchers in psychics by millions of teachers. The time
has come to set up, withln the framework of the Academy of
Pedagogical Sciences, a scientific centre that would continue the
expeiiment of Sokolyansky and Meshcheryakov. It would be
deiirable to group around this centre psychologists, pedagogues,
philosophers,ln fact everybody interested in an extremely complex
and, at the same time, fundamental problem of theoretical psycholo-
gy, namely, the cognition of the social nature of the human psyche
airA its foimation in the process of pre-school and school education.
Evidently, the greater our knowledge of the psyche the more
efficiently will we be able to carry out the tasks of modern
pedagogics."

NOTES

I Maxim Gorky, Collected Works, Moscow, Vol. 30, pp. 334-335 (in Russian).
2 lbid., pp.272-271.
3 Ibid., pp.433-434.

CRITICAL STUDIES AND COMMENT

Urbanisation in the USA

EVGENY'M!KHAILOV

The intricate complex of problems which are nowadays in the
USA covered Fy the concept of the "urban crisis" is refletted in awhole series of "new" theories by American authors.

some of these authors,maintaid that all the difficulties of urban life
are inevitable problems of growth 4nd are_ equally ctraracteristicor ai
<Ievelop-ed_countries, regardless of the social syitem. These difficul-
ties will allegedly be.efiminated on the basii of ttre sciintiric and
tgchnological revolution as bourgeois institutions become more
developed. For-this reason, active rieasures taken to overcomi tiilm,
UV t!9 ..state in particular, are, in their opinion, poinUiis anOpotentially harmful.t

Other authors see modern urbanisation and the large city_theproduct of this process-as the main evil, against wtrictr an active
:trug$: must be w?9e4, These theories conclulde that largi Ciiies are
harmful and unprofitable in themselves.2

M. weber's conception of the "post-urban society" is amonc those
criticising the large city. Thc .authoi asserts tharevei ttii taigiii iititi
are b-ecoming too confined for the new urban society and'that the
broadening of geographical horizons of professionat i,oniaci. ."t"
the, mode.rn city and co-ncentration of activities within them an
undesirable anachronism.3

.. FgT all tireir synerficial dissimilarity,_these theories are united bythe idea that the co,ntradictions ana conflicts arising out oi
c-ontemporary urbanisation in the USA are in no way conndcted with
the nature of capitalism, and that the way out must be sougtit not in

E. Mikhailov, Cand. Sc. (Geogr.), senior researcher at the Institute of the US
and Canadian Studies, TJSSR Acsdemy of Sciences. iuthor ol
the books From City to City in the USA, New york-th6
Largest Conurbation andThe USA: problems of Large Cities.
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refashioning the system itself, but in solving individual difficulties and

eliminating their direct causes."-Til;;;E ii"tiiing ni*-.u"ut such views. A hundred years ago Marx
una'frii"ii 

"tiiiCi.ia 
*tose who., when c.onsidgring-t!-9,9.al-tes g-f the

iilir"al"?i"i, 6i-i[" coriOitibns of urban life, intentionally or uninten'
tionallv diverted utt"niion ttom the main cirlprit--the.social syitem
tHi?:";o1ii-r- ;ili;ffi ls still both fresh and relevant. Thus'

l',iiiv''ifrirll'iit ttili;ili gra"e floqtgms of the capltqll$ citv-the
housins shortaee-Ji,iJrt-*oi"'in his brilliant woik "The Housing

A;::iifirrutlEi "un,i-ort 
in-iszz, that the housing shortage is an

unavoidable outcome'-oiU.,iig*it iqciety, that it."can be abolished

t#iil;iii;iiit. "fI;";H riiurth, 
"t6.',-only 

if.the wlo,le social

Li?"r tronl which it springs is fundamentallv retashroneo"."

The claim that cafilaliim has now changed its social n3ture under

tr," inn,iiriC .ii it"'.iiiniiii;-;nd technol-oeical revolution and the

srowins role of stat;:;;;;poiv- "ipit"ti.nrl 
is refuted. by all the

nesatlve experlence of the contemporary spontaneous and uncolrtroll'
;;lT;;*t'h';r';iti;;--"uo;; at in'th; usA, -where problems

;;;"?i;J witti-uruanisation have become extremelv acute'

***
Urbanisation in.the uSA both in its early 

?:",-.?lillllit%li:#:,?:ot iiauiiiiatiiaiionl and at the present.tin
societv,s production;d;6;rii r"ruiiolri, at the basis of which lies

it!''i,i'iidiiiii-oi-prirut^e oindrship ot. iiriptements and means of

il;i{{il;d3f,ffi 
f 
"l?3f,111'll'T!#:5,iJfl','.1'tr-1:ygor*",1

"f ;#";iii,l'i-"i1raft-;h;;,c"'-F it'. structuie' location of its
enterprises and populaiion, remaining- suqoidinate to the interests of

;i:;ililffi &;I#'Tlil ffi'.;;;iii"' it'i' is the origin or most or

the new contradlctlo.r'oi,it6"n'fi"f", wfricn hamper exploitation of the

sreat Dotenti"t oppoiiiriiti". ;i- urbanconcentrition ahd of the.urban

i;#'Jiili;;1";['i;Th;t;"fir; ;f the cities and create additional

"o,itoi"^ 
and insoluble social problems''"'iil';d;;;.;;E;;;"Jit"i"!'ii6 

"t 
the new contradictions' it is

essential to trace tn" &oirii6n'oiitJiit, itself and to have a clear

i#;;i id;;ti;;6;";;:il; il;tilportant or these are' as berore'

economic,
Formanyurbanplantsandenterprises,particularlythoseinvolved

i" ;i1";i;fi;d*ii:o,ij';ir"-"itv u"drn to l,ose its on6-time economic

attractivener. U""uri.J ;i-"#d"fin technological processes' the

increasingly lurg. rii"""'r"-qriiEa- uv industrial premises, ung__t!:

il."-,iJJ fii'puiting f[i. anO do on.-Oiher causes were the increase tn

land prices anA toc"i"tu]*iiio"Jt JA"crease in the effective demand of

lfi';"ri;;;ilirriii.r;ilda;Grioiation of the social climate in the

cities. Industry stariJ'io migrat^e activelv to the suburbs'

#r*l:[ll**ry;**r***t+:*rl*'':;*l*[ffi #i
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-relatively cheap land, low taxation. on the size of which business was
here able to exert a direct influence, better transport accessibility;i
enterprises, and so on.

corresponding- changes in the location of urban industries overrecent years in the USA gave rise to a totally new geoEiipt V i,fin9ustrial org-anisation wnich, in its turn, eierted in Important
lnJluence on chan-ges in the geographical settlement of the popu.lation.'the overcrowded city was replaced by a conurbation of cbnimunities
or, in North Americah terminblogy,-bi un ,rbili;;A iq, fi.;;ft.;i
area covering a wide territory stretching over hundrea-s of fii6metresround the centres and inteiconnected- by production, 

-tauoui 
ano

certain socio-cultural links and contacts. Ttie last uSfia.si;ial iinrm
showed that between 1948 and 1967, g5 per c"nt of tiiJ g-*tt, inemploymentin large metropolitan areas in'the USA ioo[ pr-"li'in trre
surburbs and ^onty 1.5 p"r cent in .the cities within their bld officiaiboundanes.'According to other 4-ata, between lg60 and 1g70, in the
suburbs of fifteen larg-e metropolitan areas, l.t miition empi6v."nt
vacancies qrose in all branches pf industry'and commir""-'*[il" tteold cities of these areas lost 836,fu0 nacan6ies ouer iln-"-r-u*"'p".ioO.u

over the last few decades, changes in the location of industrial
enterpris-es in American cities have bden accompil6a;J;.."ti-ii
preceded by an.almost continuous migration o.f ne popuraiiori, ar.opnma,ly towards the suburban zones of large cities. A unity 

"i t*oprocesses has been observed in populatibn -movements in ttre usa:concentration of the. population- iir cities (true urbaniiaiioni anodeconcentration within metropolitan areas (suburb;;6;iili:"'
At Jh-e preselt time, about 150 million Americans,.or about 70 per

cenr of the population of ,the country, Iive in 
"legofoiiian-"i"*. o'oriv

45.8 per ge.nt oj.ci^tv dwellers are concentrated in a;trd;iii"r, while
the remalning 54.2 per cent live in the suburbs

_ _,luburbanisation, just like a[ social proce,sses under capitalism, is
a class process lak-ing place in the interests of some social iroups andagalnst those of the others. Larg-e groups possessing thJneclssary
ll"..uq.- o.-:usily accessible creditloibuyi_ng'their o*i't on," und 

"ur,lelt tor the suburbs, aw?y from the hurry and scurry and the
constantly intensifying problems in the centre. ttrey were'moiivated
1o-t 1o 

much by,the spatial deconcentration of industiy ttor,.as ueroii,
l!:y.y.ry usually employed in the business quarters irf'the.centre;, aj
Py tne search for a favourable physical and social environment. nd6iat
!n1ol.9r11ce and also growing_feai of riots and urban airt"iuun""r, unrnevltable consequence of the intensification of the class struggle,
also played a significant role.

The law of the market (particularly the housing market) inconjunction with other factors resulted in the il; ffi;l;;n? anablack pop.ulation contin-uing to settre in the old iitv 
""riiii,'Eu! to *,e

l*!1y? chc,apness (tg Ih." detriment of quaritv) aria *uir"ltiiriiv oi ora
nouslng and to racral lntolerance.

This "separation" of the urban population and new immigrants
according to social characteristics, accelerated by the effe-ct of
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(f,ne uwEru,ED vr r,v;#;i,;;;in 
i"unv west European cities)'

every quarter, as. ls

H$ffi 3,"*T's:",t::iiil:'li:l,xl":tlt{#::.",sl;.i::iili'}
d;ilfi;tiJn-u""oiong to social and.raci
confined to quarters ;? didk;;it[i, ttii.. It spread out far beyond

ii'i' Jiii-ul". ;ffi i;; ; ;.i;;;i is th" t*o main sot iar y polari se d parts

;iih;,n.*;nt-auv.iit-"ni"o-'""tiopott'=i3"r3:?Hi"r::r?i$ilifg
;i;ft ir"t; ;\rhii""'suburbs and the mainl
;i; E;;d r . ii iliii"titil"J'i; ;;'ffiFsi;a d"fi ie v ements. h ave helped

;i'J fiffiil.-;-il;il ili-is"liiil nE i"rr". in the suburbs and in

i.ie'nt"-i.,creatett'"i-."oJ"n-"*-'lpii'tie"?fliii[';f li:Tfi1ii,i:ltlitr ;il interests and almost indifferent to t
to "stew" in its own Problems''- 

riro., ttre worldwide historical process of urbanisation, which is

H:#:i:il:,'r,ffi t;;"li'ilk"*:,tr'x:m:,:lilrylpg6l
ffi:il "l''6dr1t"- 

t5'lri'iiiliri'ir,"i ""nnot 
be overestimated. This

ohenomenon ,. ,o",o]tJiiii"tiJ p6i"ii.ution, which is splitting urban

f.ffiil"i#;il; Iiil; societiis, separate and unequal'7

The socio-territorial polarisation took an e-ven greater hfJa Vj^"1,1
U""i--""iiiiitii;f il th"'6tiiical structure of the local authorities tn

fi;fi ;#b;;iri"rii*iliii;;;]ti"ar;,iauministrative_autonomvand
fracmentation or goiliirni'ni. in tt e pursuit of social isolation, the
:iiffi;;;;;l;;;ii;;;;;a i4'-"ugt the state.their right to

.il""jiJii"rrlori;l- #;,6ilffi 1isr-sSvernment or home rule) and

full independenc" 
'}ioti,- tteit metiopoiis. This- administrative

il;"ilffi,'ii;f iii ti i'Ii,rtain isotation irf the central citv. It was not

an end in itself, to*".io,^u"i-ii-. v a mechanism for applying the

whole arsenal of ;;;; Li tirJ'-ai'.i.ial of the local authorities to

further widen ttre gii'Setween ttliwo socially dissociated areas"

fbllowing.^r"ilt 
"r1", 

the former level of development of means of transporta-

tibn"#a:;ffi fi iliio,i,'A^'i;l;;i'-eti*,il,g"-.::-',::T;,lf l:
llf,t tf;l",ri;:,';;;il't;ffi"i- "iiiv-iiili- 

micro-differentiation or urban

ffi.* u"i&,iing to ioiiiilactors, on the level of separat€.quarters

ti'n'J"aiiiri!'i,i,il;'i;[;"diiil$ry.]:?J11]il3xli"T:ll[Tl

Thesemeansincludebothactsof.aprohibitivenature,.legally
confirmed in local trliiin""t 

-i-.u"t'. ii- it'ote prohibiting the

coistruction ot mrrni"'ipii"ffi;;. i"iltg ooor and-for the blacks

within mosr suburbrl,-"ili'rig"Jliirs "ttiritiis 
in the sphere. of. zoning,

ffiffif;;;i itr" u.6'ol'ttifi"nO, iupp- osedly in the public-interest'

iJ*i-iri''ii'ire';*iil; ;;d ih; ;'tablishment of construction and

other standards..
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Zoning, for example, includes- not only control over the use of land
falling witirin the juilsdictiqn of. ttre given municipality (apportion-
mentif land for housing, industrial premises, recreation zoles and so
on). but also control over the size of the plot of land for housing or
oi-tii. 

"on.truction, 
over the height and size of the building, its

ixternal appearance, observance of standards-in public utilities and so
on. it"..i'requirements, as a rule, are delibeiately.raised, which
meatlv increas'es the cost of construction and automatically prevents
Ieoreientatives of the low-income groups from moving into these
iiias. It is this practice, so deeply ilass-based-in both meaning and
iontent, that exflains the fact that 95 per cent of black town dwe[€rs
are ba#icaded wittrin the central citiei (and this depends not only on
the means level, but also on racial intolerance) and that only 5 per cent
live in the subuibs, and even then exclusively-in old.areas which have
been either partially or totally abandoned by the whites. It is als.o this
oractice which liei at the 6asis of the wide gap in income levels
Letween town and suburban dwellers. The largest difference in 1970

was observed between the median family income of the black
population in the centres and that of the white population on-the urban
ieiipherv. This gap, for a family of four, was 5,135 dollars. A
iinnificairt ean ex-isfs also between'the incomes of the white and the
blick popul-ations both within the city centres (3,304 dollars) and in
til sriUrirUs (3,539 dollars). This is also characteristic of the
concentration of povertY.E

So the main new features which the present stage in the
development of capitalist urbanisation has introduced into the life of
US cities are an increasing migration to the suburbs, socio-territorial
polarisation of urban society and fragmentation of urban government.- As a result, the contemporary American city has become a
two-fold and an even more contradictory and socially heterogeneous
system than in the past. The latter to an ever greater- extent
c'ontradicts the objeCtive contemporary requirements of urban
development, which-emphasises moie than ever the social nature of
the city itself.

This basic contradiction has manifested itself in the numerous
particular problems which American cities are now facing.and which,
in conjunction with each other, constitute the current urban crisis.

The most serious of these is the complex problem of city centres,
which is greatly aggravated by the concentration of poverty there.
The old ientres wittr their institutions, administrative structure,
financial system and so on, have proved unprepared for the shalp
social changes accompanying capitalist urbanisation, and are. revedl-
ing their incieasing inability to cope with the problems that arise. The
.oiial o"gradation of the centres has become one of the powerful
factors ciusing their physical deterioration, the spread of slums, the-
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formation of ghettoes, of "zones of poverty", these unique underde-

;;ffi;fiaid; fi til,v.ti'n "i urbin..coionialism" which is taking

shaoe.*'fi; 
additional complexity and antagonistic nature of modern

u.uan A""eropment ;.Lilt ii the fact ihat citv.:e"trel-,c^Tnot be

Ji,iiirliiiJEfi.it"A-*iiii *"lfare status, as, in the opinion-of the

# if-'lir;il -ui'6ii,^i 
Jt u'SiL i nti"u, A mericin soc iety alle gedl v de c i ded

;-d..'dTii;y;;iiii fi; il;;Gffii .;f tt 
" 
*t ot" ur6an economv 

r0 and

l"J""ri"ir, i;y ililr;ii.J#i;f ihe American bourge-oisie is still

Ltiii,.t,ii i, th".. Til;r6;th of multi-storey -office blocks in the

ci"i.if-Uu.iness quarteisT.i"ia"n"" o! thq faci that the centres have

retained a very g"uin,uin"tic iorce for the development of certain

branches of industrY.tt-'-'ili;};"t 
determines yet another o-lane of the social contradictions

of fiS iiii".. d;id". il"'"ritug""i.* between the poorcentre and the

DrosDerous suburbs, lil';it"y ;;o -focu.e. 
coritradi-qtions within

ti,".i"ffiffi."ii;;ti" iti "iii,"gclass. -Part of this suffers. fr-om the

6;ii;;H-ihi. tiiv ""i,ii;;;hii; 
the other promotes this decline'* 

Ti;i.,'il;[rii',i"riv,' ".i,riiiil-t[" 
ttt^ikiti. and increaslqt'tyj:

cont-iasft in ttre appdaranc-e of modern American city centres: snlnlng

ffi;;-;;-;i;.rcvtci'"neri, surround"d bv a circle bf decaving slum

ffi:ilil;."iiil'il ;; ;ire"i-iunctional connection between these

i,tJTii?ir,"iiiJ "fini""""iuvi,outi',e 
ut"as do not work in.the office

iilocks) and they are antagonistic in class terms'
"'"x.'J#;; ;'ii.d.d;?6;q'i, problems which affect bgth the

pri;tJ-ii? tir"'i:iluli.i-.ii"t.;;- ;-i ihd urban economy are connected

with the rr"* "ort"rn-p;il-;k;mena 
in the devilopment of city

centres.
The old centres are invested with an enormous-capiqli.n the urban

int iii-nituii--i"t icr,- ;;;"ia; the basic public -utilities of the

;'iil:i;;;;i,Ltt, irri'."iue" iv.t.t'.tt'i watei and energv supplv and

it J rniil"I"-a 
-Aso -i; -Eomin"tciil buildings and housing' The

intraii*tt"ral capital alone of the citv,centr;:r,i3"tffi,#.:# 
Tf,:

"sti.ut"a 
in 191-as being worth 87 thou

ffiffi;ft ;upit6 inn"rted-in reside-ntial and commercial-property can

iiitiffu UiJitimated bv ne s"m ot mortgases and bonds held bv the

f#iilJriffi;;'ffiU;';il;;i.'iina'ici-atintermediarie-sbetween
invesrors ard consum?r" i'ri-t}Zifihey jointly held ov,er 65-th^ousand

,"iUion OoUars of central city residential mortgage.debt alone'-- 
The constant physical decline gf thecentres entatls larg€-economlc

losses] ;"d ;a'oi,ii ior the financjal institutions holding these
'.""i,iriiii*, 

". 
ifiiir .iiiro iutf in price, but also for s-ociety as a whole.

T1,]] i;;".";i;a;ffi;ty wittitfte gridual loss of those properties of
td;;d;;riion.Jni 6',te most imlportant element of whichremains
the contemporary urban infrastructire), which are favourable for the

i?ri"i.iiioiit " 
most progressive.forms of social _production and

;;roA.u;,Iffi oi tauouiloice'in the cities. The degradation of public

ffi;fiti-;ilt i"r,*1j, traffic jams, environmental pollution, obsoles'

""n"j 
of tt " city physical siructure and the inc_reasing crime rate

i"i"it 
"aAiii"rat 

t*ireirait*es for enterprises (including some in the
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non-material sphere) and individuals which ultimately force them to
ffi;;i-il ;Avintag6Jof an urban location and move to the suburbs.

fiil;ifi;;;l;;fJonth" one hand, to a below-capacitv utilisation
6i'iirJiiiU"ii-i"fi".iructrlre *t iCtr, in tlre long run, fafis into decav and

tosii-its ratue, and, on the other hand, to its expensive duplicatton rn

suburban areas.la---Ci;--.i 
itre relatively new characteristics of the decline of

etltiiu'i 
"iiies 

l' riteni ti-"t is the rapidly gr'owing-number of

fiiil,il;'"ffi,id;d by-.rniis ano inhauitants alike. Hundreds of

ffi;-ri;?, uui- oti"n Ert"Ciiv sound puitdirys are an inevitable
i"iii."br-v feature bf ttre majority of old city areas. According.to
ou-Uti.t iO dita, at the end of. 1973 there were appro.xlmately nlne

;;11ill5 d;ing units in such buildin-gs in the USA (while the average

ffi;;{ "6nJ*i"tio";f 
i,;r;1i.s i" tnt country is about one million

housing units).
In a number of large cities this. phenomenon has reached

tfrr.ri"iino 
"ioportio".. 

6i*e.teO Uumings qre a convenient refuge

iiil"iill'IEaii;J;il;ili."il i'it' ;f rubiish are growilg up around

;;t'dildft;;;id;;;i,p;;ui."a una becoming-breeding.glounds
i"i ii.""l" 

"nO 
con.iii"ii"g'a-serious source of po-llution of the urban

environment.-- 
tf,i*'irfiInomenon and also the duplication of the urban infra$ruc'

tur" *" ';;i6t"ii."j of the wastefulness of the capitalist economy.
bJi"tfiiii-*f,ich today may seem unprofitable to.-the c-apit 'ist,-is

;i#i;i;Tt" a;6m;a: I; ionheCtion wittr the conditions of urLan life,
iliil;"#i"1i;;.il-iltii;uiaiii retevant at the-present time, as the

functional ability o1 the local authorities in US cittes ls unoergolng

i"tti"ri*fu harsir trials. One of these trials is money starvation, putt-

ini tt e municipal authorities of most old city centres on the verge oI
bankruptcy.

cial crisis of the cities consists in a glgwing gap between

"on.f-U, 
ri.irU outiuir an{the -lagging financial resources of the

i"dif-.uii"ip"f -uuttoiitiei. fnis is llt another conseguence of the

;;il;;;ffidi"ti.ii. of ,iuan develbpment mentioned above' Both
;#;;5"1;il;d l'|;th of expenditur-es in the citv. centres .and the

decelerated growth of budget revenyes are to a slgnillcant oegree

;;;;a;a *iftt tt e concentiation of the poor population within.them.
O;^i:fi;;td;ffia, ttrJ *iii:io-oo popula:tion *ith a.laree tax potential
.-"itiii Uevond the'tax jurisdiction of the municipality of city centres,

thus depriving it of significant financial slPp.grt' r-'-ft J'ufiifiiiot tfrela-ttiito increase local6uitget revenues and bring
tf,"1n i-niJi"6";a;if[;uitavi is extremely timiteA. The tax base of
;il;';liw : ;[ict, lbn.i.i. Jitrree elements - the value of property (thc

;;;;;;ii'i;;;;ia;a about 60 per cent of all local budget revenues)'

ili;fiIil;;r ila;G"lesia* iiues 20 per cent of tax revenues) an{

;;;;;;-fu;il-i".-(iah;- tax gives about 15 per cent of
ievenuisl-grows mori iapiOly in -ihe suburbs than in the city
;;il4-'"l"tig-*itt the migratibn of industrial enterpris-es and the

ffi;;;ffi ffip,ir"lioiit"it? suburbs and the more rapid growth of
fraat aue io erowing purchasing power there' Moreover' an
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increasingly large portion of city buildings, public and transport
installations, which prove unprofitable for private owners, are
becoming municipal property (the metro, hospitals and the like) and
are made tax exempt, thereby reducing the tax base of the city and
constituting yet another burden on the local budget.

Some US specialists pin their hopes for a way out of the financial
starvation on the growth of the non-productive industries in the city,
including business, professional and other services, and noie the
overall growth of employment in these branches in recent times.

From the point of view of the financial self-sufficiency of the
cities, this growth, however, provides very little. The change in the
economic structure of the centres. their great specialisationl in the
services brings in certain additional incomes. But these mostly'end up
in the pockets of those who live and spend these incomes outside the
centres. Moreover, the tnain city property tax is orientated towards
the development of capital inte4sive material production with a high
portion of immovable property dnd it is this which is leaving the cities.
Also, the growth of the service industries, which are non-capital
intensive by nature, is not "caught" by the traditional tax system in
.these areas

The city authorities can only resort to 4n increase in the rate of
taxation. But experience has shown that a g;rowth of the tax burden
simply frightens off potential immigrants to the cities and initiates a
further flight from them, both of enterprises and of prosperous tax
payers, which results in an even greater shrinkage of the tax base.
Being in such a hopeless situation, the cities are compelled to
cut some of the public services which they offer. In New York,
for example, in order to eliminate the current 120 million dollar
deficit, thousands of municipal workers were recently made redun-
dant, including police and firemen.r6 This took place in spite of the
growing crime rate in the city (a 9 per cent increase f.or 193-1974).
Both Cleveland and Detroit have resorted to the same method. With
the mass unemployment resulting from the economic crisis, such
dismissals lay an additional burden on the shoulders of the workers.

Federal and state subsidies to the cities (namely, according to the
well-known programme for allocating some federal income for the
cities-so-called "revenue-sharing") can partially reduce the gap
between revenues and expenditures, but, first, such subsidies
constitute only a small part of local budgets 17 and second,'they cannot
eliminate unemployment, poverty and other social phenomena of city
centres-the main source of this gap.

Certain liberal scientists and 
-public figures in the USA see

deliverance from the financial crisis in adm-inistrative and political
amalgamation of cities and suburbs.tt The problem of so-called
"metropolitanism" (from the term metropolitan area, i.e., conurba-
tion) has been discussed for several years in the press. A united
administration would be able to amalgamate the tax base and spend
budget revenues on the most pressing needs. Such a reform would, in
essence, mean the introduction of an additional mechanism for
income redistribution activities. It is, however, patently obvious that
2t6

rn class-divided America, such a measure is not realistic. In reality the
cities continue to develop in the diam-etricafly gpposite oiii"ti"n.,
towards e.y9n --straroer social and political polarisation ;T-uibari
society, with all its accompanying pernicious consequences.
. These cons€quences include tlie whole complei of the social

ulcers .of capitalism concentrated in the cities (unemployment,
pauperism, crime, drug addiction, alcoholism, the lo\i, leval of'publii
sanitation) and new problems of the quality of life, coverine brjth the
p,fvsical state Qollution) and. the sobial environment (dislociation,
alienation, conflicts, riots and so on) and much more.

The.g-rowth of c{me in the citie; which, after a certain insignifi-
cant fall between l97l and 1973, in 1974 agdinreached a ricordievel
gives rise to anxiety in the usA. Thls is ndt a question of any soecial
predisposition towards prim-e 9f large.citiis- written atSoui uy
.specialists.''The geographyof crime an-d, in particular, its increase iir
larg_e cities and especially in city centres ii no morl ttrin rurttrer
:liq9ryf of its social nature. It is the areas of physicat decay, high
::lg-9:1i9", ecbnomic instability, F"d schoots, 

- 
squalid h;ilfit

condltlons, collapse of the family, and unstable traditiohs which are at
the same time areas with a high rate of crime and other formJ oi
anti-social behaviour.

Crime in the USA, however, is a social evil which respects
geographical boundaries less and less. FBI data show that, wiih an
overall growth of 17 per cent in lgl4, the rise in crime in itre citl"s
areraged 15 per cFnt, while that !n the suSurbs was 2l per Cent and in
the countryside also 2l per cent.m If these data are comiraria wiitr ttre
deterioration in the ecbnomic situation in the 

"orniiv, *iiii tt"continuing migration of the prosperouJ ciiireJ to-tt"-i,i,u,ii'us ana
wrth the.especially rapid growth of crimes against property (by 20 per
cent), the reasons for the rising crime rate in-the suburbs b6cbfie even
more obvious. The decaying cities and the increasing ponerty of tte
urban 

. 
population are becoming a less fruitful riei<i roi 6riminat

activities, especially crimes against property.
. The growth of crime in the suburts r-esul-ts in the ugly but already

widespread practice o{ encircling indlvidual cornmunli"r;ith hi i,
stone walls and barbed rvire, i.e., turning them into virtual foriiisses,
thus fencigg off the "fl.ourishing" AmJrican even mordcompjiteri
from the alien and hostile social environment.
- 9n" direct consequence of the contradictions in the develooment

of American cities is the. problem of-the quality of schoolin! and,
more specifically, that of integration of schobls arid busing, *t iitr t ai
recently- once more assumed a sharply political character in
connection with the much-talked-of disoid-ers in Boston

In .the USA, schools are financed out of local budgets. The
financial crisis is itself _an important,cause of the t"* fi;iitt;ischooling in t-t" cities. But however sharp the difference'mieiri ue
between the finances of city and.suburban schools,rr oi-en"imous
importance for successful acquisition of knowledge in sct ootJ ana tor
overcoming the existing educational barrier bitween blaciiJ and
whites in the usA is the direct family and school environment in



whichchildrenliveandstudy.Inthissense,thesocio.territorial
oolarisation of urban ,""i"tv t i,i fiayeq an especially negative role in

ii.i-r":t!"if ;;fi;['. Tii-f"p"rtlrJ of the *hite population to the

ilffi-# i;d-|oibnrv^t" hJtoimation o-f negro sleltogs, but also

;t.i;i ."gr"g"tion- in city schools and considerably lowered the

Iirrrii, oi'itE ictrooT' 
"iiiiroriiri"t-. 

The schoolchildren learn the

il;il oi seeregation right from childhood''""fr 
""oooi"oir"Jil;ffi 

eifectiveness.of schoolinginsegregated
,"t ooi-. [i,,,irriliit"ir.itv tt 

" 
.oiiqt *9 racial inequality in the countrv

"ii-."tJp?ospects 
of overcoming it even more remote'

***
Since, in general, urbanisation leads to concentration of-pe.oplel

"na" 
iri-.i.iivi-i'i-i.' fii;ii}it connected with the po.ssibilitv 3f

;;#i;;'rhs;stion'.na-upiet of the "ecological b?l.ance"' pY

iiJ"tiirl lne Aaiger oi ";ir;*[fiof natural resouices, of threatenins

;."};aaffi ;i-l"h; qiiiiv ot [tiJ 
" 
nrironment, urbanisation implie s a

relative decrease in m.:n;i 
"o,,.""ion 

with najture and increase in the

;r;i m*"-'i.:ri_."i" ln"i.Jn.cnt in his life. with more cornplex

i;;;^.il-"bd;,- tfiir fi"AJ io un 
"u"t 

increasils artificiality.of the
;;;"";;*tion'of ir,i-Ennitot."ntal factors fiom the p-roduction

iill irt-irJi";;; ";;;4i6il il the citv, turnins one or its maior

;;;;;AiJ-the d;1;;il;i-from-what was at one time a "free

;if;"';f;"ture, into an object of social.production'
Contemporary *U-"nisl"tion- puts the pT"P]:T--"i,.[1 urban

"n"Ir6"-"rit-iuUi"r 
aiff"ientti.,Under preseirt-day conditions,. it has

"li.iiiiii,t'" 
i**ii,]a itr-"i-""i#. Iti tr.adi'trgnal aspdct is the.ecological

ffi;ffi. Li..ir,i.ip'i6[;;f ;aiusing the phy-qigal conditions of the

il;T# iil,il iiil.-of -;t;itins itre cbniitions necessarv -for
Iili"ffii#-tr&itn-*a;"fi;tinE the ability to.work. This is a
;ffi;ffi;i tii; dban environmen[ p a.livine environment'

The other aspectl w-hicii i.--iiiii,,,ing inlreisir.rg.significance at the

pr"#ni;i';; ilih; il;'bi;;f m"it'ie-nance and?evelopment of the

urban environ-ent'as-u favourable "nutrient medium" .for the

illil-Jiltio;;T-t# r,il.t?oilit"* urban functions, for intensification
;ft;dil;a rotiii-irieiiJ,i.*, exghange of information, develop-

[l^6[j;rf ;;6ii, ioi r"production.of the comprehensive developrnent

of the individual."' i;;;;;ilso-cial proouction.and the urban environment become

increaJingr-v-1"$;rrfi;;.; -.tidd whole, as urbanisation gains

il;;i"tr. eueiyttring-, induaing ob-soleie social relations, that

iiil;;;;ii. ,niii i-u,rfii into cauSe of new and increasingly acute

contiadictions and conflicts.*'il;-;;ri;rJourtlaai-ii-solving 
the problem of the envirolment in

trr""u!a'i, "o.itii,rtia 
ui atte,:mpts to use the city,-with all its

favourable opportunities, irl th"-i"tlrests of t!9 qonopplies.alone' in

it;H6r;d'oi it e 6iiiri!""i.ii. ln spite of its flisht to the suburbs the

latter continues to o.i-ttiJ oia- 
""nttei 

in its ownlnterests (namely for
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the de-velopment of office and financial activities), continues to make
use of the cultural and public institutions. of the'city, wtrite ignoring
the lousing, tra.nsport, economic, social, cultuiai anO siniiiii
requirements of the majority of its inhabitants.

The contradictory nature of urban development is also manifested
in the duplication of information nows ina i#Jrmati.*i;;;;ah;
and in the rift in social links and cpntacts, resulting from potarisati .
The appearance of the ghettoes, which'make thle achiivemlnts of
science and culture inaccesssible for the working p"opfe, tti
deplorab-le- state of city schools already mentioned ana-tn6 r,iiii6rimerate-all hamper true optimalisation of the urban environmlnt.

The social contradictions of capitalism have also contributed to
the aggravation of the problem of ihe actual city maintenance.

one classical example of this is the problem of automobilisation.
The rapid and spontqneous developmeirt of the usi oi-a"iomouites
promoted by the terrifying combined political power of the automobi-
le, petroleum a-nd higliway-building iridustry, iras resuitio in-mutateo
development of public transportation and has predetermined a seriouscohfllct-the conflict between transport and the city. The most
evident signs of this are the extreme congestion in thJientiiJas theclty spreads excessively towards the periphery of the conurbatioft,
pollution of the- *mosphere, further physi-al decline of the city and
deterioration of living conditions.

The uncontrolled use of, automobiles, in assisting the decline ofpublic transpo.rt, Els ser.iously exacerbated ttrJ piouii-m oi -ori-"ntwithin the cities. For millioni of Americans *tio,-rorib."ii"Jo" 
".another, 

-do got use automobiles (their numbers trare iicenuv-cro*n
as a result of the energy crisis), the "monopoly" of autotranJiro? has
r.esulted in many of the cultural economii ario socia aauaniaces otlfie rn tne city proving unattainable and therefore poinfless, wh'ile, atthe same time, the deterioratiort in environmentai conditions (over-
crowding, pollution, fear for one s personat satetil travi muaJtii riteof the city dweller particularly difiicult.
- The spr-ead of the city, a process which was to no small extent
facilitated by..the automobile,-itserf led to a significanii"ciease in
commuting distances and rise in the demand' ror tianipb.tation
services. The reason for the additionar demand is ttriio-cale?-aouule
"scissors", i-.e., concentration in the centres tin offices) ;f td iois ot
those who live in the suburbs, with a simuldaneoui c<irrcen-iia:tion in
the latter (i.e., the suburbs) of ihe only jobs auaitauiJin t"ir oi'rmr
fo.r.the manpower living in.the poor re-gions in iiie cintrir. tiairio""r,
while the-prosperous suburbair dwell-ers do not ii;i1; ii"iir tti
centres where they work, the workers of the poor urbanariai iinnot
move closer to areas with potentially suitable;ous because of social
and racial (including housing)-segregition. rnei are c-o-mpiu"a iitr,"t
r_o spend a dlsproportionately large share of ttreir incomebn transport
or to doom themselves to unemployment.23 This is one of the reasons
why the-level of unem-ployment iir ttre cities is significantly tigt;;
than in the suburbs and even than in agrieurtural ;a;.-N;;fiidient



Dublic transport exists for transferring the manpower from-the citylo
ih"l[61[b-.';d-6u;ti. The level of Employmeht and welf-are of the

oolipopufation of the city centres is heavily dependent o.nJhe state of
i"Utii tiansport, of which the poor quality and rap'ily-risin-g cost are

ir"it-tno*n.' A tertain increaie in ictivity over the last few. years

io*urUr a greater accent on its_developmeirt ha-s not-yet materialised
i;';y-;"i-,-a;; 6 the overall econbmic difficulties in which the

country finds itself.
Evin with a favourable economic situation, the prospects for

solvine oarticular problems connected with the city.maintenanc.e are

iJtliffi;:iIfil*iv.-O'r" iT itre-aaOitional difficulties is the practically
ffi;i'ilt-;iampi; i"eionat plannins of city development..I d,o not
i"iurt ifiJ uf mo st non-c o-ffmiiiaf recomineidat:ion s whith are i ncluded

il ti;;;;rfio g"""ta fian., or.local .laws on the use of land-an
iiirii"iri"ri 6i-tfie UouriJoiJ social policy, but .scientifically based

ffi il'iffi;"Ei,tii,n i;i[;"d;;nt.olled inteiaction between private and

ili.;&;;rp iiit"ieitr concentrating round the city and its economy.-- 
1't"irecessity of effective urban_ planning.gxows along.with the

oro*iti iii-n"-i,'iti". itirniJtues and with thlii transformation into
:ili1oil"1il- -i"terion"JcteO and interdependent entities.
il*id;;;''"""oidini-- io 

- 
forecasts, most ot the population

*"*tt, in the USA;ill be distributed in the next few decades.

il"sffi"i;firin-g is required by many and particularly-new functions
oiitiJiity. The p-roblenis of transportation, economic development or
ifrJ envirt nmeni cannot be solved separately lor the city centre and

i6i i"Ct minute community in the su[urbs. The very nature of these

il;tid;;;isititei a iiigle, complex approach io their. organisa-

ii., *itt i, fairly large and iconomically coherent territories.

Current practice, which excludes coordination and in fact

""""uiuo". 
tfie capitilist element, leads to large social expenditures

ila-to a-n intensification of the crisis of urban life in the USA'
Imoortant matcrial and social.losses resulting from the lack of

etticiiiri ano comprehensive planning are connected in particular with
unbridled land speculation in major US cities. Speculators- buy ,lP
agricultural land bn the periphery of cities on the cheap and then hold
bick in selling this land, waitingior a favourable market situation and
the best bargiin. such a withdrarval of land from use in itself reduces
the supply ind creates an artificial deficit, causing its price to. rise.
Moreovei land speculation greatly hampers the local authorities in
fulfilling iity funciions and pioviding essential public services. They
constanllv 6ome up againsl the necessity for early or expensive
purchases, stagnati6n and, what is more, Iimited municipal resources'
and so on.

On their part, building companies, when they meet with the high

"o.iuna 
aCruit of land, Suild very expensive h6uses or, most olte-n,

adapt to the market and build houses in the most remote areas of the
iiiv'periphery, where land prices have not yet risen. This results in a
iurttlr 'spreid in the mefropolitan area and consequently, in an
increase in ttre cost of all urban development'
224
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Thus, in every aspect of urban life in the United States today that
we have touched upon, objective development processes come up
against the insuperable and growing anachronism of the production
and social relations prevailing there. The capitalist system is
becoming a clear and ever growing obstacle to solving the problems
that arise, and this is particularly evident in the cities.

So the conclusion drawn by the classics of Marxism that was
stated at the beginning of this article remains in force in our times.
What is more, the contemporary development of capitalism and its
manifestation in the life of the city have justified this conclusion even
more and made it even more evident.
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SCIENTIFIC LIFE

COLLECTED WORKS OF MARX AI\D ENGELS IN ENGLISH

From the Edltors: For the first time
in the history of book Publishing a

S0-volume English edition of the
Collected Worksof. Marx and Engels
has been undertaken' The Publica-
tion is being carried out on an

international basis, as a joint under-
taking by three Publishers-Prog-
ress Publishers (Moscow), Lawrence
& Wishart (London) and Internation-
al Publishers (New York)' We have
asked the Editor-in-Chief of Prog-
ress Publishers, Yuri Yeremin, to tell
us about this unique edition. Below
we print the interview.

Q. How is the English edition of
tbe Collected Works of. Marx and
Engels being put out?

A. The publication of the Collected
Works has been jointly prepared by
three publishers in close collabora-
tion with the Institute of Marxism-
Leninism at the CC CPSU in Mos-
cow. Great assistance in the prepara-
tion of the English edition has also
been rendered by the Institute of
Marxism-Leninism at the CC SUPG
in Berlin.

The entire work of preparing this
edition is controlled by editorial
commissions appointed by the Pub-
lishers in the Soviet Union, Great
Britain and the USA. Together theY
constitute the body that is jointly
responsible for the edition as a
whole. Final editorial decisions on

the respective volumes are made on
the basis of mutual consultations by
the three editorial commissions.

Q. In what waY is the edition a

unique one?
A. For the first time publication of

the 50 volumes will make available to
English-language readers a scholarly
and practically complete systemat-
ised edition of the works of Marx
and Engels, provided with refer-
ences and notes. ItS publication on
an international basis will make it
possible to take into account and
make the most of the results
achieved by modern research into
the literary legacY of Marx and

Engels and the history of Marxism,
and of world experience in the publi-
cation of scientific literature.

Here it should be noted that the
S0-volume edition includes allknown
original writings by Marx and En-
gels, both those Published in their
iifetime and those that have reached
us in manuscripts, often unfinished.
Many works are being translated for
the first time into English. Also most
of the articles written bY Marx and
Engels for the British and American
press are being republished for the
iirst time. The Collected Works will
also include abstracts and notes
made by Marx and Engels, contain-
ing a large number of their own
remarks, records of their sPeeches
interviews and other materials.
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Besides a Generar rnrroduction to
the Collected Works in the first
volume, every volume or group of
volumes covering one work is pro-
vided with a preface, notes, name,
bibliographical and subject indexes.

^A reference . volume for the whole
edition is planned.

Q. In what order has the material
been planned, what volumes have
already appeared and over what
period will the edition be issued?

A. This monumental edition has
been planned according to three
main groups of material. The first
includes philosophical, historical,
political, economic and other works
published in chronological order.
The second group consists of Marx's
Capitalwith his original variants and
writings directly related to it. The
third group includes Marx's and
Engels's correspondence.

The volumes will, in the main, be
published in their numerical order.
Two volumes, however, which will
include Marx's economic work of
1857-1861 that were not published in
full in English, as well as a volume
containing the preparatory variants
of Capital will be published earlier.
Parallel with these the volumes of
the correspondence will be pub-
lished.

Volumes l, 2 atlrd 3 differ some'
what 'structurally. As is generally
known, before Marx and Engels met
in August 1844, which marked the
beginning of thek lifelong and re-
markable friendship, each of them
developed as a thinker,. writer and
revolutionary independently. That is
why their works in the said volumes
are published separately.

Volume I contains the works and
letters of the young Marx, among
them his graduation essay "Reflec'
tions of a Young Man on the Choice
of a Profession", and his Doctoral
Dissertation "Difference Between

2:A

the Democritean and Epicurean
Philosophy of Nature". Volume 2
contains the writings of the young
Engels: poetical works, "Letters
from Wuppertal", articles from the
Rheinische Zeitung, philosophic
pamphlets and other writings. Vol-
ume 3 includes Marx's Critique of the
Hegelian Philosophy ol Law, the
Economic and Philosophic Manus'
cripts ol 1941, Engels's series of
articles "The Condition of England",
his "A Contribution to the Critique
of Political Economy", and other
writings.

Volumes 4 to 26 include the works
of Marx and Engels written from the
beginning of their creative collabora-
tion. Volumes 4, 5 and 6 contain the
works of lE44-1848, The Holy Fa-
mily, The Condition of the Wo*ing
Class in England" outline of an
article on F. List's book Das
nationale System der politischen
Oekonomie, the articles written be-
tween l&44 and lE45 are printed in
Volume 4. In Volume 5 are the
Theses on FeuerbaclL The German
Ideology and the relevant manus-
cripts, in Volume 6- The PovertY ot
Philosophy, The Manilesto of the
Communist Party, and the articles
and documents written in 1845-1848.

The publication of the Collected
Works will be spaced approximately
over a ten-year period. The first five
volumes appeared in 195. The vol-
umes, from 700 to 1000 pages each,
with illustrations, are in hard cover
and book-jackets. They are printed
by the First Model Press in Moscow.

Q. How are the Collected Wo*s
being distributed?

A. By agreement of the three
participating publishers the only dis-
tributors of the S0-volume Enelish
edition of the said Works arel in the
USA and Canada-International
Publishers; in Great Britain, Au-
stralia and New Zealand-Lawr-

ence & Wishart, in other countries of
the world-the Soviet trade organ-
isation V/O Mezhdunarodnaya
Kniga, which represents Progress
Publishers in the world market.

The academic press in a number of
countries has commented most
favourably on the volumes that have

appeared to date. Particular mention
is made of the quality of the transla-
tion. To fully meet readers's re-
quests additional copies are being
printed of the volumes that have
already been published. It is also
planned to reprint separate volumes
periodically.

MULTILATERAL COOPERATION AMONG SOCIALIST
COUNTRIES IN SOCIOLOGY

The work of the problems commis-
sions studying the most pressing
present-day theoretical problems is a
fundamental and promising form of
multilateral cooperation between the
academies of sciences of the socialist
countries in the sphere of the social
scrences.

A problems commission consisting
of Bulgarian, Czechoslovak, GDR,
Hungarian, Polish, Rumanian, and
Soviet sociologists was set up in
Warsaw 'in 1974 to study the evolu-
tion of the social structure of social-
ist society, social planning and
prognostication. This commission
reveals the general laws of the devel-
opment and changes of socialist
society's socio-class structure, and
the specifics of these laws in indi-
vidual socialist countries; works out
integral methodological principles
for planning and long-term progno-
stication; studies the socialist way of
life and the accumulated experience
of Marxist-Leninist sociology in
research into sobial processes.

The following subjects were
specified for joint research at the
commission's second sitting, which
was held in Moscow in June 1975:

1. The working class in the social
structure of socialist society;

2. The influence of demographic
processes on the development of

socialist society's social structure;
3. The intelligentsia in the social

strircture of socialist society;
4. Education and the social struc-

ture;
5. The shaping of the socialist way

of life;
6. Planning and forecasting social

procesSes.
The commission decided to pre-

pare and publish joint thematic vol-
umes of papers for the 9th Congress
of the International Sociological As-
sociation. The precedent for this has
been set: a joint Soviet-Polish work
on the social structure of society in
the Soviet Union and Poland was
published for the 8th ISA Congress.

The same sitting considered the
paper "Topical Problems of the
Changes of the Social Structure of
Socialist Society" by M. Rutkevich,
Corresponding Member of the USSR
Academy of Sciences. Further, it
discussed methodological materi-
als - "Standardisation of Sociologi-
cal Changes" (prepared by the Insti-
tute of Philosophy and Sociology of
the Polish Academy of Sciences) and
"The Social Passport" (prepared by
the Institute of Sociological Studies
of the USSR Academy of Sciences).

N. Blinov,
Cand. Sc. (Philos.)



POPT'LATION RESEARCH CENTRE

ln 1975 the PoPulation Research
Centre of the Moscow State Univer-
sitv (Economics DePartment)
marked its .l0th anniversarY. This
experimental centre is engaged in
reiearch work, educational, coor-
dinating and publishing activities.

An integrated aPProach to the
study of PoPulation Problems, and

theii analysis from broad sociq'
economic positions is a characteris-
tic of the Centre's research work.
Such'an approach calls for the coop-
eration of demograPhers, econom-
ists, sociologists, geographers, his-
torians, medics, mathematicians and

other experts. The staff consists of
nearly 50 people, including 2 doctors
and 20 candidates of sciences. They
are headed by D. Valentei, D. Sc.
(Econ.).

The Cenhe incorPorates the PoPu-

lation Chair and a problem laborat-
ory which, in turn, is comPrised of
three sections.

The section concerned with the
theory and methodology of integ-
rated analyses of population prob-
lems works out the methodological
and methodical principles for such

analyses of PoPulation growth-in
deneloped socialist societY. The
economics of population and soclo-
demographic evolution section is en'
gaged in establishing the intercon-
neition of the socio-economic and

dcmographic processes. The socio-
dcmographic problems of settlement
scction * conccrned with deteqmin-
ing the basic principles governlng the
formation of population in the vari-
ous systems of settlement.

In the past l0 Years the Centre has

carried out 12 socio'demograPhic
surveys in various parts of the coun-
try. These surveys have Producld
riih statistical and factual data for
fundamental and applied research.
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At present the staff is engaged-in
working out scientific principles for
a long-term comprehensive program-

me for regulating population gowth
as an important element of long-term
social planning in the USSR.

The Centre combines res6arch
with the educational Process, thus
enriching both of them.

As th,e Centrd's educational de-

Dartment, the Population Chair trains
itudents and post-graduates to be-

come demographers; it also guides

the work of trainees from other
countries.

During the five-Year course of
instructibn the future demographers
study political economy' philosophy,
the history of the.national economy
of thc USSR, industrQl and agricul-
tural economics, a whole comPlex of
mathematical subjects (mathematical
analysis, linear algebra, theory of
nrobability, mathematical program-
ming), modern computing techniques
and foreign languages. Over the past

10 years more than 150 demog-
raphers have graduated from the
Mbscow State University. TheChair
is also responsible for methodical
assistance to the demograPhic de-
partments in other Soviet univer-
sities and economic institutes.

The Centre coordinates the inves-
tigntion of population problems. by
S;viet institutes and sponsors scien-
tific conferences, symPosiums and
seminars.

The associates have Published
more than 30 monographs and collec-
tions of articles, including The Mar'
xist-Leninist Theory of Population
(currently being translated into
French and Italian), The hinciples ot
the Theory of PoPulation, and The

Problems of Urbanisation in the

USSR. Since 193 the Centre iointlY
with the Statistika Publishers put

out the quarterly series
Ncrodonaseleniye (Population). In
cooperation with the Centre, the
"Social Sciences Today" Editorial
Board, USSR Academy of Sciences,
has published in English, French and
Spanish two collections of articles
cntitled Population Problems.

Much attention is devoted to bib-.
liographical information. The Centre
has drawn up a basic diagram for the
classification of books on demog-
raphy, it has compiled and continual-
ly replenishes a card index of all
Soviet and foreign books on popula-
tion problems that are published in
the USSR, and prints bibliographical
indexes and information bulletins.

In the past l0 years the Centre has
considerably broadened its foreigrr
ties. These contacts take the form of
the exchange of lecturers, trainees
and books, and of participation in
bilateral o1 multilateral conferences

of demographers. It has sponsored
two Soviet-Polish seminars on prob-
lems of urbanisation.

In September 195 the Centre
provided its facilities for the UN
courses for demographers from the
developing countries.

The results of the Centre's re-
searches in the past 10 years once
again confirm the effectiveness of
the comprehensive method in work-
ing out urgent scientific problems
and the correctness of the main
orientation in the scientific and or-
ganisational activity of Soviet
sociologists-the creation of com-
prehensive research teams and find-
ing new forms of creative contacts
between scientific and educational
centres in the country.

T. Srrollne,
Scientific Secretary,

Population Research Centre

made up of many distiirguished
Soviet Sinologists. t

The first issue of the annual
People's Repubtic ol China: political
and Economic Development in lg3
was put out in 1975 by the Central
Editorial Board of Eastern Litera-
ture of the Nauka Rrblishers (more
than 400 pages). Since this collection
is the first of a series, it contains
articles describing the geography of
China, its demographic situation and
state structure. A special essay is
devoted to Chinese history beginning
with 1949 when the people's Repub-
lic of China was proclaimed.

In the preface to the annual it is
stressed that China has covered a
difficult path in the last quarter of a
eentury and that her present internal
political situation is characterised by
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PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC Or CIZIYA IA,NNUAL

As is generally known it is difficult
to be well informed of present-day
events in China, because of the lack
of statistical data from China and the
fragrnentary information and con-
flicting reports published in the Chin-
ese press. Therefore the initiative
taken by the Institute of the Far East
of the USSR Academy of Sciences in
publishing an annual devoted to the
PRC, is to be welcomed. The aim of
this publication is to systematise the
main information on the social and
economic structure and on the policy
of the People's Republic of China,
and to analyse the most important
events in the life of that country over
the year covered. The annual's
Editorial Board, headed by M. Slad-
kovsky, Corresponding Member of
the USSR Academy of Sciences, is



instability. The regime that was
created during the "cultural revolu-
tion", it goes on to say, "has revealed
its complete inability to ensure a

stable further development of Chin-
ese society, to solve the Pressing
problems of social, economic and
cultural construction and to guaran-
tee a steady rise in the standard of
living of the Chinese people".

The articles in the collection are
grouped into several main sections
which are to be retained in future
issues: the internal political situa-
tion, economics, political parties and
public organisations, the national
question, foreign policy and interna-
tional relations, ideology and cul-
ture. Each section begins with an
analytical review, and the other ma-
terials are mostly of a reference
character.

Economics hold the central place
in the annual. In the articles in this
section the determining factors in
Peking's present economic policy are
analysed, such as the militarisation
of the economy, the work and life of
the population, the refusal of the
government to help non-military in-
dustries, the preservation of poverty
and the low standard of living of the
working people, the purely adminis-
trative approach, of dictation in deal-
ing with economic matters, the in-
creasingly smaller use of economic
methods to improve the national
economy. As a result of this policy,
we read in the collection, "two
economic systems, two sectors in the

URBAN ENVIRONMENT

Under an agreement between the
USSR Academy of Scienc* and the
Association of American Geog-
raphers, a Soviet-American seminar,
"The Environment of the Present-
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national economy, have taken shaPe

in China, which are growing more
and more apart from one another-a
military and a civil".

In the annual is shown, on exten-
sive specific material, the evolution
of Peking's foreign policy, the estab-
lishment of great-power chauvinism
as the basis of this policy which has
inevitably led the Maoists to form a

bloc with imperialism and interna-
tional reaction. The annual notes that
"Peking's turnabout to the right de-
termines China's role in world poli-
tics today". But, as the authors
write, this turnabout has not stopped
the process of d6tente and normal-
isation of the international climate'

The materials in the concluding
section of the collection "Ideology
and Culture" make very interesting
reading. They show the crisis of
Maoism, which is deepening as the
struggle for power between rival
groups in Peking is intensifying, and
the difficult circumstances in which
the development of science' culture
and education is taking place in the
PRC.

The collection is supPlied with a

map showing the administrative divi-
sions of the PRC and tables showing,
in particular, the distribution of vari-
ous nationalites in the country, and
illustrating the development of indi-
vidual branches of industry and ag-

riculture. There is also a chronology
of the major events of the past year.

L. Matveyeva

Day and Future Cities", has been set
up. Its first session was held in May
1975 in the USSR. The Soviet deleg-
ation was headed by Yu. Medved-
kov, D.Sc. (Geogr.), the American

delegation by Prof. B. Berry,
Member of the National Academy of
Sciences.

The Seminar's work-consisted of
two parts-an extensive field prog-
ramme, and scientific sessions de-
voted to four themes: the
parameterising and modelling of
urban environment; the transport
network as the basis of the spatial
structure of a town; the population's
adaptation to the environment and
the transformation of the environ-
ment in the towns and suburbs; the
development of urban territorial sys-
tems, nature and the town.

Among the reports made by Soviet
specialists were the following: "In-
tegrated Modelling of Urban Envi
ronment" by Yu. Medvedkov; "The
Principles of Modelling the Noos-
phere of Urbanised Zones" by Yu.
Lipets and N. Chizhov; "Urban Sys-
tems and Socio-Ecological Adapta-
tion" by J. Reesma and E. Petrenko;
"On the Possibility of Cultural
Analysis of Man's Perception of
Urban Environment" by A.
Levinson.

The American geographers pre-
sented three books: Prof. Th. De-
twyler's Urbanisation and Environ-
ment, and Prof. B. Berry's The
Human Consgquences of Urbanisa-
tion arnd Do Variations in Urban
Form Alfect Environmental Quality ?

Summing up the results of the
discussion, the participants in the
Seminar unanimously affirmed the
active participation of Soviet geog-
raphers in research aimed at rational
organisation of the environment in
accordance with the existing poten-
tialities of centralised planning in the
USSR. Many of their works have a
direct bearing on the problems of
urban development. The results of
theoretical works useful for attract-
ing the attention of researchers to
new problems of urban development

were also presented. ILwas noted at
the Seminar that in their work Soviet
geographers have been cooperating
successfully with many representa-
tives of overlapping disciplines
(sociologists, mathematicians,
biologists, etc.).

Although the social and economic
organisation of towns in the USSR
differs basically from that of the
USA, there are many aspects of the
technical (in the broad sense of the
word) organisation of urban environ-
ment whose comparative study
promises important discoveries. The
effectiveness of these studies de-
pends largely on the standardlsation
of methods. Also important are the
elaboration of unified methods, the
exchange of programmes for compu-
ters, and the coordinated testing of
models of urban.environment which
would promote efficient use of the
available research experience. The
first steps in this direction were
made at the Seminar. Its central
problem was to prognosticate geog-
raphical models of urban com-
munities of the future on the basis of
comprehensive elucidation of the.
history of formation, of the present
state and the chief trends of develop-
nent of the existing cities.

The methods of factor analysis in
the modelling of urban environment
elaborated by Prof. B. Berry have
met with general acknowledgement,
found broad application and under-
gone further development.

The participants in the Seminar
auopted,a Statement in which the
lines of cooperation up till 1980 have
been mapped out. lts basic trends
are: the ecosystem modelling of
cities, the parameterising of human
ecology for the study of environmen-
tal pollution by choosing the approp-
riate forms of urban development.

N. Barbash
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AI\' EDITION OT THE WORKS OF GRACCHUS BABEUF'

None of the leaders of the 18th-
century bourgeois revolution in Fr-
ance-Marat, Robespierre, Danton
or Saint-Just-have left any person-
al archives. Gracchus Babeuf, a
predecessor of scientific comrnun-
ism and the leader of the "conspiracy
of equals", is the only one to haYe
left large personal'archives, which
have been quite unexpectedlY pre-
seryed, despite the fact that he wes
arrested on six occasions. In the
1870s, the archives fell into the
hands of the French collectioner,
Pochet-Deroche, and after his death
in 1882 were auctioned off and
divided up into parts. In the 1920s,
after the October Socialist Revolu-
tion, the management of the In-
stitute of Marx and Engels in Mos-
cow purchased this most valuable
collection from its various owners.

A study of the archives was
started in the 1950s and revealed
their great importance for a study of
Babeuf's biography, especially of
the early period of his activity, until
1793. T\e attention of historians
studying the l8th-century revolution
in France was universally focused on
the very first publication based on
these records.

Later on much work was done to
bring out all the manuscripts left by
Babeuf and also the ffust editions at
archives and libraries in the USSR,
France, Italy, the USA and other
countries. The results of this work
were summed up in the inventory
published in Paris under the editor'
ship of A. Soboul, A. Saitta (Fr-
ance), and V. Dalin (USSR). The
preparation of a four-volume edition
of Babeuf's works was then started.
Volume One covers the period from
lTtg to 1789; Volume Two-the
period from 1790 to 1794, and con-
sists entirely of the Moscow records;
Volumes Three and Four cover the
period of the Thermidorian reaction
and th9 Directory up until the Ven-
d6me Trial. Volume Four will con-
tain Babeuf's prison letters and his
speeches at the trial.

The publication of Babeuf's works
in Russian was started by Nauka
Publishers in Moscow in 1975. The
editors of the Soviet edition include
V. Dalin, A. Manfred, O. Senekina
and also A. Soboul.

A parallel edition in French will be
put out in France.

I. Ivanova

NOBEL LAUREATES IN THE ECONOMIC SCIENCE

The Nobel Prize for the economic (1965) for the working out of optim'
sciences, 1975, has been awarded to isation models and their application
the Soviet scientist Leonid Kan- in research on problems of the
torovich and the American scientist socialist economy.
Tjalling Chailes Koopmans for their hofessor T. Koopmans is
contribution to the theory of optimal specialising in mathematical
use of resources in the economy. economics.

Academician L. Kantorovich is a The next issue of the Social Sci-
founder of the e.conomic- ences journal will carry Leonid Kan-
mathematical trend in the USSR. He torovich's article "Economic Prob'
was awarded the State Prize of the lems of Scientific and Technological
USSR (1949) and the Lenin Prize Progress".

Congresses t Conferences o Symposiums

WORLD FORT'M OT UMVERSITIES

In August 1975, Moscow acted
host to the 6th General Conference
of the International Association of
Universities (IAU). The Associa-
tion's members are 602 universities
in l(D countries, including 26 Soviet
universities.

The Conference which discussed
the problem "Higher Education at
the Approach of the TwentY-First
Century" was attended by over 1,Ifi)
delegates and observers representing
414 universities in 79 countries, as

well as various international organ-
isations. The selection of-this par-
ticular problem for discussion was
not accidental, The steadily growing
volume of scientific knowledge, the
emergence of new sciences at the
junction of different sPheres of
knowledge and the perfection of the
rnethods of scientific analysis dictate
the need for a substantial revision of
the system of higher education and
the training of specialists. In these
conditions mastery of the fundamen-
tal sciences assumes an ever greater
importance for future specialists in
all-branches. On the other hand, the
specialised and applied sciences re-
quire to be studied ever more
thorougfily. Finaliy, spectalists con-
stantly need additional training since
the knowledge acquired at the uni-
versity rapidly becomes antiquated
and needs to be brought uP to date.

The Conference received a mes-
sage of greetings from L. I. Brezh-
nev, General Secretary of the CC
CPSU, which was read by V. Yelu-
tin, Minister of Hieher and Secon-
dary Specialised Education of the
USSR. In the contemporary world,
stated the messagc, the universities'
activities are becoming ever more
sigrrificant in the economic and so-
cial life of every country. They are
training hiehly skilled specialists for
all branches of mat€rial production
and cultural life and are making a
weighty contribution to the develop-
ment of the scientific and technologi-
cal revolution. However, the fact
that the system of higher and other
levels of education is not yet ade-
quately developed in a number of
countries is causing grave concern. It
is the noble mission of universities,
stressed the message, to bring know-
ledge and culture to the feople, to
actively promote the ideas of peace,
democracy and progress.

At the plenary meeting Academi-
cian R. Khokhlov, Rector of Mos-
cow State University, delivered
a report "Higher Education in
the USSR at the Approach of the
Twenty-First Century". Contempor-
ary scientific, technical and social
progress, said the reporter, has Put
before society complicated tasks in
the fulfilment of which the univer-
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sities will play a significant role.
Already now the new functions uni-
versities will be undertaking in the
immediate decades are apparent. As
is generally known the educational
system of any society is determined
by the level of its productive forces,
the type of social system, its aims,
cultural traditions, etc. The peoples
of the USSR are building a commun-
ist society in which the overwhelm-
ing part of people will have a
higher education. The universities'
activities will embrace not only the
youth; they will become centres of
culture and education for the entire
people.

The reporter gave a picture of
higher education in the USSR which
today has 848 higher educational
institutions with a student body of
4,8 million, and over 4fi),000 scien-
tific and pedagogical workers. He
dwelt in detail on the tendencies in
the development of Soviet higher
education in the coming 2G.25 years.

In our time-and this will be the
case even more so in the fu-
ture-said R. Khokhlov, considera-
ble changes take place in industry
and in other branches of the
economy in the 40-45 years of active
working life of a the diploma'd spe-
cialist. Training should therefore be
continuous throughout the special-
ists' entire working life. What does
this entail? First, the need to perfect
university instruction. Second, or-
ganisation of a systematised "replen-
ishment" of the knowledge of diplo-
ma'd specialists working in various
spheres of the national economy.
Third, closer ties between the uni-
versities and branches of the national
economy for which personnel is
trained. Fourth, universities should
cover ever broader sections of the
population by their activities which
means evolving a diversity of educa-
tional forms.
232

What a/e the main ways of per.
fecting the educational process? A
more thorough grounding in the fun-
damental sciences where knowledge
becomes obsolete much more slowly
than in the concrete disciplines,
training students to apply and de-
velop their knowledge creatively.
We are introducing, Khokhlov went
on to say, humanitarian subjects in
the curricula of the natural faculties,
for we hold that a narrow profession-
al vision is deleterious not only to the
general cultural development of the
individual; it also stunts his creative
abilities. On the other hand, the
curricula of the humanities now in-
clude disciplines familiarising the
students with the application of
quantitative methods in science. The
near future will see a further spread
of the mathematical sciences in the
humanities, in studies on the interac-
tion of man and the biosphere, etc.
University instruction will, in the
near future, move towards greater
individualisation while the mass
character of higher education will be
preserved. The scientific and tech-
nological revolution, the reporter
noted in conclusion, sets new tasks
before the university in. the last
quarter of our century. The accomp-
lishment of these tasks will enhance
the role of universities in the life of
society.

Dr. H. J. Habakhuk, Vice-
Chancellor of the University of Ox-
ford, in his report described the state
of higher education in Great Britain.
He submitted several questions for
consideration: the functions of uni-
versities, the number of future stu-
dents, the rdation of universities to
the state.

After stressing that the main aim
of the university is the search for
knowledge, for fundamental answers
in the basic fields of knowledge and

further the development of new in-
dustries, the reporter expressed the
view that in the future young people
will be entering university not only in
order to receive a professlon, but
simply to broaden their own hori-
zons, for example, in the political
field or in understanding the issence
of the outside world.

Training in the sphere of scientific
activity, the speaker noted, naturally
implies that it is conducted on the
frontiers of knowledge. This know-
ledge must therefore be up-to-date.
Such trainihg is particularly effective
if it is carried out on the level of the
latest scientific achievements and
doubly so if conducted by teachers
who are engaged in research and can
inspire students with a desire to
search for knowledge.

Speaking of the changes in the
number of students in the next 25
years Dr. Habakhuk said thatexpen-
ditures on all kinds of education will
increase and this will be a major
restriction for those wanting to
study. On the other hand, there are
factors favouring the growing de-
mand for education: as a country
becomes industrialised and per capi-
ta incomes increase, an ever larger.
number of adults will want to con-
tinue their education. The demand
for education is a very old historical
phenomenon but it has acquired new
dimensions in recent times. The
issue is to give adults the chance to
continue their education when they
want to and in the form they want to.
As regards what should be the uni-
versities' relations with the state Dr.
Habakhuk holds that they should be
independent of the state.

The reports by Academician R.
Khokhlov and Dr. H. J. Habakhuk
evoked broad discussion at the ple-
nary meetings in which 30 people
participated, and especialty in ihe
sections.

Two sections were set up at the
Conference on "Higher Education
and Problems of Economic and So-
cial Development" and "Universities
and Innovations within Higher Edu-
cation".

The first section heard a report
"Higher Education and Social Mobil-
ity'i by Prof. F. Luchaire, president
of the University of Paris (panth6on-
Sorbonne). Noting that the question
of whether or not the university was
a factor of social mobility was a
difficult one to answer, the reporter
listed three of the difficulties. The
first was that universities are not the
only institutions which ensure the
individual a chance to climb the
social ladder. The second difficulty
relates to the question of defining
what is social mobility. The third
difficulty likewise concerns the con-
cept of social mobility, its quantita-
tive aspect. The role of the universi-
ty, in the sphere of social mobility,
Luchaire went on to say, differs
from country to country. In the
developing countries it is closer to
the ideal: there a diploma spells a
high salary and a different social
status. In Western Europe the inftu-
ence of universities on social mobili-
ty is rather weak.

The reporter noted in conclusion
that he thought universities coirld
perform a double function: give an
education, thus.creating a definite
social stratum and preserving the
traditions that can and should be
preserved; on the other hand, it
could widely disseminate know-
ledge, which is being renewed all the
time, to cover all social strata and
thus make its contribution to social
mobility.

Prof. M. Meyrson, President of
the University of Pennsylvania
(USA) in his report noted that social
mobility is a positive phenomenon
and that the more it is encouraged
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the better. The question being asked,
he said, is whether a higher educa-
tion was conducive to the further
development of social mobility. In
the developed countries a higfter
education increases a Person's
chances of achieving a fitting posi-

tion,in society. To a greater extent
the inequality in receiving a higher
education is the consequence of the
inequality at the primary and secon-
darv level of education. It is only in
those countries which have a system
of universal primary and secondary
education where there is a real
opportunity for the majority to con-
tinue their education in a higher
educational institution,

Dr. G. Adam, Rector of the Uni-
versity of BudaPest, said in his
report that in all countries of the
world the public is closely following
the job placement of Ybung PeoPle
whq have graduated from univer-
sities, whether the professions they
have chosen corresPond to labour
power requirements or whether
ihese factors clash with each other.
This interest is understandable for
the more the personal inclinations of
young specialists coincide with the
sphere of activitY given them bY

s-ociety the more smoothlY do theY
find their place in production, scien-
tific work, teaching and in other
spheres of social life.

The socialist countries, the
speaker underscored, particularly
concern themselves with job place'
ment of young specialists, for one of
the key elements of the economY of
these countries is the Planning of
labour power requirements. In ac-

cordance with this principle the net-
work of higher educational institu-
tions in Hungary is being exPanded
and the numerical and professional
composition of skilled specialists
olanned in advance. Dr. Adam noted
in conclusion that the sYstem of
2vt

planning the placement of diploma'd
specialiits in accordance with social
riquirements has fullY justified
itself.

hof. Fumi Takano, President of
the National Federation of Women's
Universities of Japan, said that it
was necessary to pay closer attention
to the youth, to understand their
problems and sentiments, and aP-

orehend their views otherwise we
iitt not be able to perform our role
of teachers. I would like, she said,
that a certain number of students
from different parts of the world be
invited to IAU's next conference for
participation in the discussion.' 

The second section was addressed
by Dr. G. M. Badger, Vice-
Chancellor of the UniversitY of
Adelaide (Australia) whose report
was devoted to the needs of resqarch
and educational work. It should be
remembered, he said, that the main
task of universities has always been
to provide instruction. But research
activity is also important for it influ-
ences the level of knowledge. Uni'
versities have no place for scientific
work which is not at the same time
instruction; both these kinds of ac-
tivity are closely interrelated. In
conclusion Dr. Badger noted that
some problems cannot be solved
within the framework of one discip-
line or even within the framework of
interdisciplines. If these problems
are to be solved it is essential to
coordinate and unite the methods
characteristic of various disciplines
in such a way as will make for an
integrated approach.

Prof. W. Knopp, Rector of the
Wilhelms University of Westphalia
at Mtinster (FRG) in his report dwelt
on the connection between research
and studies. The fact that a consider-
able portion of the researches con-
ducted on a national scale is carried
out in the university still does not

mean that every independent faculty
member must divide his time equally
between instruction and research
work. This is unrealistic in present
conditions. What is necessary is a
flexible system with a different em-
phasis on teaching and on research
which will make it possible to use to
best advantage the efforts of faculty
members with due account of the
abilities and inclinations of each. In
general, universities have always
played a significant.role in funda-
mental researches ,and will continue
to do so in the future. Special
attention should be paid, the reporter
said in conchlsion, to providing re-
search with the necessary organisa-
tional and financial basis.

Academician S. Belyaev, Rector
of the University of Novosibirsk, in
his report spoke of the role of the
University in training cadres for
science. The scientific and tech-
nological revolution of the 2fth cen-
tury, noted the reporter, called for a
dynamic afid correlated development
of three of its main elements: pro-
duction, science, education. Univer-
sity education is aimed entirely at
training scientificworkers capable of
tackling the fundamental and applied
sciences, of grasping new technolog-
ical ideas. The advantage of a univer-
sity education lies also in the poten-
tial possibility to "scout out" social
requirements, to reorganise the edu-

cational process in accordance with
the demands made of the university
specialists being trained by the latest
scientific and production trends.

S. Belyaev then went on ,to tell
how instruction in the University of
Novosibirsk was organised. The
University's basic principles, he
stressed, are: early involvement of
the youth in independent'research;
rational employment of the person-
nel and material resources of the
Novosibirsk Science Centre of the
Siberian Branch of the USSR
Academy of Sciences; preliminary
training of school youth for the
University and enrolment on merits.
The University of Novosibirsk wide-
ly enlists leading scientists who are
actively engaged in research and
head various research teams.

The work of the General Confer-
ence of the IAU proceeded in an
atmosphere of cooperation and
mutual understanding. At the closing
plenary meeting the Association's
leading body, the Administrative
Board was elected as well as the
Associafion's new President, Dr.
Roger Gaudry (Canada) and Vice-
Presidents-Academician R.
Khokhlov (USSR) and Dr. K. L.
Shrimali (India).

E. pinchukov,
Deputy Editor-in-Chief ,

Vestnik vysshei slr/<oly jou.rnal

THE FIRST RUSSIAN REYOLUTION

In June 195 Tbilisi was the venue
of an all-Union scientific session
devoted to the 7fth anniversary of
the first Russian revolution. The
session was sponsored by the USSR
Academy of Sciences' Scientific
Council for the integrated study of
the problem "History of the Great

October Socialist Revolution,', and
its Georgian section,by the Institute
of History of the VSSR, USSR
Academy of Sciences, the Institute
of the History of the Party under the
Central Commiltee of the Commun-
ist Party of Georgia (a branch of the
Institute of Marxism-Leninism under



the cc cPsu), and the I.
Djavakhishvili Institute of History,
Archaeology and Ethnography of the
Academy of Sciences of the Geor-
gian SSR.

More than 200 historians repres-
enting leading research and universi-
ty centres in various republics of the
Soviet Union took part in the work
of the session, as well as historians
from Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,
Hungary, the GDR, Mongolia, Po-
land and Rumania.

The participants heard five main
reports and more than 50 communi-
cations. A. Kosulnikov, D.Sc.
(Hist.), devoted his report to Lenin's
analysis of thecharacter and driving
forces of the 1905-1907 Revolution
and its historic lessons:,According to
Lenin, it was the first PeoPles'
anti-imperialist revolution in which
the proletariat became the leading
force, under the leadership of the
Bolshevik Party, which rallied
around it all revolutionary and demo-
cratic forces. The new alignment of
class forces created a real possibility
for the bourgeois-democratic revolu-
tion developing into a socialist re-
volution. This conclusion by Lenin
was of the greatest theoretical and
practical importance.

The report "The Proletariat-the
Hegemonic Force in the First Rus-
sian Revolution" by V. BovYkin, D.
Sc.(Hist.), dealt with the socio-
economic and political factors which
ensured the leading role of the work-
ing class. The communications on
this problem-one of the most toPi-
cal ones in the present-day ideologi-
cal battle-showed that the Russian
working class retained the hegemony
it had won in the course of the
1905-1907 Revolution in all the sub-
seqilent stages of the revolutionary
movement.

In his report "The Historiography
of the 1905-19(I/ Rcvolution: Results
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of Study and Tasks of Research",
Academician A. NarochnitskY out-
lined further areas of investigation
into the subject.

ContemporarY bourgeois his-
toriography of the three Russian
revolutions was the theme of a report
bv V. Salov, D.Sc.(Hist.). He sub-
jected to a critical analysis the main

toncepts in this area-the thesis
about the "Primordial back*ard-
ness" of Rusiia and the so-called
"rnodernisation" theory. The repor'
ter has showed that both are aimed at

distorting the ideas of Leninism and

at discrediting the historical experi-
ence of the revolutionary movement
in Russia.

Considerable attention at the ses-

sion was devoted to the international
significance of the first Russian re'
uolutiot . In his report on the subject,
Academician I. Mints noted that the
influence of the revolution did not
end with spurring the revolutionary
movement in manY countries of the
world (in both the East and the
West). It manifested itself also in the
fact that much of its experience and

its principal regularities, discovered
by Lenin, were later rePeated in the
world revolutionarY movement.

Foreign scholars cited new data on
the irtrpact the ideas of Leninism and
the revolutionary practice of 1905-

1907 had on the working'class and
national liberation movement in
many countries of EuroPe and Asia,
on the international solidarity of the
working people of the whole world
with revolutionary Russia. Great in-
terest was aroused in particular by
the reports of V. Khadjinikolov,
Corresponding Member of the
Academy of Sciences of Bul-
garia-"Some Aspects of the Influ-
Ence of the First Russian Revolution
in. Bulgaria", W. Ruge-"The Im-
portance of Lenin's Analysis of the
iS0S-t902 Russian Revolution for

German History", F. Mucsi-"The
First Russian Revolution and the
Hungarian Working-Class Move-
ment", I. Sirzea-"Solidarity of the
Working-Class Movement in
Rumania with the Russian Revolu-
tion of 1905-1907", J. Sobc-
zak-"Cooperation of the Social-
Democrats of the Kingdom of Po-
land and Lithuania with the RSDLP
in the First Russian Revolution", W.
Bortnowski-"The Revolution of
1905-1907 in the Polish Lands", O.
Kodedowa-"The Influence of the
First Russian Revolution on the
Working-Class Movement in the
Czech Lands", Sh. Sandag-"The
Influence of the 1905-1907 Revolu-
tion on the National Liberation
Movement in Mongolia".

A number of communications ex-
amined the revolution of 1905-1907
as political schooling for the Bol-
shevik party. The experience and
lessons of this revolution, general-
ised by Lenin, enriched the Party

theoretically and strengthened it or-
ganrsationally. This circumstance
was a decisive factor in the achieve-
ment of a complete victory by the
proletariat and the poorest peasantry
in October 1917.

Much attention was devoted to the
establishment and development of
the alliance of the working class with
the peasantry and other non-
proletarian, petty-bourgeois strata
both in the central and outlying
national areas of the country. The
reports on the work of the Bol-
sheviks in the armv evoked keen
interest.

Historians from the Union and
autonomous republics analysed vari-
ous aspects in the history of the
revolutionary-democratic trend in
the national liberation movement
which became an integral component
of the Russian revolution.

G. Ioffe,
Cand. Sc. (Hist.)

Relations". Besides the plenary
meetings a symposium was held on
the subject "Fundamental Perspec-
tives of Equality and Freedom"
which heard two reports: "The
American Revolution as a World
Experiment: European and Ameri-
can Roots", by the American his-
torian A. Bestor, and "Equality and
Freedom in International Jurispru-
dence", by J.E.S. Fawcett of Great
Britain.

In their reports the delegates from
the USSR and other socialist coun-
tries stressed that an analysis of the
concepts of equality and freedom
should be approached from concrete
positions, should be based on the
socio-economic and political system

PROBLEMS OF EQUALITY AND TREEDOM

In August 1975 St. Louis (USA)
was the venue of a congress spon-
sored by the International Associa-
tion for Philosophy of Law and
Social Philosophy, one of the oldest
international scientific organisations
(foundbd in 1909). About 3fi) scho-
lars from 48 countries took part in
the Congress whose theme was:
"Equality and Freedom: Past, Pres-
ent and Future".

The following problems were dis-
cussed at plenary meetings: "The
Correlation Between the Goals of
Equality and Freedom", "Scientific
Manipulation of Behaviour and
Legal Protection of Freedom",
"Equality Among Nations", "New
Legal Institutions for New Social



of society, and that freedom and
equality should be guaranteed not
only legally but also socially. The
ideas of freedom and equality are
realised in the consolidation and
continued progress of the socialist
system, in the uplifting of the work-
ing people's material and cultural
standards, in the expansion of social-
ist democracy.

Characteristic of most of the re'
ports by scholars from the capitalist
countries, on the other hand, was
their formal approach to the prob-
lems of equality and freedom: the
tendency was to view them outside
the context of the social and
economic system of societY, to
bypass examination of concrete facts
of political, social, raciC and nation-
al discrimination and the inequality
between men and women. A number
of papers (S. Shuman, USA; S.
Dando, Japan; A. Diemer, FRG)
showed the stamp of the ideas of
genetic engineering.

Discussion was particularlY keen
in the group sessions which dealt
with the problems: "Persons",
"Prop€rty", "Anticipation: Environ-
ment and Natural Resources", "Par-
ticipation", "Anticipation: lnforma'
tion Science and Human Relation-
shipq". In their reports scholars from
the capitalist countries spoke of the
individual's worsening legnl position
in the conditions of the scientific and
technological revolution, and his in-
creasing subordination to the state
(P. Foriers, Belgium; W Kilian,
fRG; C. Kiillner, Sweden). Scholars
from socialist countries noted the
accordance of socialism's political
system with the requirements of the
STR, thq latter's pogitive influence
on the broadening of the democratic
riehts and freedoms of citizens and
the reinforcement of the guarantees
of these rights and freedoms bv the
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statc (B. Topornin, USSR; V. Pes-
chka, Hungary).

The reports by the Soviet scholars
D. Kerimov, "Individual Freedom
and Social Activity", and V. Shevt-
sov, "Principles of Cooperation in
the Relations Between the Citizen
and the Socialist State" evoked a
lively discussion. The facts cited on
the active participation of citizens in
public activities, on their relations of
cooperation and mutual support con-
clusively refuted the idea that par-
ticipation is an overestimated and
unpractical ideal.

In their interpretation of property
most of the representatives of non-
Marxist conceptions hold that it is a
"natural" right, inherent in the indi-
vidual because of his biological na'
ture and that it is the basis of his
personal freedom. In his report V.
Laptev (USSR) characterised prop-
erty as a social phenomenon' espe:
cially property in the means of
productioh. M. P. Weyl of France
shared this view which she discussed
at length in her paper.

The question of personal property
under socialism attracted wide atten-
tion. Ch. Perelman (Belgium) tried to
prove that personal property under
socialism and private property under
capitalism were one and the same
thing. This viewpoint met with sharp
criticism on the part of scientists
from the socialist countries, in par-
ticular W. Weichelt (GDR), who
showed that personal property under
socialism is property in articles of
consumption, that it derives from
public . property, whereas Private
property is the basis of the exploita-
tion of man by man.

In their papers on the economic,
social and legal status of citizens in
contemporary society the represen-
tatives from the capitalist countries
as a rule did not relate these issues to
a certain social group, to a socio'

economic social system (A. Basave,
Mexico; J. Charnay, France; V.
Held, USA; M. Yasaki, Japan). The
lawyers from socialist countries
aimed to give a concrete analysis of
the legal status of the individual in
their countries by showinb its broad
and guaranteed basis. They stressed
in their papers that Marxism's nega-
tion of bourgeois law does not mean
the negation of law in general. The
entire practice of socialism shows
the constantly growing role of social-
ist law as dnb of great social value
(A. Shebanov, USSR; M. Borucka-
Arctowa, Poland; K. Mollhau,
GDR).

Despite the fundamental differ-
ences in the approach to legal and
social phenomena, in the interpreta-
tion of the nature of these phenome-
na, the discussion by lawyers from

countries with different socio
economic systems was very useful.
The strengthening of d6tente in the
international arena undoubtedly con-
duced to the calm, businesslike at-
mosphere in which ideological prob-
lems were discussed that are of
concern to scholars of all countries
and continents.

Gray Dorsey, a professor at
Washington University, St. Louis,
was elected President of the Interna-
tional Association for Philosophy of
Law and Social Philosophy.
Academician D. Kerimov of the
Azerbaijan Academy of Sciences,
and a Corresponding Member of the
USSR Academy of Sciences, was
elected one of the Association's four
Vice-Presidents.

A. Shebanov,
D. Sc. (Law)

LOGIC, METHODOLOGY AND prilLosopHy oF SCIENCE

The Fifth International Congress
of Logic, Methodology and
Philosophy of Science took place
from August 27 through September
2, lns, in London, Ontario, Canada.
The Congress was sponsored by the
Division of Logic, Methodology and
Philosophy of Science of the Interna-
tional Union of History and
Philosolhy of Science. The Con-
gress agenda was worked out by the
International Programme Committee
chaired by Prof. J. Hintikka (Fin-
land). The organisation of the Con-
gress in Canada was handled by the
Local Organising Committee (Chair-
man-Prof. R. E. Butts).

Some 500 scientists from 25 coun-
tries took part in the Congress. The
most representive delegations were
those from the USA-about 200
people, Canada-approximately 80
ireople, the USSR-34 (the delega-

tion was headed by Academician B.
Kedrov), the FRG-25, Great Bri-
tain and the Netherlands-20 people
each, and France-10 people. The
fact that the Congress was held so
far away from Europe prevented a
large number of European scientists
who occupy a prominent place in this
field of knowledge from par-
ticipating.

The Congress programme was dis-
cussed at 12 sections and two in-
tersectional symposiums. At each
segtion the .Programme Committee
invited four to eight prominent scien-
tists to give a one-hour or half-hour
invited address or to take.part in the
intersectional symposiums.
All in all, 80 invited papers were
read, 30 by scientists from the
USA, 17 from the USSR, five each
from Poland, Canada and the FRG,
four each from Finland and Great



Britain and three by specialists from
the Netherlands. In addition, contri-
buted papers which had been Previ-
ously published were Presented at

each sCction for discussion, but were
not read at the Congress. Soviet
soecialists'presented more than 50

such papers; a considerable number
of thi cbntributed papers were sub-
mitted by specialists from other
socialist iountries (Czechoslovakia,

Poland, Rumania, the GDR, Bul-
garia).- The programme was so extensive
and miny-sided that we believe it
will continue to attract the close
attention and evaluation of special-
ists for a long time to come. Of the
most significant events at the Con-
gress we note the following.

Amongst the numerous questions

of mathematical logic, the founda-
tions of mathematical theories and
the computability theory raised at

the Congress (these questions were
discussed by the first three sections)
the following were of particular in-
terest: the analysis of the results of
the elaboration of a constructive
model theorY (Yu. Ershov, USSR);
research into the axiomatic questions

of large cardinals (R. SolovaY,
USA); a descriPtion, of new aP-

proaches in theoretical programming
(E. Engeler, Switzerland) and al-
gorithmic logic (A. Salwicki' Po-

land); an account of the latest results
of research into abstract structures
(Y. Moschovakis, USA). In his re-
port A. Markov (USSR) gave an

bverall account of his method of
staircase semantical systems in con-
structive mathematical logic. G'
Sacks (USA) in his PaPer raised the
ouestion of the general recursion
t'heory. Yu. Matijasevii (USSR)

showed in his report that the well-
known four colour Problem can be

reduced to the task of cut elimination
in certain logical calculus. A detailed
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analysis of the present state of the
category theorY, one of the inten-
sivefu developing fields of mathema-
tics ioday, was given at a sPecial

symposium on the category theorY
(S. Feferman and W. Lawvere,
USA, and others).

The invited Papers read at the
sections of the philosophy of logic,
general methodology of science and
ihe foundations of induction, may be
regarded as defining the most pres-

siig problems of the present stage in
woiklng out the logic and methodolo-
gy of science. In Particular, the

dongr".. showed that the logical
analysis of science change and-de-
veloiment which has been intensive-
ly diicussed in literature over the last
decade, is contiiruing to attract the

attention of specialists. The possible

wavs of making a logical analysis of
thg revolutions in science were dealt
with in an interesting discussion at

the Congress between J. Sneed
(FRG), W. Stegmiiller (FRG), andT'
Kuhn (USA).

In the paPers and rePorts bY Soviet
philosophers, and also bY Marxists
irom other countries, the
neopositivistic and postpositivistic
variants of logic of science were

subjected to sharP criticism. A
number of Western scholars drew
attention to the essentially limited
nature of the Popperian methodology
of science. New aPProaches to the
working out of the logic of empirical
theories were proposed in the papers

by R. Wojcicki (Poland), and M.
Popovich (USSR). E- Aeazzi (ltalv)
aelt with the correlation of the
subjectivity, objectivity and ontolog-
ical- commitment in empirical sci-
ences. The PaPer bY C. Hooker
(Canada) was devoted to the deter-
mination of the place of methodolo-
gy in the philosophy of science. The
aoolication of the theory of induction
to statistical explanations and the

truthlikeness of generalisations was
examined by W. Salmon (USA) and
L Niiniluoto (Finland). Modern con-
cepts of the philosophy of logic, in
particular J. Hintikka's theory of
possible worlds, were subjected to
analysis at the symposium on the
philosophy of logic, in which D.
Kaplan (USA), I. Hacking (USA)
and V. Tselishchev (USSR) partici-
pated.

Methodological questions of'
physics, biology, psychology, ling-
uistics and social sciences were dealt
with at the sittings of the respective
sections at the Congress. The fact
that Soviet specialists were invited to
as main speakers at these sections is
an indication of the considerable
progress made in the USSR in work-
ing out these problems. In their
reports M. Omelyanovsky and S.
Melyukhin examined a wide range of
questions concerning the dialectic-
materialistic interpretation of the
methodology of physics. I. Ackchu-
rin spoke of the fruitfulness of the
widespread adoption of topological
concepts and methods in modern
physics. I. Frolov described the
results of his researches into the
correlation of organic determinism
and teleology in biological know-
ledge. The Marxist concepts of types
of social knowledge and integration
of sciences were examined in detail
in the reports of V. Kelle and E.
Markarian. A. Starchenko in his
paper outlined methods for a concep-
tual analysis of the notions "know-
ledge", "conviction" and "belief".
V. Zinchenko described the results
achieved in working out the
methodological problems of the
analysis of activity in Soviet
psychology.

Of the other papers read at these
sections the following attracted con-
siderable attention: on the origin of
the Univr'rse (the prominent modern

physicist J. Wheeler, USA); semanti-
cal analysis of genetic information
(G. Stent, USA) and the axiomatis-
ing of biological theories (A. Linden-
mayer, the Netherlands); logical and
methodological analysis of action
(R. Tuomela, Finland); research into
the methodological foundations of
the theories of culture (S. Nowak,
Poland), logical analysis of language
(J. Hint[kka, Finland).

Special sectional symposiums
were held at the Congress on the
following questions: the status of
learning theory (N. Mackintosh,
Great Britain; P. Suppes, USA, and
others); rationality in social sciences
(J. Harsanji, USA; J. Watkins, Great
Britain, and others); and the pros-
pects for transformation grammar (J.
Bresnan, USA; J.-R. Vergnaud,
Frarice, and others).

The history of logic, methodology
and philosophy of science was dis-
cussed at the last, the twelfth section
of the Congress. Here particular
interest was attracted by the papers
containing: an analysis of the
sources of modern methodology (L.
Laudan, USe); a description of the
changing of the a piioriconcept(1.
Mittelstrass, FRG); an attempt to
interpret Galileo's understanding of
the experiment (W. Shea, Canada).
L- Markova's (USSR) detailed
analysis of the difficulties involved
in the historiography of science
today, attracted the attention of
many participants.

Definability and identifiability
problems and the concept of matter
and its development were iliscussed
at the Congress's two intersectional
symposiums. At the first of these,
the papers of H. Simon (USA), V.
Sadovsky and V. Smirnov (USSR),
M. Przelgcki (Poland) and V. Ranta-
la (Finland), focused on an analysis
of the weaker kinds of definauility
and identifiability in comparison



with expiicii definability, and also on

the explication of the basic notions
of definability theory. The materials
of this symposium are without doubt
of praitical imPortance for the

theoiy of systems, econometrics and

some other disciPlines.
At the second intersectional sYm-

oosium E. McMullin (USA) ex-
pounded his understanding of matter
and activity in Newton, and B'
Kedrov formulated the basic princi-
ples of dialectic-thaterialistic in-
ierpretation of matter and examined
the main stagqs in the develoPment
of this concePt.

During the Congress the General
Assembly of the Division of Logic,
Methodology and Philosophy of Sci-

ence met and elected new Council of
the Division. P. SuPPes (USA) was

elected President of the Division and

A. Markov (USSR) and R. Butts
(Canada)-Vice-Presidents. The
deneral Assembly proposed that the

next, the Sixth International Con-

gress of Logic, MethodologY and

Fhilosophy of Science be held in
Uppsala, Sweden, in 1979.

When assessing the general scien-
tific significance of the Fifth Interna-
tional Congress of Logic, Methodol-
ogy and PhilosoPhY of Science, it
should be shessed that there is an

ever increasing interest in the elab-
oration of a model theorY,. non-
classical logical systems' category
theory, algorithmic logic, and logic
and methodologY of science change
and growth. The Congress also
showed that'considerable progress
has been made in recent Years in
research into the methodological
problems of natural science and
iocial disciplines. A noteworthy fea-
ture of the Congress was the large
number of papers and rePorts given
by scientists from the USSR and

other socialist countries.

THIRTEENTH PACIFIC SCIENCE CONGRESS

Y. Sadovsky,
D. Sc. (Philos.)

Sciences, Ya. Guzevaty, D' Sc.
(Econ.) and K. Malakhovsky, D. Sc.
(Hist.).

The symposium "Science and So-
cial Science Policy: Resources and
Strategies" heard 35 reports devoted
to problems of regional and national
policies in science and to individual
regional and national science
centres.

A. Kapitsa delivered a report enti-
tled "A New Science Centre in the
Soviet Far East". The audience was
particularly impressed by the scope
of research in the institutes of the
Far Eastern Centre of the USSR
Academy of Sciences, set uP in 1970

in Vladivostok, where more than six

"Mankind's Future in the Pacific"
was the theme of the congress which
was held in Vancouver in August
1975.

The Congress, which was attended
by more than 1,5fi) scientists from 48

countries, set up some 20 sYm-
posiums and science committees
which discussed all aspects of re-
search in the Pacific.

The Soviet delegation which Pre-
sented 37 reports, participated in the
work of most of the symposiums and
committees. Papers on problems re-
lated to the humanities were read by
four Soviet delegates-A. KaPitsa
and Yu. Bromley, Corresponding
Members of the USSR Academy of
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thousand scientists and specialists
are presently working and where
high research efficiency is achieved
by using the most sofisticated equip-
ment.

Forty-four reports were submitted
to the symposium "Pacific Popula-
tions and Their Implications for Sci-
entific Research". Ya. Gusevaty in
his report "On Interrelation of PopuJ
lation, Natural Resources and Envi-
ronment in Social Development
(with Special Reference to Experi-
ence in the USSR)" set forth the
basic principles of the Marxist-
Leninist theory of population,
showed the scientific and practical
untenability of the neo-Malthusian
concepts and generalised the laws
governing of population develop-
ment and lhe experience of the
rational exploitation of natural re-
sources and protection of the envi-
ronment in the Soviet Union. The
reporter stressed that if the negative
effects of the accelerated growth of
the world population were to be
averted it was imperative to solve as
speedily as possible the crucial social
and political problems of today and,
first and foremost, to achieve gener-
al and complete disarmament and the
channelling of military expenditures
to peaceful aims.

Forty-three reports were filed with
the science committee "social Sci-
ences and the Hunuanities". In his
report "The Main Tendencies in the

rCultural Development of the Indi-
genous Population of the Soviet Far
East" Yu. Brorirley showed the im-
mense progress made in the years
since the establishment of Soviet
power by the national minorities in
the eastern part bf the USSR in their
economic and cultural development.

K. Malakhovsky in his report
"Problems of Strengthening.Peace
and Cooperation in Asia and the

Pacific Basin" discussed the princi-
ples of peaceful coexistence of states
with different social systems and the
essence of the idea of collective
security in Asia. The reporter noted
that the Soviet Union which took the
initiative in advancing this idea, pro:
'ceeds from the vital interests of the
Asian peoples themselves whose
political, economic and cultural de-
velopment depends on the establish-
ment of a lasting and durable peace
on the continent. Mplakhovsky ex-
pressed the view that the prinbiples
that would govern a system of collec-
tive security in Asia could be'bqually
applied in the conditions of the
Pacific.

The Soviet delegation also pre-
sented a report "Soviet Studies of
the Pacific in the Period Between the
Twelfth and Thirteenth Congresses
of the Pacific Science Association".

Besides reports, Yu. Bromley also
read a series of lectures at the
Department of Anthropology of the
University of British Columbia on
th-e subject "An Ethnographic Study
of National Minorities in the Soviet
Union", while K. Malakhovsky
spoke at the University's Institute of
Asian and Slavonic Studies on the
subject "Soviet Oriental Studies:
Current and New Lines of Re-
search".

The Congress decided to hold the.
next, Fourteenth Pacific Congress in
the Soviet Union, in Novoiibirsk.
Andrei Kapitsa, Chairman of the
Presidium of the Far Eastern Science
Centre of the.'USSR Academy of
Sciences and Director of the pacific
Institute of Geography, was elected
President of the pacific Science As-
sociation.

K. Malakhovsky,
D. Sc. (Hist.)



IWELFTH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS
OX'ONOMASTIC SCIENCES

The Twelfth International Con-
eress of Onomastic Sciences whose

Ieneral subject was "Names in Con-
Iact" was held in Bern in August

1975. It was attended bY some 300

scientists from 33 countries. The

following specialists read papers at
the plenary meetings: P. Zinsli (Swit-

zerlind)-"Spuren sPrach-

verschiedener Begegnung in den

Ortsnamen dQr schweizerdeulschen
Aio"n" (Traces of Contacts with
Diiferent Languages in the Place-

Names of the Swiss-German AlPs
Valleys); H. Guiter (France)-
"Onomastique et contacts' de

langues: examPle des confins
pyr6n6o-m6diterran6ens" (Onomas-

iic Sciencps and Language Contacts;
Examples from the PYrenees and
Meditirranean Area); E. Eichler
(GDR) 

- "sprachkontakte im Lichte
a"t Onorn"itik (slawisch-deutscher

Kontaktraum)" (Language Contacts

in the Light of Onomastics [SlaY-
German Contactsl); and W,
Nicolaisen (USA)-"Words as

NameS".

The main work of the Congress
was conducted at six sections which
discussed the following questions:
language f;ontiers and multiPle
nomenclature; nomenclature and

man (the sociological, psychological
and philosophical asPects of
nomenclature); onomastic sciences

and linguistics (personal narnes in the
linguistlc system: synchronic refer-
enies in the nomenclature, relations
between the tYPes of names); con-
tacts with reference to.the history of
settlements, legal and socio-
historical connections; cartography
and onomastic sciences; literarY
narne research.
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Some 160 Papers were read and

discussed at the sections; of these

about lfi) dealt with Place-names'
and the rest with the anthroponym'
the zoonYm, the theonYm, trade

marks and general onomastic.issires'

The material Presented in the PaP-
ers was to a considerable extent
determined bY the fact that the
congress participants came from the
GDR, Austria and Part of Po-

land-zone of Slav-German con-
tacts, from Rumania and Yugos-'
lavia-zone of Slav-Romance con-
tacts, from Switzerland, Belgium,
the Netherlands and the FRG-Ger-
man-Romance contacts, from
Scandinavia - Finno-Germanic, and

from HungarY-Slav-Germanic'
Finno-Ugric contacts. Several of the
reports were devoted to Albanian'
Greek contacts, Slav-Greek, Thra-
cian-Dacian and Romance-Arabic
contacts. Papers of this tYPe had

been compiled mainlY on Place-
name/toponymic material. They co'
vered fairly considerable periods of
history, gave much attention to the
formation of toponymic loan transla-
tions, hybrid place-names and the
multiple nomenclature of objects as

a result of multilingual populations.
A number of reports from the FRG
were devoted to a critical analysis oI
historical sources.

There were onlY a few general
theoretical papers. They dealt with
such questions as the differentiation
between proper names and common
nouns, with interlingual homonYms
on bilingual territories and with the
functional place of proper names in a
language and further theoretical
ononlastic issues in a region where
there are language contacts.

Also examined were questions of
naming and the name-giver, of
names given and names abolished,
of personal names and self-
consciousness, of the attitude of
children to the onomastic system and
to certain names surrounding us, on
the various aspects of fashions in
narnes and to the changes which
occur in the evaluation of narnes by
members of certain sociums.

Just as at the previous llth Con-
gress which was held in Sofia in 192
(cf. Social Sciences, No. 1, 1973)the
question of the standardisation of
geographrcal names was raised;
some researchers were in favour of
standardisation of spelling; others
who consider that place-names are
signs of individuality, proposed that
maximum individuality of objects
should be accepted as the basis of
standardisation. A particular prob-
lem is presented by exonyms, the
place-names of other countries used
in the language of the Biven country
in traditional forms, as for example,
for Russian: Mocraa-Moskva-
Moscow, Paris-flapux-Parizh; en-
donyms-place-names given by
people speaking a certain language
on a territory where another lan-
guage dominates as well as names
used in two different languages and
names on historical maps. The repor-
ters stated that standardisation was
inlpeded by a number of local, na-
tiiinal peculiarities.

The Soviet participants in the Con-
gress read the following papers: N.
Baskakov-"The Structure and
Sense Models of Turkic Ethnonyms.
The Problem of Language Con-
tacts"; V. Belenkaya-"A Contras.
tive" Study of the Toponymy ol
English-Speaking Countries"; G.
Bondaruk-"Applied Onomastics

(Based on Russian Place-Names)";
L. Guliyeva-"The Functioning of
Place-Names in a Foreign Language
Medium"; R. Dzharylgasino-
va-"The Evolution of the An-
throponymic Model of the Ancient
Korean Rulers"; T. Pakhali-
na-"The Reconstruction of An-
cient MacrotoponYms of the
Pamitt"; and A. SuPerans-
kaya-"New Russian Names". The
theses of papers by four other Soviet
specialists were published in the
Congress literature.

The final plenary meeting of the
Congress adopted three appeals:

- to the governments of all coun-
tries with the request that in publish-
ing materials intended for readers
abroad a generally accepted system
of transliteration should be used for
those which use non-Latin alphabet;

- !o all universities and
academies to set up research centres
for onomastic sciences;

- to the Greek Government with
request that a series of maps or an
atlas of Greece be published which
would be suitable for onomastic
research (there are no gatisfactory
maps of Greece at present).

The International Committee of
Onomastic Sciences which met dur-
ing the Cohgress, deciped to hold the
Thirteenth Congress in Krakow in
1978. M. KaraS (Poland) was con-
firmed as general secretary of the
Committee. The general subject of
the next congress will be "Proper
Names-Common Nouns" (nomina
propria 

-'nomina 
appellativa)".

A. Superanskaya,
Cand. Sc. (Philol.)

AS



CHRONICLE*

* An intemational scientific sYm-
posium on "The Role of Scientists
and Their Organisations in the Strug-
gle for Disarmament"was sponsored
by the World Federation of Scien.
tific Workers (WFSW) in June-
August 1975 in Moscow. It was
attended by more than 420 men of

.science from 52 countries and by
representatives of 20 international
'organisations, including the United
Nations and UNESCO. The opening
speech was made by the WFSW
Vice-President, Academician I. Ar-
tobolevsky (USSR). A message
from CC CPSU General SecretarY
Leonid Brezhnev to the Sympdsium
was read out by B. Ponomaryov,
Alternate Member of the CC CPSU
Political Bureau and CC CPSU Sec-
retary. The introductory report was
made by WFSW President E.
Burhop (Great Britain), after which
other speakers read papers on the
topics of each of the five commis-
sions formed by the Symposiut*
The topics of the commissions and
the speakers were as follows: "The
Social and Economic Aspects of
Disarmament; the Economic Burden
of the Arms Race and the hoblems
of Scientific Workers"-by hof. G.
Legay (France); "The Interdepen-
dence Between D6tente and Disar-
mament; the Role of Organisations
of Scientific Workers in Promoting
D6tente"-by Prof. H. Krdger
(GDR); "The Problems of Ending the
Arms Race and of Eliminating the
Danger of a Nirclear War and the
Scientists' Contribution to the Solu-
ti6n of These Problems"-by- E.
Primakov. Corresponding Member
of the USSR Academy of Sciences;
-"The Banning. of Chemical, Biologi-
* This review covers the events of June-
August, 1975, in Moscow (unless stated
otherwise).
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cal and Geophysical Weapons: the
Scientists' Responsibilities"-by
Th. Nemec (Stockholm International
Peace Research Institute) ., and
;Academician E. Fyodorov (USSR);
"The Specific Forms of Cooperation
of Scientific Workers and Their Or'
sanisations with the Broad Move-
ir"nt for Peace dnd Disarma-
ment"-by Dr. R. Prasad (India).
The lively discussion that'followed
showed that the participants in the
Symposium have come to a high
degree of agreement in their positive
assessment of d6tente. Many of the
speakers emphasised that political
d6tente should necessarily be sup-
plemented by military d6tente, by
new measures to curb the arms race.
The final plenary meetiqgs of the
Symposium summed up the results
of the commissions' work, and were
addressed by Prof. E. Burhop,
WFSW General Secretary, P. Bi-
quard (France), and by Nobel Peace
Prize winner Ph. Noel-Baker (Great
Britain). The Symposium adopted an
Appeal to the Scientists of the
World.

* An international conference on
"The Principles ol Peacetul Coexis-
tence in the History of International
Relations" was conducted by the
Institute of World History of the
USSR Academy of Sciences jointly
with a number of other academic
institutes. It was attended by Soviet
scholars as well as by scholars from
Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, the Ger-
man Democratic Republic, Hung;ary,
Poland, Rumania, Great Britain, the
Federal Republic of Germany, Fin-
land, and France. The reports and
speeches (2E persons took the floor)
dealt with various aspects of the
policy of peaceful coexistence in the
period between the two world wars

and in the postwar period. The
Conference examined the following
main issues: the historj,of the origin
of peaceful coexistence and Lenin's
role in creating its theoretical basis
and in the practical realisation of its
principles; the development of inter-
national relations in the 1920s-1930s;
the continuity of Soviet foreign poli-
cy; the experience and lessons of the
cooperation of the countries in the
anti-Hitler coalition in the period of
the Second World War; the changes
in the development of international
relations in the postwar period, in the
late 1!X0s and in the 1970s; and the
role of the Pdace Programme
adopted by the 24th Congress of the
CPSU.

* The all-Ilnion scientific confer-
ence devoted to the ihh anniversary
ol the Soiiet Union's victory in the
war against militarist Japan was
attended by Soviet scholars, public
figures and military leaders, and also
by guests from Bulgaria, Czechos-
lovakia, the Democratic Republic of
Vietnam, GDR, Hungary, Mongolia,
Poland and Japan. The reports and
speeches elucidated the role of the
Sovigt people and their Armed
Forc'es in the rout of militarist Japan,
the historical significance of the
victory over Japanese militarism and
the problems of postwar develop-
ment in Asia, the role of the socialist
community in establishing the princi-
ples of peace and international sec-
urity in the Far East.

* An all-Union scientilic confer-
ence on "The Role of-Women ii the
Intemational Movement for Peace,
Democracy and Social hogress"
was held on the occasion of the
International Women's Year. It was
attended by prominent scholars, the
representatives of Soviet public or-
ganisations and of the international
women's movement. A number of

reports anilysed in detail the experi-
ence gained in resolving the women's
problem in the USSR and other
socialist ceuntries, and showed that
socialism is the only social systemto'
have brought women genuine eman-
cipation, enabling them to take an
active part in all spheres of political,
economic and cultural life. A great
deal of attention was paid to the
status of women in Present-daY
capitalist society and in the develop-
ing countries, to their important and
ever growing role in the revolutio-
nary and national liberation move-
ment, in the anti-imperialist and
anti-monopoly struggle.

* An international symPosium on
"The Legislative Regulation ot
Women's Participation in Political,
Economic and Social Life" was or-
ganised by the Soviet section of the
International Federation of Women
Lawyers and Sy the Association of
Soviet Lawyers. It was attended bY

representatives of 12 countries.

* Bilateral meetings ol Soviet
lawyers and their colleagues from the
USA and Italy were held in the In-
stitute of the State and Law, USSR
Academy of Sciences. The Soviet-
Atneican conferencewas devoted to
sea law and to the protection of the
maritime environment. It consi-
dered, in particular, the rules of
international law relating to naviga-
tion, fishing, maritime research and
the sea bed, protection of the
maritime environment from pollution
and liability for causing damage to it,
the biological foundations for the
international legal aspects of the
rational utilisation of the World
Ocean's biological resources, and to
peaceful means of settling interna-
tional disputes concerning the sea.

4, The Soviet-Italian round-table ses-

sions discussed two basic questions:
the legal problems of vertical and
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horizontal integration in agriculture
and those of the rational utilisation
of agricultural lands.

* The Institute of Economics of
the USSR Academy of Sciences and
the Scientific Council on the Prob-
lem "The Economic Laws Governing
the Development of Socialism and
Its Growth into Communism" held
an all-Union scientific conference on
"The Problem of Eliminating the
Socio-Economic Distinctions Be-
tween Town and Country". It was
attended by scholars from academic
and specialised institutes, higher
educational establishments, workers
of Party and agricultural organisa-
tions, and by collective-farm chair-
men. At the plenary meeting the
opening address was delivered by the
Director of the Institute of
Economics, E. Kapustin. The main
report, prepared by a group of scho-
lars at the Institute, was read out by
L. Nikiforov. Speeches were made
on the general theoretical and the
practical aspects of the Conference's
topic. Then the participants in the
Conference continued their work in
four sections: "The Problems of
Bringing Together the Two Forms of
Socialist Ownership and Converting
Agrarian Labour into a Variety of
Industrial Labour"; "The Problems
of Overcoming the Differences in the
Living Standards, Conditions and
the Way of Life of the Urban and
the Rural Population"; "The Prob-
lems of Developing a National-
Economic Agro-Industrial Complex,
Inter-Branch Cooperation and Agro-
Industrial Integration"; "The Role of
New Forms of Settlement in
Eliminating the Socio-Economic Dif-
ferences Between Town and Coun-
try. The Problems of Migration of
the Rural Population".

* A symposium on "Problems of
the Efliciency of Regional Economy",
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held in Ufa in the Bashkir Branch of
the USSR Academy of Sciences,
attracted more than 150 scholars and
practical workers of planning bodies
of the Union Republics and regions
of the Soviet Union. The plenary
meetings discussed the reports de-
voted to tJre effectiveness of de-
velopment of the economic regions
in the USSR, and to the methodolog-
ical ppoblems of regional economy
under sociplism. At their sittings the
sections made a detailed examination
of these issues: assessment of the
efficiency and improvement of plan-
ning and management of the regional
economy; the organisation of ter-
ritorial-production complexes and
the distribution of productive forces
inside a region; the reproduction of
labour power, the use of labour
resources and living standards in a
regional context; the regional
economic problems of improving the
utilisation of natural resources and
the environmental protection.

* Scientists from more than 30
countries took part in the work of the
Third World Congress of the
Econometric Society held in Toronto
(Canada). The Congress was at-
tended by delegations from the
socialist countries: the GDR, Hun-
gary, Poland, Rumania and the
Soviet Union. The work of the
Congress which heard 600 reports
was conducted in the following five
sections: statistical methods in
econometrics; allocation bnd equilib-
rium; microeconomic models; mac-
roeconomics; miscellaneous. A spe-
cial plenary meeting was devoted to
the reports by Soviet scientistd:
Academician L. Kantorovich-
"Models of Growth of a Guided
Economy with Due Account gf
Technological Progress"; Prof. f.
Bagrinovsky - "Problem-Complex
in Optimal Planning"; * and S.
Aivazian - "Probabilistic-Statistical

Modelling of the Distributary Rela-
tions in Society".

* Some 8fi) scientists from more
than j0 countries took part in the
Eighth International Congress ol
Phonetic Sciences held in Leedi
(Great Britain). Such well-known
phoneticians as G. Fant (Sweden),
E. Fischer-J-{rgensen (Denmark), D.
Fry (Great Britain), B. Lindblom
(Sweden), A. Martinet (France), M.
Romportl (Czechoslovakia), K. Ste.
vens (USA) and othets read papers
and spoke in the discussions. Soviet
phonetics was represented by a con-
siderable number of theses for re-
ports on all the main trends in
speech acoustics research, the
physiology and pathology of speech,
phonology, intonations and sup-
rasegmental signs of speech. Seven
Soviet participants read the follow-
ing papers: A. Antipova-"Units of
Rhythm in English Prose and
Verse"; L. Zlatoustova-"Acoustic
Characteristics of the Poetical Text";
V. Kasevich-"On a Phonological
Theory for Monosyllabic Lan-
guages"; A. Steponavichius-"On
Types of Sound Change"; I. Tor-
suyeva-"The Lihguist-ic Bases of
lntonatioh Analysis"; G. Shabad-
ash - "International Means of Ex-
pressing Emotions of Disapproval
('ReproAch-Reprimand') in English',,
and I. Zhgenti-"The System of
Vowel and'Semi-Vowel' phonemes
in Modern French". The next Ninth
Congress will be held in 1979 in
Copenhagen.

* At the Filth Congress of the
Interaational Society of the Ge*
manic Languages and Literatures
held in Cambridge (Great Britain)
and which attracted some 400 paf-
ticipants from 35 countries, about
180 reports were given on the state Of
research over the past few years on
questions in which the Society is

interested. Members of the Soviet
delegation read the following papers:
V. Yartseva, Corresponding Member
of the USSR Academy of Scien-
ces-"The State and Development
of General Linguistics and Geimanic
Studies in the USSR"; A. Ufimtseva,
D. Sc. (Philos.)-"The State and
Elaboration of Semasiology and
Lexicology in the USSR"; and S.
Mironov-"The Social, Functional
and Stylistic Differentiation of the
Language of the Netherlands in the
lTth Century".

* A conference on Meroitic
Studies was held in Leningrad and
attended by researchers of the
Institutes of Oriental Studies, Eth-
nography, and Sociology of the
USSR Academy of Sciences, of the
State Hermitage, and by professors
and teachers of the Moscow and
Leningrad universities. The Confer-
ence-heard and discussed reports on
the problems of source studies, eth-
nography, linguistics, cults, of Cush
and the surrounding world. Great
interest was aroused by these re-
ports: "The Ethiopica of Heliodor as
a Source of the History of Mero6",
"The 'Group-C' Problem in the His-
tory of the Culture of Ancient
Sudan", "The Deciphering of West
Lybian Inscriptions", "The Present
State of Study of Meroitic Inscrip-
tions", "Arensnouphis and His Cult
in Cush", and "The Principles of
Succession to the Throne in
Kataban".

* An international symposium on
"The Problems of Soviet Literature's
Ties with Other National Literatures
of the World" was held in Sofia. It
was attended by 250 scholars and
specialists from 17 countries of
Europe, Asia and America, including
the Soviet Union.

* A scientific-methodical confer-
ence on "The Language of Scientific



Literature (L@uistic Problems und
Teaching Methodg"was held bY the
Foreign Languages DePartment of
the Institute of Linguistics of the
USSR AcademY of Sciences. The
participants in the Conference -theiesearchers and teachers of the
Foreign Languages DePartments of
the USSR Academy of Sciences and

the Academies of Sciences of the
Union Republics-heard and dls-
cussed at the plenary meetings, rE-

ports on the problems encountered in
studying the style of the language of
science, in teaching research work-
ers to read scientific literature in
foreign languages, and in giving them
instruction in oral speech in a foreign
language. The issues connected with
these problems, with reference to
specific languages, were examined at
the meetings of the English-, French-
German- and Russian-language sec-
tions.

BOOK REVIEWS

BPEXHEB JLYI. 06 ocuoeualx oon-
pocax sKoHottwrccKort noau-
murcu KIICC Ha coepeileHHott
emane. Pequ u EoxaaAur..B 2-x
ToMil(. M., floanrnagar, 1975,
r.1,48 crp; r.2, 479 crp.

BREZHNEV L.1., On the Main
Questions of the CpSUt
Economic Policy at the Present
Stage. Speeches and reports in
two volumes, Moscow, Politiz-
dat Publishers, 1975, Vol. 1,448
pp; Vol. 2, 479 pp.

For the Communist Party and the
Soviet state, Lenin emphasised,
economics is the main policy, upon
the success of which to a decisive
degree depends the advance towards
communism and the consolidatiori of
the international positions of the
USSR. Economic questions are in
the forefront of the Party's theoreti-
cal and practical activities, are in the
centre of attention of Party congres-
ses, plenary meetings of the Central
Committee of the CPSU and of the
Politburo of the Central Committee.

Substantiation and elaboration of
the Party's economic policy, the
ways for its implementation and
generalisation of the experience ac-

cumulated in guiding the building of
the material and technical basis of
communism-such is the main con-
tent of the two-volume colleition of
speec.hes and reports On the Main
Questions ol the CPSU's Economic
Policy- at the Present Stage by
L.I.Brezhnev, General Secretary of
the CC CPSU. The volumes include,
in full or in parts, already known
speeches antl reports made in the
period between 1!X4 and 1975. Pub-
lished for the first time in this edition
are Brezhnev's speeches at Central
Committee plenary meetings which
discussed' the drafts of annual
economic develop4ggnt plans and the
state budget. The collected materials
give a comprehensive picture of the
purposeful and fruidul activity of the
Party's Central Committee and of
the Soviet Government in managing
the national economy, in strengthen-
ing the economic power and defen-
sive might of the c6hntry and in
guiding communist construction.

The two-volume edition convinc-
ingly shows the Communist Party's
scientific approach to the elaboration
of revolutionary theory and practice
in conformity with the tasks and
conditions of the times and Brezh-
nev's signal contribution to the col-



lective elaboration of the basic
guidelines of Soviet society's further
socio-economic advance.

The materials under review have
enriched the Marxist-Leninist teach-
ing with a profound characterisation
of developed socialism; theY show
its role and place in the building of a
communist societY.

The fundamental proPositions
enunciated in the collection, which
are tied up with concrete economic
and political tasks, lend it exception-
al significance both as a sum total of
the creative development of Marxist-
Leninist thoueht and as a document
containing the CPSU'S instructions
on issues concerning the country's
socio-economic progress at the pres-
ent stage and in the foreseeable
future.

For developed socialist society
with its immense economic power
based on a diversified industry and
large-scale collective farming the full
utilisation of the advantages of the
planned system of economy, of all
the internal possibilities it possesses
for expanding production is of par-
ticular importance. This has given
rise to the need to improve the
standard of all economic activity
aimed at raising the efficiency of the
economy and turning it into a still
better working, well-adjusted
mechanism.

The materials show how the
CPSU, on the basis of a scientific
scrutiny of the essence of social
processes, defines the goals towards
the achievement of which the Soviet
economy must be oriented, discloses
the sources of growth and resources
which must be mobilised if social
production is to expand at a still
more rapid rate, charts the path
along which to perfect the mapage-
ment mechanism designed to ensure
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further improvement in the level of
planned economic guidance.

The course towards substantiallY
raising the people's standard of liv-
ing is the core of the Party's socio-
economic programme for the further
development of Soviet society. This
course determines the general pers-
pective for it proceeds from the
supreme aim of social production
under socialism. Concern for the
individual, for steadily raising the
living standards of the Soviet people,
is the recurring theme of all Brezh-
nev's speeches and reports. They
thoroughly substantiate the meas-
ures taken by the CPSU to steadilY
raise the real incomes of the popula-
tion, to expand the Production of
consumer goodq, to improve the
health services, develop public edu-
cation and the service industries'
Special attention is paid to improving
housing conditions in pursuance of
fulfilment of the historic task ad-
vanced by the Land of Soviets, that
of providing every family with a
modern, comfortable flat.

The major social.measures aimed
at advancing the welfare and cultural
standards of Soviet people rest on
most effective use of the productive
forces of Soviet society. The main
feature of the present stage of de-
velopment, we read in the collection,
is that along with quantitative factors
of economic growth increasing em-
phasis is being put on qualitative
factors.

Raising the productivity of labour
presupposes equipping all branches
of the . economy with the latest
machinery and technology. The
CPSU considers scientific and tech-
nical progress as the pivot of its
entire economic policy. It must,
Brezhnev underscores, reach into all
spheres of production, encompass
bold scientific discoveries and end-

less improvements in technology,
new machinery and instruments-in
a word, everything that protects and
facilitates the labour of man, makes
it more productive and interesting.

The materials give a comprehen-
sive picture of the CPSU's extensive
activities aimed at promoting the
organic fusion of the achievements
of the scientific and technological
revolution with the advantages of the
socialist economic system. Scientific
and technigal progress is the main
lever for building the material and
technical basis of communism, is one
of the main spheres of the competi-
tion between socialism and capital-
ism in the international arena.

The course towards raising the
effectiveness of industrial produc-
tion implies improving whole com-
plexes of interconnected.industries
whose development follows a defi-
nite programme, and the intergrated
development of the country's
economic regions. The development
and strengthening of the fuel and
power base, the establishment of
new industrial centres in the coun-
try's Eastern regions, the priority
development, for instance, of such
modern industries as electronics and
instrument-making-all these are
links in the chain of the further
development and advance of Soviet
industry.

The Communist Party and the
Soviet Government have always
made it ttreir concern to ensure ihe
sound development of agricultural
production. The decisions of the
March (1965) and subsequent ple-
nary meetings of the CC CPSU and
of the 23rd and 24th Congresses of
the Party lnap out a comprehensive
economically substantiated agricul-
tural development programme. The
fundamental questions of the Party's
agrarian policy at the present stage

of development of the USSR are
formulated in Brezhnev's speeches
and reports: creation of economic
conditions stimulating the growth of
agricultural production, including a
new'system of procurements, sharp
increase in investments, implementa-
tion of a long-term comprehensive
programme of mechanisation and
chemicalisation of agriculture and
land improvement, the development
of agricultural sciences, improve-
ment of the forms of organisation
and management. On the initiative of
the CPSU an extensive programme
has been drawn up for the further
cultivation of the non-black soil area
of the RSFSR.

The volumes under review also
give a comprehensive picture of the
enormous work carried out by the
CPSU in resolving such key ques-
tions of economic policy as improve-
menf of economic planning, and of
the entire economic mechanism.

The speeches and reports bring out
the importance of evolving scientific
methods of planning and modernis-
ing them, of more thoroughly sub-
stantiating the scientific and techni
cal validity of plans-both current
and long-tern-and of decisions
taken at all levels of economic gui-
dance.

The collection spells out the CpSU
measures to further improve the
system of economic manage-
ment-restoration and wide intro-
duction of the sectoral principle of
management, raising the level of
centralised planning guidance while
simultaneously expanding the opera-
tive independence of the self-
supporting units, creation of all-
Union and Republican industrial and
production associations (combines).
The speeches and reports formulate
the new, heightened demands ex-
pected of Party guidance of the



economy, show the increased role of
Party organisations in mobilising the
masses to carry out the economic
plans successfully.

Profoundly analysing the PartY's
activity in guiding the economy and
noting its successes Brezhnev at the
same time pinpoints the Problems
still awaiting their solution, centers
the attention of Communists and of
all working people of the USSR on
the importance of accomplishing the
tasks facing the country, of over'
coming existing difficulties and of
making the fullest use of reseryes.
Strong criticism is levelled at such
negative features as bureaucracY,
parochialism and the nalrow depart-
mental outlook.

The speeches and rePorts are im-
bued with a deep faith in the in-
exhaustible creative forces and ener-
gy of the Soviet people-the work-
ers, peasants and intellectuals of the
multinational Soviet Union. The ex-
perience of the innovators of produc-
tion, of foremost work collectives'
regions, areas and rePublics, are
broadly generalised. We see how
communist construction gives birth
to real heroes of labour. Their in-
quisitive mind, experience and
knowledge, their creative approach
and initiative act as a powerful
accelerator of thet country's prog-
ress. This is most vividlY demon-
strated by the country-wide scope of
socialist emulation, bY the move-
ment for a communist attitude to
labour.

The collection convincingly shows
the leading role of the working class
which represents the main political
force and decisive factor in the
development of Soviet society.
Under the leadership of the Com-
munist Party and in alliance with the
peasantry and the intelligentsia the
Soviet working class has proved its
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ability to govern the state. Today the
Soviet worker, the Soviet collective
farmer or the Soviet intellectual is a
person who does not simPlY show_a
ionscientious attitude to his work,
but who lives the interests of his
enterprise, district, region, republic,
the entire country.

Brezhnev's collected speeches and
reports reflect the PartY's com-
prlhensive approach to the tasks of
ihe country's development and their
fulfilment, the organic connection
between the solution of economic
problems and of socio-political and
cultural problems. The author ex-
amines in detail the Problem of
elimination of the distinctions be-
tween manual and mental labour,
between town and country, and be'
tween classes, the processes shaping
the social homogeneitY of Soviet
society; substantiates and formulates
the Party's course towards further
improvement of socialist democracy,
gxowth of the creative activity and
initiative of the masses, still greater
diversity of the forms of participa-
tion by the working PeoPle in the
management of 'public affairs.

The materials in the two volumes
are graphic confirmation of the or'
ganic unity of theory and practice,
characteristic of the CPSU's ac'
tivities, of its scientific and creative
approach to the solution of difficult
socio-economic problems. TheY
show the growing role of the Party in
communist construction, in the elab-
oration and implementation of an
economic policy corresPonding to
the stage of developed socialism.

The entire experience of socialist
management of recent Years con-
vincingly demonstrates that the
CPSU's economic policY correctlY
reflects the objective requirements
of Soviet society's development to-
wards communism, shows the right

way to solving new, bigger and more
difficult tasks. In accordance with
the instructions of the 24th Con-
gress, the Party has prepared the
new, Tenth Five-Year Plan which is
closely tied up with the geheral
long-term economic development
plan for lnG199o and which will
become a component part of this
plan.

The collection gives a penetrating
analysis of the prospects of the
further development of the world
socialist system and of the multila-
teral cooperation of the fraternal
countries on the basis of socialist
economic integration. Businesslike
cooperation with capitalist countries
on the principles of peaceful coexis-
tence is examined from Marxist-
Leninist positions.

The Soviet Union stands for the
continuous development of technico-
scientific and cultural international
cooperation on the basis of complete
equality and mutual advantage,
which rules out discrimination and
interference in the internal affairs of
other countries. The materials under
review contain an analysis of the
positive changes achieved in the
course of the positive development
of the Soviet Union's relations with
the USA, France, FRG, Italy, and
many other capitalist countries.

The Soviet Union and other social-
ist countries, we read in the collec-
tion, are the natural allies of the
developing countries which are wag-
ing a struggle to solidify their politi-
cal and economic independence.
True to their internationalist duty the
CPSU and the Soviet people have
rendered and are continuing to ren.
der allround assistance to the
peoples of the developing countries
in their strugEle against the aggres-

sive intrigues of imperialism and the
attempts to impose on them new
forms of colonial dependence.

Much attention in the speeches
and reports by L.I.Brezhnev is de-
voted to the prospects of the world
socialist system, to a definition of
the general laws of its development.
A number of countries of the social-
ist community have now entered the
phase in their history which their
Communist parties define as the
building of mature, or developed,
socialism. At this stage major and
very complex tasks face them: how
best to combine the advantages of
the socialist system with the latest
scientific and technical achieve-
ments; how to ensure on this basis a
high efficiency and balanced de-
velopment of the entire economy and
a substantial improvement in the
people's well-being; in what forms to
extend the work of educating people
in the spirit of communist conscious-
ness; along what lines to further
creatively develop socialist democra-
cy; how to raise the cooperation of
the fraternal states to a new level.

The living example of the socialist
countries, their achievements in
economic, scientific and cultural de-
velopment, in raising the living stan-
dards of the people, and in educating
the new man convince millions of
people all over lhe world of the
correctness of the road of human
progress indicated -by Marxism-
Leninism and which Cbmmunists are
fighting for.

True to the behests of the great
Lenin the CPSU and the Soviet
people are devoting their efforts to
building a communist society, to the
struggle for the freedom and national
independence of peoples, and for
democracy, social progress, and
world peace.
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TRAPEZNIKOV S. P., Leninism
and the Agrarian-Peasant Ques-
tion, in two volumes, second
enlarged edition, Moscow, MYsl
Publishers, 1974, Yol. l, 567
pp.; Vol. 2, ilS pp.

The first volume, Lenin's Ag'
rarian hogrammes in the ThreeRus'
sian Revolutions, gives a socio-
economic characteristic. of Russia's
peasantry before the revolution,
analyses the agrarian programmes of
the political pafties of that time, and
throws light on the Leninist stage in
the theory of the agrarian-peasant
question, the elaboration of the ag-
rarian programme of the Russian
Social-Democratic Labour PartY
(RSDLP) as applied to the bourgeois-
democratic and the socialist revolu-
tion, and the agrarian policy of the
Communist Party at the first stage of
the transitional period from capital-
ism to socialism.

The second volume, The Histori-
cal Experience of the CPSU in the

Realisation of Lenin's Cooperative
PIon shows how this plan constituted
the scientific basis for the reorgan-
isation of agriculture, the process of
the revolutionary break up of the old
tyre of economy in agriculture and
the creation of the new, collective-
farm type of economy, and the
change in the consciousness and
mode of life of the rural working
masses. The author deals at length
with the development of the collec-
tive-farm system in the USSR after
the victory of socialism. He Proves
convincingly that during the Great
Patriotic War the collective-farm
system fully demonstrated its
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strength and viability, and stood the
test of time. The volume contains
an analysis of the postwar develop-
ment and the new vistas of socialist
agriculture. The concluding chapters
are devoted to the further develop-
ment of the Party's Leninist agrarian
policy in the decisions of the March
l!b5 and subsequent plenarY meet-
ings of the CC CPSU, and to the
successful implementation of these
decisions.

The agrarian-peasant question is
one of the key issues in the theorY
and practice of Leninism. In his
analysis of the historical solution of
this pioblem in the USSR, the author
has succeeded in showing the corre-
lation of its general and specific
aspects. His conclusions and
generalisation therefore acquire an
international significance.

Agrarian relations have deep roots
in the history of mankind. The age-
long peasant issue can be finally
settled only in conditions of the
socialist social system. Neither in
alliance with the class of slaves, irl
combat with the ruling class of
feudal lords, nor under the aegis of
the bourgeoisie was the peasantry
fated to achieve radical changes in
agrarian relations or win a just solu-
tion of. the land question. Success
comes to it only in conditions of the
proletarian liberation movement, in
joint struggle with the proletariat and
under its guidance. The agrarian
question, on the other hand, has an
important bearing on the struggle of
the proletariat, for it is a question of
the proletariat's chief ally.

The founders of scientific com-
munism therefore attached great im-
portance to linking the proletarian
revolution with the peasant war.
They proved that the unification of
the toiling peasantry under the lead-
ership of the proletariat during the
liberation movement was dictated by

the vital interests of the two classes
and the interests of socialism. While
creatively developing Marxism and
the theory of the socialist revolution,
Lenin paid paramount attention to
the question of the peasantry as the
proletariat's ally in the revolution.
He worked out a harmonious theory
of the agrarian question. Lenin's
concern with this issue becomes
particularly understandable if we re-
call that his theory of the socialist
revolution was to be applied in
practice primarily in Russia, largely a
peasant country. The author writes
in this connection: "Looking back
from the summit of our epoch, at the
road we have traversed, we can say
that the correct and truly scientific
solution of the agrarian problem in
Russia was provided by Marxist
thought, at the head of which stood
Lenin, great theoretici.an and re-
volutionary. His theoretical legacy,
embodied in the living revolutionary
practice of the masses, remains a
most valuable programme of action
today, too. The vital force of the
Marxist-Leninist theory lies in the
fact that it has provided the scientific
basis for the radical reorganisation of
agriculture and for winning the peas-
ant masses over to socialism."

The author focuses attention on
the generalisation of the world's first
experiment in the socialist reorgan-
isation of agrarian relations and their
development in conditions of social-
ism, the experiment that turned petty
peasant owners into working people
of the socialist countryside.

In his.analysis of Lenin's agrarian
programmes in the three Russian
revolutions, the author notes: "Hav-
ing linked the agrarian problem with
the class and political struggle of the
proletariat, Lenin indicated how to
unite the revolutionary-democratic
movement of the peasantry with the
socialist movement of the working

class." This was accomplished on the
basis of the proletariat's hegemony
first in the democratic and then in the
socialist revolution. Leninism
smashed the anti-Marxist "theories"
of foreign and Russian opportunists
who were trying to substantiate the
alleged antagonism between the pro-
letariat and the peasantry.

The proletariat's attitude towards
the peasantry and its various groups
was not, of course, invariable. Dur-
ing the bourgeois-democratic revolu-
tion, the proletariat allied with the
whole of the peasantry, but in the
socialist revolution only with the
proletarian and semi-proletarian stra-
ta in the countryside. This Leninist
precept underlay thg Bolshevik
Party's strategy concerning the ag-
rarian question during the three re-
volutions. Adherence to this strategy
became one of the most decisive
factors of the bourgeois-democratic
and socialist revolutions in Russia
and the development of the former
into the latter.

The book contains a profound
analysis of the Leninist agrarian
programme and its implementation
during the October Revolution, the
progress of the socialist revolution in
the countryside, the birth of the new,
socialist forms of the economy and
other key problems. The author dis-
tinguishes three propositions that
were of fundamental importance for
the solution of the agrarian prob-
lem-immediate confiscation of the
big landed estates and the national-
isation of all the land; organisation of
the rural proletariat into an indepen-
dent class force; and theoretical
substantiation of the need for
creating two types of rural
economy-state farms (state enter-
prises) and collective farms, uniting
small and middle peasant producers.
The consistent introduction of these
programme propositions marked the
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beginning of a new era in the history

and life of the Peasantry'
in his analYJis of the contradic-

tions that aroie in the economY of
the Soviet state during the initial
staees of its history, the author notes

ttrui th" birth of the collective-farm
svstem was the result of the objec-
tive necessity, not in simply a large-

scale economy but in an economy

based on socialist PrinciPles'
The monograPh rightlY notes that

before the OJtoUer Revolution, polit-
i""l 

""onornY 
and historY dealt in

detail with the question of how petty

commoditY Production was engen-

derine caDitalism, but it was

onlv t-he experience oi socialist con-

struction, generalised by the science

of tvtarxism-Leninism, that provided

the scientific basis for determining
the laws governing the evolution
from petty commodity production to
socialism. This scientific discovery
is of tremendous international sig-

nificance since the peasantry still
constitutes the bulk of the world
population. Of course, the devplop-
ment of socialist relations in the
countryside follows a different pat-'
tern in different countries, it has its
own specific features, but in all of
them we see the same objective laws
in operation. The author discloses
these objective laws, and shows the
basic difference between the evolu-
tion of the peasantrY under the
bourgeoisie and in conditions of the
socialist ownership of the means of
production.

Socialist cooperation of the peas-

ant economy has its own and inher-
ent regularities rooted in the leading
role oi the public ownershiP of the
means of production. In his scientific
analysis of the Process of the de-

velopment and triumph of the collec-
tive-larm system in the USSR, the

author characterises the dialectics of
this process and the contradictions
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that arise and are eliminated in the

course of this Process. The break'
down of capitalist production rela-
tions was accomPanied bY an acute

class struggle and the remoulding of
the consciousness, of the peasantry.

S. Trapeznikov deals at length with
the various stages in the formation of
socialist production relations in the

countryside, and the victory of these
relations, as well as with the new

contradictions arising from the need

to affirm socialist labour discipline'
In his assessment of the objective
laws governing the advancement of
the collective-farm system, the au-

thor underlines the outstanding role
of the CPSU in the formation and

consolldation of socialist production
relatioits in the Soviet countryside'

Shortcomings and distortions in
the Party's agrarian policy were of
course, unavoidable in such a new

and major undertaking. The author
shows how the CPSU overcame
these shortcomings and ensured the
consolidation and steep upsurge of
agriculture. More imPortant, he

s[ows the continuity of the Party's
agrarian policy based on the creative
divelopment of the Marxist-Leninist
theory.

Thi author resolutelY rebuffs the
various bourgeois and revisionist fal-
sifications of the PolicY of the

CPSU. He also disProves in well-
reasoned arguments the assessments

of collectivisation bY Pseudo-
theoreticians who asserted that the

Party's class PolicY during that
oeriod was incorrect.' One of the chief tasks of socialist
and communist construction is the

steady development of agriculture'
Reviewing thi ProsPects of the

economic growth of the USSR' the
author draws attention to the fact
that the further swing of the produc-
tive forces in agriculture will make it
possible to accomplish two basic and

interrelated tasks: to build up an
abundance of high-quality food pro-
ducts and of industrial raw materials,
and to effect the gradual introduction
of communist relations in the coun-
tryside.

The agrarian policy, 'evolved by
the Communist Party in recent years,
covers both the productive forces
and production relations in the coun-
tryside. It is profoundly scientific in
character and it serves as the
guideline of activity for millions of
Soviet people. The present agrarian
policy of the CPSU is a component
of its general strategy aimed at the
creation of the material and technical
basis of communist society in the
USSR, the formation of communist
social relations, and the harmonious
development of the new man. [n the
past decade this policy has brought
about a turning point in agricultural
production-greater yields and har-
vests of grain, sugar beet, cotton and
other crops, and also higher produc-
tivity of cattle-breeding.

The results achieved confirm the
correctness of the Party's agrarian
policy, expressing the fundamental
interests of socialist society at the
present stage. S. Trapeznikov points
out that Jhe better utilisation of the
advantages of the socialist system of
marlagement and the elimination of
subjectivism and voluntarism in
economic management put into ac-
tion formerly latent reserves of ag-
ricultural production and of the na-
tiorial economy as a whole. The
Party's present course in the coun-
tryside rests on the basic proposi-
tions of Lenin's agrarian theory,
particularly, on Lenin's ideas of the
consistent intensification of agricul-
tural production, on stimulating in
every possible way the economic
interest of the collective in the result
of their labour, on giving material
and moral incentives, and on greater

responsibility for the results of pro-
duction.

After examining some of the ques-
tions related to the organisation of
modern agricultural production, par-
ticularly, public land tenure and
higher efficiency of crop-growing
and cattle-breeding on the new ma-
terial and technical basis, S. Trapez-
nikov highlights its characteristic
features - accelerated scientific and
technological progress in crop-
growing and cattle-breeding which
makes for the industrialisation of all
branches of agriculture, and particu-
Iarly of cattle-breeding.

Modern production sets rapidly
rising demands not only on machines
and technology, but also and primari-
ly on the workers, on those who
create these machines and control
this technology. Efficient work is
impossible without specialised
knowledge, a high degree of profes-
sional training and general culture.
All this depends to a considerable
extent on the standard of living, and
on how fully the material and spiritu-
al requirements of Soviet people can
be satisfied. Therefore, as the author
shows convincingly, the Party's ag-
rarian policy is not restricted to
production issues in agricu(ture; it
also embraces the social processes
that are taking place in socialist
society.

That is precisely why one of the
most important propositions of
Lenin's agrarian theory reflected in
the Party's present agrarian policy is
directed towards consolidating the
close alliance and friendship be-
tween the working class and the
peasantry, towards promoting closer
links between town and countryside,
and crehting an integral and
monotype system of economy, in-
corporating industry and agriculture
on a single and planned socialist



basis. This difficult and comPlex
task has been successfullY accom-
plished in the USSR. The PartY

oursues a course towards the all-
iound intensification of agriculture,
improvement of its material and

teChnical basis, towards achieving
greater yields per hectare and higher

lroductivity of cattler and poultry-
Lreeding. The reconstruction of ag-

riculturi on a modern industrial basis

is a most important asPect of the
Party's agrarian policy at the present

stage.

The author gives a Picture of the
results of the PartY's Present ag-

rarian policy, and notes that the main
result, and one of Prime imPortance,
is the consolidation of the material
and technical basis of all branches of
the national economy and the steady
growth of the material and technical
potential. For example, the volume
of capital investments in agriculture
was nearly doubled from 48,600
million rubles in 1961-1965 to 82'200

million rubles in 19ff.1970; during
three years l0nlln, of the Ninth
Five-Year Plan, nearly 72,000 million
rubles were allocated for the needs
of agriculture

The second result, just as imPor-
tant, is the higher returns from the
massive material investments in ag-

riculture. In 1961-1!X5 the state waS

purchasing an average of 51 .6 million
ions of grain annually; in 1!)66-1970

the figure went up to 66 million tons;
during the bumPer-harvest Year of
1973, when the countrY Produced the
record-high harvest of- 222.5 million
tons of grain, the state Purchased
mbre than 90 million tons.

The third important result is the
considerable improvement in'the liv-
ing standards of the collective-farm
peisantry. This, naturallY, whollY
hepends on the develoPment of the
productive forces and Production
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relations in the countrYside. The
distinctions in the socio-economic,
cultural and living standards between
town and countrYside are being
eradicated at an active pace. In this
connection, the author notes the
imoortance of such major measures

"r 
th" int.oduction of guaranteed pay

and old-age pensions on collective
farms.

The monograPh PaYs Particular
attention to the new processes typi-
cal of Soviet agriculture todaY.
These include the imProvement of
management and the aPPlication of
new forms of the concentration of
agriculture that ensure further ad-
vance on the basis of sPecial'ised
inter-farm and agro-industrial coop-
eration. New types of enterprises are

appearing in the countryside: agro-
industrial complexes, cattle- and
poultry-breeding industrial-agrarian
iomplexes, and state-collective farm
or collective-state farm associations'
The transition to large-scale special-
ised production in agriculture based
on industrial methods and the broad
application of scientific and en-
gineering achievements is of great
importance.

The monograph discloses the in-
ternational significance of the Lenin-
ist cooperative plan and the results
of the socialist transformation of
agriculture in the USSR. To the
Soviet Union fell the high mission of
becoming the world's first country
with a large-scale socialist agricul-
ture. The historical experience ac-
cumulated by the CPSU in the
course of the socialist reorganisation
of agriculture is a major contribution
to the theory and practice of scien-
tific communism. The author writes
in this connection:

"The triumph of the collective-
farm system in the USSR is brilliant
verification in practice of the Mar-

xist-Leninist teaching that the social.
ist reorganisation of agriculture is the
inevitable economic requirement of
the developrnent of society's produc-
tive forces and its production rela-
tions. Proof of this is the fact that the
pe3santry in many socialist countries
have firmly taken the road of social-
ist transformations. Their experience
provides splendid examples of a
creative approach to the solution of
this difficult and complex problem of
society's progress".

The abundant factual material,
conclusions and generalisations con-
tained in S. Trapezrtikov's book
convincingly testify to the vital force
of the Marxist-Leninist theory that
furnished the scientific foundation
for the socialist reorganisation of

agriculture and for drawing the peas-
ant masses into the building of
socialism. The author writes that the
wise Leninist policy of the CPSU
and its untiring organisational work
made it possible to give full scopeto
the mighty talent and creative forces
of the people-the producers of the
material wealth of society and the
real creators of communism.

P. Ignatovsky,
D. Sc. (Econ.),

M. Klm,
Corresponding Member,

USSR Academy of Sciences,

G. Kozlov,
Corresponding Member,

USSR Academy of Sciences
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AFANASYEV V. G., Social
Inlonnation and the
Administration of Society,
Mossow, Politizdat Publishers,
195. 408 pp.

As the title suggests, the book
discusses an element of information
that is one of the most important for
the individual and for society, and
one that does not easily lend itself to
investigation.

The various aspects of social
information in socialist society are
examined as elements of the theory
and practice of administration of this
society.

The role of information is particul-
arly apparent in decision-making and
in thc realisation of decisions. A
decision is a cluster of information

which is socially collected, analysed
and processed by the subject of
administration. It is a synthesis of
informatron on the present with
information on the future, expressed
in the form of a programme of
activities and its aims. The nature of
these aims is determined by the type
of society; decision-making under
socialism is a process that is
oriented, first and foremost, towards
the individual, towards uplifting the
material and cultural level of the
working people and developing
socialist relations.

Guided by the principles of
Marxist-Leninist methodology,
Afanasyev formulates the general
requirements to social information,
which, if satisfied, .enable it to serve
as an effective instrument of
administration. These requirements
include: a class and party approach
to its analysis and assessment; that
the information be complex, optimal,
complete, accurate, reliable and
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objective; timely, concise and
logical; economical, useful and
fresh.

The class and party approach to
socio-political information is viewed
by bourgeois theorists as a rejection
of its objective and scientific
character. In reality the objectivity
of information depends on which
particular class shapen and uses it.
"We Marxists," wrote Lenin, "must
exert . every effort to make a

thoroughgoing study of the facts
underlying our policy." (V. I. Lenin,
Collected Works, Moscow, Vol. 25,
p.ns.)

At present, notes the author, the
application of the social sciences as
sources of information for resolving
practical administrative tasks in
various spheres of social life is
acquiring increasing practical
importance. In the conditions of
developed socialism these tasks are
becoming increasingly complicated.
Their solution requires a system
approach as also does, essential for
this, social information, its
processing and utilisation. This
presupposes not onlY the
development of general ideas and
concepts reflecting the basic
tendencies in society's progress, but
also an analysis of the varied
empirical manifestations of these
tendencies and extensive work in
translating general concepts into the
language of concrete facts. A bigger
role is played by such spheres of
knowledge as concrete sociological
investigations and statistics.

A big role in the USSR is also
played by such a source of
information as the analysis of
various documents, including letters
of working people to the PartY,
Soviet and economic organisations,

to the newspapers and magazines
and to the radio and TV stations.
Basing himself on concrete data, the
author shows that a systematic study
of tliese letters'makes it possible to
discover certain societal tendencies
and the common nature of manY
individual phenomena. The imPor'
tance of diverse forms of direct
communication between executives
and subordinates, and with the broad
mass of working people is also
growing.

Of considerable interest is the
author's elaboration of the theoret-
ical problems of social information
systems, He explores the essence
and elements of information
systems, the aims .and tasks theY
pursue, the subject and means of
information work and the
effectiveness of these systems. He
shows conclusively that only
socialism possesses the possibilities
for creating a single national
information system.

The author draws the conclusion
that the automation of individual
aspects of administration can in no
way replace it as the creative work of
an entire system of agencies and
organisations performed with the
active participation of millions of
Soviet working people under the
leadership of the Communist Party.
Man has always been and will ever
remain the principal link in any
information system, the arrtomated
systems included, its architect and
user-this idea runs through the
entire work,

N. Lapin,
D. Sc. (Philos.)
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CMEA Countries, Moscow,
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The main trend in the economic
cooperation of the member countries
of t-he Council for Mutual Economic
Assistance at the present stage is the
realisation of socialist economic
integration. An ever closer
relationship is being forged between
the procesies of reproduction within
the framework of the CMEA coun-

tries' national economies, and this
helps make the economy more

efficient in each country. An
analysis of the general natural
features of socialist reproduction
based on the materials of different
countries and the revelation of the

specific features of their economic
dLvelopment serves as an important
conditi,on for the correct solution of
the issues of socialist economic
integration, of consonant coordina-
tion of the general and national
interests in the process of the CMEA
countries' economic cooperation'
The work under review, a joint work
by authors from the Institute of the

Etonomy of the World Socialist
System of the USSR AcademY oI
Siiences (ed. K. MikulskY) is

devoted to a comparative analysis of
this type.

Thi 
- 
book deals 

' with the main

factors contributing to the economic
growth, the general and the particul-
ir, the natural and the accidental in
the economic develoPment of the

CMEA countries, and the most
pressing questions with regard to.the
improvement of socialist reproduc-
tion.

In the introductorY chaPter

analysing the present-day tendencies

in reproduction in the CMEA coun-
tries it is justly stressed that it is a
question of the coming into being
and development of a new tYPe of
reproduction typical of a developed
socialist economy. Here the role of
the scientific and technological
revolution and the Process of com-
bining its achievements with the
advantages of the sociAlist econopic
system are revealed. Of great scien-
tific interest is the treatment of
another problem solved bY these
countries, which is formulated in the
book as the organic combination
"of the technical and economic
opportunities offered bY the

eionomic integration processes with
the social advantages of international
economic relations of a socialist
type"'

The authors have managed to
combine the elucidation of a number
of problems relating to reproduction
with an analysis of management and

show both what has been achieved in
this field and also the large reserves
which still have to be brought into
operation. The authors' attempt to
avoid a limited approach to the work
on improving methods of socialist
management and to some
organisational and technical
problems, deserves suPPort. TheY

itress that this is above all a social
task which consists in making skilful
and complete use of the social
advantages of the socialist mode of
production and in the utmost
deve.lopment of the social and
production activity of the workers.

A large part of the monograPh is

devoted to the characteristic features
of the quantitative and qualitative
factors of the economic growth in
the countries in question-labour
resourees, capital investments and
production funds, labour productivi-
iy, stocks and capital consumption in

Production' 
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In the book considerable space is
given to the role of external factors
in the process of expanded socialist
production and of the cooperation of
the socialist countries' national eco-
nomies. Here external economic ac-
tivity. appears, on the one hand, as
a specific sphere of economic
management whose results are
expressed in a country's extra net
income and, on the other hand, as a
form of expanding the sphere of
operation of all the branches of the
economy; this, on the basis of co-
operation, makes it easier to obtain
tec.hnical equipment and to gain
access to the limited supply of raw
materials and facilitates increased
specialisation in production. In this
work special emphasis is laid on the
second side of the role of the
external factor. At the same time the
complex approach peculiar to the
external economic ties of the
socialist countries is stressed. Co-
mbining their efforts to solve the
cardinal problems pertaining to the
national economy, close cooperation
in planning, scientific research,
production and sales of output
allows these countries to extend the
coordination of the national protnc-
tion processes and to guarantee the
highly efficient functioning of the
national economy in each countryr

In the book attention is focused on
the main method of implementing the
system of mutual economic ties-on
the joint planning activities and
above all on coordination of national
economic development plans.

From the point of view of the
scope of engagement of the able-
bodied population in various kinds of
socially useful activity, the CMEA
countries have attained full
employment and thus solved an
important social problem. Today, a
more efficient use of labour
resources is of paramount importa-
2fl

nce. It is just in the way in which the
manpower is used that the ability of
socialism to combine the
achievements of the scientific and
technological revolution with the
allround development of man's crea-
tive abilities, is most clearly
manifest. It is only natural that the
authors should give much thought to
a new factor in making more
efficient the use of manpower-the
development of cooperation between
the CMEA countries in this field.
Socialist economic integration
stipulates the development of princi-
pally new forms of joint use of
manpower, which cannot be rgalised
under capitalism.

In the work under review much
attention is devoted to an analysis of
the productivity of labour factor. It
is justly noted that raising the
productivity of labour does not
necessarily entail a Slowing down Of
its growth. With their growing
economic potentipl the eMEA coun-
tries have at their disposal fresh and
greater opportunities to raise it even
further. This is a result both of the
accelerated - scientific and
technological progress and of those
reserves which can be assimilated by
improving the methods of socialist
economic management. The course
towards the intensification and the
utmost increase in the efficiency of
public production allows the CMEA
countries not only to keep up, but
also to increase the leading growth
rate of the given index as compared
with the developed capitalist coun-
tries.

Of all the factors determining the
growth rate and the level of labour
productivity, the effect of the
changes occurring in the branch
structure of social production is
specially examined in the work; and
also the effect of c'ertain non-
investment factors. There are two

aspects to the structural changes:
macrostructural changes and
changes within the branch structure.
Calculations confirm the con-
clusion that macrostructural
changes have played a particularly
important.role in the organisation of
the social productivity of labour.

The specific features of the
present stage in the development of
the CMEA countries' economies
consist in the change-over to more
intensive forms of economic activity
on the basis of the more efficiertt use
of production resoulces connected
with the growing demand for capital
investments and with the need for
the accelerated restoration of basic
funds. Therefore the role of
embodied labour is growing
considerably in guapnteeing
cconomic growth, and it should be
realised primarily through the indices
of the effectiveness of its use.

Elucidation of the {uestions
connected with the increased
effectiveness of capital investments
and basic funds does, of course,
include an analysis of some general
problems: norms of accumulation,
the dynamics of accumulation funds,
the ratio between the accumulation
fund and the consumption fund, and
others. The authors note that
guaranteeing a high economic growth
rate in the CMEA countries up till
the present time has in many ways
been facilitated by the rapid increase
in the volume of capital investments,
and that this factor will continue to
play an important role in the future,
too.

The tremendous scale of the
capital investments allocated by the
CMEA countries every year for their
economic development and the very
considerable amounts of accumula-
ted funds make it exceptionally
important to use capital investmenti
and basic funds more effectively.

The authors come to the correct
conclusion that cutting down
building time and completing those
buildings under construction, barring
over-expenditure in capital
investments, improving material
incentives to speed up construction
work, achieving correct ratio
between the allocations for recons-
truction and those for new construc-
tion, and a better capitat investments
structure, developing and improving-
the system of managing the investing
process and so forth, allow the
effectiveness of capital investments
to be raised considerably.

The measures taken over the last
few years have been directed more
and more towards the elaboration (at
various levels in the economt') of
comprehensive plan-programmes for
capital investments, the use thereof,
maintenance and major repairs,
replacement, renewal, expansion,
and diparture of basic funds. It
should be added that the realisation
of the above-mentioned measures
urgently requires a systems approach
to the management of this extremely
important sphere of the activity oi
the CME.A countries. The book deals
extensively with the creative activity
of the Communist and workerg'
parties in mobilising all the reserves
to achieve increased efficiency of
the socialist economy by improving
methods of socialist economii
management.

The authors end their analysis of
the main problems with regard to the
reproduction with a description of
the main features of the interrelation
of production and consumption in
the CMEA countries and of the place
of public demand in the systern of
expanded socialist reproduction.

The present-day requirements of
the development of the productive
forces make possible and necessary
a more profound turn of the socialist
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economy towards the solution of the
diverse tasks involved in raising the
population's standard of living.
When describing the high growth
rate of the consumPtion funds
inherent in the CMEA countries, the
authors note the clear-cut tendency
to equalising the levels of popular
consumption in these countries.
The dynamics of cortsumPtion of
individual kinds of material benefits
demonstrate the social Purpo-
sefulness of the policy being
carried out in the countries of the
socialist community to attain a high
consumption level, above all with
regard to the necessities of life and

benefits which are decisive in crea-
ting a rational and healthy way of life
for people.

Research into the Processes of the
steady growth of real incomes of the
workers reveals general tendencies
in all CMEA countries for the wages

to draw together in the various
branches of the national economY,
and also of the more and more raPid
growth in incomes from the social
consumption funds which PlaY an

important role in the sYstem of
regulating the differentiations in the
population's incomqs' At the same
iime, it is noted that equal
satisfaction, irrespective of the level
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of incomes, of the socially important
demands of the PoPulation in the
socialist countries in the field of
health, education, culture and social
assistance to the incaPacitated,
through the system of social
consumption funds is a great
advantage of socialism.

The achievements of the socialist
countries in drawing together the
income levels of the two friendlY
classes in socialist societY, the
workers and peasants, particularly
emphasise the social asPect of the
population's increased incomes' The
-Communist 

and workers' Parties of
the CMEA countries consider that
the solution of more and more
diverse problems in raising the
standard of living requires planned
changes in the most important ratios
of socialist reproduction. In drawing
up programmes to raise the
population's standard of living, more
and more thought is being given to
the rapid development of those sec-
tors of the economY whose activitY
serves as the main source of con-
sumer reserves.

S. Shatalin,
Corresponding Member,

USSR Academy of Sciences

The volume under review contains
interesting and thoroughly docu--
mented historical material relating to
the period of the Second World War'

It shows how in the verY comPli-
cated international conditions of a

world war Soviet diplomacy, consis-
tently upholding the principles of the
Leninist foreign policy, prevented
the isolation of the Soviet state and
the formation of a united anti-Soviet
front of the forces of international

reaction, and how it secured the
establishment of a broad anti-Hitler
coalition with the participation of
Great Britain and the United States,
which to a great extent contributed
to the victory over fascism.

Despite the difficulties arising
from the considerable differences in
the viewpoints of the Soviet Union
and its Western allies in the anti-
Hitler coalition regarding the aims of
the war and the ways of ensuring the
post-war peace, the cooperation of
states belonging to different socio-
economic systems was successfully
carried out in the interests of deliver-
ing mankind from the threat of
barbarism.

Overcoming the bitter resistance
of the reactionary anti-Soviet forces,
Soviet diplomacy worked tirelessly
to achieve that the liberating aims of
the war and democratic principles of
the post-war peace settlement be
duly reflected in international ac-
tions and documents, in full accor-
dance with the decisive contribution
that had been made by the Soviet
Armed Forces and the entire Soviet
people in the defeat of Hitler Ger-
many and its allies and satellites.

The book gives a detailed descriP-
tion of the significant"landmarks in
the diplomatic struggle, beginning
with September 1939 and up to
August 1945. Shown are the fatal
consequences of the Munich policY
of the bourgeois-democratic states,
the emergence of two groups of
helligerent powers, the Soviet
tjnion's efforts between 1939 and
l94l to bring about collective securi-
ty und check the fascist aggression
untl later, after Hitler Germany's
nlluck on the USSR, the consistent
efforts of Soviet diplomacy to bring
sbout the establishment and consoli-
dation of an anti-fascist front. The
An8lo-Soviet Agreement of July 12,

1941, the Anglo-Soviet Treaty of
Alliance of May 26, 1942 and the
Soviet-American Agreement of June
ll, 1942 laid the beginning of the
formalion of a broad anti-Hifler coal-
ition which was joined later by
fighting France, and the patriotic
forces of Poland, Czechoslovakia,
Yugoslavia and of many other coun-
tries.

The volume contains a detailed
account of the work and important
political results of the conferences of

'the Big Three-the USSR, the USA
and Great Britain*in Teheran,
Yalta and Potsdam.

Viewed as a whole, the book is a
valuable new contribution to the
Marxist-Leninist historiography of
the Second World War. The history
of the establishment, development
and activity of the broad anti-fascist
coalition in the war years is excep-
tionally interesting and most re-
levant.

The creation of this coalition was
by no means accidental. It was
conditioned by the objective de-
velopment of the international situa-
tion following the fascist aggression.
The predatory actions of Hitler Ger-
many, fascist Italy and militarist
Japan created a direct threat to the
vital interests of the Soviet Union as
well as to a large circle of other
states belonging to the capitalist
system, including Great Britain and
the United States. In pursuance of its
predatory policy, fascism attacked
one country after another, which fell
victims to the aggressors.

By the time of Hitler Germany's
attack on the USSR in the summer of
1941, these actions of the fascist
aggressors had remained practically
unpunished. The nazis took advan-
tage of the passivity of their oppo-
nents-the bourgeois-democratic



states-which was caused bY the
shortsighted and self-seeking policy
of their ruling classes. The material
and man-power resources of these
states in the aggregate far excbeded
the corresponding resources of the
countries of the fascist bloc' But
these resources were not drawn
upon.

By the summer of 1941, the Hitler
armies had overnrn a large Part of
Western, Central and Southeast
Europe. There was a direct danger of
further fascist seizures and particu-
larly of the invasion of the British
Isles by the aggressor.

The US Armed Forces had not
been totally'mobilised and the Un-
ited States still remained formally
neutral.

Although the PeoPles on the ter-

ritories Jccupied by the Hitlerites
-ttaA 

tauttcn"a a struggle against the

i*"O"ta, and in some countries

liugosrajvia) organised people's lib-

iration armies were already operat-

ing,-iii"-tit"ation in the summer of
i-frt -U"tote 

the entrY, of the USSR

into the war-was a crucial one on

itre *t"t". There aPPeared to be no

ri"r iot"" caPable of barring the
-tottt 

ii 
"ar"nci 

of the aggressor and

of repulsing him effectivelY'

Despite the load of anti-Soviet
prejudices, the most farsighted lead-
irs-of the United States and Great
Britain realised that to fight the
fascist aggresso.r it was necessary to
act in alliance *ittr ttre Soviet Union.
This was dictated bY the entire
international situation, which was
witnessing an objective polarisation
of forces-those siding with the
aggressor, and those coming out
against him. Of course, there were
nany difficulties on the way ro th€
establishment of an anti-fascist coali'
tion, difficulties which stemmcd
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primarily from the oppositionqf two
iocial systems, to one of whidr the

USSR belonged, and the USA and

Great Britain to the other.

For the ruling classes of the

capitalist countries the main aim of
thi war was to put their most danger-
ous competitors, imPerialist Ger-
many and its allies, out of action.
The broad masses and the Progres'
sive public of Great Britain and the
Unitid States, on the contrary, ad-

vanced and uPheld anti-fascist
Iiberating aims in the war. But those
aims did not determine the govern-
ment policy of the said states and
therefore progressive public opinion
there had to bring constant pressure

to bear on the ruling circleq.

In Great Britain and the United
States, these ruling circles for a long
time barely concealed their hostile
attitude to ihe socialist Soviet Union'
Continuation of the bankruPt
Munich policY in regard to the USSR

was deigned to see the latter seri-

ously weakened as a result of the

war. Throughout the war, this reac-

tionarY tendencY was aPParent' in

certain actions of the Western Allies'
But the logic of waging war against a

common enemY demanded the estab-

lishment of genuine cooperation of
allthe sides interested, inone way or
another, in the defeat of Hitler
Germanv and its allies. Irrespective
of the iik"s or dislikes of certain
circles, objective necessity dictated
coordinated actions bY the USSR,

Great Britain, the United States,
fichtinc France and the other coun-

tries dlfending their freedom and

independence, to counter the mon-

strous military machine of Hitler
Germany.

The establishment of the anti-
Hitler coalition showed the real pos-

sibility and advisibility of military
cooperation of states, belonging to

different socio-economic systems, in
the interests of curbing tlte aggressor
and delivering mankind from the
common danger threatening it'

The great merit of Soviet diPloma-
cy, guided by the Leninist Party, was
its consistent, profoundly principled
and, at the same time, flexible PolicY
aimed at strenglhening the broad
anti-fascist coalition and at making
the maximum use oi the Allies'
resources and possibilities to hasten
victory over the enemy. The difficul-
ty of the task was that account had to
be taken of differences in views that
sometimes surfaced among the Al-
lied states on certain issues. Persis-
tence and firmness had to be shown
in those instances when there was a

direct danger of coordinated military
measures being jeopardised.

In the course of the Second World
War, the people in Great Britain, the
United States and in other countries
had the opportunity to convince
themse'lves not only of the staunch-
ness and measureless heroism of the
Soviet Army, but also of the high
degree of organisation of the Soviet
state, and the strength of the socialist
social system. Many of the anti-
communist prejudices fell to the
ground and the truth about the Soviet
Union spread. Despite all efforts of
the reactionary elements in the ruling
circles of the United States and
Great Britain, it was the realistic
approach to the problems of war
time and post-war cooperation with
the Soviet Union that ultimatelY
prevailed.

Although the brunt of the stru8€le
against Hitler Germany and its milit-
ary defeat fell to the lot of the Soviet
Armed Forces, the Western Allies

contributed their share to the vic-
tory. The military operations of the
American, British, Canadian and
French troops, and particularly the
opening of the Second Front in June
1944, made for the common victory.
American and British deliveries of
arms and military equipment to the
Soviet Army although relatively
small in proportion, covering less
than four per cent of the Soviet
Armed Forces' requirements, were
of undoubted importance for
strengthening Allied ties. News of
Soviet victories was always en-
thusiastically received by the work-
ing class and progressive circles in
the West.

Historical experience shows that
the anti-Hitler coalition in the Sec-
ond World War played an important
and progressive role, ensuring effec-
tive cooperation in the common
strue€le of the peoples and states of
different social systems. This posi-
tive experience proves that such
cooperation, already tested in the
difficult conditions of war, can just
as successfully be carried out in
peace time, particularly if such coop-
eration is dictated by a common
desire to prevent wars and the mis-
fortunes and destruction they bring
in their wake.

A study of the positive experience
of the anti-Hitler coalition is particu-
larly relevant in the present interna-
tional situation when favourable con-
ditions are emerging for constructive
action in precisely this direction.

E.Zhukov,
Academician
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A History of Korea (From Ancient
Times to the Present), Editorial
Board: Academician B.Gafurov
et al., Moscow, NaYka Pub-
lishers, 1974, Yol. l, 470 PP.;
Vol.2, 480 PP.

Soviet historical science has in
recent years been enriched bY manY

new serious researches into the his-

tory of the peoPles of the East who
have become active makers of world
history. Among these researches the
two-volume History of Korea, Pre-
oared by the Institute of Oriental
btudies,- USSR AcademY of Sci-

ences, will undoubtedlY occupy an

important place. It is the most com-
prehensive and complete publication
-on 

the subiect ever to appear in the
Soviet Union.

The reader will gain a clear picture
of the entire Drocess of the formation
of contemporarY Ko'rean societY-
from the times of ancient fossil man
on the Korean peninsula' of isolated
traces of paleolithic man, of nqolithic
settlements, the Bronze Age, etc.' up
to the earlY 190s.

The authors exPlore in detail the

development in Korea of the first
class society, the formation of feudal
relations and of the first feudal
states, the creation of a united
Korean centralised feudal state and

its decline, Korea's transformation
into a colony of Japanese imperial-
ism. The concluding chapters of the
work are devoted to the contemPor-
ary history of Korea in the Period
between the two world wars and

after the end of the Second World
War.
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Guiding themselves bY the Marxist
teaching on socio-economic forma-
tions as the methodological principle
in recreating the history of Korea the
authors debunk the various anti-
scientific concepts held bY the
apologists of colonialism and
bourgeois nationalism.

Special attention is focused on an
examination of the effect of ext6rnal
factors (conquests, the influence of
neighbouring states) on the history of
the Korean people. On the basis of
archaeological excavations, of a

study of a large number of written
monuments and a critical appraisal
of the works of different historians
(including Chinese, Japanese and
Western), the authors have explored
the question of whether these factors
have made for Kdrea's progressive
and genuinely national development.

The liberation struggle of the
Koreans dates back to earliest
timbs. Ancient Choson was the first
political union in the Korean penin-

iula. At the beginning of the 3rd
century B.C. it was attacked bY the
Chinese state of Yen losing much of
its land to the latter. When the Chin
Dynasty held swaY, Pu, the rirler of
Ancient Choson'' led a military ex-
pedrtion to win back the western
lands of his countrY that had been

torn away by China but suffered
defeat. After the unification of China
in 206 B.C. under the Han DYnastY'
Ancient Choson continued to lose its
lands and ultimately fell under the
yoke of the Han.conquerors at the
Lnd of the 2nd centurY B.C. The
native Korean tribes, however, did
not submit to the conquerors and

waged a courageous struggle against

thJ Han yoke. In iz n'c. ttre

Koguryo tribe rose uP against Han
supremacy and Put an end to it.

The early Iron Age in Korea was

influenced bv the Chinese culture of

the Han and post-Han periods. One
cannot but agree with the authors
that an assessmeni of the results of
cultural contacts is not just a matter
of establishing the proportion be-
tween what is native and what is
foreign. It includes verification of
the vitality of culture, its capacity to
enrich itself by assimilating foreign
cultures without losing its owr €s-
sential features. Korean culture has
demonstrated its viability in this
respect. The peninsula's outlying
position on the continent undoubted-
ly contributed to its bomparatively
smooth and isolated development
although not as isolated as in the case
of Japan in primitive times. It was
not engulfed by the ScYthian-
Siberian or Han cultures, the migra-
tions of the Eastern Mongoloids or
Malays-they all only sliehtly im-
pinged on it. As a result, the propor-
tion between influence ahd au-
tochthony, between the migrations
and the indigenous population
proved to be a favourable one for
Korea, more so than for Manchuria,
and enabled the Korean tribes with
the advent of the Christian era to
enter the epoch of state building.

This took place, in the opinion of a
number of historians -(opinion is
divided), between the lst century
B.C. and the 41h century A.D.
The unification of the Koguryo
tribes led to the formation of the
state o.f Koguryo. In the second half
of the 3rd century A.D. a second
Korean state took shaPe-Paekche
with its capital in Pyongyang. By the
4th century Silla became the third
powerful Korean state. The three
states waged a struggle for the unifi-
cation of the whole of the Korean
peninsula under the suPremacY of
one state.

The unification of China under the
rule of the Sui dynasty which created

a vast rnilitary-bureaucratic.state led
it to predatory, but unsuccessful,
wars against Koguryo. A detailed
study of the intricate chain of events
in the struggle of the Korean people
against foreign invaders in the 6th-
7th centuries enable the authors to
arrive at the well-grounded conclu-
sion that the feudal dynasties of
united China seriously complicated
the struggle of the three early feudal
states of Korea for unification of the
country.

The long struggle of the people
against the Chinese conquerors
ended in the unification of Korea
under the rule of the state of Silla.
This unification marked an important
historical stage in the formation of a
single Korean people. With the es-
tablishment of the unified state of
Silla, the authors conclude, there
took shape a compact ethnic, lan-
guage and cultural community which
served as the foundation for the
subsequent formation of a single
Korean nation with its own distinc-
tive culture.

The authors who have made a
penetrating analysis of a wealth of
historical material refute the mis-
leading versions of Korea's history,
according to which the Korean. na-
tion took shape and developed under
the decisive influence of neighbour-
ing Japan and China.

The weakening of the first Korean
centralised feudal statp was caused
by the growth of new powerful
feudal lords and the general uprising
of the year 889 against the intensifi-
cation of feudal oppression. Silla
disintegrated into numerous feudal
principalities.

The second centralised state in the
Korean peninsula-Koryo with its
centre in Pyongyang-arose at the
end of the l0th century. It had to
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wage a strusgle against the Khitans,
who had seized a large part of North
China and who in 946 proclaimed the
founding of the Liao Empire, to hand
ov€r to it the vast northern lands and
recognise vassalage to it. In the first
half of the l3th century the feudal
lords of Koryo entered into an agree-
ment with the Mongolian invaders
who after conquering China created
a vast empire under the Yuan Dynas-
ty. In the l4th century Korea was in
vassalage to the Ming Dynasty which
ruled China after the Mongol Empire
broke up. The sending of tribute to
China as a symbol of allegiance was
implied in the concept "sate" (ser-
vice to the elder). This concept was a
Confucian standard of what the dip-
lomatic relations of small countries
should be with their big neighbour
China. As a rule, this symbolic
recognition of vassalage did not en-
tail the "vassal's" loss of indepen-
dence in internal affairs or foreign
relations; what was implied was a
certain moral disparagemenf .

The l6th century and the first half
of the lTth century saw the weaken-
ing of the Korean centralised state.
This was due to feudal exploitation,
the mounting discontent of the mas-
ses, the sharpening class struggle and
the intensification of strife within the
ruling feudal class.

The' weakening Korean feudal
state proved incapable of preparing
the country for defence against the
threatening Japanese invasion which
in 1592'assumed enormous propor-
tions.. The Korean people, however,
rose up to fight a liberation. war.
They formed a home guard which
displayed miracles of courage in the
struggle against the Japanese, forc-
ing them to withdraw from Korean
soil.

The Japanese invasion brought in
its vrake great sacrifices, degtruction
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and a decline in Korea's productive
forces. A major consequince of the
war was that it greatly strengthened
the Churcheng state in Manchuria,
which began to make systematic
raids into Korea. The struggle con-
tinued up to 1637 when Korea was
compelled to capitulate to the Man-
chus, who made Korea break with
the Ming dynasty. Korea became a
vassal of the Chin Manchu dynasty
which established its supremacy in
China in 1544.

The facts cited in the book on the
history of Korea in the Middle Agos
conclusively show that the whole of
this history was, in effect, an epic of
continuous struggle against foreign
invaders and in d6fence of the right
to an independent national existence.

The advent of modern times found
Korea isolated from the outside
world. Beginning with the l9th cen-
tury the feudal mode of production
in the country could already no
longer ensure the growth of its
productive forces. Like China,
Korea attracted the capitalist powers
of the West as a market for industrial
goods and as a source of raw materi-
als, as well as a spring-board for
aggression against the Asian coun-
tries. The invasion of foreign capital
into the peninsula began in the 1870s.
Japan who, after the Meitsi revolu-
tion, took the path of capitalist
development was nurturing exten-
sive expansionist plans. It was
backed in this by the United States
and Britain who sought to weaken
tsarist Russia's positions in the Far
East and to establish their own
influence there. A tangle of con-
tradictions arose between the West-
ern capitalist powers, Japan and
tsarist Russia in the Far East. After
Russia's defeat in the war with Japarr
(1904-1905), thel latter occupied
Korea and in 1910 annexed it.

The Great October Socialist Re-
volution produced a powerful echo
in the countries of Asia, including
Korea. The second volume of i
Hlstory of Korea gives a picture of
the people's liberation struggle in the
country beginning with 1917. The
communist movement there emerged
in the first half of the t920s. ihe
authors devote many pages to it and
3ive a profound analysis of the
working-class movement and of the
class actions of the Korean pro-
letariat.

The new factor that changed the
character of the liberation movement
in Korea was the armed struggle of
Korean patriots in Manchuria. It was
launched h 1932 by a partisan de-
tachment formed by Kim ll-sung of
Korean settlers on the territory of
north-east China. In 1934 the Korean
People's Revolutionary Army was
formed. It often operated together
with Chinese partisan detachments.

During the Second World War
Japanese imperialism assigrred colo-
nial Korea the important role of
being its military-industrial base. The
number of Japanese enterprises in
the country increased considerably
during the'war years. In 1945 the
Korean working class numbered
more than two million persons. They
constituted a decisive force in the
struggls against the Japanese col-
onialists, a force capable of heading
the people in the strucgtle for a new,
independent and genuinely democra-
tic Korea.

The liberating mission of the
Soviet Union in the Far East in the
Second World War years did not end
with assistance to the peoples of the
Far East in delivering them from the

external enemy-foreign irrrperial-
ism. It pursued another important
objective-that of furthering s.ocial
progress and revolutionary changes
in the broadest sense. The iuthorJof
Volume Two examine in detail the
conditions that were created after
the liberation of Korea in lgl5 for
the revival of the country by its
democratic forces. The landing of
America! troops in September 1945in Soutli Korea complicated the
political situation in the country and
hampered the implementation of the
Cairo (1913) and potsdam (1945)
agreements on the establishment of
an independent Korean state.

In the chapters that follow, rich in
factual material, the authors unfold a
picture of the truly sweeping changes
that have taken place in the KorJan
peninsula following the establish-
ment of the Korean people's.Demo-
cratic Republic in 194E, of the libera-
tion war of 1950-1953 in which the
KPDR upheld the righr to its exis-
tence and to build a socialist industri-
al-agrarian state in North Korea,
how in l96l-1y70 the republic passed
on to the full-scale building of social-
ism and how, under the leadership of
their Workers' Party, the people in a
historically short period changea the
face of their country in the north.

The volume under review shows
that the Korean People's Democratic
Republic is fighting unremittingly for
the peaceful settlement of Korea's
reunificatlon and for a lasting peace
in Asia.

A.Dublnsky,
D.Sc.(Hist.)
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himitive Society. Fundamental
Problems of Development, Mos-
cow, Nauka Publishers, 1975,

285 pp.

The team of authors of this collec-
tive work of the Institute of Ethnog-
raphy of the USSR AcademY of
Sciences (Editor-in-Chief A.Per-
shits) includes Soviet scholars in
various disciplines-from an-
thropology to sociologY and
philosophy. To a large extent this
makes the work comPrehensive,
covering the entire range of aspects
in which the history of primitive
society can and must be studied.

The authors analyse such imPor-
tant from the general methodological
point of view problems as the an-
thropogenesis, sociogenesis, rise and
development of the communal-clan
system, the mechanism of the forma-
tion of classes, and the highlights of
the development of Primitive
societies in their interaction with
class societies. This is perhaps the
first work in Soviet literature on the
history of primitive society that has
such a wide historical and geographi-
cal range.

The emergence of man and societY
is the subject of Chapter One (author
V.Alexeyev). The discoveries of re-
cent years, chiefly in East Africa,
have made the problem of the bor'
derline between animals and man
unprecedentedly acute. For in-
stance, some scholars (V.Yakimov'
Yu.Semyonov) classify such beings
as Homo habilis as an animal, while
others (L.Leakey, P.BoriskovskY'
M.Uryson) refer them to the categ-
ory of man. AlexeYev himself is

incliried to accept the latter view-
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point, and this is seen in his
classification of the familY of
hominids. This classification is based
on morphological indications, and it
is systematically compared with
phases of the development of stone
industry, from which it receives its
objective confirmation. The author
thus shows that the new Paleo-
anthropological and archaeological
finds bear out the immutability of the
Marxist understanding of labour as
the creator of man. In characterising
ancient man's social links the author
offers the view, which, while being
argumented, remains questionable,
that there was no promiscuity in the
primitive herd. Drawing upon new
information, particularly the studies
of G. Schaller and L Emlen, Alex-
eyev suggests abandoning the tradi-
tional understanding of the birth of
social links as the sole instrument of
the suppression of zoological indi-
vidualism.

Central place in this work is oc-
cupied by the chapters "Emergence
gnd Development of the Clan SYs-
tem" (L.Fainberg) and "The Disin-
tegration of the Primitive Communal
System and the Rise of Class Socie-
ty" (A.Khazanov). These chapters
are a study of a long phase of the
development of primitive socie-
ty-from the crystallisation of
human society to the appearance of
antagonistic classes. The authors do
not confine themselves to generalis-
ing available data on such cardinal
problems as the prerequisites, time
and forms of the rise of the clan, the
correlation of the clan, commune
and family, the consecutive phases
of the development of the clan
system, the conditions of the disin-
tegration 9f primitive-communal rela-
tions. the birth of antagonistic social
classes and the origin of the first
state formations, but in some cases

they suggest original solutions for
disputed problems. For example,
they offer the consideration that
during the Middle Paleolithic there
were local pre-clan and clan com-
munities, and that this was a con-
crete expression of the unevenness
of historical development. We tend
to agree with them that the conclu-
lions about the preclan and early
clun communities of the close of the
Middle and early Upper Paleolithic,
drawn on the basis of data on
backward ethnographic groups are
methodologically erroneous. Furth-
er, we feel attention is merited by the
thesis that the attempts started by
Lewis H. Morgan to reconstruct the
most ancient forms of clans and
communes on the basis of present-
day hoe-using agricultural clan com-
munes, that are far distant from them
both chronologically and by their
development stage, are justified (al-
though this is rejected by some
modern investigators), Much of Mor-
gan's data and assumptions retain
their significance to this day.

In considering the later stages of
the clan system, the authors justifi-
ably focus special attention on the
economic reasons of its disintegra-
tion-the appearance of a regular
surplus product, the spread of ex-
change and the social division of
labour. In recent years there has
been an extensive discussion in
Soviet science over which of the two
factors of the formation of an-
tagonistic classes noted by En-
gels - through property inequality or
through social differentiation-pre-
dominated in the epoch of the forma-
tion of classes. One can agree with
the opinion, given in the book, that
although one of these two factors
could be more pronounced in some
specific societies, they are only two
inter-related sides of one and the
same phenomenon, and that it is

therefore difficult to separate one
from the other.

In their analysis of how the clan-
tribal aristocracy appeared, the au-
thors take into account the simul-
taneous operation of economic,
functional and genealogical factors,
but note the priority of economic
reasons. In this area too, as in the
scrutiny of questions related to an-
thropogenesis and sociogenesis, new
ethnographical material confirms the
Marxist teaching on the primitive
epoch.

For a long time essentially primi-
tive societies existed side by side
with societies in which there were
class relations and the corresponding
superstructural |henomena; the re-
lations between them were complex
and many-faceted. For that'reason
the question of a centre's links with
outlying regions is of considerable
theo-retical importance in the history
of mankind. This importance persists
also because in some modified forms
this problem exists today in a large
portion of the Third World. For that
reason we feel that the inclusion of
two chapters on the primitive outly-
ing regions is justified. The chaptir
written by A.Khasanov with the
participation of L.Kubbel and
S.Sozina deals with the primitive
outlying region of pre-capitalist soci-
ety, and the chapter by I.Andreyev
and L, Fainberg traces the destiny of
primitive outlying regions in mod'ern
and latest times.

During different periods of the
history of human society, we learn
from these chapters, the relationship
between the centre and the outlying
regions had both common features
and tangible differences. Whereas
the centre influences the outlying
regions in all cases (borrowing from
the centre in the sphere of technolo-
gy, ideology and socio-political or-
ganisation), the outlying regions do



not always influence the centre. The
authors believe that with the widen-
ing of the development gulf between
soiieties of central and outlYing
regions the latter's significance in
their mutual relations steadily de-

clines. Whereas a slave-owning soci-
ety can hardly be imagined without a

primitive outlying regions supplying
it with its principal productive force,
under feudalism the existence of
outlying regions was not an indis-
pensable condition but only an addi-
iional unfavourable factor of
socio-economic evolution. However,
in both cases a certain possibility is
preserved of the outlYing regions
actively influencing the cenfre. How-
ever, with the appearance of the
capitalist mode of Production in
some countries the character of the
interconnections undergoes a ftnda-
mental changel the outlying regions
become exclusively a passive object
of exploitation.

The question of the PossibilitY of

HE{KLIHA M.8., Bacu.nuil Ocu'
noeu,4 KJttoqeecrutt. HcmoPux
?tcusuu u meoPqecmoa. M.,
n3A-Bo <HaYKa>, 1974,638 crP.

NECHKINA M.V', VasrlY
Osipovich KlYuchevsrY. His
Life and Work, Moscow, Nauka
Publishers, 1974, 638 PP.

This book bY Academician
M.Nechkina is a new contribution to
Soviet studies of Russian historical
science, in the monographic study of
the life and work of its leading men.
The appearance of this book is a
natural development both for our
historiography and for the work of
Acadernician Nechkina herself. It
could have been created onlY after
the writing of the course of the
history of the USSR, and onlY after
painstaking collection and study oI
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utilising the traditional socio-
economic and socio-political institu-
tions of outlying societies under
conditions of their non-capitalist de-
velopment and the question of the
forms of such utllisation of these
institutions are raised in an extreme-
ly interesting way. These questions
are considered in the closing chapter
on the basis of data on the numerical'
ly small nations of the Soviet North
and Far East and individual African
countries that have adoPted the
socialist orientation. The inclusion of
these sections in the book shows
how important from the methodolog-
ical and practical point of view
Marxist-Leninist elaboration of the
problems of primitive society is for
understanding erdntosocial and na'
tional relations in the modern epoch.

A.Okladnftov,
Academician

G.Bongard-Ievln,
D.Sc.(Hist.)

the texts (or preparation for the
press) of the vast legacy of
V.Klyuchevsky (1841-1911). It was
quite natural for M.Nechkina to hav€
written this book because for years
she has been at the centre of these
extensive historical, historiographi-
cal and archaeographical studies.

The first chapter describes how
Klyuchevsky's works were studied.
It is based on a vast amount of
material, collected over a half-
century, and showing the intricacies
through which Klyuchevsky's legacy
has gone in Soviet and in bourgeois
historiography. In bourgeois his-
toriography Klyuchevsky was consi-
dered the founder of the scientific
school of Russian historiography, his
name was the banner of academic
science, first in Russia, and after the
October Revolution and the split of

thc KlyuchevskY school into two
camps, in Russian 6migr6 historiog-
raphy; the modern bourgeois his-
toriographical writings seek to con-
trast KlyuchevskY as the summit of
science in Russia to Soviet historiog-
raphy.

M.Nechkina's book cuts at the
roots of the speculations based on a
prcsentation of KlYuchevskY as

standing over and above the struggle,
outside of politics, non-partisan sci-
entist. The author shows that
Klyuchevsky's approach was parti-
san approach through and through'
but that he was frequently powerless
in his methodological efforts to the
same extent that he was great as a
penetrating analyst. This determines
ihe great scientific and political sig-
nificance of the work under review.

The monograph contains a histori-
cal analysis of Klyuchevsky's life
and work, which is closelY interwo-
ven with a presentation of his family
circle, scientific environment and the
country's socio-political life.

The author shows us the internal
content of the process in which a
keen-witted student of a theological
college in Penza develoPed into a

caustic critic of the Church; an
apologist of the state of the nobility
into a severe critic of the social
parasitisrn of the gentry; a supporter
of the monarchy into a man who
produced the historical arguments
ior the need to overthrow it. This
was achieved by the author not onlY
through a painstaking reading of
every scrap of writing left bY the
historian in his lectures, diaries,
letters, and aPhOrisms, through a
comparison of what he said, and
what others said about him, but
mainly through a rare abilitY to
project every fact of the scientist's
life and activity onto a social back-
ground which has been studied in
great detail.

As a recent graduate from the
theological college, KlYuchevskY
finds himself in the midst of agitated
students in Moscow. He finds the
young noblemen alien to his sPirit,
and fears the revolutionarY demo-
crats: he ls terrified to stand between
these two fires, but he is there, and
this shaky position ultimately be-
comes the platform qf his life as a
scientist. KlyuchevskY cannot be
understood, says the author, without
this impulse of the 1860s.

The author takes the reader along
the stages of Klyuchevsky's creative
effort, showing the origination and
embodiment of the schemes of all his
main works: from his candidate's
thesis, "A Foreigner's RePorts on
the Moscow State" (1865), his mas-
ter's thesis, "Lives of the Saints as a
Hiitorical Source" (1871), his doc-
toral thesis, "The Boyar Duma in
Ancient Rus" (1882), and finally his
"Course of Russian History" (1904-

191l). That was the course of his life,
and it stemmed from his exPerience
of uninterrupted effort in lecturing.

An understanding of KlYuchevs-
ky's creative biography helps materi-
ally to enrich the profound analysis
of his courses of lectures of the
1880s (not published in his lifetime)
such as "Methodology", "Terminolo-
gy", "A History of the Estates",
"source Studies", "Historiography",
"Western Influence in Russia after
Peter", the Abastuman course of
world history (1893-1895), including
a history of America, and finally his
second speech on Pushkin (1899).

These courses reflect both the his-
torian's strong . Points and his
methodological failure.

The author brings out all the
evidence available in the sources on
the wealth of his spiritual world, his
creative quest and doubts of the
historian, who had appeared to have



reached the summit. He was tor-
mented by the absence of "method".
For years, throughout his life, begin-
ning with his course on methodology
(1884-1885 academic year), he seeks
to answer the question of what is
historical regularities, and how, by
what and where history is impelled to
move. Here is a remarkable admis-
sion: "Our Russian historical writing
cannot be accused of lack of indus-
try.... It has processed a great deal;
but I will not be falsely accusing it if
I say that it does not know whht is to
be done with the material it has
processed; it does not even know
whether it has done a gqod job in
processing it." (M.Nechkina, Yasily
Osipovich Klyuchevsky, Moscow,
ln4, p.260, in RusSian). Later,
Klyuchevsky temporarily accepted
the law of sufficient reason, while
arguing that some laws in social life
were much more unconditional than
astronomic laws, and insisting that
"life is like a religious procession. It
is vain for those who happen to be in
the front ranks of the crowd to
imagine that they are leading the
rest". (V.A.Maklaltov, "Extracts
from Reminiscences", Moscow Uni-
versity, 1755-1930. Anniversary Col-'
lection, Paris, 1930, p.307.)

Taking the powerful figure of
Klyuchevsky as an example, Nech-
kina has revealed very well the
meaning of the crisis of bourgeois
science. Throughout her book, she
scrupulously shows how vainlY
Klyuchevsky tried to tie in his eclec-
tic historical scheme with the conclu-
sions which sprang from his concrete
socio-economic studies and from his
socio-political experience. She
shows how powerless were his at-
tempts to combine the idea of the
state-the idea of universal wel-
fare * with the "nobiliary syllogism"
about the illegitimacy of the ser-
fholding system over the last century

nt

of its existence: the nobility itself
had been released from various ser'
vitudes in 1762, but had retained all
the rights earlier based on these
servitudes. The author shows how
painfully Klyuchevsky pondered on
the unity of the Russian historical
process, while cutting apart the
living fabric of his country's
past into mutually unconnected
periods-halting places on the waY
of colonisation-"the DniePer
period", "the Upper Volga period",
"the Great Russian period", and "the
All-Russian period". She tells us that
Klyuchevsky, hampered by his'high
official post and academic traditions,
slyly ryrote lvtiat he did not think,
while expressing his innermost
thoughts on the various pages of his
diaries and in his aphorisms.

M.Nechkina is a fair historiog'
rapher. Having proved Klyuchevs-
ky's theoretical collapse, ehe then
goes on to assert with the weight of
her whole book that his bourgeois
limitations were a far cry from
self-complacency and confidence
about his own conclusions; that al-
though he was no historical material-
ist, his anxious quest for the meaning
of history in general, and of Russian
history in particular, stirred the souls
of his readers and especially of his
audiences. In addition, Klyuchevsky
was also a gfeat lecturer who aP'
peared to his enchanted audiences to
be "a traveller who had just visited
past ages and who was telling them
what he had himself seen and
heard" (Ibid.., p. fll). fne author
writes in detail about the vast eflort
he put into his lectures.

M.Nechkina draws attention to the
innovatory aspects of Klyuchevs-
ky's scientific activity, like his great
achievement as a source scientist
who made a study of almost 5,0fi)
Lives of the Saints; his elaboration
of the genesis of the,autocracy in

Russia and the changing extent of
social participation in running the
country, as illustrated by the eight
centuries of the Duma. Klyuchevsky
contrasted his own "constitutional
vicw" of the BoYar Duma to
V.Sergeyevich's "autocratic view",
thereby inllicting a heavy and well-
mcrited blow at the formal-juridical
school in Russian science. And it is,
of course, noteworthY that having
traced developments from the Boyar
Duma to the reforms of the mid-lfth
century, a quart€r-century later, in
the revolutionary year of 1905, at the
invitation of Nicholas II he found
himself taking part in a conference
convened to draw up an institution
called the Duma. KlYuchevskY's
writings about the Duma, despite his
incorrect view of the role of classes,
advanced social compiehension of
Russia's social history.

To what Klyuchevsky did in the
sphere of Russia's social history are
fully applicable the words with
which he opened the discussion of
the dissertation submitted by one of
his students, P:Milyukov, when he
said: "Your work raises more ques-
tions than it provides answers. That
is not a sliortcoming. Sometimes it is
hardtr to put a question than to
answer it, as it is harder to notice a
hole than to mend it." [A.Maklakov,
op. cit., p.302; about the discussion
see. V. O. KlyuchevskY, Works,
Vol.V[I, Moscow, 1959, pP.l77'lE3
(in Russian)1. Klyuchevsky raised
many new questions, and found
many "holes" in historical science.
He was forced cautiouslY to avoid
the "dangerous" materialistic ways
by his liberal-bourgeois outlook and
by the constant direct and indirect
incursions of the police authorities
into his personal and scientific life
(from l8E6 he was under Police
suiveillance, and this continued even
in 189).

In the book under review the new
facts and conclusions about
Klyuchevsky displace the old and
erroneous notions, like the one that
Klyuchevsky had dealt exclusively
with the history of Russia, when, in
fact, in his Abastuman Course he
had made one of the first attempts to
present the world-historical process
with the introduction of Russian
topics. Another continuing precon'
ception is that he never went beyond
the lTth century in his scientific
studies, while his Course of Russian
History was based on his lithog-
raphic lectures of the 1880s. There is
no reason, says Nechkina, to break
up the foundation of the Cozrse into
two halves and to let it rest on one of
these, ignoring the other. The other
is Klyuchevsky's studies of the sub-
sequent period, including his studies
on the history of the 18th-1fth cen-
turies. This conclusion is based on a
strict textological and ideological
analysis by the author of the creative
history of the Cotrse, and the chap-
ter dealing with this is one of the best
in the book. The Course contains all
the flaws of KlyuchevskY's
methodology, with its primacy of
policy over economy, with virtually
no history of the working people, a
vague notion of classes, €tc.
Nevertheless, in Russian science
that was the first course with a
problem periodisation, and its very
nature was alien to both the serf'
holding system and the autocracy, so
connecting with Klyuchevsky's last
articles which he wrote at the age of
70 on his death-bed, in hospital....

Klyuchevsky's influence on the
historical science of the 20th century
is vast, although his contemporaries,
who had no knowledge of his lecture
courses of the 1880s and 1890s, orof
his diaries and aphorisms, and were
not equipped with an understanding
of historical regularities, were proba'

ziD



bly unable fully to appreciate the
fruidulness of the new trails blazed
by the great bourgeois historian. It
would probably be interesting to
ttudy his specific features within the
framework of the world bourgeois
historiography and sociology con-
temporary with his Course, where
the problems of classes, class strug-
gle, etc., that tormented Klyuchevs-
ky, had long been considered and
solved. That is perhaps where we
shall find the answer as to why he
turned his back not only on historical
materialism, but also on bourgeois
classical sociology. The question
about Klyuchevsky's attitude to the
intelligentsia, which is dealt with
repeatedly in the book, can apparent-
ly still be further considered as part
of the problem of the relationship

qYII,IHOB. 3. M. Teopua om-
Hoc umerabxocmu u $uaocofiu*
M., floaurngqar, lYl 4, 3M crp.

CHUDINOV E. M., The Theory oJ
Relativity and Philosophy, Mos-
cow, Politizdat Publishers, 194,
304 pp.

Present-day methodological think-
ing is increasingly aware that the old
rigid-deterministic scherne of classi-
cal epistemology is far from an
adequate reflection of the actual
cognition situation. In the new pic-
ture of the genesis of theoretical
knowlidge now taking shape and the
subsequent establishment of its au-
thenticity and objective proof a fit-
ting place is being taken up by
philosophy, whose heuristic ideas
and principles have proved to be
variously involved in every elernent
of the real cognition process.

The most convincing evidence of
this comes from the history of the
origination and development of the

28t)

between society and the people, and
also between the advanced students
and society.

The importance of M.Nechkina's
book goes well beyond the limits of
the task she.set herself. This is a
specimen of historiographical re-
search synthesising the long and
complicated process of relationship
between the creative individual and
society. Nechkina's analysis of
Klyuchevsky's scientific quest clear-
ly shows the weali sociological basis
of landowner-bourgeois historiog-
raphy in Russia, and the miehty
breakthrough into the future effected
in our science with the aid of histori-
cal materialism.

Y.Pashuto,
D.Sc.(Hist.)

theory of relativity. Indeed, it has
turned out that this theory is based
on a number of epistemological prin-
ciples and hypotheses which in the
aggregate constitute its philosophical
implications. In the book under re-
view, these implications are shown
through an analysis of two
metatheoretical principles: the prin-
ciple of observability and the princi-
ple of sirnplicity, which, the author
says, have had a considerable heuris-
tic role to play in the structuring of
the theory of relativity.

The results of thorough scientific
historical and logico-epistemological
research over the past few years
show that the real origination of this
theory has been far from simple. The
impetus to this retrospective reflec-
tion has come from the repeated
statements by Einstein himself,
which rvere such a source of perplex-
ity for naive-materialistic and
logico-empirico-minded methodolog-
ists. He said that in the structuring of

-thc special theory of relativity
Michelson's experiment did not play
any role at all, or at any rate, did not
have decisive role to play because,
said Einstein, he had beenconvinced
on the strength of general considera-
tions that there is no absolute move-
ment at all, so that his whole re_
search task boiled down to combin-
ing this with what was known in
clectrodynamics.

The aufhor tries to sort out in
theoretice.cognitive tqrms the gener-
al considerations on the baiis of
which the principles of the special
theory of relativity were formulated.
Justly assuming that these consisted
of definite epistemological proposi-
tions, the author points first'and
foremost to the principle of observa-
bility. The author believes that the
meaning of this principle for
epistemology in general lerms
amounts to the following: the princi_
ple of observability expressis the
requrrement that the theoretical
should be tied in with the empirical,
a.nd n9t just a tying-in of theoiy with
the observable magnitudes, but that
the tying-in should involve the prim-
ary concept of the theory. Further-
lnore, because various physical
theories have different sysiems of
grimalV . concepts, immediately
linked with practice, there is no
observability principle which is com-
mon for the whole of physics, just asno physical theory can claim a
monopoly right to its substantial
interpretation.

Let us note that Einstein himsell
took a highly restrained view of the
observability principle. This fact
calls for special circumspection in
any logicgl reconstruction of Eins-
tein's thinking and his structuring of
the special theory of relativity. Tius,
the elimination from the conceptuai
structure of physics of the concept
of absolute time may be interpretid

not only as a cognitive act in accor_
dance with the requirements of the
principle of observability, but equal_ly as a typical instance 

- 
of

operationalist analysis (no wonder
Bridgernan considers the special
theory of relativity ai the natural_
sctence premise for the philosophy
of operationalism). ThiJ produies
the. need for a special conceptual
analysis of the problem situation,
because everything depends on th;
view taken of what is obsenable. if
the latter is characterised as an
experimental-measurement mag_
nitude with an indication of the rell
experimental situation and a descrip_
tion of the experimental installatidn
involved, the concept of what is
obseruable in principle coincides
wnqh !vha! is operationally defined-
This, for its part, produces a number
of- subtle questions bearing on the
relationship between the principle ol
observability and the opirationalist
criterion of the meaningbf concepts.
They have been regardJd as identical
!V some authors. Meanwhile,
Bridgeman himself has refused to
have anything to do with the princi_
ple of observability (in its'initial
Heisenbergian interpretation, at any
r-ate). In this context, it appears that
the author's critique of operational-
isrn would have been much more
concrete and effective, if it had been
tied in with an analysis of the
narrowly empirical interpretation of
the principle of observability as pro_
duced by early neopositivism. ^Be_

sides, this logical analysis would
have made it possible to produce a
more.precise epistemological charac_
teristic of the principle of observabil-
ity and, accordingly, in the context
of the evolution of the concept of
this .principle among the leading
physlcists to specify its real heuristic
potential, thereby determining its
position within the system of the
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methodological principles of modern
physics, and also to bring out more
itearty the actual weaknesses of
operationalist methodology' Thus'
the author, when dealing with the
operationalist interpretation of the
criterion of physical meaning, re-
duces it (after Einstein) to the re-
quirement of "a separate empirical
verification of every assertion of
physical theory".

At this point there is need to
emphasise that Einstein himself ,

whin dealing with the need for
empirical verification only of the
consequences flowing from theory,
drew attention to the fact that "ex-
perimental verification" is a property
not only of the given assertionbut
also of the concepts, included in that
assertion, as related to practice, and

these are, in effect, different things.
Furthermore, Bridgeman's use of the
term "operational verification" is
broader in content than the conven-
tional term "empirical verification"
because operation implies not only
experimental oPeration but also
paper-and-pencil operation, that is,
puiely logical action (as applied to
itre operational interpretation. of
mathematical and abstract physical
concepts).

Finally, latter-day operationalism
(taking 1936 as a starting point, when
Bridgeman's book, The Nature ol
Physical T?teory,appeared) did not in
any sense insist on a separate empiri-
cal verification of every assertion of
physical theory. On the contrary, in
his polemics with orthodox interpre-
tations of the principle of observabil-
ity, Bridgeman oPPosed any at-
tempts to produce direct and con-
cretb correlation of cll the elements
of mathematised theorY.

In this context, there is also need

to specify Chudinov's generalised
conclusion concerning the relation
between the PhilosoPhY of
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operationalism and physics, when he

says: "Conceived as a Programme
for establishing closer links between
physical theory and €xperiment and
ior overcoming the a Piori aP-
proach, it leads to the oPPqsite-
iesults: to subiectivism, to a denial ot
the obiective content of PhYsicl'.
This conclusion must have been
based on the tendency towards indi-
vidualising operations with the con-
sequent accent on their uniqueness,
which leaped to the eYe in Bridge-
man's early research. Later on,
Bridgeman specially emphasised that
operations were repeatable and iden-

tifiable and, hence, also obiective.
Some students of oPerationalism
who consider the latter not as a

special theory of semantic rules of
the connection between theoretical
terms and the predicates of observa-
tion (that is, a theory akin to the
reductionist concePtion of know-
ledge in neopositivism), but as a

more general theoretico-cognitive
doctrine, reasonably iegard it as an

attempt to analyse scientific creative
effort, which, however, Proves to be
justified only for one research situa-
tion, which is called "man'
instrument".

As for the princiPle of simPlicitY,
to which the author devotes special
attention alongside the principle of
observability, let us note, first of all,
the specific approach to the question
itself. In present-day methodological
writings, the principle of simplicity is
mainly considered in connection
with the problem of selection of
formulated conceptual systems. But
Chudinov has a different PurPose:
through a philosophical comprehen-
sion of the origination of the theory
of relativity, he wants to bring out
the constructive potentialities of this
methodological fundamental princi'
ple in the shaping 9f a new sYstem of
knowledge in general.

Researchers, when dealing with
remantic simplicity, as a rule make a
definite ontological assumption
about the simplicity of the material
world itself, a tradition that can be
traced from Newton to Einstein. But
the other view is that the world in
itself is not simple, although science
eccks to simplify its descriptions.
Thc author of the book under review
believes that the principle of simplic-
ity successfully serves the purposes
of scientific knowledge and has ful-
filled a heuristic function to the
extent to which it has reflected a
definite aspect of the objective
world. Considering the question of
the objective basis of the principle of
simplicity in the context of dialecti-
cal categories like the general and the
individual, the author reaches the
following conclusion: t'The,world,
taken as an aggregation of all its
phenomena, is not simple in Oc-
kham's sense of the word. But it
does have an objective aspect of
simplicity-the objective laws
which are expressed through objec-
tive complexity, the phenomena of
the real world."

On the whole, without objecting to
this conclusion, I should like merely
to point out another and more gener-
al aspect of the problem. The tradi-
tional viewrof the simplicity of the
world as itt internal harmony or the
conformity of natural phenomena
and processes to laws, which lies at
the origine of the empirical method
and which has had a definite heuris-
tic role to play in developing natural
science, reflects only one, even if
highly important, aspect of the mat-
ter. After all, the scientific descrip-
tion of nature includes not only laws
which are associated with simplicity,
but also the initial conditions which
may be regarded as embodying the
complexity of the world's structure.
The simplicity and, complexity of

nature could be expressed in the
idiom of fundamental cosmological
conceptions of the homogeneity and
heterogeneity of the world which is
expressed not only on the level of
phenomena but also, one would as-
sume, on the level of substance.
From this standpoint, the world ap-
.pears as a unity of the properties of
homogeneity and heterogeneity,
which, for its part, is expressed in
epistemological terqs in the dialec-
tics of the category of neccsrity and
chance.

That being so, the true meaning of
simplicity is brought out only on the
level of epistemological analysis,
when it is comprehended as a special
category of the rnethodology of
science.

A positive aspect of the book is
that in it the conerete epistemologi-
cal analysis of the principles of
observability and simplicity is not
paramount, but is aimed at solving a
more general problem, that of com-
prehending the ways in which the
philosophical basis of physical sci-
ence is shaped. The author, taking
the formation of the theory of re-
lativity as his example, shows that
the impact of philosophy on physics
is expressed not only in the interpre-
tation of the latter's concrete results,
but also-and this is important-in
the formation of philosophical
hypotheses bearing on the principles
of physical science. It would appeax
that a real premise for including this
general principle in the basis oI
physical theory should consist in the
philosophical syst€m within whose
framework this fundrimental princi-
ple has been most adequately inter-
preted. However, the origination and
development of the fundamental
theoretical conceptions of the 20th
century show that the assimilation of
philosophical ideas by science is far
from being so straighdorrtard. The
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starting methodological principle-s of
the nJw PhYsics were, in effect'
created by the scientists themselves
bv the trial-and-error method bY

*tri"t th"y were guided in their
research. Of course, this Process
was not in anY sense something
totally isolated from the general

intellectual background of the epoch
which had taken shaPe under the
impact of traditional philosophical
syitems, but their fundamental epis-
timological propositionb, which de-
termined the stYle and method of
scieniific thinking in general, were in
effect, shaped under the imPact of
circumstances that were largely acci-
dental frorn the standpoint of the
logic underlying the interaction be-

tween philosophY and science.
From this angle, the author anal-

vses in detail the relationshiP be-

iween the methodotogical principles
of the theory of relativitY and the
philosophical conceptions of Hume,
Mach and Kant. He shows the evolu-
tion of Einstein's assessment of
these philosophers' scientific and

RYABCHIKOV A., The Changing
Face of the Eanh, The Structure
and DYnamics of theGeosPhere',
hs Natural DeveloPmen$ and
Changes Caused bY Mcn, Mos-
cow, 

-hogress Publishers, 1975,

206 pp.(in Enelish).

In his book A. RYabchikov, D' Sc'
(Geogr.), the Dean of the -!ePart-
ment of GeograPhY at the Moscow
State University, has generalised and

systematised present-day scientific
ideas on the structire and dYnamics
of the natural environment and the

changes made in it bY man.
In-the monograPh the concePt of

the geosphere is examined as an

integial material system, whose
dynamic equilibrium is determined
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methodological ideas. I have found
especially interesting his analysis of
Einstein;s attitude to Hume and
Mach, for his initial uncritical accep'
tance of their empiri'cal philosophy

necessarily had a negative influence
on the w6rk of the Young scientist.
Unfortunately, the author has not
considered the philosophy of Spin-
oza, under whose direct influence
Einitein worked throughout hib life.
Such an analysis would have largely
helped to clarify the true philosophi-
cal-motives of Einstein's approach to
the cosmological Problem, which in
the book are somewhat obscured [Y
an overstatEd assessment of the role
of Mach's princiPle.

These remarks do not, of course,
make any difference to mY high
asseSsment of the book as a whole,
which contains an analysis and sys'
tematisation of an abundance of
material on the meaningful
philosophical problems of the theory
of relativity.

A. Tursunov

today not only bY natural factors
(solar radiation, the energetics of the
tectonic. processes, biogenic ener-
gy), but by technogenic factors con-
nected with the raPid growth in
world production.

In the first part of the book the
concepts of the geosPhere, land'
schaft, the energy balance of the
productivity of the biosPhere are
inalysed. The historical method used
by the author allows us to trace the
emirgence of natural zones and the
stages in their development, and how
they took shape during the period of
man's active intervention in natural
processes.

The second part of the book deals
with man's influence on the land-
schaft, with the issues of population

irowth and provision of the popula-
tlon with food, water, oxygen, and
mlncral resources. The author's re-
roarch into the natural purification of
thc geosphere of technogenic
wastes, into the state of and pros-
pccts for using the resources of our
planet, is the first of its kind. His
analysis of a wide range of questions
lr based on the latest sources and on
his own calculations. Examining the
many complex phenomena in detail
and showing their positive and nega-
tive sides, the Soviet author favours
an active, but wise intervention of
man in natural processes. He dernon-
strates that when natural resources
are used scientifically, the natural
potential of the landschaft is ever
increasing.

For the first time in Soviet litera-
ture, the development of an-
thropogenic landschaft is discussed
so thoroughly and extensively. The
author considers that present-day
landschaft is a complicated territorial
combination of slightly changed

AHAHIIT{EB R. B. Ilpodaerilb, oK-
pyxatot4eit cpedu, sHepzuu u
npupoiluux pecypcoa (uerc-
iyuapoduuil acnerm). M., ugg-
no <flporpecc", 1974,168 crp.

ANANICHEV K. V., Problems ol
the Environment, Energy and
Natural Resources (From an
inftrnational Viewpoint), Mos-
cow, frogress Publishers, 1974,
168 pp. (English and French
translations of the book are to
be published by Progress Pub-
lishers, Moscow, in 196.)

This book is devoted to an analysis
of a number of the crucial problems
engendered by the scientific and
technological revolution which are
having a considerable impact upon
international relations.

natural landschaft and of an-
thropogenic and technogenic land-
schaft. Moreover, the latter is part of
the geosphere. However, man con-
stantly maintains the natural equilib-
rium in them. On the basis of this
study the typification of anthropo-
genic landschaft is carried out.
It reflects the real meaqing of the ties
between human activity and nature
which are objectively brought about
by the development of production to
satisfy the constantly growing needs
of society.

Today science can no longer be
limited to just an analysis of the ties
with nature. New tasks face it, such
as making an integrated study of the
effect of man's activities on nature;
forecasting the development of land-
schaft and working out recommenda-
tions for the rational use of natural
resources. The book by A. Ryab-
chikov is indubitably a contribution
to solving these tasks.

Yu. Yermekov

K. Ananichev examines the ques-
tion of the environment as one
indissolubly linked with other "tech-
nological" problems of today. Indi-
vidual chapters of the work deal with
the problems of environmental pro-
tection and the rational use of natural
resources, energy and energy re-
seryes, and also urban development
and man's creative activity. The
author discusses in detail the state of
international cooperation, and its
prospects and, in this connection,
the question of establis.hing an inter-
national environment monitoring
system; the scientific, technological,
economic and philosophical aspects
of environmentd problems are
methodologically brought together.
K. Ananichev subjects to convincing
criticism the concepts of the Club of



Rome, the Project of the Predica-
ment of Mankind, and a number of
other Western theories, which are in
some way or other connected with
the environmental problem. The au-

thor brings in examples characteris'
tic of the Soviet approach to the

solution of the Problem.
A special'chaPter is devoted to a

comprehensive analYsis of the use

and protection of natural resources;
in this chapter the author after com-
menting on some of the theses in the
main works bY the noted Soviet
scientists A. Fersman and V. Ver-
nadsky, and on the studies by Ameri-
can authors, goes on to analYse

concrete facts. Thus, he looks at the
extent to which individual countries
are provided with natural resources
and discusses ways of satisfying the
requirements in this area by using the
latist achievements of the scien-

tific and technological revolution'
The section oJ the book dealing

with the energy issue and energy

resources is most relevant' The au-

thor analyses the present situation
and the irosPects for the develoP-

ment of the Production and con-

sumption of various kinds of energy:

he also analyses all the known fore'
casts for the consumption of energy

resources in the USA and other

capitalist countries.

Cooperation in the environmental
oroteciion as a specific problem of
scientific and technological coopera-
tion is discussed by the author in all
its forms: bilateral (laying emphasis

on the develoPment of cooPeration
between the USSR and USA) and

multilateral. K. Ananichev particu-
larlv stresses the fact that stable

oeace and extensive cooperation be-

[*"in .tat"s, including states with
different social sYstems' are the

main prerequisites for solving prob-

lems of the protection and improve-
ment of the environment'

The concluding chaPter of the

monograph examines the question of
an intirnational system for environ-
mental qualitY control on a

worldwide scale' Global monitoring
is an important international action
carried out bY manY international
and national organisations which use

various forms of Probes and means

of analysing results. In the author's
ooinion. the dialectical unity of na-

ti,onal and international systems of
monitoring should, where there is
cooperation, lead to an effective
pooiirg of efforts by the States which
are ta-i<ing the first step towards
protectini the biosPhere of the

Planet Ea h' 
G. Khoein,

Cand' Sc' (Econ')

Couuanouoe u HaquoHcLxbHoe'

Onotm gmHocouuor'oeuqecKux

uccneloaauuil, M. ' n3A-Bo

.Hayxa", 193, 330 crP.

The Social and the National' An
' "- 

Eipertment in Ethnosociological
iitrarch, Moscow, Nauka Pub'

lishers, 19f,3,330 PP'

This work is based on the data of
sociological studies conducted bv a

team of researchers in the Tatar
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Autonomous Soviet Socialist Re-
public.

These studies cover many aspects

of the development of relations be-

tween the peoPles of the USSR: the

influence of the ethnic factor on

social processes and phenomena; the

social-professional structure of the
population in the different con-

stiiuent republics: the correlation of
elements of national and internation-
al aspects of culture in social groups;

the development of a lingual com-

f
ffi
ffi'
illrti: munity and the spread of bilingual-

lrml psychological aspects of rela-" tlons between nations, and so on.
The changes that have taken place

in the socio-ethnical structure of the
Tatar Autonomous Republic in the
process of socialist and communist
construction are dealt with at length.
The experience of building socialism
and forming a homogeneous social
structure in the multinational Soviet
Union shows that the basic ways and
means of the fundamental changes in
the soiial structure of the nations
and nationalities of the USSR come
under the operation of common
laws. However, these laws did not
by any means operate similarly
among all the peoples. The building
of socialism by peoples who had
been subjected to colonial exploita-
tion prior to 1917, the Tatar people
being a case in point, gave. rise to
sorne specifics and difficulties during
the socialist reorganisation of their
social structure.

Using facts the authors show that
as a result of the consistent im_
plementation of the Leninist
nationalities policy, the creation of a
modern industrial infrastructure and
the acceleration of urbanisation, the
formerly backward peoples drew
level with the nations of the USSR
that had forged ahead in their
economic and social development.

An interesting point made in the
book is that radical changes in the
social structure of the population are
accompanied by a growth of social
mobility, which, among other things,
carries a socio-ethnic load, perform-
ing very important functions in the
processes of the integration and
consolidation of the ethnoses.

The results of ethnosociological
studies make it possible to trace all
aspects of the social movemenls and
relationships of social groups. The

authors show that today the social
development of nations is rapidly
levelling up and is accompanied by
the formation of an entirely new type
of contacts between individuals:
these contacts are not socially or
nationally closed, but are open and
based on the ethical and spiritual
affinity of individuals.

Considerable attention is given to
a characteristic of the trends of the
population's socio-cultural develop-
ment. In the republic a swift levelling
up is observed in the structure and
character of the consumption of
cultural values by Russians and
Tatars, in other words, of their
cultural life. In the individual social
groups this process has its own
specifics, but the same level is
achieved in each case.

The authors discuss the role of the
family as an element of the social
struc{ure and a major social institu-
tion, and analyse the interaction
between the changes in family and
everyday relations and the develop-
ment of relations between nations.
Factual material enables the authors
to draw the important conclusion
that the internationalisation of the
forms of everyday life of different
ethnoses is intensifying and that
ethnical distinctions are being erased
in psychology and everyday life. One
of the fundamental manifestations of
the new quality in the development
of family and everyday relations is
the growth of the number of mixed
marriages.

A nationally-mixed family is an
important element of the integration
of the culture, everyday life and
traditions of diffepent peoples. In
such families the cultural level is
frequently high, and the more de-
veloped cultural environment
.stimulates the acquisition of more
sophisticated cultural habits by chil-
dren and the growth of the intellectu-
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al and cultwal requirements of all the
members of these families.

After accentuating the inter-
indlvidual aspect of national rela-
tions, the authors draw attention to
the problem of national orientations,
guidelines, opinions and behaviour.
In studying national guidelines, they
take into account the situation in
which these guidelines manifest
themselves: the production collec-
tive, close family contacts, and close
friendly contacts with persons of
another nationality. The results of
sociological studies enabled the au-
thors to draw conclusions about the
determinants forming national
guidelines and the character of these
determinants relative to different
types of agglomerations.

An interesting analysis is made of
the dependence of national
guidelines on mono-national and
multinational surroundings. True,
this analysis is limited to the place of
residence. Labour, which is a major
determinant of orientations and
guidelines, has regretfully not been
taken as a subject of study.

The authors deal profoundly with
the problems of ethnolinguistic con-
tacts and bilingualism. They formu-
late a number of interesting proposi-
tions on the essence and social
significance of bilingualism, on its
influence on the ethnical self-

leport xydoxecmaeuuoil npo3w.
CoquaaucmuqecKue cmpaHbt
Eeponw. M., llsg-no *HayKar,
19f,3,39t3 crp.

The Main Character in Prose Wo*s.
The Socialist Countries ol
Europe, Moscow, Nauka Pub-
lishers, 1973, 3913 pp.

This book gbes beyond the
bounds of its tifle. lt not only deals
with the main character in the litera-
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consciousness. Further, they study
the importance of the Russian lan-
guage to the development of rela-
tions between peoples.

The Russian language is a major
vehicle for expanding social links, it
considerably facilitates contact with
people of other nationalities and
social strata in multinational produc-
tion collectives and outside the
sphere of production. It provides the
bridge to new common, Soviet tradi-
tions and norms of behaviour.

This by no means signifies the
Russification or denationalisation of
the non-Russian cultures and lan-
guages; on the contrary, it is an
objective process and helps to en-
large the scope of common, Soviet
elements in all spheres of the socio-
cultural life of the peoples of the
USSR. The authors stress that the
native language and ethnical self-
consciousness play a vital role in
ethnical processes.

On the basis of their eth-
nosociological analysis of the pro-
cesses taking place in relations be1
tween nations at the present stage of
communist construction, the authors
have drawn interesting conclusions
on the ways and prospects for the
develOpment and drawing together
of Soviet nations.

T. Abdughukurov

tures of the socialist countries of
Europe, that is, the problern of the
individual, of the structure of
character, but that of prose fiction in
these countries as a whole. Soviet
authors select typical works by Pol-
ish, Hungarian, Yugoslav, German
(GDR), Czech, Slovak and Bulgarian
writers and examine these works in
the lieht of their social, psychologi-
cal and moral problems; this makes it
possible to draw, if only in general
oufline, a picture of the literatures of

the European socialist countries.
Before us we have a series of

Iiterary-critical studies linked with
the community of questions anal-
ysed, which complement one
another. As a rule, each of the
authors speaks about "his own" liter-
ature, the literature he knows best,
but he also uses other foreign materi-
al: curious and sometimes unex-
pected comparisons arise, and the
main outlines of the international
socialist literaty process are re-
vealed. The critics often correlate
the books analysed to Soviet litera-
ture and note the similarities in them.

The researchers descnbe new and
significant phenomena in the social-
ist literature of different countries.
A._ Piotrovskaya examines the origi-
Tl u4 outstanding novel Diably
(The Devils) by the polish writei
Tadeusz. Nowak; N. yakovleva
makes us think about the philosophi-
cal novels of Meia Selimovi6 Dervii i
srnrl (The Dervish and Death) and
Tv rdav a (The Fortress) ; in his article
"The Young Hero in Literature" yu.
Cusev uses a great deal of material,
mainly taken from Hungarian prose.
As can be seen from the book, prose
works h the socialist countries of
Er.rlope are characterised by a wealth
of gcnres, themes, varieties of style
(e-pic novel, novels about everyday
life in the country, war novelj,
philosophical novels, tales contain-
ing the confessions of youth, satiri-
cal tales, autobiographies, anJ so
forth).

The shaping of the socialist
character, the introduction into
everyday life of the principles of
socialist morals which are based on
an understanding of the personal
concern and responsibility for all
that is going on around, is by no
means an easy and simple matter.
l,iterature reflects this complicated

process and actively participates in
ir.

"In the spiritual sphere," notes N.
Yakovleva, "the conflict between
the old and the new is particularly
marked. Ideas which have been
formed over the centuries clash with
new concepts which do not always
hold their ground and have not bein
completely formed. The socialist
person is not fenced off from the
past, the roots of his consciousness
go back into old social conditions.
He is not partitioned off from the
influence of various present-day
forms of bourgeois ideblogy. The
individual of today is -hrawn,
stronger than ever before, into the
circuit of events."

- O. Rossiyanov also reflects upon
these questions when he analyses
one of the best works of Hungarian
socialist literature, the novel Rdszeg
eSo (Heady Rain) by J6ssef Darvas.
In his article Yu. Gusev talks about
the complicated questions which
sometimes face young people in the
socialist countries and whiih appear
in literature. In particular, hi- ex-
amines the tale Fiistben eS fCnyben(In the Smoke and in the flre) by ttre
Rumanian writer Ferenc papp,
where the problem of the succession
of generations, and of upbringing the
new man is resolved in a positive
manner.

Moral problems, including the
conflict with the vestiges of the old
world. are acquiring evex greater
srgnlfrcance in the prose of the
socialist countries; they have be-
come an important sphere in which
the.ideological message and party
spirit of literature manifest them-
selves.

In his article on what would seem
to be partial question, ..The Themeof Personal .Responsibility in the
Slovak Prose'on the Second World
War", S. Belza, comparing many



works written in different countries'
iniiuOing the USSR, comes to a

lonnirrci=ttg generalisation: "At the
piesent st-age, the literature of the
'socialist countries is striving to show

"u-in" 
diverse inlluences and im-

""ftit which determine PeoPle's
ihouchts and deeds, without
simplitying them in the least, without
uroiairig ihe excePtional cases of
ihoic",Jot they also assist in com-

orehending typical regularities'"--i" tt" Uootl tte idea is set forth
that socialist realism which examines

iiie indiviaual in the dYnamics of

historical, social develoPment: lE

"ii" 
io .nbt, man in all his complexi-

tr.ln all the different shades of his

"'*r"iourn".s 
and mentalitY, and-

tr"t utt""Oy gained quite a lot of
eiperience-in this sphere' It is just

ihi-. tent" of historical perspective

that can helP the writer reveal

man's inner liie in all its wealth and

i"tic.itv. which withstands any de-

"mE 
uriA anarcho-individualistic dis-

connection.

T. MotYleva,
D. Sc. (Philol.)
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The Soviet digest
Sorlalism: Theory ad &actice

intoducrcs you to maior problems of socialism

SOCIALISM: THEORY AND PRACTICE

(sTP)
is a monthly 160-page illustrated digest
of the theoretical and political press.

It is published by the Novosti Press Agency
in English, French, German and Spanish.

E- yot, are interestgd in the topical questions
of Marxist-I-eninist theory and the experience
of socialist and communist construction in the
USSR;

if you are interested in the life of the socialist
community and the work of the Council for
Mutual Economic Assistance -

REAI)

STP
Those who take out a year's subscription to STP will

receive free a set of six booklets on problems dealt with by
the digest.

SOCIALISM: THEORY AND PRACTICE is avsila-
blc at bookshops and firms dealing in Soviet titerature.
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